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PREFACE. 55'S

" Get wisdom, and with all thy getting get understanding."

One of the most honourable characteristics of

the present age, is the incessant and anxious exer-

tion which is making towards the fulfilment of

this injunction of the sacred writer. Those who

have been happy enough to experience the uses

and the delights of knowledge, far from wishing

to monopolize it, are among the most forward

in the glorious work of extending its influence,

and facilitating its acquirement. No rank is too

mean to be of consequence in the estimation of

those philosophical and benevolent persons, who

are at once conferring happiness upon indivi-

duals, and increased power upon their country.

They are well aware of the truth of Bacon's

maxim, that ''knowledge is power;" and

they are also aware, that a nation can only be



permanently great in proportion to the intelli-

gence of its population. Impressed with this

truth, they have largely provided, and extensively

distributed, the means of improvement. Me-

chanics' Societies, Literary Institutions, Public

Libraries, and Periodical and General Publi-

cations of every tlenomination, are working their

most bencticial cH'ects on our population.

While we yield all due praise to these meri-

torious and useful exertions, we must not lose

sight of the fact, that the good which is pro-

ducible by them must always he partial, because

they contemplate the instruction of adults onlij.

We are far, very far from under-rating this partial

good,—we are only anxious that it shall not be

mistaken for a universal one. The full object

and intent of the philanthropists and patriots

above mentioned, cannot be effected with the

present generation. Ignorance produces vice,

and the latter, by a re-action, becomes the cause

of a still greater ignorance, which, in its turn,

generates increased and more incurable vice.

Miu'ls which have weltered from infancy to youth,

and from youth to maturity, in ignorance, are

too deeply sunk in its corroding slough, and too
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firmly wedded to its base enjoyments, to accept,

and much more to profit by, the instruction

which the wise would afford them. Whether the

child be trained up in the way in which he should

go, or in which he should not go, it is certain

that, " When he is old he will not depart there-

from.'* Habit is second nature, and it must

be obvious to all, who properly reason upon the

subject, that when vice and prejudice have long

held possession, the words of wisdom will have

little chance of being heard. The most efficient

mode, therefore, of producing a universal diffu-

sion of wisdom, is to sow its seeds in the pure

young bosom of the rising generation. They

must become the depositories of that wisdom

which would be distasteful as well as useless to

their fathers, and on them must hereafter devolve

the important duty of still more widely diffusing

it. It is upon these grounds, and in the humble

desire to render some little assistance in preparing

the minds of youth for the reception of lighter

knowledge in their more mature years, that the

author has composed the following pages. De-

voted to no particular science, and having for its

sole object the blending of instruction with amuse-



ment, this little work consists of a series of articles

as varied as excellent, a kind of Literary and Sci-

entific melange, eminently calculated, by its pleas-

ing variety, to captivate the ever-active minds of

youth, and of su( li a form as to admit of being

carefully perused either for hours or for a few

brief minutes. The subjects of this work have

been selected, and the articles have been written,

with the greatest possible care ; the author having

sedulously excluded every thing which, in senti-

ment or expression, might, in the slightest degree,

be improper for the perusal of youth.

It is well observed by a certain talented author,

tliat " The pleasures of science or knowledge go

hand in hand with the solid benefits derived from

it," and that '* they tend, unlike other gratifica-

lions, not only to make our lives more agreeable,

but better.'' Surely, then, no persuasion is neces-

sary, to induce rational parents to furnish their

children with the means of procuring that ines-

timable union of pleasure and gain, without alloy,

which wisdom affords, and which, instead of being

at the ex pence of virtue, goes hand in hand with

it, graces, strengthens, and supports it. Being

well assured that all judicioiis parents will up-
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prove of the intention of the present little work,

the author confidently hopes for public patronage.

Should he meet with the encouragement he an-

ticipates, these volumes will, at no distant period,

be followed by others on a somewhat similar plan,

containing a larger store of still more important

and interesting knowledge.
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JANUARY

Is the first month in the year, aeeording to the Christian

method of computation, and it is also the coldest of the

twelve. It derives its name from the Heathen god Jauus,
to whom the Romans dedicated this portion of the year,

B



and who was by them rcproscnted with two faces ; the onf,

thul of nn old man, Ixini; typical • of his n.'lros|H.'ct of Ur

\rAsi ; and tlic other, a youthful countenance, denoting hi.>

pruspcit of the future.

The Pagan mytholosry describes Janus' as the god of

gatrs and avt-nues, and iCl new undertakings ; and he wa<»

di-1ineatc-d with a key in one hand, and a stafl'in the other,

the symbols of his opening and governing the year. Some-

times he bore also in one hand the number 300, and in

tlu- otlier <>•>, being the number of days in a year. On

other oceasions, his image was made withybiir heads, an«l

erected in a square temple, having a door and three win

dows in each of it^ four sides, as emblematical of the four

seasons anti their twelve months. The zodiacal sign of

Jiinuar)- is Atjuarius (the Water bearer).

The Saxi>ns called this month Wolf mono t, or Woff-

mimthy because tlie Wolves, which anciently infested Uie

I'ritish forests, constrained bj hunger at this desolate

M-as.m, were wont to attack even man himself, which they

never did till the inclemency of the wuatlier bod de»tn)ye«l,

<>r put to flight, the inferior animals on which they gene

rally fed.

The Saxons also called January /F/teryula (q/icr

tfuh), or, after Christmas. Our aneeston* depicte«l January

as a woodman, carrying faggoLs or an axe, and shivering

and blowing his fingers. The inimitable poet Spensvr,

thus describes him. in his " Faerie Uueine:"

—

* Knililcnutical, ^^\Intl*.
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•' r\\itn came old January, wrapped well

In inauy weeds, to keep the cold a\fay ;

Yet he quake and (inivcr like to quell,

And blow his nayl.s t- warm them if he may ;

For they were nurahd with holding all the day

A hatrhrtt keene, with which he ftlh-d wood,

And from the trees did lop the needle.*.- spray."

In January, the increasing influence of the sun issearooly

fell in our climate. Upon an average, St. Hilary's day

(the 1 1th) has usually been found the coldest of the year.

The ordinary appearances of the month arc peculiarly inte-

resting. The small rivers and ponds arc frozen over, and

the gliding streams become, as it were, blocks and slabs of

p,dished marble ;- the snow clothes the ground with its beau-

tiful robe of whiteness; and the hoar frost dresses the trees

with crystals, which sparkle like the most brilliant jewel-

lery. In w-inter, the feathered race become more imme-

.liately dependant on man. Who feels not then the warm

glow of pity for the little red-breast that comes to our doors

and windows for his crumbs, and whose note is doubly har-

monious, from the contrast of its cheerfulnees to the

dreariness around ? When the earth is intensely hardened

by the frost, and the snow conceals the ordinaiy food of

birds, the larks take shelter in the warm stubble
;

the

bUvckbirdsand thrushes nestle in the hedges ;
the fieldfares,

that come to our climate from colder countries, seek the

neiv^hbourhood of towns; the little wrens find some snug

hole in a thatch or hayrick: and the sparrows and chaf-

finches fly to the farm yards, to watch for the scanty

pittance of the barn door.



Many animals lie in a t«»rpid state durinjr the winter.

The frog ami the snake become benumbed, and to appear-

ance dead, till the return of warmth. Some sleep uninter

ruptedly during the inclement season : of this species is the

dormouse, which derives its name from its dormant habits :

others, having laid up a store of provision for the period

of cold, keep close within their retreats ; the squirrel and

field-mouse are specimens of this prudent class.

Winter is the season of repose to the vegetable worlds

and therefore during its continuance the plough and the

spade are but little used. The farmer mends his hedges,

and spreads manure, and the gardener trains his trees.

Towards the end of the month, however, the days imper

eeptibly lengthen, and the temperature increases. Then

the thrush and the blackbird utter their firm and cheering

notes
J
and the wren, the hedge-sparrow, and the grateful

robin, arc heard chirping in the leafless trees. The linnet»

congregate ; and lambs, lovely lambs are brought forth,

reijuiring from the hands of man in this dreary time all

the tenderness which is proverbially attributed to a good

shepherd.

In January, beware of sudden exposure to htat after

having remained long in the cold air. Nothing is more

dangerous, for cold renders the body more susceptible of

impression, and the consequence of coming then suddenly

into a warm room is a quickenetl action of the blootl, which

fre«iuently causes inflammation. Hence also catarrhs,

rheumatisms, and other inflamuiat4^>ry diseases. Running

very quickly after ha\ing stood shivering in the cold, often



pro'luces the same effects. Chilblains may be prevented

by frequent rubbing of the hands or feet, which promotes

the circulation of the blood.

In this inclement portion of the year, when all nature

seems to be shrunk into herself, fearful of exertion till the

revivifying beams of the spring-time sun shall rouse her to

her accustomed duties—when eveiy part of the animal

creati(m claims from man more than ordinary care and

j)ity; the tender grateful roiiw hovers timidly about your

windows and doors, watching for the proceeds of your

bounty, and chirping sweetly in return for the crumbs

which you bestow. Then let your heart overflow with

gratitude for the numberless blessings yon possess; let

compassion for the less fortunate, but equally deserving,

incite you to benevolence, and while you supply the neces-

sities of the little birds, determine also to alleviate the

privations and distresses of the poor and needy.

January 1.—NEW YEAR'S DAY.

" Again the smoothly circulating year,

Beneath fair skies serene and clear,

Completes its gentle round
;

Sweet bells in tuneful sounds express

Gay thanks for rural happiness,

And months with plenty crown'd."

C Anon. J

The birth of a new year, as Elia says, is of an interest
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too wide to be pretermitted by king or cobler. No one

ever regarded the First of January with indifference. It is

that from which all date their time, and count upon what

is left,—it is the nativity of our common father---Adam.

No day is more worthy of being kept as a holiday,

for no day is of more general interest--it is the birth-day

of the year-the anniversary of the Creation. On it,

another year sinks into the lapse of ages, never to

return-on it, a new succession of hours, days, weeks,

and months, begins to glide away into the same irrecover-

able abyss.

Among the Romans, the first day of January was ap-

pointed for the entering of the magistrates on their office
*

and on this day it was customary for them to wish each

(jther '* (iood fortune," and to send presents to their friends.

We have various authorities to prove that congratu

lations, presents, and visits, were made by the Romans

on this day. The origin of the custom is ascribed to

Romulus* and Tatiusf, and the usual presents were figs

and dates, covered with leaf gold. These were sent by

* The generally supposed founder of RoMF, but whirb opinion

appears to r<^ on n<> l)ettiT foundation tlian mere fabulous tradition.

The uncertainty which prevailed on tliis subject, even in anrient time*,

is clearly evinced by the numorous and *-arying accounts'of the origrin

i>flhat city, which are mentioneil by Plutarch in the introduction to

hi-t life of Romulus, in which, prolMblv, is the best account of the

origin of this city ever printed.

+ King of CuTe» (a town and people^ among the Sabines of Italy.

He shared the royal authority with Romulus, with whom be lived in

the grcati'st union. He was murdered B C. 742.
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clients to patrons, accompanied by a piece of money,

which was expended to purchase the statues of deities.

Many relics of this Roman custom are preserved in the

cabinets of the curious. Among them, an amphora, or

jar, still exists, having an inscription on it, denoting

that it was a new year's present from the potters to

their patroness. Also a piece of Roman pottery, with

an inscription wishing " a happy new year to you;"

another, where a person wishes it to himself and his son ;

and three medallions, on which are represented the laurel

leaf, fig, and date; one being of the emperor Commodus ;

another of Victory ; and the third of Janus, standing in a

temple, with an inscription, wishing a new year to the

emperor.* New year's gifts were continued under the

Roman emperors, until Claudius prohibited the custom.

Yet in the early ages of the church, the Christian emperors

received them ; nor did they wholly cease, although con-

demned by ecclesiastical councils on account of the pagan

ceremonies at their presentation.

Our own ancestors were always accustomed to observe

New Year's eve and morn with peculiar honour. Debarred

by the state of the weather from most of their amusements

and exercises out of doors, they determined to make amends

for that privation by giving full vent to their animated

and cheerful spirits before their blazing hearths ; and from

Christmas eve till after Twelfth-day, was one continued

scene of revelry and entertainment. At the pei'iod of the

* These articles are mentioned by Dr Fosbroke, in his Encyclo-

pedia of Antiquities.
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decease of the old and the birth of the new year, they

drank a farewell to the spirit of " the departetl ;" and

h> greet the appearance of the new era, the wassail bowl*

was broug:ht in, well filled with wine or ale, in which floated

roasted apples, sutrared, and stuck with spices. This en-

livening composition was called Lamb\<t nool. The tables

groaned beneath the weight of the substantial feast. In

tlie centre, a boar's head, decked with rosemary, wrcatlied

with garlands, and having a lemon in its mouth, was seen

in kingly pre-eminence ; at one end smoked an enormous

chine—at the other, a fattened turkey displayed its charms;

while around, capons, sweetmeats, and mincepies, put in

their several claims to notice. After due homage had been

paid to this abundant fe.ast, the youngsters retired to

dancing or blindman's buff, or some such innocent diver-

sions ; while the wassail-bowl was again and again reple-

nished for the benefit of the elders, and thoroughly broken

-

in topers, f Many other ceremonies were also observed,

some of which, indeed, would have been " more honoured

in the breach than in the obsenance."

But many of these old customs might still be kept up

without detriment to manners or morals. Now, alas ! not

only have most of the ancient enlivening usages, but even

the mutual giving of presents,— -a particular custom of

this season,-- -fallen into disuse ; although the publica-

• Wnssail is » railed from the Saxon tctFtheel, signifying yorr

he<dtli ; it als«> means the li()uor »> made, as mentiunrd above, <>r

a drinking bout.

i Thost who drink iiard, ^ol^ drunkards.
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tion of the elegant and beautiful " Souvenirs,"--" Forget-

me-nots,"---" Amulets," &c. and the still more useful

" Young Ladifs Library of Useful and Entertaining

Knowledge,*^ which now issue from the press, gives a chance

and a hope of renval of those tioily agreeable offerings at

the shrine of friendship and of love.

The lively French contrive to make something more

of New Year's Day than our English gravity will allow us

to do. They think, that as it is the^r^f, it should also be

the happiest day of the year. They occupy it, therefore,

in visitings, embracings, congratulations, good wishes, and

the presenting of sweetmeats called bonbons. Of the latter,

Mrs. Plumtre, in her " Residence iu France," very pleas-

ingly tells us, that " the shops of the confectioners are

dressed up the day before with looking-glasses, intermixed

with festoons of silk or muslin, and bunches of ribbands or

flowers. The counters are covered over with a nice table-

cloth, and set out with cakes, sweetmeats, dried fruits, and

bonbons, made up into pyramids, castles, columns, or any

forms which the taste of the decorator may suggest; and in

the evening they are illuminated for the reception of

company, who come to buy their bonbons for the next day.

Endless are the de\ices for things in which they are to be

enclosed : there are little boxes or baskets made of satin,

ornamented with gold, silver, or foil : balloons,—-books,—

fruit, such as apples, pears, oranges ;---or vegetables, such

as a cauliflower, a root of celery, an onion :---any thing, in

short, which can be made with a hollow within to hold the

bonhons. In these things, the prices of which vary from
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one franc to fifty, the bonbons are presented by those who

choose to be at the oxpcnce of them : and by those who do

not, they are wrapped in a piece of paper ; but bonbons

in some way or other must be presented."

Among the Scotch, the vigil (or preceding night) of

this day is celebrated with the utmost festivity, accompanied

by the mosl intense anxiety among the juniors to hear tlie

stroke of tmli^. Careful is every swain to post himself at

the door of his sweetheart long l>cf«)re the last stroke

" o'/ira/," lest a rival should anticipate him, for at that

hour ilie first foot, or favoureil youth of each expecting

damsel, is privilcgetl to enter, and prove all the strength of

his love by the ardour of the salute with which he greets

his blushing fair one. Then all delight tbemselvcs in

happy converse, and tlie *' (fude not yvar^'' is haile<l and

toasted by every one, in the cheerful " het-pint,*^ (its

contents being composed of warm ale, spirits, sugar, and

spices), till the morning light warns them to other occu-

pations.

Formerly, at loa^t one half of the middling and lower

ranks in Edinburgh were totally unaccustomed to think of

bed upon the new year's ngil; but, ha>ing preparetl the

lu't-pint, they sallied out as the clock struck twelve, to be

the first at the house of a sweetheart or friend. The streets

of Auld Reekie were then crowded ; lights flashed from

numerous lanteiTis, and the tumultuous joys of the raerrj-

wanderers were uproarious : but of late years, this innocent

and good-humoured mirth has been interrupted by riots,

and e%en, sometimes, by murder, and such disastrous
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consequences have caused a great decline in this mode of

celebrating the New Year in the Northern Metropolis.

In London, New Year's Day is scarcely thought of

as a day to be celebrated. Some few circles of friends,

perhaps, meet at each other's tables, and spend the day

in hilarity, wishing " A happy New Year" to those around

them J
but this is the extent of the day's festivities. It is,

however, a day fit for serious reflection, and whilst we

congratulate ourselves on enjoying another year, wc should

think with deep commiseration on those poor creatures who

are starving and shivering through all the rigours of this

inclement season, and, as a token of gratitude to the

Almighty for the many comforts he has bestowed on us,

we ought to open our hearts and purses to the relief of the

poor and destitute.

JULIET'S TOMB.

The pathetic and affecting tragedy of Romeo and

Juliet, one of the master-pieces of Shakespeare's genius,

has its foundation in fact, and the principal incidents which

he has so skilfully introduced, and which have so magic an

effect, both in the reading and representation, have their

origin in nature.

Near the church of San Francesco de Citadella, at

Verona,* is a small garden, in which is an old sarco-

* The capital city of the Veronese, in Italy. It is situated on

tht^ river Adigr, in the territ'^ry of Venice.
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pliaijus,* much oorroil«il l»y time, ami mutilat<*il i»y the

vt-noration of those who wished to possess a fra'^mont oi

what is, on (rood nutiiority, considered " the Tomh <>i

JlLIET."

This interesting relic lay in the church of St. Pernio

Magiriore, and subseijuently was rcmovetl to its present

station. To prevent its total demolition, a heavy penalty

is inflicted on those who do farther damacrc to this vene-

rated monument. It is just six feet lonif, and wide enoui^h

to contain two bodies.

The Btory, as told by C;irolamo della Corte, is briofly as

follows:

Durin'j: the mayoralty of Signer Bartolomeo at Veronat

in the year 1303, occurred the death of two unfortunate

lovers, who fell victims to the long and bloo<ly feud-<

between the rival houses of Montecchi and Capulctti.

Strenuous endeavours had long been made by the friends

of both parties to put a stop to the cruel encounters whirh

frequently took place between the partisans of these noble

families; and they so far succecdetl, as to induce the

young men to give way to, and to salute, the old of either

party, whom they might chance to meet.

At the time of the Caniival, when all animosities are

for a time laid aside, M. Antonio Capuletti gave a splendid

entertainment, at which was present one of the Montecchi

family, named Romeo. This gentleman was remarkably

handsome, and well behaved, and apparently about twenty

years of age.

* A tomb or sepulchre.
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After condnuing masked for some time, he uncovered his

face, and went and seated himself in a corner, taking no

part in the entertainments. This apparent ill-breeding

was excused by his enemies on account of his youth
;

otherwise, it is probable, they would have made it a pretext

to pick a quarrel with him.

But, though thus seemingly Uking no share in the

amusements, he was not unpleasantly employed, A most

lovely young woman, among the dancers, had caught his

eye, and appeared to return his glances with corresponding

admiration. He no longer sat apart from the company,

but joined in the sprightly dance, and soon had the

happiness of securing the charming Juliet for his

partner.

While the entertainment lasted, this interesting couple

grew deeply enamoured of each other, and both learnt with

concern, that they belonged respectively to houses at deadly

enmity with each other, for Juliet was of the family of

Capulctti.

Full of hope, however, that this untoward obstacle

would ultimately be overcome, they had frequent inter-

views by moonlight, when they exchanged vows of mutual

affection, and determined to brave every danger by a

private union.

For the purpose of accomplishing this desirable event,

Romeo consulted with one Father Lonardo, who was con-

fessor both to the Montecehi and Capuletti, as well as to

many others of the inhabitants of Verona. The good priest

favoured their purpose, hoping that it would be a means of

reconciling the families. c
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Accnnlinfjly. the maniairo wxs privately solcmnizoil, ami

Ronuo ]ia<l tjjo iiappintss of enjoyin? many interviews witi>

his britle : but an unhappy occurrence interrupted! his

felicity, for in a furious encounter between the young men

of the rival houses, to which Romeo exerted himself to put

a stop, he was furiously assaulted by one Tehaldo, whom
he was oblit^cd to slay in self-defence.

To avoid the danirerous consequences of this unfortunate

occurrence, Romeo fled to Mantua, and Juliet was com-

manded to wid a person ehoson by her parents. In this

extremity she consulted Father Lonardo, who advised the

following: stratagem.

He prepared, by his skill in ehemistrj', a pition for

Juliet, which would cast her into a sleep resembling death.

This Juliet reatlily swallowed, and its eilects being exactly

as the Father had foretold, Juliet was supposed U> Iht dead,

and was laid in the vault of h.r ancestors.

In the mean time Lonardo sent a messenger to Mantua,

to acijuaint Romeo with their stratagem, and that his wife

would soon join him. I'nhappily the news of her death

arriveil before the friar's courier, and Romeo, overcome

with grief, had set out with all speetl to visit the tomb of

his beloved. Without losing a moment, he hastened to the

spot, which was without the church, opened the sarco-

phagus, and, after shedding a flood of tears over what he

supposed her lifeless remains, swallowed poison, laid himself

down by her side, and expired just as the friar arrived to

remove Juliet from her dismal habitation.

Here, to his horror and amazement, he found Romeo
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(load within the tomb, and heard from the weeping attend-

ant, that had aecompanicd his master from Mantua, the

particulars of this melancholy event. At this crisis the

unhappy Juliet awoke from her trance, and hearina: the

dreadful occurrence, overpowered by the shock, fell dead

on the body of her faithful Romeo.

So deeply affected were the heads of the two rival fami-

lies of Montecchi and Capuletti, on hearing of the fate of

these tender lovers, that they forgot their mutual animo-

suies, so far as to unite in bestowing on them the most

splendid obsequies. Their bodies reposed together in the

same tomb, which, says the narrator, I have often seen,

close to the well of the poor disciples of St. Francis.

Shakespeare, in dramatising this affecting ston,-, has

deviated very little from the incidents here related, and,

in general, merely changed the names of the characters

;

but he has attached to the narrative a high degree of inte-

rest by the natural manner in which all are made to per-

form their part. The fiery Tybalt, the facetious Mercutio,

the presuming Paris, the gentle yet valiant Romeo, the

tender and affectionate Juliet, are pourtraycd with a truth

and beauty worthy the pen of the poet of natuie.

Although it is interesting to know the true history of

those tragic occurrences in private life which, from their

peculiar nature and consequences, have become notorious

in the world, and afforded a foundation for legendary tales

and poetical compositions
; yet, in general, the penisal of

such events should engender a spirit of caution rather than

of admiration in the youthful and impassioned mind.
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^\ ith l\\\> feci i ML' we present to our juvenile roa»K'rs tin-

ril)ove account of the striking incidents which throw a

Qiournful .thade of regret over the history of two most

unfortunate lovers; whose names have U'en celebrated as

patterns of faithful love, and as martyrs to an unhappy

piLssion : and, in doing this, we feel it our duty to remark,

that oiiKDiEN(E TO PARENTS IS one of the primar) an«l

Mjitfct positive injunctions of the Supreme Being. It is seldom

that we find happiness or peace of mind to be the portion

<<r those who disregard the parenta.1 di<-tates; of thotic

who, by disobedience in so important a matter, often bring

sorrow and trouble on the declining years of their nirwl

relatives, as well as misery on themselves. The exp»ri-

cnce of parents must necessarily be pre-eminently calcu-

lated to judge of what will conduce to the welfare of their

oH'spring, and those children who undutifully slight their

injunctions, and the dictates resulting from their expi*

rience, seldom attain to that felicity which their own

immature judgment had fondly imagined.

But, in the particular instance above recorded, it may

l>o said, that the youthful lovers were justified in the course

they pursued.

It is difljrult to determine what extremity of circum

stances can justify filial disolnrdience : but in reference to

our unfortunate hero and heroine, we can readily concede

tliat, if in any ease such justification may be allowed, they

were peculiarly cntitletl to plead it Yet, as such extreme

cnsos sclilom now occur, we must ix*rsist in applying gene-

rally the obsi-rvalions we have already made ; and in
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allowing a jinjtiflcation only when circumstances arc

especially extraordinary, ami arise from an unnatuial and

improper opposition in the parents.

The history of Romeo and Juliet indeed presents us with

a most lamentable illustration of the misery which results

from the unbridled indulgence of bad passions. Had not the

parents of those youthful sufferers allowed themselves to be

carried away by an execrable spirit of hatred to each other,

and to their families, the melancholy events which wc

have recorded would never have occurred. The spirit of

family or party feud was in those days carried to a most

lamentable extent, in every nation, and that too among

people who professed themselves Christians. It is a subject

of great congratulation to modem Englishmen, that the

wholesome restraint of their laws prevents the open conse-

quences of enmity ; but no human regulations could pre-

vent the occurrence of circumstances so private and so

fatal in their nature as those we have related. We can

only therefore deprecate most uncciuivocally the indulgence

of such horrible passions, which are at all times so likely

to be the cause of similar tragical events ; and exhort every

one who professes himself to be a Christian, to follow

practically those peaceable, mild, and philanthropic pre-

cepts which Christianity especially inculcates.

One other remark may conclude our reflections on this

mournful record. Whatever may have been the trials and

suti'erings of the unfortunate hero, and however much he

might have been justified in his preceding actions, nothing

whatever could extenuate the crime of self-murder. Sui-
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cide is at all trmes revolting and criniinal. " Thou shalt

do NO murder," is the express injuuetion of the Almijrhty,

and whosoever impiously terminates his own existence, i»

both a etmtemncr of God's eommandnicnts, and the most

palti^' of cowanb- He weakly hopes to fly fnim the

pressure and sorrow of earthly calamities, without bestow

ing a thouijht on the still more horrible and enduring

torments which await the mirdkmer in another world !

tSEFL'L MAXIMS.

The greatest flood has the soonest ebb; the sorest

tempest the most sudden calm ; the hottest love the coldest

end; and from the dtrpest desire oftentimes ensues the

deadliest hate. A wise man haii rather be envied for

providence, than pitied for pro«Uerality. Rcvenjfe barketh

only at the stars, and spite spurns at that she cannot reach.

An envious man waxeth lean with the fatness of his

ncii^hbours. En\'y is the daug:hter of pride, the author of

murder ii.itl revenge, the beginner of secret sedition, and

the perpetual tormentor of virtue. Envy is the filthy slime

of the soul ; a venom, a poison, or quicksilver which con-

sumeth the flesh, and drieth up the marrow of the b<.»ncs.

—

iyocratcs.
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NEWSTEAD ABBEY.

Newstead Ahhey has a twofold claim to the attention

of the public—for its history, and for its connection with

that of one of our most celebrated poets, whose eccentrici-

ties have contributed something to the notice which his

poems have received.

Newstead Abbey is of venerable antiquity, having been

a monasteiy of black canons of the order of St Augustine,

founded by Henry II. about the year 1170. It was richly

endowed with the church and town of Papelwick, and large

tracts of land in the forest of Shei-wood.

At the dissolution of monasteries, in the reign of Henry

VIII. Newstead was granted to sir John Byron, lieutenant
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ol SIk rwooil Forcbl, who fltlcxi up part of the ctlifiec for his

«>wn rtsi«lcncc, and inrorp<>ratc«l the south aiitlc of tin.-

church with the mansion, but suffered the rest to go to

decay.

Durin;; its days of splendour, it is described as situated

in a vale, in the midst of an extensive plain, finely planted.

On one side of the house a spacious lake was commenced,

;uul on the other, one already eomplet«xl, flowed almost up

to the mansion. On the banks of this lake were two

castles, with cannon mounle«l on the walls, which formed

piclurestjuc objects, and a twentytnm ship, with several

yachts and boats lying at anchor, threw an air of pleaging

cheerfulness over the whole scene.

The front of the .Abbey Church has a most noble and

majestic apj)earance, Ininp built in the form of the wi-st

end of a cathedral, oilorocd with rich canintni and lofty

pinnacles. In the court yard was an antique cross of red

>lone, but it has been removed by the present proprietor.

Some differences having arisen between William, the fifth

l.iid r>yron, and the father of the poit, tliat nobleman

sold every thing l>elonging to the mansion, and suffered

both the house and grounds to go to decay. On the acces-

sion of the late lord to the title, be refurnished many of

the apartments in a splendid manner, but, with a mo«t un-

accountable negligence, suffered the roof to become w»

ruinous, as tei admit the water in rainy weather. " The

paper had rotted on the walls," says an intelligent writir

on this subject, " and fell in toinfortlcjib sheets upon glow

iiig caiiKts and cunopicj, npon beiLs of crimson and gold.
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clogging the wings of glittt-iing eagles, and destroying

gorgeous coronets."

The Abbey is now the property of major Wildman, who

is restoring it in a style of classical and appropriat..- mag-

nificence.

Having thus bricHy noticed Newstead as a memento of

times long past, and as a relic of those magnificent religious

edifices which we owe to the piety and superstition of our

ancestors, we proceed to a more modern cause of its cele-

brity,—its connection with the history of the great poet of

our day, George CJordon IJyron, lord lUron.

The fiimily of liyron is of great anti(|uity, they are

mentioned in J)oomsday Hook* as considerable landholders

in Lancashire, and sir Kichard Byron, who died in 1398,

acquired possessions in Nottinghamshire, by marrj'ing the

heiress of Colewick.

Sir John Byron, one of his descendants, obtained a grant

of the Abbey of Newstead, at the dissolution of monasteries,

as has already been observed, and the family continued

eminent for their loyalty, during the troublesome times

that followexl. The first peer was created October 24, 1643,

by the title o( Lord Bijron, for his eminent services on the

side of the king,t during the civil wars.

Although the fortunes of the family were much injured

by their adherence to the royal cause, and several members

• A book compiled by order of ^^'illiam the Conqueror, in which

was enrolled an account of all the lands of England, their value, and

their proprietors. The original still exista, and i? preserved in the

Tower of liondon

+ Charles 1,
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of it fell victims to their loyalty on the field of battle, vit

till- j>ruilenco and economy of Richard lonl Byron en-

Mixl him to i-e-purcha&e part of his ancient patrimony,

iionjr which was Newstead Abbey.

l^y the extravagances of some of his descendants, the

property was very much injured, and the family seat jht

milted to go to decay : this «as particularly the case while

> I was in the possession of the uncle of the poet, as has

ilrcaily been obser\ed.

Lord Byron was «lesccnded from royalty-, his mother be-

ing Miss Gordon, of Bight, who reckoned among her an-

cestors James II. of Scotland. Her marriage proving

unhappy, she, soon after the birth of her son, which took

place in London, .lanuarj- 22, 1788, retired with him to

Al)erdeen, where she had to struggle witli the inconveniences

• >f a narrow income.

From infancy IJyron was of a delicate constitution,

l)ut of a bold and determined spirit. At the age of sc^en

he was sent to the ;;rammar school, where he was among

the boldest of his fellow students, though eompelUtl, by

ill health, to occasional absence from his studiejj.

During his residence in Scotland, he is supposed to have

imbibed that spirit of freedom which has always character-

iseil him, and that attachment to Scotland of which he

>lK^aks in his Don Juan :

" I rail'd at Scot*, to slu-w my wntli and wit.

Which must \ye own'd mu< wnntive and nirly,

V«'t *tis ill vain surh faUica to |M-nnit,

'Ilicy cauDOt «|iu-iich young fi-ebnf^ fn->li and rarly :

I " frotch'd not kill'd" the Scotchman iu my blood,

And love the laiid of mountain md of flitod."
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By the death of his father ami uncle, he succeeded to

the titles and estates of the family, at the early ac:c of ten

years. He was now removed to Harrow School, and from

thence to Trinity Colle-e, Camhrid-e. In his ninteenth

year he quitted the university, and took up his residence at

Newstead.

Here he composed his poem denominated " Hours of

Idleness," which was roughly handled by the Edinhurirh

Reviewers: by their strictures, however, they drew on

themselves the lash of his lordship's satire in another poem,

called " Knj^lish Bards ami Scotch Reviewers."

At the proper age he took his seat in the House of

Lords, and distinguished himself, during his short par

liamentaiy career, as a warm and zealous advocate in

the cause of freedom.

On setting out on his travels, in company with his friend

Hobhouse, he wrote a farewell to Newstead, which, as deserip

tive of its then state, and as a specimen of his juvenile

productions, may be thought deserving of insertion :

—

" Tliro" thy battlements Newstead, tlie hollow winds whistle,

Thou, the hall of my fathers, art gone to decay

;

In thy once smiling garden, the hemlock and thistle

Have chok'd up the rose which late bloom'd in the way.

Of the mail-cover'd barons, who proudly to battle

Led their vaasals from Europe to Palestine's plain.

The escutcheon and shield, which with ev'ry blast rattle,

Are the only sad vertices now that remain.
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No more ^\ol\\ old Ilolxrt, with liarp-strlnging numben,

liaise a lUme in the breast, for Uia war-burell'd wreath;

Near ,\skelon's towen*, John of lloriston iilunibera,

I'linerv'd is the hand of his Miustrel, by death.

Paul and Hubert, too, »leep in the ^illey of Cresy,

For th-- afety of Edward and England they fell

;

My fathers ! the tears of your country redres you.

How you fought ! how you died! still her aanals can tell.

On Marston, with Rupert, 'gainst traitor* contending,

Four brothers eniich'd, with their blood, the bleak field,

For the rights of a monarch, their country defending,

Till death their atUchment to royalty aeal'd.

Shades of heroes, farewell ! your descendant departing

Frr)m the scats of your ancestors, bids yrtu adieu !

Abroad or at home, your remembranee imparting

New courage, he'll think upon glory and you.

Though a tear dim his eyes at this sad separation,

'Tis nature, not fear, that excites his regret;

Far distant he gr>es, with the sime emulaiion,

The fame of his fathers he ne'er can forget

That fame, and tliat memory, still will he cberiA,

He vows, Uut he ne'er will disgrace your renown;

Like you will he U\e, or like you will be peri»h;

When decay'd, may he mingle his dust with your own."

He visited Spain, Portugal, and Greece, and, soon after

his return to England, in 1811, published several of those

pieces which rank him among the first pocUi of the age.
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In 1815, he married the only daughter of Sir Ralph

Noel Milbanke, but the union was by no means a happy

one. Unfitted for domestic scenes, his irregularities occa-

sioned a separation, soon after the birth of his daughter,

and his lordship left England for ever.

He first took up his residence on the borders of the lake

of Geneva,* and afterwards lived some time at Venice and

Pisa.f From these places he transmitted the productions

of his muse to London, where they were published, and

read with avidity.

Having realized large sums by his works, he now deter-

mined to advocate the cause of the Cireeks, who were nobly

struggling for freedom, and to devote to it his fortune, his

pen, and his sword. Accordingly he embarked at Leg-

liorn,:}: and arrived at Cephalonia
||
in August 1823, where

he remained some time, endeavouring to discover where

his exertions could most successfully be made.

At length he sailed for Missolonghi, § and narrowly

escaped falling into the hands of the I'urks, who had a

squadron of fifty ships in those seas. On his arrival, his

ardour was in some measure damped, on perceiving the

dissention and selfishness of the leaders, the disorganisation

of the forces, and the inhumanity with which the contest

was carried on.

These evils he exerted himself to remedy, but with little

success, and it is supposed that disappointment, and the

• In Switzerland. + Cities of Italy, t An Italian Port. II One of

the Ionian Islandi^, in the Mediterranean Sea. I A city of Greece.

D
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effects of the climato, preyoil on his bodily and mental

powers, nnd reduced him to a state of exhaustion, which

threatened serious consc'<juences.

The arrival of Mr. I>arry to co-opcraU with him in ren

dering seruce to the (Greeks, .^ve him preat pleasure, and

proved exhilarating to his spiriL«. Private letters likewise,

containing favourable accounts of his sister and daughter,

added to his cheerfulness, and hopes were entertained that

his health would be restoretl.

But these hopes sonn vanished. Being exposed to a hcav}

rain in one of his rides, he was sei?^, soon after his return,

with a shuddering, succeeded by fever and rheumatic pains.

It is supposed that, had copious blcetling been early resorted

to, the fever might have l>een subdued.

Be this as it may, his lordship grew rapidly worse, anil

delirium with inflammation of the brain succeeded. This

was followed by a state of insensibility which continued

twenty-four hours, when he expired without a struggle,

April 10, 1821.

Lord Byron has left behind him a mixed character, l>y

no means fit to be recommended as a model for youth. He

possessed the fine qualities of generosity and benevolence,

but these were more than counterbalanced by his liber

tinism and sensuality. His writiugs show that he enter-

tained but a mean opinion of mankind, and supposed that

female chastity existed only in name; yet his own inte

grity of purpose, though warjicd by circumstances, was

unquestionable. It is probal)le that many of his erroneous

opinions, and deviations from the path of virtu«', were



owing to his being wholly deprived of the salutary restraints

of paternal authority.

Lord Byron was naturally of a weak constitution, and

had a slight mai-formation in one of his feet. But his

countenance was noble, and expressive of that genius which

his writings so eminently display. His features were pecu-

liarly pleasing to the ladies, and his successful amours

inspired hiin with that light opinion of female reputation

for which he has been so justly censured.

USEFUL xMAXlMS.

Virtue is the queen of labourers: Opinion the mistress

of fools : Vanity the pride of Nature ; and Contention the

overthrow of families.

Virtue is not obtained in seeking strange countries, but

l)y mending old errors.

Pythagoras compares Virtue to the letter Y, which is

small at the foot, and broad at the head ; meaning, that to

attain Virtue is very painful, but its possession very pleasant.

Real Virtue may always continue unharmed : it is its

own sufficient guard j for, if it be real, it hath such an in-

domitable awe and reverence in its appearance, as will

always eflcctually daunt the dastard front of Vice.
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TlIK MOUNT or OLIVKS, FROM JERUSALEM.

One of the most astonishing changes that have taken

place on the surface of this globe, is found in the country

ofJudoa, once so fertile, flowing with milk and honey,—

producing grapes, the clusters of which required to l>e

borne on a statV, betwixt two persons—a country of olive-

yards and vine-yards---of flocks and hcrds---of pome-

granates, citrons, dates, and figs.

In consequence of the sins of the inhabitants, which

were of no common atrocity, this once fniitful land is

become a desert. The country is uncivilised, overrun with

barbarous hordes of Arabs, and under the dominion of

tyrants, who contribute to its desolation by every species

of exaction and oppression.
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Yet tliis once happy land possesses great attractions both

for the Jew and the Christian ; and though the former is

almost prohibited from setting foot in it, he still lives in

liope that one day he shall be restored to the land of his

fathers,---that his nation will again become the favoured of

God ; that the Messiah will appear, and reign in Jeru-

salem over all the kingdoms of the earth.

The interest that the Christian feels in this hallowed

land is entirely connected with the past. He reverences it

as having been the birth-place of prophets, and the seat of

ti-ue religion,--the scene of our Saviour's miracles, suffer-

ings, death, resurrection and ascension,—of the preaching

of the apostles, and of the fulfilment of prophecies.

Jerusalem ha\-ing been partially destroyed by Titus,*

and its destruction completed by succeeding princes, little

dependence can be placed on the accounts of those who

pretend to point out the precise spots rendered memorable

by extraordinary events. Even the exact site of ancient

Jerusalem is not positively known.

But the case is ditferent in the country : a few gardens

still remain on the sloping base of mount Zion, watered

from the pool of Siloam : the gardens of Gethsemene show

marks of a slovenly cultivation j the olive is ttill found

growing spontaneously, in patches, at the foot of the

mount to which it has given its name.

From the convent of St. Salvador, the mount of Olives

appears as in the engraving, and to a pious mind must

awaken reminiscenees of a most interesting nature. Who

A D. 70.

n '2
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can look on it, and recal to mind that its summit had

been often visited by the Son of God,- -that on the road to

Bethany, which still winds round its base, the Saviour of

the world had often travelled,---but must feel a degree of

sacred enthusiasm, calculated to raise his mind above

sublunary things, and fix it upon heaven, whither that

exalted personage is gone before, to prepare a place for his

people ?

Whilst from Jerusalem a fine view of the mount of Olives

can be obtaine«l, so from the summit of that hill Jerusalem

can be contemplated to the best advantage. It ommands

the whole circumference of the town, and many of its most

striking objects, as the church of the Holy Sepulchre, the

castle of the Pisans, the Armenian convent, the mosque of

Omar in the centre of a beautiful garden, the mosque K.l

Aksa, St Stephen's CJate, near which is the Turkish burial

ground, the Christian bunal -ground, and the tomb of

David—tlie last two are in the unincloseil part of mount

Zion.

Jerusalem, in its most flourishing state, was divided into

four parts, each inclosed by its own walls : first, the city

of Jebus, on mount Zion, afterwards called the city of

David; second, the lower citj-, where were many magni-

ficent edifices, built by Solomon, the Maccabees, Herod,

and othei-s ; third, the new city, inhabited chiefly by tnides-

men, artificers, and merchant*?; and fourth, mount Moriah,

on which stood the Temple.

Sad indeed is the change that has taken place. Although

the empress Helena, mother of Constantine the Great,
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formed the design of restoring it to its pristine lustre, and

for this purpose caused all those places, supposed to have

been the scenes of our Savour's sufferings and death, to be

cleared of the rubbish in which they had long been buried,

and built a magnificent church on the spot, Jci-usalem is now

little better than a mean village, standing on a barren rock,

and inhabited by a sordid and ignorant race, a disgrace to

the sacred spot now trodden by their unhallowed feet.

The church erected by the empress Helena is still stand-

ing, and is kept in repair by tlie ollcrings of pilgrims and

the contributions of some Christian princes. It is supposed

to inclose ]\Iount Calvary, on which is said to be the very

hole in the rock in which the cross was fixed, the s^-pulchrc

of Christ hewn out of the rock, and many other places

where the most remarkable circumstances of our Saviour's

passion were transacted.

The most interesting antiquities in the neighbourhood af

Jerusalem are, the pools of Uethcsda and Siloam, the

former now dry; the tombs of Jehoshaphat, Zcchariah, and

the Virgin Mary; and the royal sepulchres hewn out of

tlic rock.
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'J'iip:re is a diircrenco of opinion as to the origin oi

Tniflfth-day. Brand says, " that though its customs vary

II) different countries, yet they concur in the same end,

(hat is, to do honour to the Eastern Magi."*

Twelfth-day, however, is in fact the feast of the Epi-

phany, as it is called in the church ritual.f The word

Epiphany signifies appearance or manifestation ; and this

festival is so styled, because it is kept to commemorate the

manifestation of the Saviour of mankind to the Gentiles.;*:

This festival appears to have been first observetl as a sepa-

rate feast in llic year 813. The primitive Christians

celebrated the feast of the Nativity, or Chriiimax, for

twelve days, obsening the first and last days with the

greatest solemnity. From the circumstance of this festival

being twelve days after Christmas, it is vulgarly called

« Ttrvlfth-dayV

This day is now only commemorated as an annual day

of pleasure for the juvenile branches of families, of whom
large parties are usually congregated together at their

friends' houses on Twelfth-day evening, to eat "Twelfth

cake," and " draw characters," as they are called. The

Twelfth cake is a very rich and superior sort of cake, mad<-

only at this time, and covered with sugar frost, and deco

' Philosophers, or wise men of tlie ILa^t

t Thf bo«.>k crtitaiuin^ the ritw or ceremonie.s oi" Dniin worehip

1^ The persons who worship i<lols, or false Goiis.
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rated with all kinds of figures, made uf conlectidntjry.

How to eat it requires no recipe, but how to provide it

and draw the characters, is thus directed in Rachel Revel's

" Winter Evening Tastinies." " First, buy your (-ake.

Then, before your visitors arive, buy your characters, each

of which should have a pleasant verse beneath. Next, look

at your invitation list, and count the number of ladies you

expect ; and afterwards, the number of gentlemen. Then

take as many female characters as you have invited ladies

;

fold them up, exactly of the same size, and number each on

the back; taking care to make the king No. 1, and the

queen No. 2. Then prepare and number the gentlemen's

characters. Cause tea and coffe to be handed to your

^^sitors as they drop in. When all are assembled, and tea

over, put as many ladies' characters into a reticule as there

are ladies present ; next put the gentlemen's characters

in a hat. Then call on a gentleman to cany the reticule

to the, ladies as they sit, from which each lady is to draw

one ticket, and to preserve it unopened. Select a lady

to bear the hat to the gentlemen for the sam.e purpose.

There will be one ticket left in the reticule and another

in the hat, which the lady and gentleman who carried

each is to interchange, as having fallen to each. Next,

arrange your visitors according to tht ir numbers ; the

king No. 1, the queen No. 2, and so on. The king is then

to recite the verse on his ticket ; then the queen the verse

on her's ; and so the characters are to proceed in numerical

order. This done, let the cake and refreshments go round,

and hey! for merriment!"
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According to the old rules of Twclt'th-day merriment,

each i)crson was oMitred to support or represent their

character till midnight. This custom, however, partly

from the gross and ridiculous description of characters

now sold by the pastrycooks, and pertly from the inability

of the young folks to personate them, has long been obso-

lete ; and the mere drawing f«»r king and queen, as it is

called, is the only part of the ceremony in use. But the

loss of this part of the amusement is amply compensattd

by the merriment which is visible among the youngsters,

when the huge slices of take, dark with citron and plums,

and edged with sweet frost, and the bumpers of sweet wine,

are unsparingly handed round among thtm ; and every

mcrrj- little face glistens with delight while the large knift

divides the great cake, and shrill laughter convulses all

when they find the said slices in their hands. Young folks

anticipate Twelfth-night with hopes and joyfulness long

l)efore it arrives, and when it does come, they give a loose

to the glee of their innocent hearts. It is a cheering sight

to sec them congregated round the great table in the middle

of the drawing ro«m, eyeing and partaking of the fcood

things before them, and spicing all with many a joke and

jest, whHe a roaring fire makes ever}- thing look as cheerful

as the season ought to be.

In Cumljcrland, among the rustics, Twelfth-night finishes

their Christmas holidays ; and then they all meet in a

large room, and dance from seven o'clock till twelve ; after

which they sit ilown to eat lit//scuusc and driuk pousondir.

Lvhsroit^' is made of beef, putatoi's and onions, fried to-
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^cthur : ponsondic is the ancient nasftail ov lamh's wool

which wo described in the article on New Yearns Day.

This feast is paid for by subscription, which is thus col-

kcled. A woman puts two wooden bowls partly (tnc within

the other, so as to leave room between them for money to

be slipped into the under one, and then goes round with

another woman, to the female part of the assembly in

succession, wlio put money into the upper bowl, which is

then immediately taken out, and slipped into tlic under one

l)y the attendant eollectoress. All are expected to contri-

bute somcthinjif, but not more than a shilling, and the

greatest giver is most esteemed. The men then act in the

same manner with the male part of the company, but as

the men are not tliought to be «iuite so fair in their dealings

as the women, one of the two collectors is furnished with

pen, ink, and paper, to set down the subscriptions as soon as

received.

Formerly the Twelfth-cake was made with a hean in it

for the king, and a j)ea for the queeu ; and at other times

with a pennypiece for the king. W hoover had the slice

containing either of these marks, was then proclaimed

king or queen accordingly. It was also anciently composed

of flour, honey, ginger, and pepper ; and the maker thrust

in, at random, a small coin as she was kneading it. When
baked, it was divided into as many parts as there were

persons in the family, and each had his share. Portions of

it were also assigned to Christ, the Virgin, and the three

^fagi, and wore 2:iven in alms.
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In France, the cake is made plain, with a bean in it;

and the person drawing the slice containing the bean

becomes king or queen. All then driuk to the sovereign,

who also receives homage from all, and reigns during the

evening.

In Germany, the people and the students of the academies

choose a king with great ceremony, and sumptuous feastings.

In Normandy, a child is placed under the talde, which

is covered with a cloth so that he cannot sec ; and when the

cake is divided, one of the company takes up the first piece,

and cries out, " Fabe Domini pour qui ?" The child

answers, " Pour le bon Dieu j" and in this manner nil

the pieces are allotted to the company. If the bean is

found in the piece " Pour le bon Dieu," the king is chosen

by drawing long or short straws. If the bean is in any

other piece, then the person who gets it, chooses the king

or queen, according as it happens to be a male or female.

Formerly, Twelfth-day was kept at the French court, by

choosing one of the courtiers for king, and the other nobles

attended him as such at an entertainment provided for that

purpose; but in 171)2, during the revolution, Ixi Fete de

Ruts was abolished, and Twelfth-day was ordered to be

called La Fete de Sans Culottes ; the old feast was declareil

anti-civic, and any priest keeping it was deemed a royalist.

At the Fete de Rots, it was the custom of the French

monarch and his nobles to wait on the Twelfth -day kings j

but the custom was not renewed on the return of the

Bourbons, who instituted, instead of it, a practice for the

royal family to wash the feet of some people, and to give

them alms.
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The practice of choosing '* king" on Twelfth-day is

derived from a similar custom among the Greeks and

Romans, who, in the festival days of Saturn, about this

season of the year, drew lots for kingdoms, and, like kings,

exercised their temporary authority. They also elected the

king of Saturnalia by beans, and from thence came our

more modern custom of electing king and queen.

The preparation for Twelfth-day is a wonderful busy

time among the London pastry-cooks. There every shop

which can at any time offer a penny bun to the passenger's

notice, must now of necessity present its twelfth-cakes to the

longing eye. The pastry cooks are engaged for a long time

before the day in making these delicious cakes ; and, on

the morning of the eventful day, they get up earlier than

usual in order to " dress the window," which is, with them,

an important business. Every thing which is usually seen

there must now be removed, and the whole space occupied by

rows and piles of large and luscious cakes, made of the rich-

est materials, and covered with baked sugar and confectionery

of snow-white hue, and decorated with the semblance of all

kinds of things, animate or inanimate, in various colours, and

glittering with the sparkling " frosV^ which is profusely

scattered over them. At the approach of evening's dusk,

the shops are illuminated by gas lights and lamps of many

kinds, tastefully arranged so as to give a brilliant effect to

the whole. Every purse and station is considered at this

time, for twelfth-cakes may be bought from ten guineas

to the humble price of a penny, and he is a luckless wight

indeed who cannot boast of having had a taste of some

E
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kind of twelfth cake on the proper day. Now also many

scenes of fun and laughter occur round the windows of the

pastry cook's shops, amontr the swarms of people who assem-

ble there to gaze at the good things within. It is a common

practice with the mischievous boys to get needles and

thread, and busily occupy themselves in sewing the coat

tails and cloaks of the byestanders together, and loud and

uproarious is the din of laughter when two unlucky people

find themselves thus involuntarily attacheU to each other.

Perhaps too, many a one who loudly laughs at the perplex-

ities of another, may the next moment find himself " sewn

up," and then the grin and chatter are as loudly levelled

at himself. Some boys of more determined purpose than

the rest, will glide in among the busy crowd, well provided

with small nails and a little hammer, and with a single

blow nail a coat tail, or a gown or pelisse, to the edge of the

window, and great is the mirth of the mischievous urchins

when the feat is accomplished. Then of course, it is

impossible for the lady or gentleman to get away, without

leaving a part of the garment attached to the window, or

extracting the nail. This cannot possibly be done with(»ut

a proper instrument, and when the sufferer offers vumey, to

be relieved from such an awkward plight, then some little

grinning fellow is sure to happen to have a hammer in his

pocket, by which he releases the prisoner, and pockets the

price of his own mischief. But if no disposition to give is

observed in the unlucky object of such a delimma, he is

then of course left to extricate himself in the best manner

he can, and he generally must be content to leave a part

of his coat behind him for the gratification of having
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stared into a pastry cook's window on Twelfth-day. Such

are some of the humours and scenes of this merry day : a

day now no longer kept as a sacred festival, but dedicated

to innocent mirth and revelry among the juvenile part of

society. And long may they enjoy it as such, for a more

harmless or happy merriment they cannot participate in,

and we love dearly to see a host of shining little counte-

nances congregated on Twelfth-day round a huge mountain

of frosty covered cake, and their little eyes glistening at

the sight of the hea\y slices, and the bumpers of sweet

currant wine which ai-e dispensed among them.

THE PORCELAIN TOWER OF CHINA.

It has been asserted, that China contains few natural

curiosities : but when we consider the jealous vigilance

with which the government prevents foreigners from tra-

versing this vast empire, it is not unlikely that many exist,

of which we have no knowledge.

The artificial curiosities of China are, generally, upon a

stupendous scale. The frequently-described wall, which

extends fifteen hundred miles, and passes over mountains,

vallies, rocks, and rivers ; the imperial palaces and gar-

dens, the triumphal arches, the chain bridges, and many

other public works, are upon a scale of magnificence wor-

thy of the great nation to which they belong. The style of

architecture in China differs greatly from that of Europe,

and appears to men of taste of the latter country irregular,

and fantastical ; but the Porcelain tower of Nankin is a
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beautiful exception, It being a very elegant and commo-

dious edifice, of the most perfect regularity.

This superb tower, which Europeans term a pagoda, is

two hundred feet in height, and consists of ten stories gra-

dually decreasing in size, each story having a projecting

roof, the corners of which are ornamented with dragons

and bells. It is called the Poreelain tower, because its

outer surface is coated witli porcelain tiles.

The jealousy with which strangers are watched, is e>-ident

from an occurrence related in Mr. Ellis's journal of the

embassy to China. That gentleman, in company with

three others, and attended by some Chinese soldiers, set

out to visit this celebrated building. They were suffered

to proceed through the uninhabited part of Nankin, but

when they attempted to pass through the street*, the sol-

diers made so many objections, that they were comjHilled

to desist, and to content themselves with viewing it from a

temple on a neighbouring hill, from whence it appeared a

very magnificent object.

The policy of the Chinese, in thus preventing the visits

of strangers, and in avoiding intercourse with other coun-

tries, may well be questioned. It is supposed to originate

in their fears, lest, on getting a footing in their empire,

foreigners should by degrees become masters of it, as has

been the case in Hindostan. But their \-igilance would

probably l>e ineffectual, should any European power seri-

ously meilitate the conquest of China; and it effectually

prevents the Chinese from keeping pace with the western

nations in arts and arms, by which alone they might suc-

cessfully resist invasion.
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CHURCH OF ST. GERMAIN'S.

Cornwall is remarkable for the number and incon-

siderable size of its borough towns. Among them is St.

Ci'ermain's, containing not more than about live hundred

inhabitants
;
yet it sends two members to parliament.

But, while thus insignifieant in itself, it contains an

object of great interest to the antiquary : its Priory Church,

once a cathedral, and even now venerable in decay. It is

dedicated to St. Germanus, bishop of Auxerre, who came

over to Britain in the year 429, and to whose memory

king Athelstan founded a priory, of which the church is

the only remain.

At the dissolution of monasteries, this priory was surren-

dered by Robert Seymour, its last superior, into the hands

e2
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of the persons appointed to receive possession, and its siii-

was granted to one John C'hampernounc, who is .said to

liave <)l)iaincd it by the following stratagem.

At the time when the abbeys with their lands were

bestowed in profusion on the king's scnant? and colrticrs,

two or three, on a partieular occasion, waited at tlie door

of his majesty's apartment to prefer a p<>tition. John

Champernoune, a facetious gentleman, who followed thr

court, and for his entertaining qualities was in some

favour with the king,* inquired their business, but received

no satisfactory reply ; he therifore waited the result

On the coming forth of the king, the suitors kneeled

down, and presented their petition: Champernoune kneeletl

also : the suit was granted, and the petitioners returned

their humble thanks. Champernounedid the same. When

the king was departed, Champernoune asked for his share

t»r the grant, but they denied that he was entitled to any :

he appealed to the king, and his majesty atfirmed thai he

meant to each an equal share of his bounty. On this the

disappointed courtiers allotted to him the priorj-.

The church was, originally, much more extensive than it

is at present, consisting of two aisles, a nave, and a chan

eel, t l)ut in l.j«>2 the chancel, from long neglect, fell to

the ground, soon after the celebration of divine service.

• Henry VIII.

+ The aitirt are tlie side wa'iks or passagCB running pafKllel to titc

greater, in the centre, cnlled the nare, in which rc5i>crt they <»»mr.

wliat resemble the wintrs of .i hiiiMin^, erected on each side of the

centre. The n/Jtr inchules also the chancel. «
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Th« west front is an interesting specimen of Saxon

architecture, having two lofty embattled towers, one of

which is octagonal,* the upper part of the other square,

though they were originally alike. The north tower is nearly

covered with ivy.

Between these towers is the principal entrance, which is

a fine receding circular arch, twenty feet wide, supported

by four pillars on each side, which arc contained in semi-

circular arches. The entrance door for the parishioners is

on the south side of the building.

The site of the ancient priory is now occupied by a

modern mansion, the seat of lord Eliot, and a branch of

the river Tidi is expanded into a fine lake before the north

front of the house. In the apartments are many fine

pictures.

* Having eight sides.
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FEBRUARY

Is the second month in the year, and one of the most

unpleasant ; as in this month the frozen waters and marshes

become thawed or melted, and a mixture of cold and mois-

ture prevails, which is by far the most unpleasant of wintry

sensations. In this month the sun enters tlie zodiacal si;;n

of Piscfs (or the fishes), which is typical of the clammy

dampness of the season.

February derives its name from the Roman title of the

month Februariiui, which was itself taken from the I^tin

-word fibriw, to purify ; because at this time it was a custom

of the Romans (who copied the u.sage from the Greeks) to

celebrate certain rites of j>«n/ica/i(/;i, which, they imagined,

cleansed them fmni all sin.
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Numa, the second king of Rome, placed Febniary as the

second month in the calendar, and dedicated it to Neptune,

the fabulous god of the seas and waters.

The Romans were accustomed to celebrate several festivals

in this month.

The 3rd of the Ides* (or the 11th day) of February,

was dedicated to the Feralia, or feast in honour of the

ghosts. On this occasion it was usual for the people to

carry offerings to the graves of their deceased friends.

The day after this festival was called Charistia, or the

festival of love, when all the relations in each family met

together and feasted.

On the 15th of February the feast of the Lupercalia was

held, in honour of Pan, the god of hunters, shepherds, and

country people. He was also called Lupercus, from the

Latin word Lupus, a wolf ; because he guarded the sheep-

folds from wolves, and for this reason the festival to his

honour was called Lupercalia, as were the priests who

celebrated it, Luperci.

It was at this feast that the purifications before mentioned

were performed ; and then water, and any other thing by

which such purification was supposed to be effected, was

called Fehrua. The people not only purged themselves, but

also the tombs of such as had been inurned without having

had a dirge or funeral hymn chanted over their ashes, falsely

supposing that such purgations cleansed themselves or the

dead from all guilt.

• Frotu the Latin idvs, u term in the Roman Kaleiular.
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The ceremony of the Lupcrcalia was verj' strantro.

First, goats and a doic were sacrificed by the Lupvrci^

some of whom then stained tlie foreheads of two children,

noblemen's sons, with the bloody knife, and otliers wiped

it off with locks of wool dipped in milk. The goats and

the dog were sacrificed to Pan, because they were the na-

tural property of shepherds, over whom he presided. The

stiiining with blood, and then cleansing of the children's

foreheads, signified the sin which tlie people before possessed,

and the purging of it by this eeremony. The children were

always instructed to laugh afUr their foreheads were wiped.

This represented the joy of the guilty on being purified.

After tliis ceremony was concluded, the Lupcrci cut the

skins of the goats into thongs, and ran about the streets

naked to the waist, and lashed all they met in their way.

On the 22nd or 23rd of February, the Tenninalia, or feast

in honour of Tenmnvis, the guardian of boundaries or

land -marks, were eelel>ratcd. On this occasion the Romans

offered to him cakes and fruits, and sometimes sheep and

wine.

Tiie KuLndx o{ March, (or the last days of February),

were kept by the Roman matrons, in honour of Mars.

This festiviU was called Matnnialia.

Our Saxon ancestors called Februarj' sprout-kele, because

in this mouth the kele-trurt, or cvletrurt, sprouted. This

krle intrt was greatly used by them as a pot herb, and from

it they made broth called ktle. Indeed kele, in the Saxon

language, sii^nifies /yro//t or j>o/</«/»', and ivitrt, a. herb ; and

as this pottage herb was tlie chief sustenance of the hus-
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bandmcn in winter, and also the first herb whieh yielded

young sprouts in this month, it was of great importance to

them, and they therefore gave its name to the month. The

same herb is now also called kale, and grows most plentifully

in Scotland. But the pagan Saxons called Febj-uaiy Sol-

inonat, or pancake month, because they then offered cakes

to the sun. The Saxon word sol, or sonl, signified also

food or cakes.

In our own calendar, February contains several holy days.

The 2nd day of the month is entitled the Purification of the

Virgin Mary, and is kept in remembrance of her submit-

ting to the injunction of the law under which she lived, and

presenting the infant Jesus in the temple, as related in the

New Testament. This solemn festival was formerly called

" Candlemas-day,^^ as well as the Day of Purification,

because it was celebrated in Christian churches with an

abundance of wax tapers.

St. Valentine's day, Shrove Tuesday, and Ash Wednesday,

are also days of note in February. Of these and other

festival and fast days, a more particular account will be

given in distinct articles.

Winter generally continues during this month. Frost,

snow, chilling rains and sleet, are frequent, and render this

period of the season more uncomfortable than the harder

severities of January. Yet, occasionally, a few fine days

present great brilliancy and clearness, and relieve the

general gloom. The days also visibly lengthen, and thus

betoken the approach of Spring. The sun too has some-

times considerable power, and sudden thaws often fill

the beds of rivers, and overflow the low grounds. On the
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whole, howevor, February is a very changeable and un-

healthy month
;

yet the signs of revi\ing nature are

generally regular. The alder trees put forth their flower-

buds ;—the hazel produces its long flowers ;—and about

the end of the month the currant and gooseberry bushes

begin to show their leaves. The brightly gleaming yellow

crocus, and the pure white snow-drop, appear in plenty to

cheer our gladdened senses j and polyanthuses* and hepa-

ticasf enliven our gardens ; while the modest but welcome

daisy abounds iu sheltered meadows.

The farmer now delights in the visible approach of Spring.

He resumes the plough ; sows spring wheat, rje, beans

and peas ; repairs his hedges; drains marshy lands; and

plants willows and alders, and other such trees as flourish

in moist places.

All Nature, at the end of February, thus seems to feel the

cheering influence of an approaching milder season ; and

this delightful prospect expands tlie hearts of the g«.H>d and

virtuous with grateful ftx'lings ; consoles and re-assures tlie

humble peasant, who has endured the hardships of the

winter; and re-animates the pleasing exertions of the in-

dustrious farmer.

But the generally damp state of the atmosphere in this

month renders careful preservation of the health very

important. This dampness very often checks the perspira-

tion which exertion has caused. It is therefore necessar}- to

wear flannel next the skin, in order to assist the regular

temperature of the body, and to prevent the pores of the skin

* A kinil of priiiiro-"*. f The li\tr-wurt.
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from being suddenly closed after active exertion. The

bowels should also be well regulated, and all sudden changes

of heat and cold particularly avoided. Croup is very

prevalent in children in this month ; but parents should be

careful to administer no remedies without proper advice.

Indeed, in all cases during the continuance of this season of

the year, every one should refrain from taking medicines

without first consulting medical skill, which, in these times,

is very abundant, and easy of attainment.

VALENTINE'S DAY.

The present custom on this day of fun and merriment,

is doubtless pretty well known to most of our readers;

yet so important an epoch in their annual round of plea-

sures and occupations must not be passed over without an

attempt to describe some of the past as well as the modern

usages on St. Valentine's Day. And first, the origin of

the custom, so long established, may be properly inves-

tigated.

St Valentine was an ancient presbyter, or teacher, in

the Christian church, and was persecuted, with others of

his religion, by the Roman Emperor Claudius II. Being

condemned to die, he was consigned to the custody of a

man named Asterius, who had a daughter afflicted with

blindness. Valentine restored her sight ; and on witnessing

this miracle, the whole fatmily became conrerts to Christi-
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anity, for which they afterwards suffered martyrdom.

After an imprisonment in Rome of one year, Valentine

was beaten with ••lubs, and then beheaded. This event

took plaec in the year 270, in the street of Rome called

the Via Flaminia, or FLaininian Uoy. The Catholic

Synod* ordered the 14th of February to be dedicated to

his memory. This is the principal record we have of

St. Valentine: the manner in which the present custom of

sending love letters to acquaintances became established ou

his day will presently be perceived. We have already men-

tioned the Roman games called Lupercalia, which were

celebrated on the 15th of February. Among the various

ceremonies during those games, it was the custom to put

the names of several young females into a box, from which

the young men drew them at random, and, during the

remainder of the festival, the youths thus paired associated

in couples accordingly. When the Christian religion

became that of the Roman emperors, who ordained that it

should be also that of the people, it was found that the

latter were so addicted by long custom to their heathenish

rites and ceremonies, that it would have been highly

imprudent and dangerous to attempt their total abolition.

In order, therefore, to accommodate matters as conscien-

tiously as . possible, the names and intentions of many

Pagan festivals were changed, while the ceremonies ob-

served on them remained nearly the same ; and they were

then dedicated to Christian purposes, and to Christian

saints instead of Heathen gods. The feast of the Luper-

• Au assembly for consultation : especially of ec» lesiastioi.
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calia, among others, was retained in substance, and as it

happened so closely to St. Valentine's Day, it was changed

from the loth to the 14th of February, and thenceforward

observed in commemoration of that Saint Among other

ceremonies, that of choosing partners particularly remain-

ed, and from the day the parties took the name of Valen-

tines ,• which usage, although its origin had for ages been

forgotten, still descended through successive centuries, and

now forms a general but very ridiculous custom amongst

young people of both sexes.

Some authors suppose that the origin of Valentines is

to be attributed to Madame Royale, the daughter of

Henry IV. king of France, of whom it is related that,

having built a palace near Turin,* she called it TTie

Valentine, in honour of the Saint ; and that, at the first

entertainment which she gave in it, she was pleased to

order that the ladies should receive their lovers for the

year by lots, reserving to herself the privilege of being

independent of chance, and of choosing her own partner.

It is further recorded, that at the various balls which this

princess gave during the year, it was directed that each

lady should receive a nosegay from her lover, and that, at

every tournamentf the knight's trappings for his horse

should be furnished by his allotted mistress, with this

• The capital city of Piedmont, in Italy. It is an archbishop's

see ; has a strong citadel, and a university.

+ A martial sport or exercise, formerly performed on horseback by

knights and cavaliers, to show their bravery and address. The word

Tournament is derived from the French verb Tourner, to tnrn

ronnd ; because in these exercises much expertness and agility in

the movements of both man and horse were requisite.
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proviso, that the prize obtained shoukl ix; her's. This

custom, says M. Menacre, a French author, occasioacil the

parties to be called " Valentines.'^ But it is very evident

that both the usa.ee and the name of " Valentines'' had

existed for centuries before the time of Madame Royale,

tmd that the whole custom was ori^nally derived from the

remnants of the Lupcrcalia, observed on St Valentine's

Day by the early Roman Christians.

But cnou.i;h of the origin of the day. We know, and

our young readers know, that it is one of the happiest,

ftinniest, most mischievous, paper-wasting days in the

whole year. More nonsense, and more folly, arc dedicated

in one day to St Valentine, and we may without much

hazard aver, more cash, than to any saint, sinner, or

sovereign in Europe or its calendars ; for, as Mr. Hune

very wittily remarks (in his amusing Table Book),

" Now each fond youth who e'er esmy'd

An effort in tlie tinklinp: trade,

Resumes to-day j and writes and blots

About true-love, and truclove's knots;

Aiid opens veins in ladies' hearts;

(Or tIerU 'em) with two cris-cron darts,

—

(There must be two)

Stuck through (and through)

His own : and then to g'cure 'em better,

lie doubles up his single letter

—

Type of his state,

(Perchance a hoeitage

To double fate)

For single postage

:

Emblem of his and my cvpidity ;

Witli p'rliape like happy end—stupidity."
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It is now that in London exti-a twopenny postmen are

engaged for the important duty of delivering the immense

number of Vahiitints which on that day is added to the

general average of letters. In the year 1821, t>co hundred

thousand extra letters passed the two-penny post-office on

St. Valentine's Day : this number, at ttvojtence each, would

produee to the government a sum of £1666. 13s, 4d. ; but

as at least one fourth of the number were charged three-

pence each, the product wonld be £1875 sterling. This large

sum is the contribution of the Cocknies only to the expences

of the state, on this day of folly. But when we consider the

prevalence of the custom through the whole united king-

dom, we cannot, at the most moderate calculation, com-

pute less than the sum of £33,640. 12s. 6d. ! ! as the free

subscription of Folly and her votaries in one day to the

public revenues. This is an astonishing fact, but fact it

is ; and it is a convincing proof of the universality of the

usage of sending love letters to each other on the 14th of

February, amongst the youths and maidens of Great Britain.

It is, however, an innocent folly. Most of the contents of these

ephemeral epistles consist of little Cupids, fat and frowsy,

enveloped in roses as large and as red as pickling cab-

bages ; flaming hearts, skewered with barbed arrows ; bla-

zing torches of a size unnatural and unearthly; true-

lovers' knots, utterly inexplicable to the uninitiated; jingling

rhymes, full of the proper sacrifice to the real goddess or

patron of the day, Nonsensia; wath sighs and protesta-

tions, and beseechings and asseverations, as varied as

simple, and well calculated to produce lots of fun and
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merriment to the delighted receivers. There is little mischief

and much mirth in this almost harmless practice, and

we do not therefore care to sec the fun abated.

It wouhl seem that the love-making custom on St.

Valentine's Day was not confined to human breasts ; since

it has long been recorded as a rural tradition, that on this

day the very birds choose their mates, and warble their

love lays to their downy companions. St ViUentinc indeed

is a bishop of mighty power and attributes. Although

dead and gone from his former see, he now holds undis-

puted sway over all Britain and its inhabitants ; nay, as an

old poet, little known, but well worthy to be studied,

sweetly remarks,

—

" All tlie air is his diocese,

And all the chirjnng choristem,

And other birds, arc his parishiooers;

He marrii-s every year

The lyriquf lark, and the grave whispering dove

,

The sparrow, that negkctt hi$ life for love;

The household bird with the red ttomacker

;

He makes the blackbird speed as iiooa

As doth Uie goldfinch or the halcyon."

Some curious customs were formerly in use on this

important day. Damsels gathered five bay-leaves, of which

they pinned four to the four corners of the pillow, and

one in the middle, when they went to bed. If, after so

doing, they dreamt of their sweetheart, they confidently

expected to be married before the end of the year. An-

other usaire was, to boil an egg very hard, take out the
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yolk, and fill up the shell with salt : tlie person, on reti-

ring to bed, eat the shell and salt, and was careful not to

speak a word or drink after so doing ; and the effect of this

ceremony was expected to be the same as that of the bay-

leaves.

It was the common practice also, for youth of both

sexes to write their lovers' names on small pieces of paper,

then roll them up in clay, and put them in water : the

person whose name first rose to the surface, was to be the

Valentine of the party making the experiment.

So also, when the country damsels went forth on St.

Valentine's morn to milk their kine, the first young man

they met was to become their Valentine.

A celebrated traveller, who visited England rather more

than a century ago, thus describes the custom then in

vogue :
—" On the eve of the 14th of February, St. Valen-

tine's Day, the young folks in England and Scotland, by a

very ancient custom, celebrate a little festival. An equal

number of maids and bachelors get together, each writes

their true or some feigned name upon separate billets^

which they roll up, and draw by way of lots, the maids

taking the men's billets, and the men the maids' ; so that

each of the young men lights upon a girl that he calls his

Valentine, and each of the girls upon a young man whom

she calls her's. By this means each has two Valentines

;

but the man sticks faster to the Valentine that is fallen to

him, than to the Valentine to whom he is fallen. Fortune

having thus divided the company into so many couples,

the Valentines give balls and treats to their mistresses?
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woar llnir hillcts several days upon thoir bosoms or sleeves,

and this little sport often ends in love. This eeremony is

practised differently in different counties, and aecordin^r to

the free<lom or severity of Madam Valentine. There is

another kind of Valentine, which is, the first young man

or woman that chance throws in your way in the street, or

elsewhere, on that day."

In London, at the present time, and in some other

places, it is customary for the young men to consider as

their Valentine the first lass they may chance to see in the

morning, provided she is not an inmate of the same house ;

and by the same rule the lasses so consider the first youth

ihiy may sec. This practice is very ancient, and is noted

by Shaksjn'arr, in his tragedy of Hamlet, uliere he makes

the unfortunate Ophelia sing

—

" Good morrow ! 'Tis St Valenlinc's day,

All in the raorning bctime,

And I a maid at your window,

To be your Valentine
!"

In all these customs, it wa.s usual for Valentines to make

each other presents. Such pret«nts generally were, and in

some places still are, reciprocal. But it is always at least

expected, that in these merry disportings the gentlemen

should bestow some little love token on the fair object of

their attentions. Gloves are a common article for this

purpose, and the gift is genprally accompanied with a kiss.

While the custom of Valentine-choosing, and of Valen-

tine-inditing, continues so innocent an amusement as it

now is, affording such genuine delight to youthful hearts,
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and is the means of contributing so considerable a sum to

the revenues of government, far be it from us to indulge

any cynical wish for its abolishment; yet, in order to

prevent the abuse of a usage harmless in itself, we cannot

do wrong in transcribing here Mrs. Robinson's beautifu

lines on the subject, and in warmly recommemUng our

young female readers to impress on their memory the

laudable advice contained in them :—

A VALENTINE.

•• No tales of love to you I send,

No hidden flame discover,

1 glory in the name of friend,

Disclaiming that of lover.

And now, while each fond sighing youth

Repeats the vows of love and truth,

Attend to this advice of mine—

Witli caution choose a VALENTINE.

Heed not the fop, who loves himself,

Nor let the rake your love obtain;

Choose not the miser for his pelf;

The drunkard heed with cold disdain;

The profligate with caution shun,

His race of ruin soon is run:

To none of these your heart incline,

Nor choose from them a VALENTINE.

But should some generous youth appear.

Whose honest mind is void of art,

Who shall his Maker's laws revere.

And serve him with a willing heart ;
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^Vlio owiis tiir Virtne f.ir liis piide.

Nor from her precepU tiirus aside;

To him at once your lit-art ri-si«fn,

And bleas your faithful Valkntine.

Though in this wildcrnea below,

Vou still imperfect blin shall find,

Yet such a friend will rfiare earh woe.

And bid you be to Heaiea reci^^rd

:

While Faith unfolds the radiant pria4>.

And hope still points beyond Uie skir«.

At life's dark storms you'll not repine.

But bless tlie day of Va LENT I KB."

LACONICS.

The region of passion is a land of despotism, where reason

exercises but a mock jurisdictiou ; and is continually

forced to submit to an arbitrary tyrant, who, rejecting her

fixed and temperate laws, is guided only by the dangerous

impulse of his own violent and uncontrollable wishes.
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BRIGHTON CHAIN PIER.

Brighton, or Brighthelmstone, is, like Liverpool,

an instance of the rapid rise of some towns in this wealthy

island, to distinction and consequence, though from a difie-

rent cause : the latter owing its vast extension to commerce,

the former to fashion.

Although of considerable antiquity, and once surrounded

with fortifications, Brighton was but of little note, until

about the middle of the eighteenth century, when it began

to be frequented as a commodious sea-bathing town ; and

the circumstance of its having been chosen by his present

majesty, when prince of Wales, for his occasional summer

residence, contributed most materially to the advance of its

prosperity.
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Rrightou has to boast, not only its commodious heach,

but its vicinity to a range of hills called the South Downs,

ulicre its visitors can enjoy salubrious air and wholesome

exercise ; and its fashionable promenade called the Steync

evinces its attractions by the crowds of fashionable pedes-

trians with which it is thronged on a fine summer evening.

'Ihc Pavilion, which, though built in an eccentric style

of architecture, is a magnificent building, and a great

ornament to the place, is at present deserted by his majesty,

and report states, that it is about to pass into other hands.

Different reasons arc given for the absence of the king

from his onec favourite abode, none of which approximate

to the truth : some attribute his absence to the advice of his

physicians ; others, to the disrespectful conduct of some of

the inhabitants.

Next in interest to this splendid palace, is the noble

Chjiin Pier and Ksplanade, • represented in the engraving.

Although it is not on so stupendous a scale as the chain

bridge in China, described in " The Young Gentleman's

IJbrary, &c." it far surpasses it in the elegance of its

eonstnietion, and the neatness of its execution.

The dilDculties which presented itself to the accomplish-

ment of this undertaking, were of a most formidable

ilcscription : the S. W. gales and heavy seas f , which prc-

* Efplanade, is a military tcrrii belonginf? to fortifications. ITere,

and in coast towns in peneral, it is applied to the principal broad

mnd and iralk, as well as to the row of hoiisett, whirh face the sea.

+ A very great swell of the wa»cs is technically called a hfaty $ea.

lu the <<ame manner, sailors lall a larpe wave a sen, and when

wave da-shes over the deck nf a vc*<-l. i»1k' is said t<> tfiip i $ra.
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vail occasionally on this coast, rendered it doubtful whether

a pier could be constructed sufficiently strong to resist them.

But there are few obstacles which British wealth, skill,

and perseverance, cannot overcome. Oak piles of large

dimensions were driven into the ground, for the foundation

of the pier, and an excavation was made quite through the

rock, across the Mainne Parade, fifty-four feet beneath the

carriage way, for the reception of the ponderous chains by

which the fabric was to be suspended.

To the end of each chain is attached a large iron plate

weighing upwards of 2500 lbs. : wlieu the chains were fixed

in their places, the excavations were closed with well-

cemented bricks, so that, in consequence of the before-

mentioned plates, they would rather break than draw from

their fastening.

Tpon each cluster of piles, two iron towers of a pyra-

midal form are placed, connected at the top by an arch.

These, while they serve to support the ponderous chains on

which the pier hangs, are fitted up as shops for the sale of

refreshments, reading rooms, &c.

The platform, about twelve feet wide, is bounded on each

side by a neat iron railing, running the whole length of

the pier ; the chains of which are of wrought iron, and are

carried over the tops of the towers. The south-west face

of the pier is defended from being injured by vessels striking

against it, by a boom * chain, which passes from the head

of the pier to the shore, where it is made fast by anchors.

* A boom is a < able stretched across any harbour, river, or other

place, to prevent the approach of vessels.
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The Esplanade, commencing at the end of the Old

Steyne, is raisetl several feet above high-water mark, and

is defended against the waves in stormy weather l)y a sul»-

stantial wall, along the top of which is a neat wooden

railing.

The church, which is dedicated to St. Nicholas, is a neat

structure, containing nothing remarkable, if we except a

font, said to have been brought from Normandy, in the

reign of William I. It is adorne<l with basso relievos

representing some scriptural or legendary story ; but its

high antiquity is (|uestionable, as the freshness of its

appearance gives reason to suppose that it is but a copy of

an ancient one.

The Dissenting places of worship are numerous and

respeetal)le. Here are likewise a Roman Catholic chapel,

and a Jews' synagogue.

The intercourse between Hri-'hton and I^ndon is prover-

bially easy and speedy. In no part of England, perhaps, is

the superiority of our stage coach establishments over

those of other countries so apparent. Any one may leave

London early in the morning, breakfast, dine, and tea in

Brighton, and sup in the metrop<ilis, though the distance

thither and back is 100 miles.

About five miles from Brighton, on the edge of the

South Downs, is a tremendous chasm, called the Devil's

Dyke. From Dyke-hill is a fine and extensive view over

Sussex, part of Hampshire, Surrey, and Kent.
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At a short distance from Wig an, in Lancashire, there

is a spring, the surface of the water of which is as inflam-

mable as oil, and by the application of a lighted torch to it,

a large flame may be instantly produced. A vessel of

water being taken up at the flaming part will not ignite,*

although the water in that part boils in the same manner as

if it were in a pot on the fire, nor is any heat perceptible on

introducing the hand. It is even more remarkable, that on

making a dam,f and preventing the approach of other

water to the ignited part, at the same time draining away

that which was previoudy there, if a burning candle be

applied to the earth at the point where the water before

seemingly burned, the fumes will ignite, and burn very

brilliantly, with a flame rising to the height of a foot and

a half fi'om the ground. It is not discoloured, like the flame

arising from sulphureous matters, neither has it any smell;

nor do the fumes in their ascent diffiise any sensible heat.

These fumes undoubtedly consist oihydrogen yas,^ and it is

• Take fire. + A bank.

$ Gas is a term applied to all aerial fluids, except the common

air which we breathe. The word is derived from the German

gasc/tf, or gasl, signifying an irruption of wind, or the ebullition

attending the expulsion of elastic fluids from substances in a state of

fermentation or efl'ervescence. HYDROGEN GAS is inflammable air,

which is produced in abundance from all putrid and animal sub.
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worthy of remark, that the countiy for several miles round

}Vi(jan is underlaid with coal. In the present case, the

gns accompanyinjc the water to the surface of the earth is

perfectly harmless, but when pent up in a narrow subter

rancan space it is productive of terrible explosions, and is at

st»nco», and is especially found in lubterraDean places, in dilrbcs,

in buryinij pro»nds, orrr the turface of putrid tralers, tnd wlierovcr

putrid animal or vepptable matters are ircumulated. Being mnrli

lighter than common air, it always rises to the top of tlio«e places

where it is generated ; so that it caimot Ik; confined, except in some

TEultcd place, but always striven* to ascend and mix with tin atmo-

sphere. Of itself, it will destroy life, but mixed with almospheri«-al

air, it may be breathed without so fatal a result. It often accumu-

lates in great quantities in the subterraneaa exca\-ation8 of coal

mines, wbere it is exceedingly dangerous, as, being confined, tlie

slightt'st ignition will cause it U> explode in a nuirt terrific manner.

Its curious effects at the Jf'ell of ff'igan, altliough apparently very

mysterious, are neverthelcA.^ easily explained. The surrounding

country l)eing strongly impregnated with strata of coal, which is a

bituminous inflammable sulwtance, it Is tlience tliat this hydrogn ga$

is generatetl. As tratcr eagerly al>sr>rl»s and ex|»»'l8 it, and as it is

of so much lighter a nature tlian tlut fluid, it finds a natural vent

through the spring, and, from its nature, may of course \te easily

ignited on the surface of the water, where it is not wiflficiently

blended with the atmospheric air to lose its inflammatory properties.

Of course, if a vessel of water is drawn from the spring, that will

not ignite, because it is the gai which panes through tlie water, and

not that fluid itself, which is inflammable, and tlie water, l»eing

taken away from the place where the pro«'ess of evaporation is going

on, has lost the gas which there impregnated it. But, if the vnfrr

\te drained out fnxn its reservoir, and the spot which it covered Im-
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once the dread and destruction of miners, who ^ve it the

name o{fire-damp.

kept dry, still the inflammable property remains tltere, because the

evaporation of the gas from the earth still proceeds, and the only

difference is, that it then escapes immediately from the earth to the

atmosphere, instead of, as before, passiiijj: tlirous^h the water The

gas, therefore, remains the same, and is as inflammable as before.

ICONICS.

Avarice is a passion as despicable as it is hateful. It

chooses the most insidious means for the attainment of its

ends; it dares not pursue its means with the bold impetuo-

sity of the soaring eagle, but skims the ground in narrow

circles, like the swallow.

The human heart rises against oppression, and is soothed

by gentleness, as the wave of the ocean rises in proportion ^

to the violence of the winds, and sinks with the breeze into

mildness and serenity.

In cases of doubtful morality, it is usual to say—Is there

any harm in doing this ? The best method of answering

this question by the genuine dictates of the conscience, is to

ask yourself another, viz.—Is there any harm in letting it

alone ?—or,—Is it good and proper to be done ?

G 2
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MARCH

Was anciently the first month of the Roman year,

according to the calendar of Romulus, and was dtxiicated

by him to Mars, the god of War. The Romans then

reckoned only ten months to the year, to which A^umn, their

second kinc:, afterwards added two others, which he named

January and February. These two months he placed

in the calendar Ix'/ore March, which till then had been the

first ; thus this month became the third in the year, and so

it has ever since remained. Minerva was also the patroness

of March.

Our Saxon ancestors called March Ijrnct-monat. Lmrl

or Lent signifies Spring ; hence this was the Spring-month.

But the original word being afterwards corrupted into length
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month, different authors supposed that it was so named

because the days began to lengthen and exceed the nights

in March. When the Saxons received Christianity among

them, they also observed the ancient Christian custom of

fasting; and, as most pait of this season of fasting usually

fell in the Lenct-vwnat, they called it the fast of Lcnct.

This word became, in the course of time, corrupted to Lent,

and hence we still retain the name of Lent for that particular

portion of time, although the old name of the month has

been long since disused, and the word March substituted

for it. The pagan Saxons also sometimes called this month

Rliedmonath, because sacrifices were at this time offered to

Rheda, one of their deities. They also termed it Hlyd-

monath, from hlyd, which means stormy ; because March

is often a stormy month.

The Romans in this month celebrated several festivals
;

the principal of which was the feast in honour of Minerva,

the goddess of Wisdom, which commenced on the 19th day

of the month, and lasted five days. On this occasion it

was customary for boys and girls to pray to Minerva for

wisdom and learning. The boys also carried to their mas-

ters a fee, or present, called Minerval.

The modern English calendar contains many days ofobser-

vance in March. The principal of them are, St. David's*

day on the 1st, St. Patrick'sf on the 17th, and the Annun-

ciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary, called also Quarter-day,

on the 2oth.

• Patron of Wales. + Patron of Ireland.
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At the commencement of March,

" Winter flies!

Ami see, the source of life and light upri!* !

A height' ning arch o'er aouthern hills he liends
;

Warm on the cheek the slanting beam descends,

And gives the reeking nie^id a brighter hue,

And draws the mo<k-»t primrote bud to view ;

Yet fn^sls succeed, aiul winds im|M'tu<)us riusli,

And liail-stones rattle through the budding bush."

March is usually, at its btffinning, cold, with keen winds.

These winds arc earnestly desired by the farmer, as they

serve to dry the superabundant moisture of the earth, and

to bring grauually on the process of vegetation. Those

trees which budded in February now put forth tlieir leaves.

But late springs are most favourable, because when the

young buds appear so soon, they are liable to be cut off by

the chilling blasts which now prevail. The air during

this month is generally clear and healthy. Every thing

seems to assist the revivifying of Nature's bounties.

" Again the daisies pefp, the violeta blow;

Again U»e vocal teuantj) of tlie grove,

(forgot the pattering hail, the driving snow),

Renew the lay to melody and love."

Towards the end of the month, two of the most lovely and

fragrant of flowers appear in the hedges. The early violet,

commonly called the March vidct, diffu5es the most delight-

ful of perfumes through the wafting air; while the delicate

primroses peep forth from their green leaves, profu.sely

scattered over their grassy banks. The pilewort, and the
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red doadnettle, also abound in the fields ; and apricot and

peach blossoms disclose their delicate colours on the garden

walls. In the garden also the pretty heart's-ease, the

great scented jonquil, the richly-coloured wallflower, th

crown imperial, and the narcissus, are developed in their full

splendour of variegated beauties; while the early sulphur

butterfly, and the red butterfly, spread their wings in the

occasional sunshine, and roam among the flowers.

Lambs are mostly yeaned in March, and their appearance

is one of the most particular and delightful indications of

the change of season. The sportive skipping and playing

of these pretty little creatures in sunshiny days is truly

amusing, and affords a pleasing evidence of Nature's reani -

mation. The increase of warmth also brings the industrious

bees from their hives to wander in search of sweetness

amongst the newly-opened flowers.

The melody of birds now gradually delights the ear.

The sweetly-toned throstle, from his lofty perch on the

leafless bough of a tree, charms us with his varied lays ;

and the golden-crowned wren begins his spring-time song.

Those birds which have passed the winter in England, now

fly away to more northerly regions. The fieldfares also

begin to wing their flight towards Russia, Sweden, and

Norway, and the red-wing woodcocks follow their example.

Domestic poultry lay eggs and sit ; and the wild pigeon

cooes in the woods. The rooks are noisily and busily em-

ployed in building and repairing their nests; and the crows

are equally active. Every thing in nature sssumos an ani-

mated appearance, and the gratified farmer follows the
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example of all around him, and hastens to bow his barky

and oats. He also dR'sses and mils his meadows ; spreads

ant hills
;
plants quicksets, osiers, &c. ; sows flax seed,

artifieial grasses, beans, peas, &,c. A dry season is of the

utmost importance to him, to enaldc him to get the seeds

early into the eround.

In March, because of the general dryness of the atmo-

sphere, it is very usual for parents to send their children

out in the cold, with a false view of hardtning them.

Nothing can be more false than this notion, and its practice

is highly injudicious ; as the bleak north-east winds which

prevail in this month, dry up the surface of the body, and

arc extremely injurious to young children when they are

so exposed.

CLOCKS AND WATCHES.

In the manufacture of clock-work the Germans have

exceeded all other nations, in contriving variety of motion.

The clocks of Strattburg* and Prague, f (the former of

• Strtiihurg is a city of France, near the Rhino, which divide

France from Germany. This city is al*» noted as the burial-place of

the famous MARSHAL Sax E, and f<jr liaring given birtli toKLP.BER,

the French gvneral, who was anaaiinated by the Turks, iu IKOO, at

Cairo, where he liad been appointed by BoNAPABTB, as his suc-

cessor w]>en he left Egypt

+ The capital of Bohemia, in Germany. TVCIIO Bra HE, the

femous astroQoraer, died here in 1601.
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which is described in " The Young Gentleman's Library,

&.C.") not only show the course of the hours, but also of

tlie sun, moon, and stars, besides containing many other

peculiar movements.

Cm)ck-Makkrs first established themselves in England

in ili()8, when Edward II. granted leave to three Dutchmen

of that trath:, then called orlogiers, to settle in this

country.

In the year 1577, pocket-watches were first introduced

from Germany. The emperor Charles V. had a watch in

his ring; and in the elector of Hanover's stables there is

still to be seen a saddle with a clock in the pommel. King

Charles I. had a ring dial made by Delamaine, the mathe-

matician. So much value did his majesty attach to this

ring, that on the morning of his execution, he ordered it

to be given to the Lhihe of York, together with a book ex-

plaining tlie manner of using it.

Albertus Magnus* constructed a piece of mechanism

which emitted distinct vocal sounds. Thomas AQUiNAsf

* A learned dominican,* born in Suabia, in the beginning: of the

thirteenth century. He was the author of many mathematical

works, but he is not distinguished for any important discoveries or

improvements.

+ A celebrated divine. He was a native of Naples, and was born

A. D. 1224. After a short time he was sent to Cologne, where he

became a student under Alhertus Magnus.

' The religious order of the DOMINICANS, called in France
.Jacobins, and in England BLACK Friars, or Preaching
Fri AR.s, w;ts founded l»y St. Dominic, a native of Spain, approved
of by Pope Innocent HI, in 1215, and confirmed by a Bull of
Honor 1 us III, in I'iiG.
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wab SO much terrifled uii beariug it, that he struck it wiili

a stick, aiid utterly annihilated the product uf thirty year^

assiduous and unremitting labour.

Clocks arc of a much more ancient invention than

WATCHES. The former were first made at the comnicncc-

luent of the fourteenth century. Before that period, time

was measured l>y hour glas»eSf and by fra.r tapers marked

with circular lines, at such distances as that the buruing

of the taper from mark to mark should distinjfuish the

hours. By thi.s method kinp Alfred rejrulated his time.

At some time near l'3'22, the fin.t clock ever used in Eng-

land was set up in Palace ^ ard at Westminster, for the

benefit of the courts of law. The clock-house which con-

tained it remained till the year 1715.

About the year 1325, Peter IJghtfiKit, a monk of (Glas-

tonbury, eouslrucled the famous clock which for m«»re tlian

two hundred ycurs afterwards was the pride of that renowned

abbey, and which is now equally admired in its present

situation, in Wells Cathedral. It denotes the hours, the

changes of the moon, the so4ar, lunar, and other astrono-

mical motions ; it tolls the hours on the great bell io one

of the towers of the catltedral, whilst the quarters are

struck by two automata, representing armed knights, on

two small bells, on the outside of the north wall of the

edifice; and at the striking of each hour, eight armed

knighUs on horseback come forth on the top of the clock,

and pursue each other in a circular course. This famous

piece of machinery was removed from Glastonbury abbey

at the Reformation, and placed in its pitscut >iatiou.
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Although now more than 500 years old, its various compli-

cated movements are perfect and regular.

In the year 1632, Charles I. incorporated the fraternity

of Clock-Makers by the name of " The master, wardens,

and society of the art of Clock-Makers of the city of Lon-

don." It is a livery company, and is governed by a

master, wardens, and twenty-eight assistants.

Watches were not much known before the reign of

Elizabeth. A watch was found upon the person of Guy

Fawkes, on his seizure, which Percy had bought for

him on the previous day, in order to calculate the necessary

time for the burning of touch-wood.

Repeating Watches were first invented in the reign

of Charles 11. about the year 1658. The honour of this

invention is disputed, being claimed by the Dutch for their

countryman Huyfjhctis, and by the English for Dr. Hooke.

A double balance watch was presented to king Charles II.

with an inscription, purporting that " Rob^. Hooke invented

it, 1658, and T. Tompion made it, 1675." This new

invention became so popular, that the Dauphin of France

sent for two watches, and it is said that Charles himself

presented one to Louis XIV. In 1698, the English had

gained such reputation in the art of watch-making, that an

act was passed to oblige the makers to put their names on

their watches, lest others of less merit should be sold abroad

as of English manufacture.
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vi

SPRING.

Ah! why, iiiiftolinR WlNTF.R! why

Still rtaKH thy torpid wing !

Fly, melancholy wason, tiy,

And yield the year to SPRING.
J. MOKTGOMimV.

Of all the seasons, Spring is fraught with sensations tbc

most delightful and unalloyed. The pleasure arising from

iU< approach, progress, and completion, is supreme, yet

indeserihahlo. Its indications arc doubly pratcftU to the

sensitive heart, because they arc placed in contrast to the

unpleasant associations formed in the mind when contem-

plating the discomfort of the preceding season.

The dreariness an<l cloom of the wintry months—the
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sterility and inactivity of nature—the inclemency of the

atmosphere, combine to create feelings of privation and

discontent : the enjoyment of domestic comforts does not

satisfy the active disposition, which pants for the i)leasurcs

of seasonable exercise, and the privilege of roaming among

the beauties of nature.

These circumstances and feelings engender in the human

breast an ardent desire for the approach of Spring, when

we may fearlessly participate in the privileges of the rest of

animal kind ; and the appearance of this interesting season

is therefore hailed with delight proportionate to its wel-

come.

Spring is considered to commence on the *20th of March,

when the sun appears to enter the constellation Aries, or

tlie Ram, which is the zodiacal sign. Its duration is

estimated to be niuety-thrce days.

In tlie early part of this season, the superabundant

moisture which winter has loft upon tlie earth is dried up

by the fierce wimls of March ; and although at first the

sharp east winds of that month often prevent the flowers

which they have dried, from ])lowing, yet the refreshing

sliowers, and more crenial temperature of April, materially

assist vegetation, and clothe the earth with freshness and

beauty.

All nature rejoices at the return of Spring, because it is

the harbinger and the cause of a general revivifying of her

animal and vegetable components.

The earth is relieved of its oppressive load of snows and

saturating vapours—its generative powei-s are refreshed and
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inviporattd—its operations re-commence with energy—and

its inhabitants of every species and denomination joyously

return to activity and seasonable exertion.

A modem faiir authoress beautifully observes, that " the

younp and joyous spirit of Spring sheds its sweet influence

upon every thing : the streams sparkle and ripple in the

noon-day sun, and the birds carol tipseyly their merriest

ditties. It is surely the loveliest season of the year."

How delightfully has the fair writer expressed the exhi-

larating joy of Nature on the return of her most welcome

season

!

In the Spring time (on the 28th of April, and five fol

lowing days), the ancient Romans celebrated certain fes

tinties, which they called Ltidi FloraleSy or the Floral

Games. These games wore annually held in honour of

Flora, the fabulous goddess of flowers, and of vegetation.

At their celebration, the Romans prayed to the goddess for

beneficent influences on the flowers, t fees, grass, and other

products of the earth, during the year. It was also cus-

tomary among the (Jreeks to invoke festivitj' at the approach

of Spring, accompanied with many ceremonies.

All nations have indeed been accustomed to hail the

appearance of Spring with intense satisfaction and delight

;

since it is in fact the natural commencement of the year,

(although astronomers have erroneously placed it as the

third month), and the cheering restorer of Nature's beauty,

after the devasUition of the wintry storms.

Among othei*s, the Germans commemorated i*s welcome

arrival with great reremony and display of allegorical
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character. They denominated the festival Der Somnters-

gen-inu, or the acquisition of sumvier. About thirty years

since, the inhabitants of Eisenach, in Saxony, celebrated it

in the following manner:—They divided themselves into

two parties, one of which carried a figure of straw, shaped

like a man, to represent Winter, out of the town, as if to

banish him from their district ; while the other party, being

assembled at a distance from the ,town, and having a

figure formed like a youth, which tiplif called Spring, or,

more vulgarly. Summer, bedecked it with cypress and

flowering hawthorn, and marched with it with great solem-

nity, to meet their friends, the expellers of Winter. At the

same time the rustics paraded the meads in processions,

imploring the blessing of a fruitful summer, and gaily

chaunting national ballads, which celebrated the delights

of the genial seasons ; after which, the merry crowds

escorted their favourite figure in triumph home.

But time, which transforms all things, also effected

alterations in this ceremonial. The personifications of the

two seasons, which were before repjesented by inanimate

figures, came to be performed by living persons. These

actors, the one being attired as Spring, and the other

as Winter, entertained the spectators with a mock en-

counter, wherein Winter was of course vanquished, and

stripped of his emblematical array; and Spring, being

proclaimed \4ctorious, was triumphantly led, amidst the

plaudits and rejoicings of the assembled crowds, into the

town.

The day on which the Germans celebrated this festival,

H 2
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thev denominated Der Todten Sunntay, the dead Sunday
;

in allusion to the rcscnibhincc which the still repose of

Winter allegorically bears to the sleep of death. Indeed,

in a ballad which was in use on this occasion, occurs the

following distich :

" Now we've laoquished DetUh,

And Siimmrr* return innurcil
,

\V«re Jt\^lh still unsiilMlu^d,

"*'haH '^'b bail we rnilur'd !"

Jiut latterly this celebration, like many other customs of

'ormer limes, has declined j and at present a mere shallow

of the ori{i^inal festival is retained by the inhabitants of

Eisenach. Vet, although these particular ceremonies have

fallen into disuse, the gratitude of the people for the cheer-

ing return of Spring is still evinced by mutual offerings of

nosegays and evergreens, and other little emblems of the

welcome season. The Rev. Mr. Ilutton, in his Book of

Nature, beautifully observes, " In the opening of Spring,

aiid subsequent renovation of nature, how very sensibly is

the human soul exhilarated by that sense of pleasure which

inspires the birds with melody, and the whole creation with

joy. In this season, when we contemplate the smiling

scenes around, those secret overflowings of gladness are

diffused over the soul, which compose what Milton expres-

sively calls * vernal delight,' and which is often denomi-

nated, with no less beauty and propriety, * the smile of

Nature.' "What an exquisite sense of this does the virtuous

vhilo>n|ih"r pxperienco ! The creation, particularly in this
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lovely season, is a perpetual feast to the mind of a good

man. From all that he beholds, he rceeives instruction

and delight. But when, to the delightful satisfaction which

rural objects atibrd, we add an occasional attention to the

studies of natural philosophy, our relish for the beauties of

creation is quickened, and rendered n-ot only pleasing to

the imagination, but to the understanding; and it is an

unquestionable truth, that the man who extends his inqui-

ries into the works of nature, multiplies, in some degree,

the inlets to happiness,

" With what a generous satisfaction too will humanity

reflect on the restorative eftects of Spring! The convales-

cents so lately wretched, so long oppressed by the heavy load

of pain and languor, and disease, now feel as it were a new

<;reation ; and sweet ai'e the cheering sensations, sweet the

unwonted joys, that now rccal them to the exertions of

strength, and the happiness of health."

The zodiacal sign Aries, or the Ram, which is entered

by the sun on the 20th of March,* the commencing day of

the Vernal or Spring season, is supposed by some authors

to have been derived by the Greeks from the golden fleece

brought by Jason from Colchis, about 1263 years before

Christ ; but it must be of considerably greater antiquity

than that event, as it is found to have been used as a

hieroglyphical character on ancient Egyptian monuments.

• This day is in fact the first day of the natural year, it being the

commencement of the first season, and the period when the 8un

appears to enter the first of the twelve signs of the zodiac.
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It is symbolical of the ycuning of lambs, which always takes

place in this season. History records that the inhabitajits

of tlic city of Thebes, in Ej^rrpt, slew a ram in honour of

their fabulous jfod, Jupiter Ammon, who personifies the

sun in the sign Aries, and who is represented on ancient

coins and sculpture with tlie boms of a ram on his head.

The Hebrews, or Jews, sacrifice a Icimb at the commence-

ment of Spring', in comnieiuuration of their deliverance

from the E?^yptian bondaije. Ariety or tlie rum, was the

ensi;^n of Gadj one of their twelve princes, and leader of

the tribe of (iad.

The ancients allesorically represented tliis first and most

agreeable season by the fiinire of a youn? irirl crowned with

myrtles, having: various tlowers in one hand, and a garland

of roses in the other, with some animals at play by her side.

Her youth represented the fruitful aptitude of the earth

at this sc-as(>n, from wiiich spring fruiti, t^owere, herbs and

trees. The mj rtle, the tlowers, and the animals at play,

arc all emblematical of the natural appearances of Spring.

Spriiuj was also represented as a youth with a coronet of

flowers on his head, luid a basket of flowers in his hand.

\'er (Sprint/) was oltcn dcpictetl as infantile and U.*uder ;

as A-^»tas (Sumiiwr) was young and spri.i,'htly ; Autumnus

(Autumn) mature and manly ; and iltjvms ( \MitUr) old

and deerepid.
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Of all the foundations on which a superstiiicture of

ncver-tlyins fame may be built, that laid by Howard must

1)6 one of the most pleasing in the sight of God, most grati-

fying on recollection, and most beneficial to the world.

The deeds of the hero may be useful to his country, his

cause may be a just and righteous one, he may be humane

in victory, careful to curb the licentiousness of war—yet,

with all these alle\'iating circumstances, the foundation of

his fame is laid in teare and blood.

The historian raises for himself an unperishable name,

by recording the rise and fall of empires, the actions of

heroes and legislators, and the progress or decay of learn-

ing and refinement, if he treat his subject in a masterly

manner: but his motives for doing this are not always

perfectly pure ; he may have written to serve the purposes

of party, for the sake of emolument, or to gratify vanity;

his statements may be partial, his inferences drawn from

wrong premises, or he may unintentionally mislead his

readers, from not having access to authentic sources of

information.

The poet, the painter, the architect, and a thousand

others, eminent in some profession or art, may become the

idols of the circle in which they move ; their names may be

handed down to posterity with ccldt * :
—jct the foundation

• Lustre, splendour, acclaniati<,ii, npplausc.
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of their fame may not be laid in us«fulness cither to the

bodies or souls of men, nor their motives for extraordinary

exertion be unquestionably disinterested and pure.

But, to devote an afllucnt fortune to the purposes of bene-

volence—to \-isit dismal dun;reons and the abodes of misery,

with the dcsitrn of brini^ini? hardened wretches to repen-

tance, and administerins: consolation to the contrite—to

spend many anxious days, roonths, and years, in devising

plans for the improvement of prisons and hospitals—^to ex-

tend his l)cncvolent attentions to foreijm countries—to re-

linquish the eomfnrt<! and enjoyments which his fortune

mijrht have commanded, and devote himself to voluntary

hjinlships and dangerous contact with the abodes of infec-

tion—to start at no difTK-ulties, and be deterred by no

hazards from pursuing the path of the most disinttrrested

philanthropy,—must surely raise IIowaud above the com-

mon benefactors of mankind, and give him a hiih rank

amonjr those who have sacrificed every thing; on the altar of

humanity.

The native place of this illustrious man is differently

stated by diiLrent bio^'raphers ; Enfield and Hackney hav-

inj: been named as candidates for this honotir. But Lower

Clapton is undoubtedly the village where he first saw the

light, about the year 1727.

The father of Howard kept a carpet warehouse in Long

I^ane, Smithfidd, b>it dying while his son was yet young,

he was apprenticed by his guardians to a grocer. Not

being fond of trade, and finding the business to which he

had been destined too laborious for his weak constitu-
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tion, he pui-chased his indentures and visited France and

Italy.

On his return from this tour, he lodged at Stoke New,

ing'ton, in the house of a widow lady, who nursed him with

so much care and attention during a severe illness, that,

though many years older than himself, he married her.

The union proved a happy one, and he deplored her loss in

J 755, with all the sincerity of undiminished affection.

The greater part of Lisbon* having been, a little before,

destroyed by an earthquake, Howard set out to view the

scene of devastation ; but the vessel in which he embarked

was taken by a French privateer, and the hardships he

endured as a prisoner of war, first suggested the idea of

attempting to ameliorate the condition of the captive.

But the time was not yet arrived for putting his plans

into execution. Domestic life had still charms for him,

and, on his return to England, he settled at Cardington, in

Bedfordshire, occupying himself in relieving distress and

poverty within the circle of the immediate vicinity.

In 1758, he again entered into the marriage state, his

second wife being the daughter of Edward Leeds, esq. of

Croxton, in Cambridgeshire. For some time after his

nuptials he resided at a seat he had purchased in the New

Forest, Hampshire, but returning to Cardington, he from

thenceforth made it the place of his fixed abode.

Here, in the bosom of domestic enjoyment, he spent his

time in promoting the comfort and happiness of all around

him. He built a number of neat cottages, to which were

• The metropolis of Portugal.
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attached considerable fjardens, for the accommodatiim of

his poor teiiitnts and ntighbours. He established a school,

where children of both sexes were tanirht, at his exj>ence,

whatever was most likely to be useful to persons in their

station. His charities likewise were extensive but unos-

tentatious.

In his own family, order and regularity were eminently

conspicuous, and while he exercised, in a prudent manner,

the duties of hospitality to those he esteemed, he never

admitted- to hi« table the profligate, however distinguished

for rank or riches. His principal relaxations from the

multiplicity of duties to which he attended, were philoso-

phical experiments, and ornamental pardeninfj.

In 17(>.j, his tlomestie happiness was irreparably injured

by the loss of his beloved wife, who died in giving birth to

their first child : but resignation to the will of Providence,

the care of his son, attention to the various institutions he

hatl formed, and the duties of sheriff", to which office he

was appointed for Bedford, took off' his attention in a great

tlegree from his loss, and heljK'd to tranquillize his mind.

Conscientious in every thing, he determined to fulfil the

duties of this office with the most scrupulous exactness-

he therefore visited the prisons within his juri.sdiction, made

diligent en<|uiries as to their state, their management, and

their inmates, which discovered to him abuses and cala-

mities of which before he had no idea.

These discoveries induced him to attempt a reform on a

more extended scale, and for this purpose he visited nearly

all the gaols in England. The result of his enquiries was
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a large mass of important information, which he laid before

parliament, in 1774, and received tiie thanks of the House

of Commons.

The result of this information was, that two bills were

passed, one " for the Relief of Acquitted Prisoners in the

Matter of Fees ;" the other " for Preserving the Health

of the Prisoners."

That he might qualify himself to give advice for the

improvement of prisons, he determined to visit the conti-

nent. He accordingly travelled through France, Flanders,

Holland, Germany, and Switzerland, and visited the capi-

tals of Denmark, Sweden, Russia, and Poland, and some

cities in Spain and Portugal, for the sole purpose of acquir-

ing information on this important subject.

On his return, in 1777, he published the result of his

laborious researches, in a quarto volume, dedicated to the

House of Commons : the work was so favourably received,

and that House entered so warmly into his views, that at

the request of its leading members he began a new tour

in 1778.

In this journey he travelled through the Pinissian and

Austrian dominions, and the free cities of Germany, ex-

tended his tour to the farthest parts of Italy, made another

visit to all the principal towns in the United Kingdoms of

Great Britain and Ireland, and published the remarks he

made in an Appendix to his former work.

In 1780, he continued his indefatigable labours on the

continent, going over nearly the same ground as before ; and

to render the result of his travels as generally useful as

I
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possible, he published an account of them, splendidly em-

l>cllishcd with plates, but at a piice which rendered the

work of easy acquisition l»y almost every description of

jXTsous, and left him a considerable loser.

Wishing to extend his usefulness, he now commenced an

examination of the state of hospitals. In his inspection

of prisons he had exposed himself to the danger of infec-

tion from the contagious diseases generated in those abodes,

from foul air, dirt, bad provisions, and want of exercise :

but in this new pursuit the hazard was increased tenfold
;

yet it«lid not deter him from his benevolent purpose.

One of the most tremendous scourges with which the

Almighty chastises nations, next engaged his attention,

and, without hesitation or fear of the consequences, he in-

spected the principal lazarettos • in France and Italy,

proceeded to Smyrna and Constantinople, and on arriving

at Venice, in an infected ship, performed <|uarantine f in

that cit)-.

• Hospitals fr>r the poor, and thrwie afflirt«»d with contagious

distemptrs. In some places they are used for tlic performnice of

ijuarant'tiu, in which rvo, all who are tus|K>cted to have come from

places infected witli the pla^c, are confiDcd in them till the time of

<{iianintiiic is expired.

+ Quarantine is a perio<l of purification which all sliii** nui«t

undergo, which are supposed to contain any pestilential infection,

or to have come from any suspected place. The time of quarantine

is generally six wet ks, or forty days, during^ which S|ace they are

allowed no communication with the sliore, op witli oUier vf-weh,

except for necessary provisions, which are conveyed to tliem with

tlie greatest possible precaution. At the expiration of the term, if

there is no appearance of infection, they are allowetl to come into

port, and land their lading.
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From Venice he repaired to Vienna,* in 1786, where he

had a private conference with the Emperor Joseph IT. : then

returning- through Germany and Holland, he arrived safely

in Kngland, in 1787, where he was met with the melan-

choly intelligence, that his only son had become incurably

insane.

On making another tour for the inspection of prisons,

he made incjuiries respecting certain abuses in the Pro-

testant Charter Schools in Ireland, of which he had re-

ceived some intimation on his former visit.

He now gave to the world the result of the last conti-

nental journey, under the title of " An Account of the

principal I-azarettos in Europe, with various Papers rela-

tive to the Plague ; together with farther Observations on

some foreign Prisons and Hospitals, and additional Remarks

on the present State of those in Great Britain and Ireland j'*

with a number of curious plates.

Not yet satisfied with the result of his labours, and

determined to leave nothing undone which was in his power

to accomplish for the amelioration of the condition of

mankind, he determined to travel in Russia, Turkey, and

other countries in the East. He was well aware of the

dangers attending such an undertaking, but he trusted

fii-mly in the protection of an all-wise Providence, which

had already preserved him amidst dangers and difficulties.

But this journey was destined to terminate his useful

labours. Proceeding through European Russia, to the

shores of the Black Sea, he took up his abode for a time at

• The capital of Austria.
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Cherson.* While here, he was requested to visit a lady

who resided about twenty-four miles from that plaec, and

\vas ill of a contagious disease.

On one of these visits which he made on horseback,

the weather was cold and tempestuous, and the rain fell

in torrents. Whether the fatigue of his journey and his

wet clothes brought on a fever, or he received infection

from the lady, who died soon after, is not known, but he

l>ecame indisposed, aud was quickly sensible that his end

was approaching.

While in this .situation he was visited by admiral Priest-

man, an English officer in the Russian service, to whom he

communicated his opinion respecting his approaching disso-

lution, and his wishes as to the place of his burial, and the

manner of his funeral, which he desired should be private

and plain. " Death has no terrors for me," said le," it is an

event I always look to with cheerfulness, if not with pleasure."

A short time before his death, when nearly insensible to

every thing around, a letter was brought him from England,

which his senant read aloud ; it informed him that his

son's health was greatly improved, and that there was

• The capital of New Ruaria, in the government of Catharinen-

slaf. It was built by Catharine II, Empress of Runia, and is situ-

att'd on the North bank of the river Dnieper, 10 miles below the

mi.uth of the Ingiilec, aLd 50 miles East of Pezakow. Here

Catharine intended to be crowned Queen of Taurica, and Emprt^ss

of the F^st, but her design was not effected, and she contented

herself with inscribing on one of the pate« of the town, " Through

(hit <j(tte lies the mn/l In BvZANTirM," f Conilanlinnplc.j
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reason to hope he would recover from his present disorder.

When he had concluded, INIr. Howard turned his head

towards him, and said, " Is not this comfort for a dying

father?"

He was buried near the villaie of Dauphigny, in

the spot he had himself chosen, and a small brick pyramid

was erected over his remains.

Thus fell the benevolent Howard under the stroke of

death, January 20, 1790, at the age of 63. His whole

life had been devoted to the service of his fellow-creatures,

with a disinterestedness which proved the purity of his

motives and the philanthropy of his disposition. By

accustoming himself to the greatest regularity and tem-

perance with respect to food and sleep, he was enabled,

though of a feeble constitution, to endure the greatest

hardships and privations without injury.

So sensible were the public in general of the meritorious

nature of his services, that a sul)scription was proposed,

and i-apidly filled, for erecting a statue to his honour.

This, however, he so strongly opposetl, that the intention

was relinquished during his life, but it has been since

carried into eflfect, and the statue placed in St. Paul's

Cathedral.

The following panegyric on this good man, by the cele-

brated Edmund Burke, will be, perhaps, as correct a sum-

mary of his character, as is necessaiy, after a recital of his

principal patriotic actions.

«
I cannot name this gentleman without remarking that

his labours and writings have done much to open the eyes

i2
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and hcarti of mankinrl. He has \-isited all Europe; not

to survey the suniptuousness of palaces, or the statelincss of

temples ; not to make arruratc measurements of the

remains of ancient prandcur, nor to form a scale for the

curiosity of modern art ; nor to collect medals, nor to

collate manuscripts; but to dive into the depth of dun

geons ; to plunpe into the infection of hospitals ; to sur\'ey

the mansions of sorrow an«l pain ; to take the gau.ee and

dimensions of miser}*, oppression, and contempt; to

remember the forecottcn, to attend to the nedecteil, to

visit the forsaken, and to compare and collate the distresses

of all men, in all countries. His plan is orijrinal, and it

is as full of genius as it is of hum.anit)*. It was a voyage

of discovery, a circumnavigation of charity ; already the

benefit of his labours is felt, more or less, in every

country; I hope he will participate in his final reward, by

seeing all its effects fully realized in his own. He will

receive, not by retail, but by gross, the reward of those

who \isit t!ic prisoner ; and he has so forestalled and

monopolized this branch of charitj', that there will be,

I trust, but little room to merit by such acts of bencvo-

hncc hereafter."

In person, Mr. Howard was rather below the middle size,

his features were prominent and strongly marked, his

eye was penetrating, and his manner lively and active.

He accustomed himself to the strictest temperance, s«u

that, when he travelled, which he usually did in his own

chaise, in countries where this was practicable, he took with

him some bread, a tea kettle, and some cups, the only

proMMor,. .\.. i,f -1 littl. milk, thathe neetlcd.
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The great object which engrossed all his attention,

namely, the doing good on an extensive scale to the

wretched, gave him an appearance of unsociality of dispo-

sition, as he resolutely refused all intercourse with society,

which would have occupied that time he had devoted to

better purposes ; but to esteemed friends he behaved with

the greatest hospitality and kindness, and his conduct to

all, particularly to the ladies, was that of a finished gen-

tleman.

Howard belonged to that denomination of Dissenters

called Baptists, but his sentiments were liberal, and his

conduct the same towards all denominations, if their

I'eligion was sincere, and their lives virtuous. Most justly

has he been characterized as one of the noblest of the

Howards, and his exertions have been celebrated by the

sublimest strains of poetry and eloquence.

With one specimen of the former, by Dr. Aikin, we shall

close this article, hoping that Providence will raise many

more such active instruments, to alleviate human misery,

of which there is a vast mass still in existence.

" Howard, thy task is done! thy Master calls,

And summons thee from Cherson's distant walls.

Come, well approved ! my faithful ser\-ant, come

!

No more a wanderer, seek thy destin'd home.

Long have I mark'd thee with o'er-ruling ej'e.

And sent admiring angels from on high,

To walk the paths of danger by thy side,

From death to shield thee, and thro' snares to guide
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My minister of ^ood. I've «ped thy way,

Aud shot tliruugh dan^ruus gloonis a leading ray,

To cheer, by thee, with kind, unhop'd reUcf,

IMy creatures liwt aud whehn'd in guilt and grief.

I've led thee anient on, thro' wondering climes,

To comliaf human wi>e8 and human crimes.

But 'tis enough ; thy great conimia»iou'8 o'er,

I priive thy faith, thy love, tliy zeal no more:

Nor dr<K»i», that far from country, kindred, frieudi,

Thy life, to duty long devoted, ends:

Wliat biHits it where the high reward is given.

Or oDCc the soul, triumpliaut, springs to hcav'uV*

THE RATH, OR IR RMESE STATE CARRIAGE.

It has been well obscncd, ami history confirms the fact,

that a too great extension of dominion weakens rather than

strengthens the j)ower of any nation, 'i'he Persian monar-

chy owes its ruin to its wealth and vast extent. The

unwieldy empire lelt by Alexander, fell to pieces soon after

his death, and the wide dominions of the Romans rendered

it impossible to guard the frontiers from the incursions of

the Barbarians.

It is probable that considerations of this kind would

have inclined the East- India Company to restrain the

career of conquest, and to limit their territories to a mode-

rate compass, had not circumstances almost irresistibly

impelled them to go forward. The establishment of
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a foreign dominion in the bosom of India, excited the

jealousy of the native princes, and induced them to em-

brace every opportunity of endeavouring to expel the

intruders from their coasts.

These attempts, although successfully repelled, afforded

no permanent security while these princes were permitted

to retain their dominions, and to continue independent

:

fresh aggressions called forth fresh armaments, and it was

found necessary at length to annex the territories of these

troublesome sovereigns to those already acquired. Thus

province was added to province, and British India grew to

the extent which it now possesses.

When the fame and the successes of the British arms

had leisured peace in Hindostan, the Birmans, a people

inhabiting a country to the east, began to assume a hostile

position. Having in 1795 made an inroad into the British

territories, under pretence of securing three criminals who

had taken shelter there, and this breach of the law of

nations having been unpunished, they probably construed

this magninimity into fear of their power.

Peace, however, was maintained, and an ambassador

sent to the Birman court, until at length their insolence

arose to such a pitch as to require chastisement, lest too

great forbearance should encourage some of the native

princes to rebel.

Had not this been absolutely necessary, war with the

Birmans would have been highly impolitic. Of a totally

different character from the Hindoos, the Birmans are

active and warlike : their country, covered with forests and
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junsrle, affords them every facility for flirhtlner in ambush,*

which is thoii' favourite 4neiho<l. aud, when compelled to

retreat, they carry off or destroy every thing that ean be of

senii;e to the invader.

Suph a contest Uiercfore, doubtful as to the result, and

sure to cost much bhuKl and treasure, would have been

carefully a^oided, had not the national honour, and the

safety of our EslsI Indian territories, imperiously demanded

it. Happily, British military skill and intrepidity have

overcome all obstacles, tauu'ht the hautrhty enemy the

danger of rousing the sleepini; lion, and removed his posi-

tion farther (»ff, by depriving him of part of his territories.

One trophy of this eventful war is the Burmese state

carriage, which was captured by colonel Miles, in August

18:21, aud was lately exhibited at the Egyptian Hall,

Piccadilly. It is ornamented with above iiO,(M)0 jewels,

and the whole cost of its construction is estimateil at a lac

of rui>ees,f or £12,.XH) sterling.

The whole of this superb carriage is thirteen feet and a

half in length, six feet nine inches in breadth, and nine-

teen feet in height to the top of the Tee or spire, which is the

emblem of sovereignty. The body is five feet seven inches

by four feet six inches, and five feet eight inches high

within. The wheels are of one uniform height, with the

pokes richly silvered. The extremity of the p«de is sur-

mounted with the head and fore part of a dragon, finely gilt

and ornamented.

The boily of the carriage is composed of twelve pannels,

• Coiictalnit lit, trcarheriMisIy lying in wait.

f A rupev is ao ludian coin, wurtb aUiut ia.. Od. Engliih.
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three on each face or front, and these are subdivided into

small squares of transparent rhinoceros and buffalo horn,

set in broad gilt frames, studded at every angle with raised

silvered glass mirrors. Many other mirrors are so placed

as to reflect in the most advantageous manner the different

ornameuts of the interior. The upper part of each face of

the body is composed of glasses set in broad gilt frames,

which slide up and down in the European fashion.

The body of this carriage is hung on springs of iron,

which render it particularly easy and agreeable. The

steps do not fold up, but are carried by an attendant. On

a gilt bar in front of the carriage stand the figures of two

Japanese peacocks, and behind are tw'o others.

On the fore part of the frame, mounted on a silver

pedestal, is the figure of a man in a kneeling posture,

called the Tee bearer, richly dressed and adorned with

jewels, and holding in his hand a golden wand, surmounted

by a small tree : behind are two other figures, having

their lower limbs curiously tattooed.

The roof is formed of seven stages, diminishing in the

most elegant proportions, until they terminate in the Tee or

small ornamented spire ; the design and carving of the rich

borders which embellish each stage are admirable, and they

are studded with gems of extreme beauty and rarity.

The seat or throne for the inside is moveable, so that

when audience is given, it can be taken out and used for

the purpose. It is made of cane work richly gilt, has a

velvet cushion, and the front is studded with a great variety

of precious stones. Small statues of gods and of a lion,

the bodies covered with gems, are in niches at each end of
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tlie throne : their eyes are rubies, their car- rings cornelian,

and their hair the li^rht feathers of the peacock.

Two artificial elephants are yoked to this carriage, and

the whole is a fine specimen of barbaric splendor.

Although the Birmans have not been able to withstand

the armies of England, and have been compelled to submit

and yield up part of their territories, as a protection to the

Indian frontier, it is not probable that any voluntary

attempt will be made on our part to hold them in subjec-

tion : their national character would render them rel>ellious

vassals, ever ready to revolt, and to recover their inde-

pendence.

It is remarkable, that two nations, separated by a very

narrow boundar}', should differ so completely in character

and disposition, as do the Birmans and Hindoos. The

latter arc in general mild, gentle, timid, and indolent;

patient of injuries, and superstitious. The former arc

lively, brave, easily provoked, fond of war ; skilful in many

of the elegant arts, and possess a high opinion of themselves.

The present imperial family of Birmah are descended

from a man named Alompia, of low extraction, who by his

skill and valour rescued his country from the attacks of

the people of Pegu,* and recovered Ava, the capital,

which had fallen into their hands. By his bravery and

constant successes lie paved his way to the throne about

17.31, which his descendants have occupied ever since.

• A very considerable kingdom of Asia, beyond the Ganges ;

about 300 miles in lengtli from Nortli to South ; and of nrarly the

same breadth from West to East
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THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS AT VENICE.

Providence appears to have designed for every thing

in this sublunary * world a beginning, a maturity, and a

decay. This is true, not only as it respects the natural

productions of the earth, but likewise states and empires

;

scTOc, whose foundations appeared, at one time, so firmly

laid, that nothing seemed likely to shake them, have

experienced the common lot-—old age and decay have

visited them, and they now survive only in name.

Venice f is a remarkable example of the soundness of

this observation. Her beginning was indeed small, her

progress rapid, her meridian splendor dazzling, but her sun

Literally, Under the moon. + A maritime city of Austrian Italy.
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of prosperity is setting, and she will probably soon become

as insignificant as sbe lias been powerful ami glorious.

When Attila, with his savage followers the Huns, ra\-aged

the north of Italy, numJjers took refuge from the horroi-s

of war among the islands and marshes of the Adriatic, and

from this humble beginning rose the proud city of Venice*

which for a time covered the sea with her fleets, engrossed

the whole lucrative trade to tlie East Indies, and conquered

and kept in subjection many important cities and towns on

the main land.

Venice was formerly governed by an elective magistrate

called the Doge, and by different councils of the nobles.

These latter possessed the chief power, the Doge being little

better than a pageant* of state, incapable of acting in

matters of imporUince without their consent, and liable to

have his most private concerns investigated, at the pleasure

of the haughty aristocracy.

The inhabitantsof Venice, in general, may be considered

as having been mere slaves to these tyrants. No discussion

of political matters was allowed ; the measures of govern-

ment they dared not call in question, and anonymous

accusations were received, and acted upon, against the

most respectable inhabitants of the republic.

An anecdote is relateil, which series to show the despotic

nature of the Venetian government in a strong light. An

English gentleman one day entered into conversation witli

a Neapolitan, at one of the taverns of the city, and tlu

discourse happening to turn on the Venetian government,

* A dumb show. Formerly auy spleudid exhibition or proccssioii

was called a pageant.
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the Neapolitan greatly condemned, while the Englishman

as warmly commended, t-omeoiits institutions.

In the middle of the ui;;lit the Englishman was aroused

by a loud knocking at the door of his hotel, and piesenJy

after the officers of justice entered his ppartmeU. and

commanded him to rise. As soon as he was dressed, a

handkerchief was bound over his eyes, and he was put

on board a gondola.*

After being rowed for some time, he was landed and led

through long passages, until he reached a large hall, wliere

his eyes were unbound, and he was desired to notice what

he saw. The Neapolitan was suspended from a beam by

the neck.

Shocked at the sight, he inquired its meaning, and

was informed that he was thus punished for the free

animadversions he had made on the Venetian govern-

ment; and that, although the Englishman had refuted

his arguments, the republic was tlispleascd with him for

entering on such a topic, as it needed no advocates, and

commanded him to quit its territories in twenty-four

hours on pain of death.

His eyes were again covered, and he was taken back to

his hotel, where he lost no time in preparing for his de-

parture, having no wish to remain in a city where poli-

tical discussion was attended with such danger.

• A long and narrow Hat-bottomed kind of boat, chiefly used at

Venice, to uavig-ate the canals wliich intersect tliat city. Passage

boats of six and eight oars, used oq other parts of the Italian coast,

are also called gondolas.
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Of the different tribunals of Venice, that of the state

inquisition was the most terrific. It consisted of only three

niemlxTS, who were completely despotic in their proceed-

insrs, and had the power of deciding, without any appeal, on

the life of any citizen belonging to the V*'netian state,

whatever niiglit be his rank, the Doge himself not being

excepted. They had keys to every apartment of his

palace, and could thus penetrate into the very bed-chamber

of the prince, open his cabinet, and ransack all his papers.

This dreadful state of things almrtst put an end to

social intercourse, every man being fearful even of his

most intimate friend
;
yet amidst all the horrors occasioned

by this tyranny, Venice flourished, wealth pouretl into

her coffers, and her name was respected at home and

abroad.

The palace of the State Incjuisitors contained the pri-

sons of that tribunal, terrible in themselves, and still more

so from the tortures and severities exercised upon its in-

mates. State prisoners were confined in cells immediately

under the leaden roof, where the excessive heat of the sun

in summer, acting on the metal, occasioned them to l)e

almost insupportable to their wretched inmates. No

wonder then that the bridge across the canal del Or/ano,

represented in our engraving, which led to these horrid

abodes, was denominated Ponte de' Sospiri, or " the Bridge

of Sighs." Vet, probably, many of those who were led over

it to execution, found it " a bridge of deliverance" from the

more dreadful punishment of incarceration in that frightful

pri.son.
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Yet, terrible as such a government must have been, so

great is the strength of our attachment to kmg-cstablished

forms and customs, that the Venetians, for a considerable

time after their subjection to the Austrian dominion, re-

gretted the exchange. Indeed, it had towards the latter

days of the republic abated of its rigour, and suffered some

of its powers to lie dormant.

Venice, though greatly fallen from its high estate, is

still one of the most magnificent cities in Europe. Like

Amsterdam,* the foundations of many of its principal edi-

fices are built on piles driven into the ground, and the

communications between the different parts of the city are

carried on by means of canals, on which certain boats

called gondolas ply, as hackney coaches do in the streets

of London.

Among the principal buildings of Venice may be num-

bered the ducal palace, a vast and magnificent Gothic

edifice, the arsenal,f large and commodious, the churches

of St. Mark, St. Zeminiano, and the greater St. George

:

the Rialto, a bridge of one arch over the great canal, has

been much admired, but its span is inferior to that of one

of the arches of Waterloo Bridge, London.

The low and watery situation of Venice renders it

unhealthy ; it is therefore seldom the abode of foreigners

:

during its carnival, great numbers repair thither, but at

other times few are to be met with. It still has considerable

manufactories of plate glass, mirrors, scarlet cloth, wrought

silk, embroidered articles, gold and silver stuffs, &c.

• In HoUaad. + A depositary for military stores.
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Is now the fourth month of the year, hut Iwfore the time

of Numa it was the seeond. It derives its name from the

I-atin word .1;xtio, to open ; l>ecausc in this month the

surface of the earth is again opened to receive seeds and to

produce vesrctablcs, by the refreshing showers and mild

sunshine wliich prevail ; and because now also, the beauties

of the woods and gardens open their buds and flowers.

Our Saxon ancestors called April Otiter or Estcrmonnlh,

because in this month the feast of the Goddess Eastre,

Easter^ Eoster or Otter^ who was supposed to be the

g:uardian of the East wind, was celebrated. The name of

Easter is still retained by us, to denote the feast of tht

pivschal laml), (or the passover), which was the last eveninir
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meal of which our Saviour partook with his twelve Apostles,

before his death. Thus this and several other sacred

Christian anniversaries, still bear the ancient Pajjan titles

which our forefathers gave to other feasts in honour of

false gods.

The Romans dedicated April to Veims, the goddess of

beauty, the mother of love, the queen of laughter, the

mistress of the graces ; and many suppose that its Roman

name Aprilis is derived from the Greek word Aphrodite,

one of her numerous epithets ; but this is improbable.

The principal festivals kept by the Romans in this month

were—the CereaUa, or feast in honour oi Ceres, thegoddess

of corn and of harvest, which commenced on the 19th d;iy

of the month, and lasted eight days j in this solemnity the

chief actors were women:-— the PaZiVia, or feast oi Pales,

goddess of shepherds, on the 21st :---the Rohigalia, a feast of

the goddess Robigo, or the god Rohigus, who was supposed .

to preserve the corn and fruit from the blast and mildew, on

the 25th .----and the Floralia, in honour of Flora, the

goddess of flowers, which commenced on the 28th, and

lasted six days. The 21st of April was also celebrated

])y them as the anniversary of the founding of the city

of Rome.

The only fixed festivals of any note in our own calendar

in April, are St. George's Day on the 23rd, in honour

of St. George, an ancient Greek martyr, and pretended

patron saint of England ; and the feast of St. Mark the

Evangelist, on the 2.Jth, which is celebrated in the reformed

church in commemoration of the benefits which the Chris-
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tian religion has received from the exertions of this

Apostle.

The other holy tlavs which usually fall in Ajjril are

moveable feasts, that is, they are dependant on Easter day,

which falls on various days of the month. But the 1st of

April is generally denominated " All fools day,^' from a

silly custom which has Ion}? existed amongst children and

the common jK'ople, of making' fools of eaeh other on that

day. Of this day an account will be found in a separate

article.

In this month the business of creation seems resumed :---

" Advancing Spring profusely spreails abroad

Flowers of ail hues, with sweetest fragrance stored
;

Wnere'er she treads, love gladdens every plain,

Delight, on tiptoe, bears her lucid train

;

Sweet Hope, with conscious brow before her fliea.

Anticipating wealllj from summer skies."

Sprinij is indeed characterised as the season of the

renovation oi nature ; for then animals and vejretables,

excited by the kindly influence of returning warmth, rouse

from their wintry torpor, and prepare for active increase

of their species. In this progress the vegetable tribes are

the most forward. The fickleness of the days of April,

the light clouds pouring out their refreshing showers,

and then passing away to disclose the invigorating sun-

shine, are the cause of this sudden renewal of freshness

and beauty.

The opening blossoms and flowers soon attract from
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their winter retreats those innumerable insects which exist

upon their juices ; and as the rays of the sun become more

potent, the various species of the feathered race find a

friendly concealment in the large vegetables, trees, and

shrubs, which now unfold their leaves. The singing of

birds is now general, for the spring is a season of gladness,

and it is not in want of an echo of the universal joy. The

solitary cuckoo in this month first startles and pleases the

rambler in the woods; and that sweet warbler the nightin-

gale re-appears

;

" Within the gn'ove's

Thick foliage perch'd, she pours her echoing voice,

Now deep, now clear, still varying the strain."

This charming songster regularly visits England in the

beginning of April, and leaves it in the month of August.

But although the nightingale during that period is common

in some parts of this country, yet it is never found in the

northern parts of our island, and seldom visits the western

counties of Devonshire and Cornwall. It is a solitary bird,

never uniting in flocks as many of the smaller birds do, but

hides itself in the thick bushes, and sings principally in

the night. From this seeming melancholiness of dispo-

tion, the poet Milton thus beautifully describes it

:

" Sweet bird, that shiinn'st the noise of folly,

Most musical, most melancholy
;

Thee, chantress, oft the woods among,

I woo to hear thy evening song."
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But the ni^htineralc is in fact a cheerful bird ; she sinsrs

by day as weP as by ni.i^ht, and is usually the most talkative

of all our singing birds.

Towards the end of this month the swallow tribe return

to us; and the other binls of passagc,---the martin, tlie

swift, the blaek-cap, the redstart, and the yellow willow

wren, either arrive with the swallow, or come soon after.

The meadows now begin to assume the most delightful

and variegated appearance. The humble daisies are still

bright, and the eowslip, the crowfoot, and the harebell, are

sprinkled over the green turf. Tho^e less favoured, but

not less beautiful or curious flowers, the lady's smock, the

wood-anemones, the dandelion, the wood sorrel, and the

wild yellow tulip, are now also found in profusion.

Dry weather is still acceptable to the farmer, who occupies

himself in sowing various kinds of grain, and seeds for

fodder. The young corn and springing grass are, however,

much benefitted by occasional showers.

In this month, it has been long a custom to take

physic, and this custom is reasonable : for at this season the

influence of spring is felt upon the animal frame as it is

upon the vegetable, although in a less degree ; and inflam-

matorj' diseases and eruptions of the skin show themselves,

if the habit of the body be not moderated and well regulated.

For those who are in good health, and wish to ket^p them-

selves so, the best spring physic is our grandmother's never-

failing dose, sulphur and cream of tartar, although modern

refinement is too apt to despise this \-ulgar but exceedingly

useful tonic.
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Folly has in all ages, and at all seasons, received, and

while the world exists, doubtless will receiv^e, the willing-

homage of numberless votaries. Her reign has been pros-

perous and uninterrupted from the remotest eras, and every

nation and people have zealously added to the institutions

in her honour. Nay, so universal is her sway, that every

human individual has at some period of life, and in some

degree, been subject to her dominion, and has paid voluntary

tribute at her shrine. This has been, and ever will be, the

case, while mankind are endowed with such passions and

inclinations as they now possess; and, although the in-

creasing influence of the spirit of wisdom may gradually

destroy the most visible, the most glaring of the celebrations

in her honour, although the diffusion of the light of know-

ledge may lay bare, and finally extirpate, those ridiculous

customs among men, wherein she most conspicuously

appears; yet it is morally impossible that her reign should

cease upon earth, until the world itself shall " dissolve with

fervent heat." Men may become too enlightened to relish

the follies wherein their ancestors delighteo—but Youth
must ever remain the natural votaries of the tinselled

goddess, until reason is matured within them, and the

fruitful tree of wisdom implanted in their minds. The

gravity of age cannot be instilled into the young and

tender—nor should it be: it is unnatural. Youth must

have its full and appropriate season of light-hearted enjoy-
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ment : its time of innocent merriment must be allowed
;

la (jak'te de ccenr, tempered with moderation, must be

iiiduli5H'd in early years, lest the mental faculties, from too

precocious and too rigid an exercise, like a bow kept tightly

strung, be strained beyond their bent, and fail ere their

natural period of decay. On this principle we advocate the

continuance of childish customs and childish sports among

children : but let them be contiued to such. It is degrading

te see those of mature age, those whose minds should

delight in nobler things—engaging with eagerness and

gratification in absurdities which can only be tolerated in

the young, for whom they are naturally designed. This

hint may be well applied to many, very many who annually

display the folly of their little mind^ in practising the silly

custom of All Fool's Day. In the opinion of sensible

persons, it is to them tliat the designation of the day

undoubtedly applies, far more appropriately than to the

simple objects of their abortive wit. With children the

case is otherwise : they have a right to enjoy the fun

arising from the indulgence of a childish joke: but, as it

it well to blend instruction with their amusements, and as

from tlie most trivial matter information may be drawn,

we subjoin, for their perusal, a brief notice of the cus-

toms of the First of April.

The primary origin of this annual folly is lost in ob-

scurity : its establishment in our own country is by many

supposed to have been derived from the French, who term

the dujies of the day Poissuns dWvril, (April Fish,)

meauiiig thereby, literally, silly muckarel, for suffering
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themselves, like those fish, to be caught in this month
;

but as with us mackarel are not in season in April, we

have substituted the more appropriate word '^'fooW'' for

''fishy

The custom of making April fools prevails generally

throughout the continent, and is observed by young and

old : even the Swedes practise it. In Scotland the usage

is principally exercised by sending some silly pereon from

place to place with a letter which contains only these two

lines :—

"On the first day of April

Hunt the gowk another mile."

Accordingly the person who receives the letter instantly

re-closes it, addresses it to another at a considerable dis-

tance, and dispatches the simple bearer on his finiitless and

still increasing errand ^ and thus he is sent mile after

mile, until he discovers the trick which has been put upon

him. This is termed " hunting the gon-lt" and the

bearer of the " fools' errand," is called an " April gowk.''^

The Scotch word gorvh, and the old English geek, both of

which signify a simpleton, a foolish •person, one easily im-

posed upon, are derived from the Saxon geac, a cuckoo,

and are thus metaphorically applied, because that bird is

considered one of the silliest of the feathered race.

It seems that the fool-making custom is not confined to

Europe, and from the analogy between the European and

Asiatic usage, a curious speculation might be indulged as to

L
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the antiquity, origin, and universality of the practice.

The Hindoos,* in their festival called Jliili, observe a

general holiday on the 31st of March, and on that ocrasion

they divert themselves l»y sending persons on fruitless

errands, and expeditions which arc sure to end in disap-

pointment, when they enjoy a laugh at the expence of their

dupes.

In Provcncef the First of Ajiril is still further marked,

by a custom, which is observed universally by rich and

poor, of having a sort of peas, peculiar to the countiT,

called pais chiches, for dinner. They are dressed in a

variety of modes, according to fancy, and the circumstances

of the parties.

The Romans, on this day, abstained from pleading

causes in the courts of law ; and the Roman ladies per-

formed ablutions under myrtle trees, crowned themselves

with the leaves of myrtle, and offered sacrifices to Venus.

The above are brief, but not uninteresting notices, of a

few of tne usages of other nations on All FooW Day.

The common practice of the young, and of the silly among

those of mature age, on this day, in our own country,

requires no description. In allusion to some of the prac-

tices above recorded, the following shrewd, though doggrel,

lines of Poor Robin, in his Almanac of 1760, may well serve

to corroborate a suggestion which we ventured in our intro-

ductory remarks

:

" The Natives of Kast liidia.

•• A proviiuv or (Wpartiiif iit of France.
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*' But 'tis a tliini; lo be ilisputeil,

Which U the (jreatest fool reputed^ -

The man that innocently went,

Or he that him designedly sent
"'

AUTOMATA AND ANDROIDES.

Man is an imitative animal, and aspires to accomplish

things which at first appear almost impossible. Not con-

tent with forming the ima^c of animals in wood and stone,

of representing both inanimate and animated nature with

the correctness of truth, and in all its proper lights, shades,

and colours, he has aspired to imitate the actions of both

rational and irrational creatures, and, in many instances,

with astonishing success.

Yet every effort of this kind, however admirablj^ exe-

cuted, ought to humble man in his own estimation, and

exalt the Deity ; for the most admirable productions of

man's ingenuity fall infinitely short of the meanest of

those of the God of Nature. How greatly does the mecha-

nism of the most ingenious machine ever invented, suffer

in comparison with the vilest worm that crawls the earth,

if we examine the structure and the performances of each

with a philosophic eye !

But while we thus depreciate the performances of men,

as compared with those of the Creator, taken abstractedly
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they evince the vast superiority of man over every other

part of the creation. What animal, besides man, however

extraordinary his display of instinctive wisdom may be,

ever attempted to produce a representation of any thinjc

that existed around him,—much less to imitate not only the

Hgure, but the actions of his own or any other species ?

Machines which move by the help of wheels, levers,

pulleys, &c. without any external inipiilse, are called i)y

the general name of Aitomata ; but the uppellation is

more particularly applied to the figures ofanimals which, by

ntemal and concealed mechanism, perfona many of the

unctions of li>-ing beings, in an cosy and natural manner.

I'igures of this kind, whirh resemble human be-ings, are

denominate*! Androides.

The construction of Ai tomata is of very early origin.

Archytes of Tarentum,* who lived 400 years before

Christ, made a wooden pigeon, that, when its internal

machinery was set in motion, performed various excursive

riights. Danlalusf is said to have eonstructe<l Androides,

or statues, that would walk ; and thougli this is generally

treateil as a fiction, it is perhaps improperly so, as it is

prol)al)le that we are apt to undei^rate the mechanical

knowledge of the ancients, Therv is little doubt that the

• A sea-p<>rt to\*n of tli«- kinj-iloin of Naples, in Italy. It is now

culled Torunto.

+ An Athenian, who iuventtil llie tniU of tfi'-ftt, the wedge, ami

many uthfT mochaniral inrtrmn* iit5. He wm the inf*t ingenio«i»

;irtist of his time. He livetl l-i«K» yearn before the Cbrirtiau era.--

Set- the note* to the art iele on Air-bnlloom.
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idea of the golden statues, said by the poets to have been

made by Vulcan,* capable of walking, and even of assist-

ing him in his labours, was suggested by some ingenious

piece of mechanism of this kind.

Of modern Automata, perhaps the duck o( M. Vaucan-

son has never been surpassed : it could with dilliculty be

distinguished from a living one; for, not only wt-re its

form and appearance exactly correct, but it ate and drank,

and its food underwent a process in the stomach resem-

bling that of digestion. Its manner of eating exactly

imitated that of the living one, and it muddled the water

with its bill in the most natural manner.

M. le Droz, a German, executed some very curious

pieces of mechanism, one of which was a clock, presented

to his Spanish majesty, that had, besides other curiosities,

a sheep that bleated like the natural one, and a dog watch-

ing a basket of fruit. If any one touched the basket, the

dog showed his teeth and barked ; and if it was actually

taken away, he never ceased barking until it was restored.

The writer of this article once saw a pair of artificial

canaries, in superb cages, which had been captured in a

French ship : these birds were not only exactly in external

appearance like li\-ing ones, but hopped from perch to

perch, fluttered their wings, and poured forth their songs

with the most natural motions of the bill and throat.

The Androides are, however, as much superior to the

• The fabulous God of subterranean fire and metals, son of Jupiter

and Juno, and luisbaud to Veuus, the jjoddess of btanty.

L '2
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Other A-utoimila, as Uic actions of nit-u are sujH-rior J>'

those of irrational animals. Indeed, some of them perforin

ftati which would be incretiibU*, were they not too well

attt-sted to be doubted.

When Louis XIV. was a child, M. Camus constructed

for his amusement a wonderful toy : it was a small coach,

drawn by two horses, in which was a lady, with a coachman

on the box, and a foutman and pace behind. When placed

on a tabic matlc purposely for its exhibition, the coachman

smacked his whip, and the horses set off, moving their

legs in a natural manner.

When the carriage reached the edge of the table, it

turned at a right angle,* and proceeded along that edge.

On arriving opposite where the young king was seated, it

stoppctl, and the page getting down opened the door : the

lady tlien alighted, having in her hand a petition, which

she presented with a curtsey.

After waiting some time she again curtsied, and re-

entered the carriage : the page then resumed his place,

the coachman whipped his horses, which began to move,

and the footman, running after the carriage, jumped up

behind it.

M. Vaucanson, the maker of the artificial duck, con-

structed likewise the figure of a man, which pcrformcil

several tunes with great precision on the (ierman flute.

In peomrtry a rij,'bt angle is formed by the meeting of a prr-

lKii(Uiiil;iran<l horizontal line ; tlirn-fore to turn at a right nngle \%

to turn s/iarply, so as to describ* the corner fonned by the meetin},'

di's of a s(|iiarf.
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To estimate the diffieulty of constructing this machine, we

must recolect the necessity there is of the lips being more

or less compressed, to produce the high and low notes:

this, with the complicated motion of the fingers, required

to form a tune, makes the performance truly wonderful.

M. de Kempelen, a gentleman of Presburgh, in Hun-

gary, carried the art still farther, for he gave to his figure

the appearance of thought and reasoning. He constructed

;iu Automaton^ which, by means that have never been

explained, played at chess with such skill as to gain the

victory over almost every antagonist.

This figure was as large as life, in a Turkish dress,

sitting at a table of a peculiar construction. The Androidcs

loaned its right arm on the table, and in its left hand held a

pij)e : with this hand it played, after the pipe was removed.

Before it, on the table, was a chess board of 18 inches

square; and inclosed beneath the table were the wheels,

levers, &c. by which the motions were produced. The

body of the image was likewise full of similar wheels and

levei-s, all of which were publicly displayed.

When the curiosity of the company was satisfied with a

sight of the mechanism, every thing was shut up, and the

ligure was prepared to play. It took the first move, and at

every motion the wheels were heard. Before displacing a

\nece it moved its head, and seemed to be sun^eying the

board. When it checked the queen it shook its head

twice, and thrice on giving check to the king.

\\'hen its adversary made a false move it likewise shook

its head, and stricly enforcing the rule:? of the game
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replaced the piece on the square from wheuce it va^ taken,

and made its own move. This figure was seen and ex-

amined by many scientific men and chess-players at

I'ctersburgh, Vienna, Paris, and London, yet tlie secret by

which it was managed wajs never discovered.

It is probable that tiie numerous wheels and levers

inclosed in the table and in the body of the automaton,

were not all necessary to the performance of the motions,

but that they were placed there to amuse the curious, and

prevent their too niirrowly examining the interi«)r : this

conjertnre is strengthened by the observation of M. de

Kempelen himself, who described it as " une ba^elle qui

n'est pas sans merite du cote du mechanisme ; mais les

ert'ets n'en paroissent si mer\-eilleux que p.ir la hardiesse de

I'idee et par I'hcureux ehoix des moyens employes pour

faire illusion." "A tritle which is not without merit on the

score of mechanism ; but the eHeets appear so marvellous

only in consequence of the boldness of the idea, and of the

happy choice of the means employe«l to protlucc the

illusi..n."

It is now well known that the movements of this figure

did not depend on the mechanism alone, but that a little

boy, concealed under the chess board, moved the arms

according to si-nals given him by his master.

M. Maillardet, a Swiss artist, constructed the figure of a

lady, which by internal mechanism played eighteen tunes

on the piano-forte by the actual pressure of her fingers on

the keys. It is true that her fingeis touched the natural

notes only, but the flats and sharps she played with ikt
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feet, by means of pedals. So admirably is the illusion

kept up, that, before commencing a tune the lady bows

her head to the company ; she then appears intent on the

notes, her bosom heaves, and at a distance, no one, unless in

the secret, would suspect that it was not a living being.

The same artist formed the figure of a magician, seated

at the foot of a wall, with a long wand in one hand and a

book in the other. Twenty enamelled counters, each inscribed

with some question, are put into the hand of one of the

company, who is desired to place one or more of them in

a drawer, which shuts with a spring.

On this being done, the figure arises with a solemn air,

bows his head, draws a circle or two with his hand, con-

sults his book, and lifts it towards his face, as if for

closer inspection. He then strikes with his wand on the

wall above his head, when two folding doors open and

display an appropriate answer.

His next Automaton was the writing boy ; he is exhibited

kneeling on one knee, and an attendant having furnished

him with a pencil, and set paper before him, he executes

drawings, and writes sentences in French and English very

beautifully ; the motions of the fingers, elbow, eyes, &c.

appear extremely natural.

The whole of these Androides were some time since

exhibited in the Ilaymarket, London, where they attracted

the attention and admiration of the curious and scientific.
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MAUSOLEUM AT AGRA.

It may not be improper to preface our remarks on this

splendid edifiee, consecrated to the memory of the illus-

trious dead, by observing, that magnificent tombs or

temples erected over the remains of the departed great

are denominated Mausolea from Matsolets, king of

Caria,* in honour of whom, his queen Artemisia built a

tomb, which was reckoned one of the seven wonders of the

world. No vestige of it now remains.

Almost all the architects of Europe confine themselves to

the Greek, Roman, and Gothic styles, but the natives of

Southern Asia have invented for themselves a style totally

* In A'ia Miuor.
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(litfcrcnt, and altlioutch it would not perhaps be consistent

with true taste to adopt it in a climate so greatly the

reverse of theirs, yet we cannot but admire some of those

stately structures which the magnificent monarchs of the

East have erected for varioiis purposes.

The city of Agra, capital of the province of that name,

which forms part of the British dominions in India, is of

considerable extent, and has the river Jumna running

through it. The situation is considered a healthy one,

and the place was once magnificent, but great part of it is

now in ruins.

The houses of Agra are lofty, consisting of several

stories, and the streets are remarkably narrow : this is the

case in most cities in hot climates, as thereby a brisk

current of air and shade are obtained.

In June, the river Jumna at Agra is about half a mile

broad, and is not fordable at any season. The Fort, in

which is the Imperial Palace, is of great extent. But the

most remarkable edifice in modern Agra, is the splendid

Mausoleum called Tanje Mahal, erected by emperor Shah

Jehan, for the celebrated Noor Jehan Begum, or Moomtaz

i Zamanee, his favourite wife.

This noble pile stands on a terrace on the southern bank

of the Jumna, and about three miles from the fort of Agra.

It is composed entirely of white marble, and employed

twenty thousand persons constantly for seventeen years

in its erection. The ground plan is about 190 yards

square, and it stands in a square enclosure paved with black

and white marble, each side of which is 300 yards in

lens:th.
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On gaining the terrace the eye of the spectator is con

ftmnde<l by the grandeur and beauty of the buihUng l>efore

him; the lofty minarets,* and still more lofty dome, which

latter rises to the height of two hundred and fifty feet, give

it an air of inexpressible grandeur.

On descending to the details of the architecture, there is

equal reason for admiration ; the minarets are of exquisite

proportion and beauty ; each of them contains an interior

staircase, by which there is an easy ascent to the three

galleries that surround it. On the top of each is an open

pavilion crowned with a dome.

In the centre of the four principal sides of the buildinc

are lofty pointed arches, of a shape peculiarly l)cautiful,

and adorned with sculpture, so as greatly to resemble some

that are met with in the celebrated cathedrals of Europe.

Around the top and sides of these arches are texts from the

Ki>ran,f inlaid with black marble in Arabic characters.

The beautiful manner in which these characters are exe-

cuted, and the contrast occasioned by the black and white

marble, produce a pleasing effect.

On each side of the principal arches, as well as on the

smaller arches, are two stories of pointed arches with

recesses, and a long balustrade in front; the spandrils* al)ove

the arches are enriched with flowers of various coloured

stones inlaid, the heads of the arches within the recesses are

ornamented in the same manner as those within the several

• Spires. + Tlie ^MahomeUn Scriptures.

X Spandrils an- the solid work on each haunch of an arch, to keep

it from spread in t;
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arches ninning round. The interior of the building is

lighted by windows formed of open fretwork, cut in slabs of

marble.

From the centre of the Mausoleum rises the great dome^

of a remarkably beautiful shape, swelling outwards from its

cone in a graceful manner. On each of its four sides rises

an octangular pavilion, crowned with a smaller dome,

which, together with the height of the centre part of the

building, conceal the niche or cone of the dome.

The grand hall in the centre of the building, which con-

ains the royal tombs, is of an octagonal shape, and of large

dimensions; the light admitted through the fretwork win-

dows is just sufficient to produce that solemn gloom which

seems to be congenial with the purpose to which it is

appropriated ; around the lower part of the wall is a rich

ornament of flowers finely sculptured in alto relievo, in the

marble with which it is built.

The tombs of the princess for whom this Mausoleum was

built, and her husband Shah Jehan, are enclosed by a

railing of white marble, most exquisitely adorned with

flowers, in a kind of mosaic, formed of coloured stones.

The tombs themselves are of white marble, inlaid in the

same manner, but with greater care and elegance ; some of

the stones are jewels of great value, and the whole produces

the efiect of a fine painting.

Below the central hall is a vault, in which are two more

tombs, greatly resembling those above, underneath which

the bodies of Shah Jehan and his wife are really interred.

M
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The ncos and titles of the deceased arc recorded in Arabic

characters inlaid in Mack and white marble on the tombs.

A double palkry, connectinj; several smaller rooms,

occupies the rcmainins: space in the interior of the buildinir

This superb Mausoleum is said to have cost nearly a

million sterling. A beautiful model of it has been exhibited

in London, formed of ivon»', which conveys a correct idea

of (me of the greaUst architectural ornaments of British

India.

How happy would it have l)een for mankind, had the

mighty monarchs of the earth, instead of priding themselves

on the extent <>f their devastations, and on the mass of misery

they ha^l occasioned in the world, appropriated part of tlieir

revenues to the improvement of the arts of pi-ace ! It would

have rendered their names more permanently glorious, than

the m<ist brilliant victories, or the most extensive conquests.

THE PROVIDENCE OF COD.

There is a Provii>evce, which controls ail, prrsidos

over all, and takes care not only of the world in general,

but of each individual in particular: nothing escapes his

penetration; and TJod knows our most secret actions and

intentions.—Wflfn/enoN.

There is no difference in person or condition before fJon,

and his Providence watches equally over all mankind.

—

Ibid.
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MAY.

Now the bright morning star, day's harbiuger,

Comes dancing from the east, and leads with lier

The fluw'ry May, who from her greeu lap throws

The yellow cowslip, and the pale primrose.

Hail, bounteous IMay, thou dost inspire

Mirth, and youth, and warm desire;

Woods and groves are of thy dressing,

• Hill and dale both boast thy blessing.

Thus we salute thee with our early song,

And welcome thee, and wish tliee long.

MiLTOrf.

Matt is generally considered the most delightful month

of the whole year, and has long been a favourite theme

with poets. The poetical praises of May were often sung

by the ancient bards of Italy and other climes more south-
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t-rly situated than our own, anil our modern poets have

followed them in the fashion, although their lavish praises

are better suited to our month oi Jitne, whose temperature

is more akin to the genial May of warmer climates.

May was dedicated l>y the Romans, as some authors say,

to Alaia, the Bona Dea, (the good goddess) that is, the

Earthy who was also called Rhea, and Ops : or to Maia the

mother of Mercur}-, who is suppose'd to be a different Maia

from the one already mentioned. Others say that May

was dedicated by Romulus to the senators and nobles of his

city, who were called Majores, and that from thence the

unmth was named.

Tlie Saxons termed the pleasant month of May Trimilhi,

because in this month they began to milk their kine three

times in the day.

The Romans offered sacrifices to Bona Dea, or Maia, on

the first day of the month, but obscned no other festivals

i>f any importance.

The English Calendar commemorates the apostles Saint

Philip ami Saint James the Less, on the first of May; the

Feast of the Invention,oT Finding of the Cross, on the third

;

.S7. Juhn the Evangelist, on the sixth ; St. Dunstan on the

nineteenth; St. Austin, or Augustine, who first converted

the Anglo-Saxons, ou the twenty-sixth ; Venerable Bede, a

pious and learned English monk, and author, on the twenty-

seventh ; and the Restoration of King Charles If. to the

throne of his ancestors, on the twenty-ninth.

This month is remarkable for the profusion of verdure

whieh it exhibits : the grass now springs up into strength
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and thickness j while the butter-cups, with their rich glow

of yellow, relieve the eye from the universal green of this

time of luxuriance. Nature's carpet seems, indeed, now

freshly laid, and nothing can be more pleasant than to

press its velvet surface. The scenery of a May morning is,

not unfrequently, as beautiful as can be conceived: a serene

sky, a pure air, a refreshing fragrance arising from the face

of the earth, and the sweet melody of the feathered song-

sters, combine to render it inexpressibly delightful, and to

call forth a song of grateful adoration.

The latest species of summer birds of passage arrive in

the beginning of this month. The goat-sucker, or fern owl

now appears in the dusk of the evening, searching for prey,

and uttering a dull discordant noise. The spottedJiy-catcher

builds in vines or sweet-briar, against the wall of a bouse,

or on the end of a beam, and sometimes even close to a

door, where people are often going out and in. It is the

quietest and most familiar of all our summer bird?; and

returns to the same place of habitation from year to year.

The sedge-bird now builds its nest among reeds and sedges,

and sings incessantly during the breeding time. From its

habit of imitating the notes of the sparrow, the skylark,

and other birds, it is called the Englisli viock-bird. Now is

arrived the tedious time of incubation,* and birds are dili-

gently employed in hatching and rearing their young.

Eveiy thing in nature now flourishes and looks beautiful.

The wa\nng shoots of the young corn are scattered over the

arable grounds, and glad the heart of the farmer, after his

" The .ict of sitting upon oggs to hatch them.
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^piing-timc toil, with the hope of a favourable sca2>ou uf

maturity. The broont gilds the commons and wastt-s wiih

its yellow brightness. The hedges are covered with the

beautiful and fragrant hawthi)rn, whose blossoms arc called

May, as in honour of the month : the horse-chesnut tree i;*

white with abundant blossoms; and a variety of sparkling

Howers about the banks supply the place of the April

primrose and \iolet. In the fields, the orchis, the celan-

dine, the blue bottle, and ragged robin, augment the store
;

in the gardens, the narcissus, the veronica, the early peony,

the columbine, the lily of the valley, the purple rhododen-

dron, the scarlet azalea, the monk's hood, and the oriental

poppy, arc either partially or abundantly in flower. Tulips

also arc now the principal care of the florist

Towards the end of May the industrious bees come in

swarms from their hives, to seek new abodes, and to gather

the sweets of the garden and the field. Nothing can l>e

more amusing than to watch the members of this indns-

lri<»us community in their rambles from flower to flower.

The traveller who passes the hedge-side in the evening

dusk is now attracted by the light of the female glow-worm,

who is seen about dry banks, woods and pastures, shedding

a l)rilliant lustre amongst the green leaves of her retreat

This most singular «juality calls the attention of man to the

wonders of nature, far more forcibly than the multitudes of

wonderful insects which fly around him at this hour.

" When evening closes Nature's eye.

The glow-worm lights her little siierk.

To rapti\atc licr favourite fly,

And Icmi't liic rover through thr d.4rk.
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Conducted by a sweeter sUr,

Than all that decks the fields above,

He fondly hastens from afar,

To sooilie her solitude with love."

J. MONTGOMERY'

These beautiful lines refer to the opinion which is general

among naturalists, that the splendour of the female glow-

worm is given to her for the purpose of attracting the male.

The male has never been observed to possess the shining

»iuality.

On the evenings of May, when the glow-worm lights he;-

little lamp, the nightingale sings, and the cuckoo is heard,

who chants his single notes by night as well as by day.

The month of May is extremely dangerous to consump-

tive patients. They should therefore be particularly guarded

from exposure to the evening air. Young people are apt to

throw otr their flannels and winter clothing on the warm

days of this month : this is veiy improper, as it imme-

diately gives rise to rheumatic disorders. Marshy grounds

should now • avoided, as the vapours which arise from

them often produce ague. Apoplexy shows itself in this

month more frequently than at other periods of the year;

because the change from winter to spring produces such a

state in the animal frame, as greatly increases any tendency

to fullness of blood. Where this tendency exists, therefore,

medical aid should be immediately employed, and the veins

relieved by bleeding or cupping ; the bowels should also

be carefully kept open.
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POI^R EXPEDITIONS.

The spirit of enterprize with which the Almighty has

Liulowcd the human mind, is not one of the least wonderful

l>roofs of his wisdom and power. So strong is it in the

breast of many men, that no dangers can appal, no diffi-

tics discourage them from indulging it

One of the greatest objects of curiosity, and that which

opposes some of the most serious difficulties to its gratifi-

cation, is the exploring the Polar regions. These have

hitherto batHcd all the efforts of man : he has traversed

burning deserts, he has crossed mountains covered with

everlasting snow, but he has never yet set his foot on that

terra incoijniia,* if there be indeed such a land, which

•-iirrounds the Poles.

* I'Tikuown land.
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Adventurers had penetrated northwards as far as the

coast of Greenland,* at a very early period, and a settle-

ment was formed on it, but all concerned appear to have

perished, as no discovery has been made of it since, nor any

account of it gathered from the natives by subsequent

voyagers.

Almost all' European nations have sent out ships to

make discoveries in the Arctic regions, f some of which

miserably perished, while others returned without having

accomplished the object of their expedition. Of the Eng-

lish adventurers, sir Hugh Willoughby perished, with a

crew of seventy men ; while Richard Chancellor was fortu-

nate enough to penetrate to Archangel,;}: in the White Sea,

and thus opened a lucrative trade with Russia.

It would render this article of tedious length, were we

to mention all the enterprising seamen that have attempted

to explore this inclement region : but Hudson and Baffin

must not be forgotten, who have given names to bays in a

high northern latitude.

The commercial character of the English nation, as

Avell as its laudable desire to promote the cause of science,

* The north-east portion of the continent of North America.

+ Regions within the limits of the Arctic circle. The word arctic,

is an epithet given in astronomy and geography, to the north pole,

from its vicinity to the constellation of stars called Arctos, or the

little bear. The Arctic circle comprises that part of the earth which

extends from the north pole to the distance of 33° 30' around it.

See Pinnock's Astronomy, and Grammar of Geography.

% A city of Russia, situated on the ea.st side of the river Dwinui

about six miles from the White Sea.
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induceil the irovernment of Great Britain to fit out two

cipeditioiis in 1818; one for the purpose of proceeding

directly north, the other for exploring the passage up

Davis's Strait, and the direction of the American coast.

As the former expedition produced no important result,

and that under Ciipt. Ross wholly failed in its object,

nothing more need be said of them, than that they en-

countered difficulties, and experienced dangers, particularly

from the collision of vast islands of ice, which nothing

under Providence but great skill, astonishing presence of

mind, and the precautions that had been taken to render

the ships particularly strong, could have enabled them to

escape.

Not satisfied with the result of these expeditions, govern-

ment fitted out another, in the next year, and placed it

under the command of Lieutenant Parry, who in Captain

Ross's voyage had been master of the Alexander. The

ships appointed for this service were, the Hecla of 400

tons, and the Griper, a gun brig, much smaller.

These vessels sailed from the Nore May 11, 1819, stored

with every thing necessary for the health and comfort of

the crews, and that would enable them to pass the winter

in these dreary regions, should circumstances render such a

nieiLsure advisable.

The difficulties encountered in this expedition were such

as nothing but the most consummate skill and the most

determined courage and perseverance could overcome.

Sometimes the vessels were squeezed with such violence

between large nioii:. tains of floating ice, that they were
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completely lifted out of the water ; and had it not been for

the huge beams of timber with which every part of the

ships was strengthened, their sides would have been crushed

together.

Sometimes they were inclosed on every side, as far as the

eye could reach, with fields of ice of great thickness, and

were obliged, with incredible labour, to cut a passage for

the vessels with saws. Sometimes the crew were nearly

blinded with such storms of snow, as in our latitude \vc

can have no idea of. Yet still they persevered as long as

perseverance was practicable.

One remarkable phenomenon * ol^served in this voyage

was, that, after passing a certain latitude, the magnetic

power of the needle ceased, and the compass became per-

fectly useless; by which it was ascertained' that the

magnetic pole, and the pole of the world, do not coincide.

After proceeding so far on their voyage as to become

entitled to the smaller reward of £5,000, and to ascertain

that the sea was open far beyond the place where Captain

Ross imagined it to terminate, Captain Parry found it

impracticable to advance farther that year the ships

therefore returned to a secure harbour, where they remained

during the winter, and contrived to pass several dreary

months in tolerable comfort. The crew were entertained

with dramatic performances ; a paper was got up every week,

called " The North Georgia Gazette and Winter Chronicle,"

• An extraordinary appearance in the works of Nature. (Plnral)

P/ienomena.
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for the amusement of the officers ; and every thing w.is

conducted in the best possible manner.

On the 1st of Aujrust the attempt to j)roceed to the

north-west was renewed; but after a fortnight's most dan-

sjerous navigation, in which the destruction of both tlu*

ships appeared at times inevitable, the ice was found to be

impenetrable, and Captain Parry resolved to abandon tlie

cnterprizc. On their way back they had some intercourse

with a party of Esquimaux,* and encountered a terrible

storm ; but at length they arrived safely in an English

port.

Among the phenomena observed in these frozen regions,

the distance at which sounds might be heard in the open

air was almost incredible. A conversation carried on in a

common voice might be distinctly heard at the distance of

a mile ; and CapL Parry says, that he heard a man sing-

ing, who was much farther off. The otherwise deathlike

silence all around, aud the stillness of the air, may in great

measure account for this phenomenon.

The Esquimaux Indians seen in this voyage were short

of stature, and very swarthy : the females measured, when

full grown, from four feet ten to four feet eleven inches

:

their features were regular, their complexions clear ; their

eyes small, black, and piercing; their teeth beautifully

white and even ; and, on the whole, there was a pleasing

expression in the countenance of some of them, agreeable

even to the taste of an European: tlieir hair was loiiu,

A rare of Indiant who inlubit the northernmost part« of America.
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black, and coarse, and hung carelessly on their shoulders.

The married women were tattooed in the face, or marked

with ornamental lines formed in the skin by a pointed

instrument.

The men wear a jacket made of seal skin, to which is

attached a hood to be occasionally drawn over the head as

a covering from the inclemency of the weather. Breeches

and boots of the same material completed the dress ; that

of the women differed but little, but it was worn with-

out much regard to decency.

The Esquimaux frequently eat their moat raw, but it

is sometimes cooked, and they appear to have made greater

progress in the culinary* art, than the South Sea islanders

had, when first discovered, as they have vessels that will

bear the fire, and consequently have boiled as well as

roasted flesh ; they eat almost every kind indiscriminately,

even that of the wolf being acceptable.

These people are very expert in the management of

their canoes, which, considering the tools with which they

work, are admirably constructed of whalebone covered with

skins ; they are amazingly light, and in these frail vessels

the Esquimaux venture out to sea, and with a spear or

rude bow and arrows, obtain both fish and fowl. Their

knives, made of stone with a bone handle, are shaped like

those used by saddlers and cheesemongers, the cutting

part being semicircular, and they use them with great

dexterity.

' Anything relating to the kitchen anii cooking is termed

culinori/.
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The Esquimaux cntci-tain some idea of ilie exi.«.tciu<«

of disomhnditd spirits, and of a future state, an«l eertain

artful persons among them, called angeknhti, or conjurors,

impose upon their superstitious fears, and maintain such an

ascendancy over them, as to be implicitly obeyed, and

amply rewarded for their incantations.*

The reality of a North-West passage ha\-ing been rather

confirmed than disproved by the voyasre of Captain Parry,

it was determined to fit out another expedition under

the same commander. Accordingly, Captain Parry,

in the Fury, aud Captain Liddon, in the Hecla, sailetl

May 10, 1821, from the Norc, and proceeded prosi^crously

throuc-h Hudson's Straits; after exploring the West, to

wards Repulse IJay, they wintered at a small island in

lonptude 82*^ 53' W. and latitude 6<)^ U' N. Here they

laid up the ships, securely covered them with a roof, and

took every proper precaution to piiard asainst the severity

of the approaching season. The monotony of their lives they

endeavoured to vary by such employments and amusements

as tended to promote health and cheerfulness amongst

the crews. As the cold was sometimes intense, the sailors

were stHctly enjoined to look frequently into each other's

faces, aud if any livid spot appeared, instantly to apply

friction to the part affected, which never failid to restore

the circulation and remove the danger.

Whilst thus situated, these active navigators hail an

opportunity of witnessing the erection of the Esquimaux

winter habitations, which are formed of snow. The space

• F.nrliantm. nt.«, rl.arms, conjiiratioiid.
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to be occupied by the hut was first marked out, and the

snow which covered it was cut into slabs, three feet long,

six inches wide, and about two feet thick ; these were

sufficiently frozen to be removed entire, and to be piled

on each other like hewn stone, in a circular form, their

angles* being rounded off, and the walls a little inclined

inward, so as to form a dome, which was closed on the top

by cutting the slabs in the shape of a wedge ; the last

aperture was stopped by a conicalf piece, and eveiy crevice

was filled up by loose snow thrown on it

Within this curious structure a bed place was formed of

frozen snow, on which was placed a layer of pine branches,

and a pillar of snow was erected at each end of the

bed, on which a lamp was placed. A porch was built

before the entrance, and a square aperture, filled with a

piece of clear ice, formed the window.

A house thus constructed, presented a piece of archi-

tecture of inimitable beauty ; the elegance of its form,

and the delicate nature of the materials, viewed in

the softened light, transmitted through such a medium,

were indescribable. Unhappily, the filthiness that reigned

within, and the stench produced in consequence, dissolved

the charm, or a spectator might have imagined himself in

a celestial abode, rather than in the hut of a savage.

The Esquimaux travel in sledges made of bone, and

drawn by dogs, which are a strong and hardy race, and

travel with considerable speed. Eight of them will draw a

• Corners. t Sliaped like a sugar kiuf.
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.slcdsre, lontaining throe or four persons, at the rate of fi\o

miles an hour with ease. They are used likewise in huntiiic

the great white bear, whieh they seize by his lonjr shaijsry

hair, and worry and detain, till their masters come up and

dispateb him with their spears. In these confliets some

are killed, and others maimed by their powerful adversary'.

Twelve or fourteen of these dops were brought away by

the ships ; they are exeeedinjjly fieree, anil greatly resemble

wolves ; never bark, but snarl, growl, and howl in a

savage manner; several died on the passage in eon-

sequence of the heat.

But though these dogs resemble wolves, the real wolves

of the country are much more ferocious ; they htint in packs,

antl the dogs often fall victims to their rapacity ; thirteen,

attracted by the scent of the provisions, came prowling

round the vessels, and daringly carried off whatever came

in their way; they were all, however, destroyed, and the

Ks<|uiinaux feasted on the disgusting Imoty.

On the second of July, 1822, the ships again proceeded

to sea, steering northward or north-westward, and in their

passage were in great danger several times from the pressure

of immense masses of ice. liut all the exertions of the com-

mander could not enable them to reach a higher latitude

in this direction than 69^ 40', so that the ships passed

a second winter in these inclement regions.

Findinir no encouragement to proceed in the entcrprizf.

Captain Parry determined to return home on the break-

ing up of the ice, which he accordingly did, and the ships

arrived in an Kuglish port Octt)l»er 16, 1823, after having
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experienced great dangers, and been given up for lost

by their countrymen at home.

Although a passage has not yet been discovered from the

Atlantic into the Pacific by a northerly course, and no

navigator has as yet reached the Pole, well informed

men still consider both objects practicable, and that the

sea around the North Pole is open and free from ice.

The failure of a few expeditions, therefore, should not

discourage so great and opulent a nation as the English

from the farther prosecution of the attempt. Science

will be benefitted by it, if no other advantage be ob-

tained, and the sacrifice of a little money should not

be put in competition with the advancement of science.

But it is not impossille that advantages, in a com-

mercial point of view, may result, of which, at present,

we can form no idea. The chemist that first discovered

the nature of gases, never dreamed that whole cities would

be enlightened by the brilliant flame of one of them : and

he that first made experiments on the force of steam,

entertained not an idea of the vast results, which time

would produce in this branch of his art.

ENVY.

Envy is a malignant enchanter, who, when benignant

genii have scattered flowers in profusion over the path of

the traveller, waves his evil rod, and converts the scene of

fertility into a desert.

N 2



I3S THE VoLlNTARY AVENGER.

THE VOLUNTAin- \V1.N(.HF{.

ALTiiorcjii tlio invt^iiiraiMr n| mc pinnonii iiu ol Nalurr

cannot but acknowlctlpo that nothing is msnU- in vain, and

that partial evil is conducive to the general pood ; tlie

inhalfitants of our happy isle have reason to congratulate

themselves that their flocks are not liable to be the prey

of ravenous beasts—that their fields are never desolated by

swarms nf /ocjia/* •—and that their villages and cottages

are never overwhelmed by the tremendous avalanche j^—
• Scf the Article on Lonutt.

+ Avalnnrhet are prodigious concretions of snow and i«e, wliich

atcumulate on high mountain^ and frequently roll down on Uie

\ alleys Ulow, where tliey caust prt-at destruction. Somctiintat they

;irf even '200 feet in diameter, UinK fragimnts of the ice-rocks

which break by their own weight from the tops of the precipice*.
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or their loftiest buildings thrown to the li'round by an

earthquake.

We frequently hear of the ravages committed by wolves,

in the winter season, when, urged by hunger, they congre-

gate in great numbers, and approach the habitations of

men : but perhaps it is not possible to read a more aftect-

ing narrative than that which is related of a mother, who,

from the fear of personal suffering and death, could forget

the fond ties that bound her to her offspring, and sacrifice

even the infant at her breast to save her own life ! Such

instances, we believe, are rare.

In countries infested by wild beasts, the march of armies

is usually attended by great numbers, who prey on the

bodies of those slaughtered in battle, or on the beasts of

burden that die from fatigue, or other causes, on the

way.

When the Russian army under the command of General

Buxhovden, was returning from the conquest of Finland,*

great numbers of ferocious wolves followed the troops, to

feed on the carcases of such baggage horses as died, or to

seize and cany off any stragglers that separated themselves

from the main body.

These creatures still continued to infest the countries

through which the army had passed, long after the cause

of their coming was removed. Many travellers were

devoured by them, and no prudent persons ventured

alone and unarmed to traverse those inhospitable wilds.

• S?ee Pinuock's " Grammar of Modern Ccogruptujy
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The province of Esthonia" wcu> particularly visited hv

this calamity: several rejjriments had directed their march

that way. and the numerous unwelcome visitant<j which

they had introduced, continued to prowl about the roads

and forests, and occasionally to commit depredations on

the live stock of the pea»ajitry, to a serious de^ee.

Yet in spite of these dangers, an Esthonian country-

woman resolved to visit a relation at a distance, and actu-

ally set out in alight sled>re drawn by one horse without

any protection, and with three children, one of whom was

at the breast.

Had there been no other obstacle than the "Severity of

the weather, and the depth of the snow, it would have I^een

a rasli undertakint;, thus accompaniit! ; !)Ut when ti» the

danjrers of the road were added the probability of a visit

from ravenous beasts, the attempt was little short of

madness.

A narrow path, suthcient to admit the passage of the

slcdu'c, was well Inaten ; but the least deviation on either

<:idc would probably have overwhelmed them in the va>t

• irif\s of sDow that were heaped up on each side.

P'or some time every thing went well : nothing occurred

to alarm the travellers ; but soon the road led along by the

+ Ettfionia, or Rnd, i« a province of the Ruwian empire, lyiojj

on the East of the Baltic Si'a. It is bounded on the North by the

Gnlfof Finland, on the East by Ingria,an<lon the South by Livonia.

Tlii.H i»rovince was long an object of fierce cuDtentioD t»etween tlic

UussianH, ^ole^ and Swedes, lo the latter of whom it wa» allottrd at

the |»cacc of Oliva, in 1000; l>ut in 1710 it was sub<ln. .1 In l»,.tcr

the Great, and finally ccdfd to Uu».-i.i in lT-21
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*-ide of a vast pine forest, and it was not long ere the

unhappy woman, fancying she heard a suspicious noise

l)chind her, looked back, and behold with alarm and horror

a troop of wolves approaching with considerable rapidity.

Shocked at the sight, she urged on her horse to its utmost

speed, and the poor animal seemed as eager as herself to

escape the deadly enemies he perceived behind him. But

riight was vain ; soon two or three of the strongest and

most ravenous appeared at the side of the sledge, and

seemed preparing to attack the horse.

The loss of this animal would have sealed the destruction

of all. To its speed alone she trusted for deliverance from

this dreadful danger, and she felt that some expedient

must be adopted to divert the attention of these monsters.

Maternal affection is said to be one of the strongest

feelings that inhabit the human breast; yet the approach

of death in the most horrid form seemed to have extin-

guished it in this unhappy woman's mind. She seized her

second child, which was of an infirm and sickly consti-

tution, and had never been a favourite with her, and

almost unconscious of what she was doing, and unmoved

by its piercing cries, threw the innocent victim to the

savage brutes, who instantly tore it in pieces.

But the respite this afforded was short: scarcely had

the last cry of her murdered infant sounded in her ear,

than she heard the hellish troop again pursuing and rapidly

approaching the sledge. Her little boy, four years of age,

terrified at the fate of his brother, alarmed by the howling

of the monsters that were coming on in full cry, and sus-
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ptctiiig, from his mother's airoaisetl looks, that he wouKl

be the next victim to their rage, crept close to her knee,

and pleaded haid for his life :
'* Dear mother, I am good ;

am I not ? Vou will not throw me into the snow, as you

did the bawler."

The pressing dantrer rendtra her deaf to his entreaties :

the ravenous jaws of the wolves are openetl to seize her

last hope : at all hazards this must be prevented, and the

youthful pleader is sacrificed for that purpose.

With frantic eajjerness she now lashes on the almost

exhausted horse, with a faint hope tliat she shall yet save

one of her beloved babes. The gloomy forest still lay

extended before her : no sign of human habitation ap-

peared
; yet still she pressed her infant to her beating

heart, anxious to preserve this last relic of her little

family.

On a sudden twtt rouirh paws are laid on her shoulders

from behind, and the open bloody jaws of an enormous

wolf hang over her head. This furious beast had out-

stripped its companions, and, making a leap at the sledge,

had partly missed its aim ; and being dragged along with

it, could not find a resting place for its hind legs, to enable

it to make a second attempt.

The weight of the body of the monster draws the woman

backward: her arms rise with her child; half torn from

her, half abandoned, it iK-eonies the prey of the ravenous

animal, which hastily carries it off into tlie forest The

woman herself, stupified by the mingled emotions of fear

and grief, drops the reins, and is hurried forward
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unconscious whether she is freed from her pursuers or

not.

Meantime the road widens, and a side path, leading to

an insulated farm-house, appears. The horse, guided by-

instinct, takes this path, and rushing through the open

gate, enters the farm-yard, where it instantly stops, covered

with foam, and panting for breath.

All the inmates of the place hasten to learn the cause of

this extraordinary appearance, and the wretched woman,

awakening from her stapefaction, throws herself into the

arms of the first that approached, with a scream of mingled

joy and anguish.

Revived by cordials hastily administered, she recovers to

a sense of the heart-rending loss she has sustained, and, in

reply to the anxious questions which were put to her, in

broken accents she relates the horrid tale. Remorse now

fills her breast with anguish for the sacrifice fear had

extorted from her, and the dreadful image of her babes ex-

piring in the bloody fangs of the monsters of the desert

drive her almost to frenzy.

But the wretched mother was not the only one on whom

this terrible catastrophe had made a deep impression. The

eldest son of the family, who stood among the auditors

with an axe in his hand, with which he had been cleaving

wood, unable to control the feelings to which her narrative

had given rise, sternly advanced towards her: "What!"
he exclaimed, " three children,—thy own children— the

sickly innocent—the imploring boy—the infant suckling

—
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all cast out by the mothor, to be dtAoured by wolves!

\\'onian, thou art unworthy to live !"

In an instant the fatal axe descended on her head, and

the wretched woman fell dead at his feet. The youth, satis

fied that he had done an act of retributive justice, calmly

wiped the bloody axe, and returned to his work.

But a deed so unwarrantable, from whatever motive it

arose, could not be passed over in silence. The younp

man was arrested by the oflBcers of justice, brought to trial,

and condemned to die.

The emperor Alexander, however, to whom the cinum

stances were submitted for a confirmation of the sentence,

perceiving that the motives which prompted the youth to

become the Voluntary Avenger, were those of virtuous

indignation against what he considered unnatural conduct,

commuted his punishment into labour in the fortress of

Dunamundc, at the mouth of the Duna, in the Gulf of

lliga, during his majesty's pleasure.
~

From this narrative we may learn the evil consequences

of rashness, and how far removed it is from true courage.

The latter guards against danger by every prudent precau-

tion, but, when it comes, meets it with undaunted front:

the latter blindly seeks it, but, when it is found, sinks

under the first attack, and weakly sacrifices what it had

before so unncccssarilv ha/'.anlttl.
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The power and wisdom of God are totally different from

the power and wisdom of man : His thoughts are not as our

thoughts, neither are His ways as our ways. To our finite

conception it is utterly astonishing to behold the extensive

and important effects which His Omnipotence produces

from, apparently, the most trivial and immaterial causes;

and we cannot possibly comprehend the reasons wherefore,

or the means by which, He so often renders the little

things of the world the origin of events of the utmost con-

sequence to the greater.

Among the infinite wonders of the earth, the Locust,

and its terrible effects, are not the least curious. The

Sacred Scriptures bear record of the dreadful plague

of locusts with which God afflicted the proud Pharaoh,

king of Egypt, for his sins ; and on this account, even if

there were no other incentive, it will be interesting and

useful to know the nature and properties of those insects.

The Locust is a species of the genus Gryllus, in which

genus are included also the common grasshopper and cricket.

The species of locust mentioned in Holy Writ, and of

which it is our intent to treat, is about three inches in

length, of a brownish colour about the head and horns, and

blue about the mouth, and on the inside of the larger

legs. Its back is covered with a greenish coloured kind of

shield; the upper side of the body is brown with black

spots, and the under side is pui-ple. It has two pair of

o
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wings, of which the upper arc brown, having small duskr

spots, and one large spot at the tip of each wing : the under

wings are more transparent, being of a light brown, tinged

with green, but having a dark cloud of spots near the

tips.

These formidable insects arc bred in the warm parts of

Asia and Africa, from whence tlicy have often infested the

southern parts of Europe, where they committed terrible

devastations. It is seldom that they have visited our own

happy island, where the climate is of too cold a nature,

and the soil too damp to favour their increase j so that,

whenever any of the species have reached our shores, they

have invariably perished before they could produce any

young to continue the race.

Locusts multiply faster than any other animal in cre-

ation, they are therefore truly terrible in their native

countries. They always fly in immense swarms, and it is

asserted, that whenever they remove, they have a leader at

their head, whose flight they follow, and whose motions

they strictly regard.

At a distance they appear like an extensive black cloud,

and, on a nearer approach, so countless is their number,

that they actually intercept the light of day.

Wheresoever they alight, they destroy ever)' kind of

vegetable, not only devouring the corn, the grass, the

herbs, the fruits, and the flowers, but even stripping the

trees of their leares. It appears that they commit this

perfect devastation more from an inherent rage for des-

troying every thing in their way. tlian from the impulse of
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a ravenous appetite, since they consume all things indis-

criminately which possess vegetable life. They make no

distinction between the diy and the juicy, the sweet, the

sour, and the bitter, the fragrant and the foetid, the caustic

and the cool, the poisonous and the innocent—all alike

become their prey without predilection or favour, and they

never depart from the place where they have settled, till

every eatable part of vegetation is consumed.

Most warm countries are subject to the devastation of

these terrible insects, though they now seldom visit Europe

in such numbers as they formerly did. Those which do

arrive in Europe generally come from Africa. The

effects of their ravages are not so pernicious in tropical

climates as in the milder regions, because in the former,

the power of vegetation is so strong, that a few days will

repair the damage they may have occasioned ; while, in

the latter, years are requisite for that purpose.

In Barbaiy, their numbers render them very formidable.

They generally begin to appear there towards the latter

end of March, and remain till the middle of May, when

they retire to the plains in order to deposit their eggs. In

June the young broods appear, (in their first state, without

wings,) which, marching in compact bodies, each of several

hundred yards square, climb the trees, houses, and walls,

and eat every green thing in their way. The natives

endeavour to stop their progress, by digging trenches in

their fields and gardens, which they fill with water, or by

collecting heath, stubble, and other such combustibles, in

rows, and setting fire to them. But these precautions often
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prove ineffectual, as the immense numbers of the locusts

quickly fill the trenches, and extinguish the fires, so that

comparatively few perish.

They are, however, thinned by serpents, lizaids, froirs,

and carnivorous* birds, which prey upon them ; and not

unfrequently they cause a crreat destructiou among them-

selves, by fighting: with each other, when the victors devour

t\\p vanquished.

After continuing about a montli in this worm-like state,

they attain their full growth, and cast off their skins. For

this purpose they attach themselves by the hinder part to a

bush, twig, or stone, when, by a peculiar undulating motion

they gradually emerge, head foremost, from the old skin.

This process is generally completed in seven or eight

minutes, after which they remain alittle while in a languish

ing condition, till the sun has dried up the moisture occa-

sioned by the transformation, and hardened their wings,

when they recover their former rapacitj', and evince

increased agility and strength.

The Arabs consume them for food, as do also the Moors,

who go to hunt them, and, after frying them in oil or

butter, sell them publicly.

The female locust giMierally lays about 40 eggs, which

she secures in a retreat carefully formed for the purpose

under ground. It is remarkable that these insects invaria-

bly deposit their eggs in some solitary place : for even were

a million locusts to alight on a cultivated field, ever) female

among them would seek a lonesome situation for that purpose.

• FloNh-eatincr.
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SUMMER.

Nature, ha\^ng delighted our hearts with the pleasures

of Spring, is incessantly occupied, during the following

season of Summer, in procuring for us abundant gratifica-

tion to our senses, and in supplying our necessities. It is

in this happy season, indeed, that the beneficent Creator

dispenses his blessings among all his creatures most muni-

ficently, and bestows upon us daily proofs of his never-

failing love and benevolence.

The delights of Summer are innumerable, and cannot

fail to awaken in a contemplative mind the purest senti-

ments of gratitude and praise.

All is loveliness and joy under the benignant reign of

this charming season. The lover of Nature beholds her

o 2
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approach with joy, and discovers fnsh beauties in htr

train. Her influence matures the plants and beauteously

varied flowere, and all the useful fruits of the earth. She

clothes the trees with grateful foliage, and perfects the

ripening sustenance of man.

Wherever we direct our steps, we observe fresh sources

of delight Whether we climb the lofty hills, or seek tin-

shady forest, or tread the humble vale's smooth sward, an

infinite diversity of objects meets our view, and attracts

our regard. If we look upward, wc admire the celestial

radiance of the aerial canopy ; if we direct our vision to-

wards the earth, our eyes are gratefully refreshed by the

beautiful freshness of the verdure. The harmony of the

feathered tribes is exercised to delight our ears, and their

swLct melody fills the soul with indescribable feelings of

delight. The ear is equally gratified by the bubbling

murmurs of the rivulets and brooks; and the olfactory

sense derives a grateful enjoyment from the fragrant and

odoriferous gales which are exhaled on everj' side. In

every respect our senses receive the most exquisite plea-

sure, from an infinite variety of objects, during this joy-

ous se;isou.

Summer also enables the earth to furnish a great num-

ber of salutary herbs, for the nourishment of our herds

and flocks, which, by feeding upon them, yield to us an

abundant supply of milk, and other whtdrsome viands.

The intense heat of Summer causes an evaporation of

tht earth's moisture, which, afUT ascending into the air in

vapour, again descends in the form of rain, and thus re-

frishcN the parched lands with fruitful shower>.



The poet Wharton has beautifully ilescribed some of the

delights of Summer, especially the appearances of Nature

after one of these seasonable showers :

" But ever, after summer show'r,

When the bright sun's returning- pow'r

With laughing beam has clias<!d the storm,

And cheer'd reviving nature's form:

By sweet-briar hedges, bath'd in dew,

Let me my wholesome path pursue
;

There, issuing forth, the fre(juent snail

AVears the dank way with slimy trail,

While as I walk, from pearled bush,

The sunny-sparkiijig drop 1 brush,

And all the landscape fair I view.

Clad in a robe of fresher hue;

From shelter deep of sliaggy rock.

The shepherd drives his joyful flock
;

From bowering beech, the mower blithe

With new-born vigor grasps the scythe.

While o'er the smooth unbounded meads.

His last faint gleam the rainbow spreads."

A celebrated author remarks, that in the snmmer, after

some days of fine weather, during the heat of the day, if a

storm happens, accompanied with a few light showers of

rain, and the sun appears immediately after with its usual

splendor, it burns the foliage and the flowers on which the

rain had fallen, and destroys the hopes of the orchard.

The intense heat, which the ardour of the sun produces

at that time on the leaves and flowers, is equal to that of

burning iron.
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Naturalists have sought for the cause of this stiunge

effect, but they have said nothine: which satisfies a reason-

able mind. This is, however, the fact. In the serene days

of the summer, it is visible that there gathers on the

foliage and the flowers, as indeed on every other part, a

little dust, sometimes more and sometimes less, scattered

by the wind. When the rain falls on this dust, the drops

mix together, and take an oval or round form, as we may

frequently observe in our houses on the dusty floor, when

servants scatter water before they sweep. These globes of

water form convex lenses, which produce the same effect

as burning mirrors. Should the rain be heavy and last

long, the sun would not produce this burning heat, because

the force and duration of the rain will have destroyed the

dust that formed these drops of water ; and the drops,

losing their globular form, in which alone consisted their

caustic power, will be dispersed.

These summer storms are usually, by the wise direction

of the Omniscient Being, accompanied by thunder and

lightning ; and as, instead of contemplating those wonders

of nature with the reverent gratitude which is due to

their beneficial effects, a great portion of society,

especially of the youthful part, is prepossessed with a

silly dread of, and prejudice against, the electrical pheno-

mena, we cannot do better than transcribe an essay on

this subject from the pen of a reverend author (who has

altered the matter of it from the Reflections of Sturm)

already quoted in our pages. With the hope of enlighten-

ing the minds, and removing the improper prejudices, of
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those who are thus foolishly affected, we present to their

notice the following excellent reflections:

" At a season wherein Nature presents to our eyes none

but pleasing, cheerful scenes, there are some people, not-

withstanding, who still complain and murmur. Summer,

they say, would indeed be delightful, if storms did not

come to disturb and banish all joy from their souls. The

fear of thunder and stoims is chiefly owing to the opinion

of their being the eflbcts of the wrath of heaven, and

ministers of its vengeance : for if, on the contrary, we

considered how much these storms contribute to purify the

air from numberless noxious vapours, and to fertilize the

earth ; if we would take proper precautions against the

terrible effects of lightning, the storms would cease to be so

dreadful to us, and would rather inspire gratitude than

terror. Alas ! we should soon change our language, if

God, provoked at our ingratitude and complaints, was to

deprive us of the blessings we derive from thunder storms.

It is true, that we are not capable of pointing out all the

advantages which accrue from them ; but the little we

know is sufficient to fill our hearts with gratitude towards

our great Benefactor. Let us represent to ourselves an

atmosphere loaded with noxious and pestilential vapours,

which thicken more and more by the continual exhalations of

earthly bodies, so many of which are corrupt and poisonous.

We must breathe this air; the preservation or destruction of

our existence depends upon it. The salubrity or unwhole-

someness of the air gives us life or death. We feel how

we are oppressed in the stifling heat of summer ; with what

difficulty we breathe; what uneasiness we experience ! Is
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it not then a great blessing, that we ought to be grateful

for to (I'od, when a salutaiy storm comes to purify the air

from all noxious vapours, and, by lighting up the saline

ami sulphureous particles, prevents their dangerous etleet^,

cools the air, which recovers its elasticity, and restores us

to our usual faculty of breathing ? Were it not for storms,

the dangerous exhalations would more and more" increase,

and be more and more corrupt. Men and animals would

perish by millions. Which is then the most reasonable,

—

to fear, or to wish for, storms ? To murmur at the slight

mischief they may sometimes occasion } or to bless God for

the precious advantages they procure us ? Let us add, that

not only men and animals are benefitted by the purifying

of the air, but that it is also very useful to the vegetables.

Experience teaches us, that the rain which falls when it

thunders, is the most fruitful to the earth.

" Observe also, that during the greatest claps of thunder,

most people prolong their fear without reason. Whoever

has time to fear the natural consequences of lightning, is

already out of danger. It is only the lightning which is

fatal. When we have seen and not been touched by it, and

when the thunder does not come with it immediately, it is

doubly foolish to turn pale or tremble at hearing a clap, or

to stop the ears for fear of sound which is no longer dan-

gerous. The thunder tells us we have escaped the dang«rr,

and at the same time informs us at what distance it is ; for

the greater space of time there is between the clap of

thunder and the flash of lightning, the more distant is the

storm.

" Such reflections as these may moderate the excessive
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fear wc have of thunder. Instead of filling our minds

with frightful and terrible ideas, let us accustom ourselves

to consider a storm as a sublime and great object. Instead

of speaking of the misfortunes occasioned by thunder, let

us reflect rather on the necessity and great use of storms."

In summer the husbandman prepares himself to reap

the fruit of the harvest ; and in this season all the most

important operations of Nature, which are necessary to

the production of the various fruits of the earth, are com-

pleted; and every thing necessary for the sustenance and

comfort of man, is perfected, and yielded to his gathering.

The prevailing heat of summer is often oppressive ; but

to relieve its effects, the cool streams, the fresh glades,

and the delightful forest shades, are universally available.

How sweetly soothing is a gentle stroll, after the setting of

the orb of day, while the salubrious breezes are wafted

over the verdure; the silvery luminary of the night is

slowly ascending ; and the evening star, like a single dia-

mond on a blue tinged vesture, glistens in solitary beauty.

We then forget for a time " the busy hum of men ;" and,

wandering amid the cool recess of the grove, or seated

on some verdant bank, we listen enraptured to the evening

lay of the feathered songsters, chanting to the retiring sun
;

feel delight in the distant sound of the evening bells ; and

experience a calm sensation of pleasure in contemplating the

rippling meandering of the tiny stream beside us ; till we

are lost amid the enjoyment of so many beauties, and only

arouse from our reverie by the warning of night's thick

ening shades.
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Summer is allegorically represented by a healthy youiiu;

woman, dressed in yellow-coloured draper)-, crowned witli

ears of com, holding a lighted torch in one luuid, and a

sickle in the other. Sheaves of com are sein in the dis

tiince of the picture.

This emblematical figure is painted as a healthy young

woman, because in summer the eartli is in a perfect state

to ripen the flowers produced by the Spring. The ears of

corn represent the principal production of the season, and

the colour of the drapery alludes to its ri|)e tint. The

lighted torch is typical of the heat of the sun in Sum

mer.

VIRTUE.

\iRTi K is the only true support of pleasure, which, when

disjoined from it, is like a plant when its fibres are cut, which

may still look gay and lovely for awhile, but soon decays

and perishes.

Nothing can l>e so dangerous to Virtue, as the soft names

that arc given to Vice, dressed in the engaging shape of

*^ amiable indiscretions,^^ v^nd*^ venial errors " or perhaps in

the bolder attire of " thosefrailties that UONOR the heart."

We must take some time to reflect, before we can discover

that we are speaking of Sin, the daughter of Satan, and

mother of Deatu.



THE EMPLOYMENT OF TIME.

It was well said by a celebrated author, that many-

persons lose two or three hours every day for want of

employing odd minutes. Pleasure and business occupy so

large a portion of our time, that we ought sedulously to

take advantage of every little interval for rational and

valuable study. If we could resolve to employ in this manner

the many though individually brief portions of our time,

which we, by a perversion of sense and language, call

$pare minutes, how many advantages should we gain even

in a single year !

To make the best and fullest use of our time, regularity

is absolutely necessary in the arrangement of our pleasures

and occupations, as celerity and attention are in our pur-

suit of them.

Were we to reflect upon the frightful havoc made in the

brief period allotted to our existence upon earth, by slow-

ness and want of methodical proceeding, we should be too

much shocked to require any other incentive to improve

our faulty practices. Lassitude is said to have been intro-

duced into the world by sloth ; to which might be added,

that those who waste most time are always complaining of

their want of it.

Solon caused idleness to be punished by infamy, and

deprived every father who neglected to give his son a trade,

of the assistance which he might otherwise have had in his

old age. But what need have wc of Heathen wisdom to

V
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guard us against waite or neglect of time? Holy writ

expressly condemns it, and both by precept and narrated

txamples teaches us that it is in itself one of the greatest

Naces, and is, besides, the parent of innumerable others.

ORDER,

To do any thing well, we should do every thing i-egularly.

Without order, all things are hurried, and more time is

lost in selecting what to do first, than with a proper

arrangement would suffice to do all: hours are lost, duties

neglected or ill performed, the temper ruffled, and, fre-

quently, the most important interests irreparably injured.

Order is the parent of comfort and ease; but the per-

fection of order includes a perfect absence of all appear

ance of effort A constant habit of putting the same

things in the same places, and performing the same duties

at the same times, will always enable us to find what wc

want, and do what is to be done, readily, pleasantly, and

without any annoyance to others.

As an auxiliary, and a verj- powerful one, to order, we

earnestly recommend to our young friends the practice of

early rising. It is astonishing how much may be effected

by curtailing an hour or two in the morning from indolent

and unnecessary indulgence. Whether as it regards health,

beauty, or mental improvement, this practice cannot be

too earnestly rcronimcnded.
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How cheerful is the face of Nature in early morning

!

and how pure and balmy is the breeze which fans the

cheek of the early riser, and gives, and preserves to it, that

purity of breath, and bloom of complexion, which are the

very perfume and essence of beauty

!

But a more important consideration, which should have

proportionately greater weight in inducing us to rise early,

is the certainty, that our Creator will call upon usfor an

account of our lives ; and that the time which is g^ven to

sloth will be charged against us as ill spent. Short as

human life is, the sluggard renders it still shorter; and

adds to the awfulness of his future account a new sin,

in every minute of sluggish inaction and criminal indul-

gence.

READING.

To read well, is to possess a most useful and agreeable

qualification ; and though reading is the earliest com-

menced branch of our education, few acquire that degree of

proficiency in it, which is attainable. Perhaps this partly

arises from injudicious tuition in early life, but chiefly,

we incline to believe, from self-neglect in more mature

years. For the latter we can oifer no remedy ; for if any

be ignorant of the great uses of reading, and the constant

and careful practice which alone will acquire or preserve

excellence in this accomplishment, their early education has
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been to so little purpose, that nothing that wc could say

would cause them to betake themselves to studj.

But to our young readers, who wish to improve themselves,

and for whose improvement and amusement we are dili-

gently, an<l, wo trust, not quite unsuccessfully labourine,

some hints towards correcting erroneous, and acquirini?

judicious habits of reading, will perhaps not be unac-

ceptable, more especially as they will be brief.

1. Reading is neither more nor less than itpeakinfj an-

other\9 iforda for him ; consequently, unless you fully

understand a composition, you cannoi possibly rcati it (^vcn

tolerably.

2. The first point then to be attended to, is to put

yourself in posssesion of the author's sense, and also of his

peculiar turn of expression, and general tutu- of think

ing ; for unless you have secured this possession, nothin.i^

but mere chance can enable you so to mo<lulatc your

voice, and place your emphases, as to convey to your

hearers the meaning of him whose words you are ftprakinff.

3. Bearing in mind what reading is, be careful to read

as you would speak; that is, to speak the words of yon

r

author in the same key or tone in which you would speak

words of your own expressive of the same feelings upon the

same subject

4. A very arbitrary use is made of punctuation ; and

in many compositions, if you give to each stop precisely

the pause which it technically represents, you will most

assuredly neither do justice to your author, nor give any

satisfaction to your auditors. A proper attention to the
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sense of your author, a judicious consideration of the

connection of the sentences, and a constant practical remem-

brance that you are speaking his words, will infallibly

direct you to proper pauses, and to correct modulation of

tone.

5. In reading, particularly when the composition con-

sists of long sentences, you should take advantage of

every pause, however short, to inhale a sufficient supply of

air to furnish you with breath to proceed to the next pause,

and you should carefully practise the act of taking these

inspirations skilfully, avoiding any evident and audible

exertions for that purpose.

6. Reading being essentially an imitative faculty, you

will undoubtedly derive much benefit from attending to the

reading of a skilful teacher. Much, however, must depend

upon your own attention and perseverance ; and you must

be careful to derive instruction from others, rather in the

general principles of reading, than in their particular

application to practice ; because every one has a peculiar

manner and peculiar tones, and those which are veiy

graceful in one person, would be equally ungraceful in

another.

7. Assiduous practice, careful observation, and a con-

stant recollection of what we now reiterate, that in reading a

work, you are speaking the author''s words for him, will

give you such a proficiency in this important and delight-

ful art, as will be highly creditable to yourself, and

equally gratifying to your friends and associates.

p 2



POLITENESS.

That false politeness, which consists of constraineil

attitudes, aud insincere compliments, is both ridiculous and

criminal
i ridiculous, because it can answer no purpose

with sensible people ; and criminal, because it includes

deception and hypocrisy. But true politeness, which ori-

ginates in a union of kindly feeling and good sense, and

which has for its object the ease and gratification of our

associates, is a truly amiable and praiseworthy quality.

The exercise of it spares ourselves, as well as others, innu-

merable annoyances and ofitnces, and perpetually sheds

around a tranquil and social feeling. Every one with

whom we come in contact, however much beneath us, and

indirterent to us, possesses the power to inconvenience us

by rudeness of manner, and to pain us by unguarded and

unpleasant words. On the other hand, we have it in our

power to iuHiet equal annoyance and pain upon all whom

we approach. To guard against using this power is real

politeness, the exercise of which confers beauty upon the

most homely features, and makes amends for many of those

deficiencies which all, however unconsciously, possess.

So potent a charnr is there in politeness, that absolutely

the refusal of a favour, softened by it, is a greater

obligation, than the granting one in an uncourteous and

rude manner.

True politeness is always easy itself, and never disturbs
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the ease of others, by a deficiency in, or by an officious

and superfluous display of, civility.

The best guide to the perfection of politeness, is to be

found in that religion which exhorts us to love one another;

to be gentle, avoiding strife ; in honour to prefer one

another; and to become innocently all things to all

men.

The exteriors of politeness it is not our province to

treat of: they are taught and exemplified in all respecta-

able seminaries. They are highly desirable, as without

them we should be conspicuous and awkward in company :

but the young lady who has the politeness of the heart,

will most assuredly be more highly esteemed, even if not

wholly free from rusticity, than another who merely pos-

sesses the outward graces without the amiable reality of

feeling which should direct them, and which lends them new

grace and effectiveness.

True politeness gives a grace and attractiveness to all

the virtues ; and even the interests of religion have occa-

sionally suftered by the want of it. Really pious and ami-

able people are sometimes uncoui-teous and stern in their

manner ; and thei^* personal repulsiveness throws an odium

\ij>on their profession, of which they have little idea

;

while vicious persons, by a graceful and elegant manner,

have unhappily thrown so specious a veil over vice, as to

lure the young and unthinking to destruction.
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Woman being the solace and deliijht as Well as the help-

mate of man, a moderate Use of ornament seems reasonably

allowable to her. By a judicious selection and tasteful

arrangement of dress, a lady adds to the charms which

Nature has bestowed upon her ; but a gaudy and inappro-

priate dress lessens, or absolutely hides them. We are

inclined to believe, that younij ladies would be more be-

«:omingly attired than they usually are, were they aware

of the extent to which a person of any penetration can

discern their character and disposition in their style of

dress, and manner of wearing it Good sense, delicacy,

and discretion, and their opposites, are as manifest in the

dress of a young female, as in her countenance ; and every

sensible woman ought, therefore, to pay so much attention

to it, as to avoid subjecting herself to unfavourable impu-

tations. She should convince every one who sees her, that

she knows the just medium between parsimony and

extravagance, between slovenliness and a gaudy profusion

of inappropriate ornaments, and between vanity and a

modest desire to dress appropriately to her station.

Indecencies ofdress usually take their origin in indelicacy

of mind; and where they do not originate in it, they infal-

libly produce it. Females of respectability ought surely

not to copy the fashions of the most degraded and unfor-

tunate of their sex. In this particular, modesty is a power-

ful aid to beaut\'. No woman looks so well as she wliose
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dress is strictly decent ; and the most liberal display of

charms does not create half so powerful an interest in the

breast of beholders, as those which are painted by ima-

gination, and which concealment is sure to procure the

credit of.

Neatness is the very handmaid of elegance, and a happy

mixture of both is inexpressibly superior in its effects to

gaudy profusion and ill-assorted splendour.

We must not forget, that while propriety of dress, and

moderation in the expence of it, are positive virtues, their

opposites are positive and heinous sins. Our bodies are but

temporary caskets of our immortal souls, and to bestow

inordinate care upon the former we must necessarily neg-

lect the culture and improvement of the latter. In addi-

tion to this, every needless expence in dress is so much

abstracted from the means entrusted to us for the benefit

of our less fortunate fellow-creatures. Whatever we can

spare to the relief of their privations and sufferings, will

lay up for us a solid treasure, when beauty shall have

mouldered into senseless dust, and the admiration of tlic

world have passed away like an empty and forgotten

dream.



DECORUM.

Decorim is a practical demonstration of respect for

religion, decency, and all laws and customs which are not

opposed to morality. Virtue will incline us to decorum,

and good taste will perpetually warn us a^nst any breach

of it

Decorum is desirable in all persons, but more especially

in respectable females. Any departure from it is quite as

inexcusable as indulgence of the passions, and its habitual

violation generally ends in a sacrifice of \irtue, of which it

is one of the most important outposts.

To pay a due respect to the forms of religion, and to the

rites of humanity, is an imperative duty. By too much

humility we may offend our associates, and by too much

ostentation we disgrace ourselves. Decorum is the just

mean between these two extremes.

Delicacy of sentiment is a refined species of decorum,

which teathes us to conceal that which it is improper or

unneccssan,' to discover, and to avoid touching upon those

topics which may possibly give pain to others.

Great sensibility, joined to a proportionate strength of

mind, produce delicacy, without whicli we cannot possibly

gain esteem, or even respect.

Public depravity destroys decorum, and with it polite

ness and taste ; and always ends in the decline of lite-

rature.
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We must, however, be careful not to let our observance

of decorum be carried so far as to induce us to comply

with useless or evil customs, merely because they are

customs. To set public opinion at defiance in all things,

is ridiculous, and lays us open to well-founded censure;

but to risk ridicule and mockery, when we must either do

so, or sacrifice virtue or delicacy, is to act well and wisely.

A false sense of decorum is the occasion of much liber-

tinism and indelicacy. It is to this false sense of deconim,

that we must attribute the general adoption of any inde-

cent or unbecoming style of dress- Young females, igno-

rant of the boundaries of true decorum, fear that, by

declining compliance with what is adopted by others, they

shall be stigmatised as prudes ; and thus really deserve to

be charged with immodesty, lest they should be falsely

reproached with being guilty of prudery.

Let our young readers ever remember, that prudery is

not modesty, but a.n affectation of it; and that, conse-

quently, so long as they really feel that any fashion or

usage is offensive to delicacy, their now-compliance with it

is highly commendable, and will never cause them to be

reproached, except by those whose reproach is the highest

compliment they can receive, next to the praise of the

good. What the vicious and the immodest censure, will

always obtain the praise of the virtuous and the delicate

;

while efirontery and indelicacy not only disgust and offend

the virtuous, but elicit the secret sneers and sarcasms even

of the vicious themselves ; for there are few who are so lost
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to all sense of what is right, as not to pay virtue the indi-

rect homage of censurinj? in others the very things in

which Uuy themselves offend her.

DELICACY.

True delicacy is a refined and practical modesty, which

shrinks from every thing: oflensive to decency, or injurious

to morality. The possession of it gives an unspeakable

charm to woman, and adorns her beauty while it defends

her purity. Thus lovely in itself, and useful and orna-

mental to its possessor, it is not to be wondered at, that its

externals are assumed or counterfeited by many who arc

dead to its livinir and animating: principle. It is in truth

a shy and sensitive plant, which shrinks from observation

;

and is frequently most abundant where the least of it is

obtruded upon our notice. There are, doubtless, some

ladies, who, from nourishing a morbid sensibility, are

delicate to an excess. But, generally speaking, they who

make a troublesome and ostentatious display of delicacy,

affect that which they do not feel. Our, young readers

may be assured, that this affectation is not only wicked

for its hypocrisy, but very injurious to the reputation of

those who display it Real piety shuns all singularities,

and never courts observation by ostentatious rigour. It is

the same with dcli< a<v. That which is real is alwavs
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unobtrusive and unstudied. The innocent having nothing

to conceal, practise no art; and an open simplicity of

manner, the very reverse of affectation, is an infallible

symptom and sure companion of true Delicacy.

INSIPIDITY.

Nature has undoubtedly bestowed difterent talents upon

different individuals, and it is not possible, therefore, for

all ccjually to share in conversation. It is not in our

power to be brilliant wits, unless we are endowed with the

necessaiy talents, any more than it is possible to be of

another form, and possessed of other features than those with

which nature has furnished us. But as there is a wide

difference between striking beauty and actual deformity,

so there is also between wit and insipidity ; and as a

lady utterly destitute of striking beauty may, notwithstand-

ing, be exceedingly agreeable, so a lady without any preten-

sions to wit, may, by the exertion of common sense, be

tolerable, and even entertaining.

Indolence is the grand cause of insipidity, which latter

renders the company of its victims absolutely insupportable,

notwithstanding any advantages of birth, fortune, or dis-

position. Insipid persons so long accustom themselves to

take every thing upon the credit of others, rather than

rxert their own faculties to examine and judge, that they

<i
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at length become really incapable of acting, or even of

thinking without the tutelage of some more robust spirit.

Nothing is more becoming and advantageous in a young

person than a diffidence in her own judgment in matters

of great importance. This diffidence will protect her

against her own inexperience, and cause her to seek the

counsel, and profit by the wisdom, of her elders. But there

is a great variety of matters of mere taste and of secondary

importance in which she should accustom herself to judge

and decide. It is by degrees that wisdom is acquired ; and

a habit of comparison and decision, in comparatively un-

important matters, is it>elf of very great consequence, as it

lays the the foundation of a ready application of the same

qualities in affairs of temporal and eternal importance.

The future good or bad housewife may frequently be dis-

cerned in the dressing of a doll or the management of

a baby-house. Habits of carefulness and neatness, or the

contrary of these, are formed ere young ladies leave the

nursery, and the higher qualities of the mind are developed

and strengthened, or repressed and weakened, at an equally

early period.

We may tremble for the conduct and happinessof the young

lady who implicitly relies upon her young friends for the

choice of her ribbons. She islaying the foundation of future

perplexity and helplessness at least, if not of criminality

and unhappincss. In relying thus exclusively in her own

affairs upon the judgment of others, she is creating for

herself a very painful dependence, and gradually, but no

less certainly, alienating her inUllectual faculties. A con-
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tinuance of this habit will in time render her utterly

helpless in mind ; and she will, of course, become only con-

temptible, or actually criminal, according to the hands into

which she may fall. Her sympathies, her taste, and her

judgment, will be directly in the hands of others ; and in-

directly her fortune, her station in society, and, alas ! even

her soul's safety, will entirely depend upon the use which

her advisers may make of their power over the victims of

indolence.

The pleasures of the mind are the most varied and

exquisite of all pleasures ; but those passive persons whom

we have entitled " insipid,^^ are, by their own act, debarred

from all participation in them : their sensibility and their

gaiety, their approval and their disapproval, are alike mere

deposits in the custody of others.

We have enumerated but a few of the evils arising

from mental indolence ; but have we not said enough

upon the subject to induce our young readers to resist the

first insidious attacks of this spiritual and temporal foe ?

We trust that we may not only preserve some from falling

into this injurious torpidity, but even induce some to rouse

themselves from it, and to employ rightly the faculties which

God has entrusted them with, for the pui-poses of thought,

perception, comparison, judgment, and intellectual activity.
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V^'as most probably so named by the Romans, from

their goddess Jtmo, the queen of the heavens, to whom the

month was dedicated. It is also supposed to have been

termed by Romulus, Juniius, in honour of the t/nulh of

Rome, (in honorem juHtoriim,) who ser%ed him in his

wars. Some say that June derived its name from Juventiut,

youth, because it is the gay and seemingly youthful part of

the year. Mercury, the messenger of the Oods, and him-

self the god and patron of thieves, merchants, travellers,

and orators, &c. was likewise protector of this month. It

is the sixth month of the year.

The Saxons called .lune }Vriffhtinnot, because their

beasts did then neyd, or feed in the meadows. In the Ten-
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tonic language, rveyd signifies a meadow, and from weyde

comes our modern word wade, which means going thrf)ugh

watery places, which formerly meadows generally were.

Weyd also, being derived from weyden, to go about as if to

pasture, was used to signify the feeding of cattle in this

month ; and hence the name of Weydmonath or Feed-

month. June was also called by the Saxons Woed-monath,

or Weedmonth ; Medemonath, Meadmonih ; Midsumor-

monath ,• and Braeckmonath. This latter name was de-

rived from the Saxon verb brcecan, to break, and was so

applied to June, because of the breaking up of the soil in

this month : they also named it Lida-erra ,- the word Lida,

or Litha, in Icelandic, signifying to move or pass over, it

implied the sun's passing its greatest height ; and Lida-

erra meant the first month of the sun's descent in the

ecliptic.

The Romans celebrated many minor festivals in this

month, but none of any note.

Many Saints^ days are foolishly preserved in the church

of England calendar : the most important in this month,

are that in honour of St. John the Baptist, on the 24th day

of the month, which is also considered to be Midsummer

day
J

and the feast of St. Peter the Apostle, on the 29th.

June is a month of fragrance. The profuse blossoms of

the clover fields yield the richest perfume ; the sweet scent

of the new-made hay comes on the evening breeze with a

refreshing odour; and the bean fields diffuse delicious

balmy gales ; while the beautiful honeysuckle delights the

passenger with its sweetness ; and the dog-rose is scattered

q2
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ftbout our hedges with its delicate tints, and no less delicate

fragrance. It is now eompUte summer :

" Summer is yeomen in.

Loud sing cuckoo

;

GroweUi seed,

And blowetli mead,

And springeth the weed new."

Thus singeth the oldest English song extant, in a mcasun-

which is its own music.

The gardens now present all the luxurious richness of

summer. The most beautiful of flowers, the rose, is now

abundant in all its varieties. In addition to those of last

month, June produces the pink, the midsummer d%isy, the

Canterburj'-bells, the scarlet lychnis, the sweet-william,

the sweet-pea, the larkspur, the candy-tuft, and the nastur-

tium. In this month also the poppy begins to exhibit its

splendid scarlet in the corn-fields ; and the appearance of

the alder flower denotes the proper time for sheep-shearing.

Kvery where in the open fields or about the variegated

hedge-rows, flocks of wild flowers

" Do paint the meadow witli delight"

The first novelty of the season, and the fairest and freshest

of all, is the sweet-leaved, rain-scented eglantine, which is an

adequate substitute for the hawthorn bloom, which it has

superseded. Next in favour must be held the woodbine, in

this month, more on account of its intellecittal than its per-

sonal beauties. The air is heavily laden with its rich

sweetness, and the luscious odours which it exhales over

whelm the delicate breath ol its lovelv rival. These are
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the only scented wild flowers which June profusely discloses
;

for the violet, although yet to be found, has lost much of

its spring perfume. But the month is rich in beauty : the

woods and groves are in full foliage ; and the bright fresh-

ness of green is everywhere prevalent. Even the corn fields

are yet green ; for the wheat, the oats, the barley, and even

the early rye, although now in full flower, have not yet

become tinged with their harvest hues. But here and there

patches of white or purple clover offer striking exceptions to

the otherwise prevailing colour, and impregn the air with

delicious sweetness. The full concert of singing birds now

begins to decline, and in a few weeks will cease till the

autumn j although some of the sweetest and best song-

sters will be heard singly at intervals throughout the sum-

mer. Now too the pleasant single- tuned, single-noted field

cricket utters his loud shrill cry of joy into the air all day j

and his cheerful song, though never varied, cannot fail to

create gladness like his own in the hearts of his hearers.

Among many other beautiful insects which abound in June,

one of the most interesting, in its perfect state, is the

angler's May-fly, which generally appears about the 4th,

and remains nearly a fortnight. It passes its first state of

existence in the water, whence it emerges a perfect fly

about six in the evening, and dies about eleven at night.

The other most remarkable insects which the heat cf this

month calls into life, are the grasshopper, the golden green

beetle, the cuckoo-spit insect, and the stag-beetle.

The rural business of this month consists of two employ-

ments, which are equally usfcful and beautiful to heiiold

—
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viz. sheep-shearin":, and hay-making. Both of these ope-

rations still retain much of the gaiety of festivals, and offer

very peculiar sources of pleasure to those who are fond of

rural enjoyment

Warm weather is generally established in June, but the

heat is seldom oppressive : showers of rain are very accep-

table in the early part of the month, as they promote the

growth of the young herbage.

As regards the preservation of health, the same course

should be followed in this month as in May. Particularly

abst;un from eating much of raw vegetable matter, as too

free a use of such things is apt to bring on attacks of

flatulent cholie. A tcaspoonful of paregoric in a small

glass of brandy will give immediate relief to this pain ; but

this remedy should not be resorted to, if advice can be had,

as it would be highly dangerous in case of inflammation.

ORIENTAL APOPHTHEGMS.

Vain is science to him who has not adored the feet of the

ineffable Being, who every where exists.

He who does good, and whose heart is pure, has known

the essence of virtue ; foolish ceremonies are no part of it

Who would attempt to chain the wild buffalo with a

garland of flowers ? He is not more wise who would pacify

the brutal and the proud by reason.
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There ire many things which fall within the daily ex-

perience of every rank, of all ages, of which many other-

wise well-informed persons are discreditably ignorant.

Their ignorance, we are inclined to believe, is for the most

part attributable in fact to their familiarity with the things

in question, which prevents them from inquiring about, and

tutors and parents from instructing in, the details of them.

One of these is Sound. We, of course, do not intend to

treat either of the notation or execution of music, and we

only name it, because by doing so we can best make our-

selves understood by our young readers, of whose sex that

delightful science is so favourite and so appropriate an

accomplishment. It never occurs perhaps to a young lady

who is diligently practising her lessons in music, to ask herself

what it is that is affected by her striking the keys of her

piano. Though she is amazed by that rapidly moving

mass of air which is called wind, she is little aware of the

properties and power of air ; still less is she aware that

sound is produced by a circular motion of it, similar to that

motion visible in water when a stone is cast into it.

So subtle and penetrating are the particles of air, that

it makes its way into the smallest imaginable crevices,

and fills all space as perfectly as a piece of the most solid

metal fills that portion of space which it occupies. Our

ears, like the rest of our body, are filled with this subtle and

elastic fluid, which being infinitely continuous, is affected

and moved by the motion or affection of the communicating

air by which we are surrounded, and that motion by which

it is affected produces the sensation wliich we call Sound.
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The motion of the air which produces this sensation is

itself caused by the vibration or rapid motion of the

wires or strings of sonic instruments, and by the action of

a condensed stream of air acting against the sides of other

instruments, by which the air spreajs in circular waves,

which reach the ear, minutely and beautifully adapted to

their reception, and produce the sensation of hearing.

Rapid vibrations create what are called high or acute

sounds; slow vibrations, contrariwise, create low or dull

sounds. The number and attainable rapidity of these vi-

brations are incredible. In a second, the sixtieth part of a

minute, musical strings perform from 100 to IGOO vibra-

tions; C, for instance, does in its lowest and highest octave.

If strings vibrate less than 30 times in a second, they pro-

duce no sound of which the human ear is sensible; and if

the vibrations are fewer than 7500 times in a second, they

produce only a sharp noise without any distinguishable tone.

Thus the ear distinguishes a tone which is but the 7000th

part of the sixtieth part of a minute

!

All strings and surfaces vibrate more or less times in a

second, in proportion as they are longer or shorter. If a

string, which is a yard in length, vibrates 100 times in a

second, one which is but half that length will \-ibrate 200

times ; and the vibrations thus increase in number as the

string is shorter, and decrease as it is longer. Then as the

quick vibrations of the shorter, and the slow vibrations of

the longer, produce respectively acute and dull sounds, we are

enabled by the judicious production and distribution of these

sounds to produce Music, which is the Poetry of Sovnd.
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As Dancing has been called "The Poetiy of Motion,"

so Music may, with equal propriety, be termed the " Poetry

of Sound." In the whole range of amusements there is

not one more delightful or more innocent than that which

music affords. It is by no means the least recommendation

of this elegant pursuit, that the young lady who excels in it

can impart to others the gratification which her profici-

ency yields to herself, and thus bear her share towards

contributing to the amusement of a party, or diffuse

harmony and enjoyment of the most intellectual kind to

her own beloved family. Music has more of science in it

than dancing, as it combines the principles of mechanics

and of acoustics* ;
yet it is impracticable to impart music

The srii'ncc of sound.
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l»y mere theory. In fact, the whole mystery of producing

music depends on the exact proportional divisions of strings,

and on the varied display of their tones ; the order and

variety of those tones being governed by the laws of aerial

vibration and nervous affection.

In the study of music our young reaiiers should observe,

that no perfection <au reasonably be hoped for without

industrious and careful practice. A great deal, also, de-

pends upon the use of tasteful productions. Indeed, it is

of more consequence than is generally imagined to practise

from finished compositions only. What we constantly

hear, we certainly, though sometimes unconsciously,

imitate.

While learning music, a young lady should ever

bear in mind, that its object is rather to gratify the

auditors than the performer, and that, therefore, an offi-

cious obtrusiveness, and affected and obstinate refusal, when

requested to play, are equally to be avoided. It is true of

this as of most other situations, that " far from extremes,

the middle course is bestj" and good sense and good

nature will best guide our young friends in declininc:, or con-

senting to comply with, the requests of their company on

this head.
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DRAWING.

Drawing depends less upon organization, and more

upon philosophical principles, than any other accomplish-

ment in which it is desirable that young ladies should

excel. This very elegant pursuit is less adapted, perhaps,

for purposes of mere vain display, than either Music or

Dancing ; but it is more fitted than either for the solace

of hoxirs of sickness or of grief, and is also more inti-

mately connected with mental education, and far more

applicable to the common occupations of life. As relates

to the mere mechanical use of the eye and the fingers in

drawing, it is undoubtedly only an art, but there is more

of theory requisite in drawing than in dancing, and theory

conduces more to perfection in the former, than in the latter^
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It may therefore be both useful anJ agreeable to our

young readers, that we subjoin two short sections upon the

prin(ij)le of Perspective, antl uj)on the practice of

Drawing.

PERSPECTIVE.

Perspective is divided into two branches, the Perspec-

tive of lines, and the Perspective of dolours. The fornur

is rethicible to strict sreometrical rules, the latter depends

upon accurate and attentive observation. The object of

the Perspective of lines is to give to delineations such a

form as shall represent the exact shape of the solid body

of which they present only the surfaces.

Every figure, except a globe, changes its apparent shape,

as our position relatively to that body is changed.

A surface appears narrow in the direction in which it is

oblique to the eye.

if you stand opposite the middle of one wall of a room,

and look to the middle of the opposite one, and step

backwards, you will find that, although the floor appears

to ascend, and the ceiling to descend, as tliey seem to

recede from you, yet while the other two walls are dimi-

nished both at top and bottom, as they seem to recede, the

one opposite to you will appear of its proper shape, though

smaller, as it is more distant. Ix)ok then at the point

directly opposite to you, and you will find that all level

lines, on the walls that seem to receilc, can be traced

straight to that point. Move towards either wall, and you

will perceive that the point will seem to move along with
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you, the wall towards which you move to shorten, and the

opposite one to lengthen. This experiment will give you

a full insight into all that is necessary of the doctrine of

Perspective.

The aerial Perspective, or Perspective of colours, can

only be acquired by a careful observation of Nature.

THE PRACTICE OF DRAWING.

Dramny is the art of representing the outlines of any

object on a plane superficies. It is an art which has ever

been esteemed even among barbarous tribes, at which we

shall not be surprised when we reflect that by it we can

represent to others what they have never seen, and pre-

serve to ourselves the likeness of any beloved object long

after that object has perished.

The most intelligible division of Drawing is into outline

and SHADING.

The outline is the primary part and the basis of all the

other parts of drawing, and it consequently deserves our

first and greatest attention. To draw outlines well, requires

not only a good eye and a dexterous hand, but also some

intimacy with Geometry and Perspective, without which

we cannot represent objects in their proper forms, appear-

ances, and proportions.

The materials necessary for drawing outlines are paper,

black lead pencils, India rubber, a case of mathematical

instniments, a drawing board, a Gunter's scale, and a T
square.

On beginning to make outlines, the most simple object

should be chosen ; and it will greatly facilitate the j'oung
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pupil's task, if >lic previously practise* the correct drawing

of straiirht lines perpendicularly and horizontally.

Pa-Jsing from these, she may next proceed to copy

ohjeets from enjiravings, or from casts in plaster. Too

much time must not be spent, however, upon these,

or the habit of imitation will be so rooted as to lead to

servility. On proeeedine to copy from nature, the simplest

subjects should again be chosen, as leaves, tret^s, gates, &.c.

;

and when proflciency is acquired in thc^e, animals may be

attempted. I'pon these much time and practice must be

spent. OS one or more of tliem will occur in every perfect

landscape, which will greatly gain or lose in effect accord-

ing as they are well or ill executed.

Of the human figure, no proportions can be given, which

will apply to everj- case ; the pupil ought, therefore, care

fully to study Nature, in whom she will tind an unerring

and a beautiful guide,

Ry the shading of objects, is meant the art of giving to

them an appearance of reality, by imitating the natural

efl'ects of light. To do this well, optics must be studied ;

that is, an acquaintance must be made with the effects

which light produces, according as it falls directly or

obliquely upon objects, and the change which is wrought

in it by its passing through a transparent bo<ly.

Light is either direct, that is, proceeding iramcdiaUMy

from aluminous body, or reflected, that is, thrown back by

a jK)lished body upon other objects.

Reflected light generally falls in a direction opposite to

direct light, than which it is colder and fainter.

One light may be made to fall upon a drawing in three
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ways ; from before, behind, and parallel. The front light

is the most brilliant, and the most easy to represent ^ that

from behind the most gloomy ; those from directly before

or behind are the worst, because in the one there is no

light, and in the other no shade.

Artificial and natural lights should not be mixed in the

same piece ; but the former may frequently be used with

great advantage where the latter cannot: this is especially

the case in representing the interior or lower part of an

object.

The art of Drawing is so useful, and so delightful, that

our young friends will find, that when the first difliculties

of it are mastered, every progressive lesson will cause them

to rejoice that they have so effectual an assistant in passing

a leisure hour, and producing articles of permanent use and

beauty.

ADMONITORY APOPHTHEGMS.

Despise the vanities of that pride whicli seeks its gra-

tification in a contempt of moral decorum.

Be content to keep within your station, and adorn it

by the virtues which its duties require.

Never look above you until you are secure of the ground

on which you move.
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DANCIN(;.

Tnoi ciH tlic theory of all thinirs may ho communicatol

by precept, there are many thincrs in which practical

excellence can only be secured by example and imitation.

Unquestionably all accomplishments have some connec-

tion with philosophical knowledge, but that knowledge

forms only the theoretical ground work of a practical

system
; and consequently the most elaborate and excellent

treatise would not confer the slightest practical skill. In

the case of Dancing, for instance, no volumes, however

skilfully written, would teach a young lat^y the attitudej?

which she would learn to assume by a single lesson from

a graceful and skilful teacher.

Dancinsr, in fact, is an almost purely imitative art,

and the few philosop'nral principles upon which it is
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founded can only be atlvantageously studied when the pupil

is somewhat advanced in practical skill.

Without practice and imitation no one can acquire skill

in dancing ; while by zealous and careful practice the most

ignorant individual may even attain to perfection in that

art. Nature, however, has amply compensated for the

impossibility of communicating bodily gracefulness through

a mental medium, by implanting in the bosoms of young

persons a delight in this graceful though severe exertion,

with which few indeed of them enter upon those studies,

which, while they are mentally more laborious, leave the

body perfectly in repose.

Dancing has been beautifully styled " The Poetry of

Motion ;" and is at once a graceful, healthful, and delight-

ful accomplishment
; producing good effccbi on the body,

not merely during the temporary practice of it, but per-

manently, as it confers a graceful carriage, and such a con-

formation as is most conducive to health.

In this, as in all other pursuits, we recommend to our

young readers' attention docility and perseverance, as the

sure means of acquiring proficiency. Conducive as this art

is to health, as well as to amusement, it seems unnecessary

to enjoin the practice of it. The buoyant spirits of youth

naturally incline them to the hilarious dance; and we

shall perhaps do no disservice to our young and interesting

readers, by reminding them that their deportment, while

engaged in it, is not unfrequently taken as an indication of

their dispositions. Mirth should have its limits; and the vota-

ries of Terpsichore shouldcarefuUy guard against displaying

any tiling approaching to vulgarorindclicatc boisterousness.
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Was first callcil Quintili>f by the Romans, from the Latin

uora quin^itu', five, because it was the fifUi mouth iu the

year, before Numa added January and February. Notwith-

standing that alU^ration, it retained its ori^-inal name,

although it then became the 7th month, unUl Marc AnUmy

gave it the name of JuUus, (whence July,) in honour of hi>

friend Julius Caisar.

The Saxons called July Junmunath, signif>-ing leafy

month, or foliage-month : the Saxon word hen, and the

German hain, meaning wood or trees. They also called

it hey.monath, or haymonth, because in July they gene-

rally made their hay-har>cst. It was likewise called by
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them Uda-aftera, after lida, or the second lida, meaning

the second month after the sun's descent.

The Romans celebrated the feast called Poplifugium, or

The flight of the people, on the 3rd kalend of July, or the

5th day of the month. Different authors record two dis-

tinct events as the origin of this festival. Some say, that

in the time of the first king, Romulus, an assembly of

the people was held in the Palus Caprse, or Goat's Mareh,

at Rome, on the 5th of Quintilis, or July, when suddenly a

most dreadful tempest arose, accompanied by terrible

thunder, and unusual disorders in the air. The common

people fled for safety, but, after the tempest had subsided,

they could not find their king, and from that time he was

never seen on earth. To commemorate his disappearance,

the Romans ever after celebrated the feast of PopUfugiuvi,

or Theflight of the people.

The other story is, that during the Gallic war, (one of

the many wars which the Romans carried on,) a Roman

virgin, who was a prisoner in the enemy's camp, took the

opportunity, one night when she saw that they were in dis-

order, to get up into a wild fig tree, and hold out a lighted

torch towards the city, as a signal for her countrymen to

attack the enemy. By this device the Romans obtained a

considerable victory ; and as is said by some, the feast of

Poplifugium, or Non<B CaprotiiKe, was afterwards kept in

commemoration of it, the festival deriving its second name

from Caprificus, a wild fig tree.

The principal days of dedication in the mordern English

calendar in this month, are the 15th, in honour of St.
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Sfvithin or Snithum, a bishop of Winchester, in the Dth

ctnturj ; and the 2.0lh, consecrated to the memoiy of the

apostle St. Janus the Gnat.

July brinies summer to the full. It is generally accounted

the hottest month in the year. The excessive heat occa-

sions an evaporation, that is, the escapement of a vapour

like steam, only not so visible, from the surface of the

earth and waters, which vapour forms into clouds, and

afterwards falls again to the earth as rain. These summer

storms aie j^encrtJly accompanied by thunder and litrht-

ning ; and, from the almost constant process which is

going on during the heat of July, they are usually very

frequent and heavy, and often delupe the country with

extensive floods, and wash down the full-grown corn. Much

loss sometimes arises to the industrious farmer from these

excessive rains, by the destruction of his crops ; and when

an unusually wet season happens, the corn growing on low

grounds has sometimes to be reaped in water, and then

carried to higher lands to dry, as was recently the case.

The intense heat of July incites us eagerly to seek re-

freshing shades, and the luxury of bathing, which at this

time is as healthful as it is asrreeable. All nature seems

pervaded by an oppressive sense of heat. " The birds," says

a popular and delightful author, " are silent. The little

brooks are dried up. The earth is chapped with parching.

The shadows of the trees are particularly grateful, heavy,

and still. The oaks, whioli are freshest, because latest in

leaf, fonn noble clumpy canopies, looking, as you lie under

tiicin, of a strong and emulous Rrccn against the blue sky.
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I'hc traveller delights to cut across the country through

the fields and the leafy lanes, where nevertheless the flints

sparkle with heat. The cattle get into the shade, or stand

in the water. The active and air-cutting swallows, now

ticginning to assemble for emigration, seek their prey

about the shady places, where the insects, though of differ-

I ntly compounded natures, ' fleshless and bloodless,' seem

t(i get for coolness, as they do at other times for warmth.

The sound of insects is also the only audible thing now,

increasing rather than lessening the sense of quiet, by its

ucntle contrast. The bee, now and then sweeps across the

car with his gravest tone. The knats,

" Their murmurinj^ small trumpet sounden wide ;"

Speptseh.

and here and there the little musician of the grass touches

forth his tricksy note."

" The poetry of earth is never dead
;

Wlieu all the birds are faint with the hot sun,

And hide in cooling trees, a voice will run

From hedge to hedge about the new-mown mead :

This is the grasshopper's."

Keats.

The farmer's labours in this month are many and im-

portant. The corn hai-vest commences in the southern

counties, but the grateful use of the sickle does not be-

come general till August, and in some parts it is even

protracted to September, and sometimes to October. The
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hay han-ost concludes in July ; and Jlax and hemp are now

^fathered in. Insects swarm in every part of creation ; and

fish are generally plentiful in this month, especially pil

rhards, which appear in vast shoals around the coast of

Cornwall, and are much used for manure. Fruits and

flowers now present an infinity of beauties to the delighted

eye of a lover of nature. The fragrant and Iwautiful hlos

soms of the orchards, which we have l)efore ailmired, have

become perfected into ripening fruit ; and our gardens

display the richness of the wholesome and agreeable currant,

the strawberry, and the raspberry, which are now fully ripi*.

In atldition to other floral beauties, the various species of

lily now burst into flower; the infinitely varied holyhoek,

the convolvulus, the lady's slipper, the china-aster, the

sun-flower, the snap-dragon, the love-lies-bleeding, ami

numerous other brilliant plants, sueceetl the piuks and

roses. In every hedge we sec the bine-weed creeping ; and

the woods teem with the deep orange-coloured berries of

the mountain ash.

Corpulent persons should wear calico next the skin in

this month, and during the continuance of the hot season, to

absorb the acrid perspiration which the weather engenders.

They should also use a cold regimen and free ventilation,

in order to render the exudation of the skin milder. Wines

and spirits should be avoided by persons of this habit of

body, as even a small portion of these stimulants often pro-

duces an injurious effect, and it is entirely a mistaken

notion, that they are useful to such persons. A freipient

change of linen is one of the best preventives of a too
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profuse perspiration ; and, to persons in general, the tepid

or lukewarm bath, used once or twice, is highly beneficial.

Those who are not necessarily engaged in laborious occupa-

tions, should beware of too great exertion in this month.

AIR BALLOONS.

Whilst every exertion is making by philosophers and

men of science and mechanical skill, to perfect the art of

travelling by steam, both by sea and land, Aerostation,*

a much more pleasant method of removing from one place

to another, is unaccountably neglected, or left to the

rxercise of interested individuals, who use it merely as an

exhibition for the purpose of gaining money.

It does not appear that there would be greater difficulty

in inventing an efficacious method of steering a balloonf

• Traversing: the air in balloons.

+ In a general sense, the word balloon, signifies any hollow ••jjIip-

rical body, of whatsoever matter it may be composed, or for wiiat-

ever purpose designed. Thus, among chemist^!, a round short-necked

vesstil used in their distillations is so called ; architects apply the

term to any round globe on the top of a pillar ; and engineers call a

kind of imitatory bomb, made of pasteboard, and used in fire-works.

a balloon. The machine formed for the purposes of aerosttition is

therefore properly denominated an a/r-balloon, although the pri-

mitive word only is generally used for the sake of brevity. There

are other significations to the word balloon, of which it may not be

amiss lo mention the following. The state barges of the kingdom of
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throuiih the regrions of the air, if scientific men would

apply themselves dilisjently to effect this object, than,

when the navii^ation of the pathless ocean was first

attempted, was encountered in discovering a mode of

directing the vessel's course through the stormy waves,

—

indeed, on reflection, the latter seems to have been a more

arduous task than the former can reasonably be, as, in

the air are neither hidden rocks nor intersecting lands to

divert the course of the machine.

The art o{flying ^
(the passion for which was undoubtedly

the origin of balloons,) appears to have been a deside-

ratum* from the earliest ages, as the fable of Depdalus and

Siani, in India, are called bdloons by voyagers. The French paper-

makers apply th« name to a quantity of paper containing 24 reani>>

In the French glass trade the word signifies a certain qnantity of

glass plates, smaller or greater according to their quantity : a

balloon of \fhite glaat consists of IS bundles, of 6 plates in each

bundle, but one of coloured gla-ss contains only 12 i bundles, of

3 plates to a bundle. Finally, a game or exercise rescmhiing tennis,

which is played in an open field, witli a large ball of double leather,

inflated witli air, is termed Balloon ; and the French give the same

name to a football.

• This is a Latin word, but, like many others, which comprehen-

Bively express in themselves tlic sense of a whole sentence of Englisli,

it has been adopted into common use for the sike of convenience and

brevity. This remark may serve to explain the reason why our

authors so frequently use cla.««ical and French words in English

composition; and it may therefore be proper to observe that it is

desirable that youth should acquaint themselves with the meaning of

Buch terms (\i they are unskilled in the languages'/ by enquiry of

their seniors, since they will so frequently meet with instances of
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Icarus* snfficiently proves, and many have fallen victims

to their temerity in attempting to use the wings of a

bird for that purpose. The museles of the arms are not of

this kind of quotation, and will not be able to inform themselves

from English Dictionaries. The word (ksideratum signifies a thing

to be wished or desired.

" Dcedalus was an Athenian, the son of Eupalamns, who was

descended from Erichtheus king of Athens. He was the most

ingenious artist of his age, and invented many mechanical instru-

ments, and the sails of ships. This latter invention gave rise to the

fabulous tale alluded to in the text, which is briefly this:—The

heathen writers relate that Dwdalus having murdered Talus his

nephew, from envy of his ingenuity in inventions, which bid fair to

equal his own, fled with his son Icarus, from Athens to the island of

Crete, (a) in the Mediterranean Sea, where Minos, the king, afl^'orded

him his protection. Dajdalus made a famous labyrinth for Minos,

but having justly incurred the vengeance of his patron by certain

infamous actions, he was sentenced to be confined in the labyrinth

which he had himself constructed. In order to etTect his escape, it

is asserted that he made wings with feathers and wax, which he

carefully fitted to his own shoulders and those of his son, who shared

his imprisonment. These preparations being completed, they took

their flight in the air from Crete, but Icarus having soared too high,

the heat of the sun melted the wax of his wings, and he fell into

that part of the ocean which from liim was afterwards called the

Icarian Sea. Deedalus, it is said, alighted in safety at Cumae,(6)

where he built a temple to Apollo, and thence directed his course to

the island of Sicily, where he was kindly received by Cocalus, who

reigned over part of that country, but by whom he was afterwards

put to death, in order to appease Minos, who had declared war

against him for having given refuge to DagdaUis.—His invention of

{a) Now called Candia.

(ft) A city of Lalium or Campania, in Italy.
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sufficient strength to wield wings of a size capable of

sustaining the body in the air, even could such machines be

perfectly constructed. The desire ofettecting Vvlitation,*

however, still occupied the minds of philosophers, to some

of whom it at length occurred that a body specifically

lighter than air, would be buoyed up by it, as a cork upon

water} nevertheless, the principle was not for some time

after applied to actual practice. A Dominican Friar first

proposed to collect a quantity of rarefied air in a large bag,

on the summit of a mountain, supposing that, as it is

much lighter than the atmosphere near the surface of the

earth, the bag would certainly float ; the experiment,

however, was never tried. Subsequently, various schemes

aud speculations on the subject were promulgated by

Englishmen, and the invention of aerostation seemed on the

point of being completed in our own country, when the

announcement was suddenly made by two brothers, Stephen

and John Montgolfier, paper manufacturers at Annonay in

France, who thus obtained the first honours. Their project

was to enclose smoke in a silken bag, which was found on

the (TfliVj of ship It very naturally induced the above fabulous account,

since the lieatliens of those day* (1400 years B. C.) were especially

addicted to the marvellous and mipernatural, and ne\er failed to do

honour to the numory of those, who by their inpeuuity or enter-

prise benefitted mankind, by embellisliing the records of their

actions in the most extrava^nt mariner. Fnim this custom arose the

long list of gods, demi-gods, and herofii, and the mass of alwurdities

attached to their history, which the heathea mytlwlojfy contains.

• Tlie act and powtr of flying.
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trial, to answer extremely M-ell. With one of their balloons,

constructed on this principle, a sheep, a cock, and a duck,

ascended to the height of nearly 1500 feet, and descended

in perfect safety. The success of this experiment encou-

raged Messrs. TVIontgolfier to construct a much larger

machine, in which M. Pilatre de Rozier oftered to ascend,

which he did singly, to the height of 84 feet on his first

attempt, and afterwards successively to 210, and 262 feet.

He thus signalized himself as the first human aeronaut.

Subsequently, he ascended with M. Girond de Villette, to

the height of 330 feet, and encouraged by these successes,

he at length undertook a more important aerial voyage,

accompanied by the Marquis d'Arlandcs. On this occasion

the bold adventurers ascended to the height of above

300 feet, and soaring majestically over the heads of the

spectators, filled all Paris with astonishment and delight.

After continuing at this elevation about 24 or 25 minutes,

they effected a safe descent, although not without having

been exposed to danger from the partial combustion of the

balloon, and alighted beyond the Boulevards.

The method of inflating balloons by means of fire being

attended with many inconveniences, a great improvement

was soon after made in this respect by the substitution of

hydrogen gas,* commonly called inflammable air, for the

rarefied vapour produced by the action of fire. The balloon

was formed of silk in the shape of a pear, and covered with

a solution of the elastic substance called caoitt-chouc, or

* See the note to the article on Jf'if/nn jre/l.

s 2
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indian-ruhber : from it was suspended a car or l>oat made

of wicker, and elegantly ornamented. In this kind of

machine, the first adventurers were M. Robert and

M. Charles, whose voyaj^es were frc<iucnUy repeated with

success : but the sad catastrophe of M. Ilozier, the first

aeronaut, and his companion M. Romaine, whose balloon

took fire, by which accident they were precipitated to the

earth, and killed on the spot, fi>r a time damped the spirit

of entei-prize ; it was, however, soon resumed, and many

attempts were made to render aerostation available to ihc

purposes of life, by inventing a method of directing the

balloon in its course, but without success.

During the French revolutionary' war, balloons were used

by the commanders of that nation for the purpose of

reconnoitering tlie position of the enemy. From th»;

elevated situation of the obseners, signals were matlc hy

means of different coloured flags.

To enable the aeronaut to descend in safety, should anv

accident happen to the balloon, a machine was invented

called a parachute, greatly resembling an umbrella, with

a circular basket suspended from it In this basket a

M. Gamerin a.scende<l to a %-a.^t height, and then cutting

tlic rope, began t/> descend with great rapidity. .At first

the parachute did not expand, but in a few moments it

opened completely, and afforded the intrepid a«lventurer an

easy and gradual return to the earth.

Very many ascents have since been made, but no

important advantage has l>een gained, as no metho«l ha<;

yd l>cen discovcrcil of ijuidiny the course of the machine.
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Butthe ilesideratumis perhaps possible, and may, probably,

ere long be attained. Such a discovery would perfect the

aerostatic science, and aflford us as easy, certain, and safe a

passage through the air as can now be made by land or

water.

Balloons are usually constructed of varnished silk, cut

into gores, so as to form, when joined, a hollow sphere.

The upper half of the machine is covered with a strong net,

fitting closely to its shape, and secured by a number of

strong cords, which are fastened to a small circle of wood

or cane, under the balloon j from this circle other ropes arc

suspended, which sustain the car or boat. The car is

made of wicker work, covered with leather, and generally

painted.

THE PORTLAND VASE.

Among the many arts which the ancients carried to such

perfection, that their productions have never been surpassed,

the manufacture and embellishment of urns, vases, &c. of

clay, glass, &c. was none of the least important.

One of the most precious relics of these elegant vessels is

the Portland or Barberini vase, found rather more than

two centuries ago, in a marble sarcophagus, within a

sepulchral chamber, under the Monte del Grano, about

two miles and a half from Rome, in the road leading to

Frescati.
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This giipcrb specimen of Grecian taste and skill was

deposited in tlie Barberini palace,» of which it formed the

most precious ornameot for upwards of two centuries. At

the eud of that period it came into the possession of sir

William Hamilton, who sold it to the duchess of Portland

f(»r one thousand guineas : from this circumstance it

acquired the name of iLe Portland Vase.

In 1810, with a munificenee worthy of his high rank, his

grace the duke of Portland presented it to the British

Museum, where it has served as a model for many others,

executed l»y the eeleijrattd Mr. Wed^ewood, and has excited

and still continues to excite the admiration of thousands.

The Portland Vase is of beautiful dark blue glas*, orna-

mented with fijjures of exquisite workmanship in relief, of a

fine opaquef white. It is ten inches hijjh, and six in

diameter, and the fijrures are supposed to have been formed

by cutting away the external crust of opaque white glass, an

operation requiring great labour, care, and skill, and of

many years duration.

Many have l>een the conjectures respecting the meaning

of its embellishments, and the period when it was made.

From the exquisite l)eauty of the figures, it is supposed to

be anterior to tlie reign of Alexander the Great, as

sculpture is said to have been on the decline in his day.

But tliis is mere conjecture, as there might have been

one artist of transcendent talents, even at a later period.

• Tlic palace of the BarWrini family, at Rome, is excccdt-il in size

and splendour only by tlie Vatican. It contains nearly 400<J apartments.

+ Dark, thick, not lraa<!parent.
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The number of years necessary to complete the tedious

operation of sculpturing the figures from so hard a material,

gives reason to suppose that this vase was not made as a

sepulchral urn for any particular person, and that the

subject of its embellishments is not private history, but of

a general nature. Dr. Darmn imagines, with great appear-

ance of reason, that it represents part of the Eleusinian

mysteries.

These mysteries were celebrated in honour of Ceres, and

were exhibited to the initiated only, every fourth year, at

Eleusis in Attica. The temple erected by Pericles* was of

surprising magnitude and beauty, and the secresy with which

these mysteries were enveloped, added to the awe and rever-

ence with which it was regarded.

The candidates for initiation waited without the temple

till the time for their admission, which was at night, with

impatience and apprehension. Lamentations and strange

noises were heard, flashes resembling those of lightning

rendered the succeeding darkness more terrible—they beheld

frightful apparitions, monsters, and phantoms, and when

their terror was at its height, the scene suddenly changed

to the brilliant aud agreeable : the propyloea or ves-

• Pericles was one of the greatest men that ever flourished in

Greece. He received the best education which could be obtained

under the most celebrated philosophers of the time: he was a man of

undoubted courage, and of such extraordinary eloquence, supported

and improved by knowledge, that he gained almost as great an

authority under a republican government, as if he had been a

monarch. He died (in the third year of the Pelopounesian war,

about 400 years B. C.) «f a pestilential fever wliich had <')r some time

raged in Athens, and for which no remedy could be found.
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tibules* of the temple wore opened, the curtains with-

drawn, and the hidden thin^ displayed. Then were revealed

to them secrets carefully concealed from the profane, and

which they were never to utter on pain of the most

frightful penalties.

The Portland \'ase was doubtless desi.gned for funereal

purposes, and the sculptures are suppposed to be symbt)lical

of death on the one side, and of immortality on the other.

On the bottom is an emblem of the silence of the tomb.

The principal group is thus described by Dr. Darwin ;

" Three figures of exquisite workmanship are placed by

the side of a ruined column, whose capital is fallen off, and

lies at their feet with other disjointed stones; they sit on

loose piles of stone beneath a tree, which has not the leaves

of an evergreen of this climate, but may be supposed to be

an elm, whicii Viryilf places near the entrance of the

infernal regions, and adds, that a dream was believed to dwell

under every leaf of it. JEn. 6. 1. 281. In the midst of

this group reclines a female figure in a dying attitude, in

which extreme laugour is beautifully represented : in her

hand is an inverted torch, an ancient emblem of extin-

guished life ; the elbow of the same arm, resting on a stone*

supports her as she sinks, while the other hand is raised

and thiown over her drooping head, in some measure sus-

taining it, and gives with great art the idea of fainting

• A t;<>j/i7/i7^ is a kind of anticlianiber at the entrance of a larpe

bdildin^: au open space before the hall, or at the bottom of a flight

of stairs.

t See the article on J'irgU's Tomh, in the Vouitg Gcntlcmms

Library, 4'C-
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lassitude. On the right of her sits a man, and on the left a

woman, both supporting themselves on their arms, as

people are liable to do when they are thinking intensively.

They have their baeks to the dying figure, yet with their

faces turned towards her, as if seriously contemplating

her situation, but without stretching out their hands to

assist her.

" This central figure, then, appears to me to be an hiero-

glyphic or Eleusinian emblem of mortal life, that is, the

lethum or death mentioned by Virgil, amongst the terrible

things exhibited at the beginning of the mysteries. The

inverted torch shows the figure to be emblematic : if it had

been designed to represent a real person in the act of

dying, there had been no necessity for the expiring torch, as

the dying figure alone would have been sufliciently intel-

ligible,—it would have been as absurd as to have put an

inverted torch into the hand of a real person at the time of

his expiring. Besides, if this figure had represented a real

dying person, would not the other figures, or one of them

at least, have stretched out a hand to support her, to have

eased her fall among the loose stones, or to have smoothed

her pillow ? These circumstances evince that the figure is

an emblem, and, therefore, could not be a representation of

the private histoiy of any particular family or event.

The man and woman on each side of the dying figure,

must be considered as emblems, both from their similarity

of situation, and dress, to the middle figure, and their being

grouped along with it. These, I think, are hieroglyphic or

Eleusinian emblems of human kind, with the backs towards
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the dying figure of mortal life, unwilling to associate with

her, yet turning their serious and attentive countenances,

curious indeed to behold, yet sorry to contemplate their

latter end."

THE ALICONDA OR BONDA.

It is one of the distinguishing characteristics of tin*

human race, that while brutes use what Providence has pro

vided for them, exactly in its natural state, man modifies the

productions of the earth in a thousand different ways, and

from the most simple materials forms for himself a number

of conveniences and accommodations. F,ven the simple negro

often shows great ingenuity in this respect. In the kingdom

of Congo grows a tree of enormous size, the trunk being fre-

quently so large, that ten men with outstretchetl arms can-

not gnisp it, and its fruit is of the size of a gourd. The bark

of this tree being of a fibrous nature, is soaked by the natives

in water, and then beaten into a kind of coarse thread, of

which they make ropes. By a still farther maceration, and

beating it with iron bars, they spread it into a kind of cloth,

which they wear round their waist, like a short petticoat

The shell of the fruit is fashioned into vessels for domestic

use, and it is said, that water kept in them attains a pleasant

aromatic taste ; the pulp of the fruit, and small leaves, are

eaten, while the larger ones serve to cover the huts of the

natives, and are sufficient to keep out the sun and rain.

The wood of this tree is useless, as it soon rots, except, that

on being burnt, a kind of soap is made from the ashes.
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THE ALPS.

Little idea can the inhabitants of England form of the

grand features of a mountainous country like Switzerland,

or of the dangers to which many of its inhabitants are

exposed. Accustomed to behold only gently undulating

hills and fertile rallies, covered with corn or pasture, they

have no scenes qualified to assist the imagination in pic-

turing to them the towering mountains topped with perpe-

tual snow—the precipitous rocks which threaten destruction

at eveiy step,—the roaring torrents which rush through

stupendous chasms, rendering the head dizzy, and the

eyes dim that look upon them—or those vast frozen masses

the glaciers, which extend for miles, and which appear

like an agitated lake suddenly hardened by (he power of

frost, which an Alpine region presents.

T
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Still less idea cau uur luippy countrymen, who lie down

iu perfect security, unJisturbed by the apprehension of

danger, form of the terrific situation of many of the Swiss

peasantry, whose habitations are liable to be overwhelmed

in a moment by vast masses of snow, of stones, and of ice,

which frequently roll down from the mountains with irre-

sistible force, and with the rapidity of lightning. Such

tremendous movements of nature form indeed a most mai;-

nificent spectacle to those who behold them at a distance

from the danger, but they are fraught with desolation and

ruin to such as are unhappily within the compass of their

effects.

These vast rolling masses are called Avalanches, and arc

most frequent in the Spring season. Their first formation

is comparatively insignificant, but, enlarging by degrees as

they advance, they become of a gigantic size, dragging

down with them fragments of rocks, masses of ice, and largo

quantities of earth and stones, and rushing with a thunder-

ing noise into the vallies, they sometimes overwhelm whole

villages, lay waste the labour of the husbandman, and level

the towering trees of the forest, before their progress is stop-

ped. In one of these calamitous occun-enecs, which hap-

pened in the Canton of Schwit/., in Switzerland, on the 6th

of September 1806, the Avalanche overspread a space of

tiro leagues in length, and one in breadth, with sudden

desolation and destruction. In one terrible and awful

moment, beautiful and fertile vallies were overwhelmed
;

484 persons, 32-3 head of cattle, 2 churches, 111 houses,

and 20 stable;*, were destroyed ; and those inhabitant?
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who survived would have been exposed to wretchedness

and want, had not the benevolence of their country-

men been excited, and a large sum of money raised

and distributed among them. But no charitable contribu-

tions could compensate lor the loss of dear relatives, friends,

and home. Religion alone, which teaches and induces

pious resignation to the will of Heaven, could afford con-

solation and support to the unhappy sufferers. Avalanches

are not the only dangers to be dreaded among the moun-

tains of Switzerland. Hurricanes,* which whirl the snows

in eveiy direction, frequently assail the traveller in his

passage over these tremendous summits, block up his way,

blind him so that he cannot discern the objects which

should direct his route, and sometimes overwhelm and bury

him beneath the accumulated heaps, or cause him to fall

headlong over precipices which are hidden under the

treacherous covering of the snow.

Among the Glaciers, are wide and deep fissures, frequently

concealed by the snow, whi(;h yields to the weight of the

traveller who may be unfortunate enough to tread upon it,

and sinks with him into the abyss below.

Were we not well acquainted with the deep-rooted power

of that local feeling which we designate the love of country,

which, for wise purposes, is implanted in almost every

breast, we should wonder that such a land is not deserted

by its inhabitants. But so far is this from being the case,

that no people in the world have fought more resolutely in

• Violent storms, tempfsts.
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the defence of their native soil, than the brave Swiss ; and

Swiss soldiers, at a distance from their well-beloved home,

have been known to burst into tears on hearing: their na-

tional air, called Rons des Vaches^ which so strongly re-

minded them of their country.

Among the other natural and artificial Alpine curiosi-

ties, we may notice the road made by Buonaparte over the

Alps, which now affords an easy entrance into Italy, and

which may justly be reckoned araonjf the wonders of the

world. Its construction cost twenty-five millions of francs,

or upwards of a million sterling. The prospects from many

parts of it arc sublime and beautiful in the extreme.

CONSCIKNCE.

Naturalists observe, that when tlie frost seizes upon

wine, they are only the slighter and more watery parts that

are subject to be congealed ; but still there is a mighty

spirit, which can retreat into itself, and there within its

own compass be secure from the freezing impression of the

element around it : and just so it is with the spirit of man
;

while a good conscience makes it firm and impeue

trablc, outward affliction can no more benumb or quell it,

"than a blast of wind can freeze up the blood in a man's

veins, or a little shower of rain soak into his heart and

qucncli the principle of life itself.

—

Siiuth.
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AUGUST

Was anciently called by the Romans Sextill^ it being

the sixth month in their calendar, before the change made

by king Numa. It, however, retained its original name,

until Augustus Caesar gave it his own sirname, because in it

he first became consul, celebrated three triumphs, and

ended the civil wars. Since Numa's time, August has

continued the eighth month in the year.

The Saxons called it Ammimat, (or Bam-m&iuit,) be-

cause they then filled their barns with corn. The Saxon

word Am signifies harvest. They also called it (as well

as June) Woed, or Woad-mcmath.

August was dedicated by the Romans to Ceres, the god-

dess of corn and harvest ; and its first kalend. or first day,

T 2
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was sacred to Mars, the god of war. No festival of particu-

lar note was celebrated by them in this month. The first

of August is denominated in the Christian calendar, Ltim-

mas-day ; a name wliich has been variuusly accounted for,

but which is most probably derived from an old Saxon

term, signifying Loaf mass, as on this day it was customary

for the Saxons to offer an oblation of loaves, qiade of new

wheat, as the fruits of their corn. They also gave alms of

bread on Loaf-mass, or Lammas-day.

The glorious Transfiguration of our blessed Saviour «»n

the Mount, recorded in the Gospels, was celebrated by the

primitive Christians, on the sixth day of the month ; and

the name of the festival is yet retained in our calendar.

On the twelfth, our present excellent king, (Jeorge IV.

was bom, 17(32. He ascended the throne on the twenty-

ninth of January, 1820.

The beheading of St. John the Baptist, is commemorated

on the twenty-ninth of August

This is the long desired and welcome month of harvest.

The heat of the solar rays now ripens all kinds of grain
;

and on this account fine steady weather is earnestly desired

by the farmer, in August If the season be propitious, his

hopes and his industry are now crowned with the heavenly

blessing, and the rich store of sustenance for the coming

year is joyously housed in his garners. The first crops are

generally rye ajid oats, and the last peas and beans. Har-

vest time varies considerably in diflfertnt districts, accord-

ing to the situation of the corn lands. It principally

commences in the beginning of this month, but in the

southern and midland parts of our i^la^d, it is often bcj:un
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in July, while the north countrymen can do nothing of con-

sequence in it until the first or second week in September.

The method of getting in the corn varies as much as the

periods of its commencement. Some reap it with a sickle,

and bind it into sheaves ; others cut it in a peculiar manner

with the scythe, and either leave it without binding up, or at

most make it into a sort of bundles. Some farmers use a

sickle, toothed like a saw; others employ a smooth and

keen-edged sickle. In some counties the grain is cut otF

not far from the ear, so as to leave a long stubble, while in

others it is reaped close to the ground.

Our ancestors greatly honoured this month of produce

They mingled merry-making with labour, and rendered the

time of harvest a period of universal gladness. They

crowned the wheat sheaves with flowers, invited each other

to feast at the housing of the corn, when they danced, and

shouted and sung with true glee ; and, that none might be

be sorrowful at such a joyous time, they made presents to

all who had assisted in getting in the crops. This rural

festival was called Harvest-home. It is still the greatest

rural holiday in England, because it terminates the most

toilsome yet profitable employment of the farmer, and

unites repose and profit for the remainder of the year.

But modern refinements have unfortunately stripped the

merriments of Harvest-home of that unrestrained and

hearted enjoyment, which formerly distinguished them.

The master seldom now mingles with freedom and rejoicing

in the delights of his harvest men, but thinks it suflicicnt

if he provides a plenteous feast, and allows them to enjoy

themselves iu their own way. This change has altered the
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character of the festival ; for th« cheenng gmile of sympa-

thy, and the non-distinction of rank or station iu these

rustic festivities, were tlie chiefest source of gladness to the

honest and humble husbandman.

Formerly many curious ceremonies were observed by

rustics at Harvest-home. They carried images made of

straw, or stubble, from the harvest field, round which the

men and women danced and sung to the lively notes of a

piper, wlio followed it. In the north, such a figure was

called the kern-baby. In the isles of the Hebridt*s, all the

reapers join in chanting a har>-est song, while they regulate

the strokes of th^ir sickles to its notes ; thus making the

very act of gathering the harvest a festive employment.

Nothing on earth can be more beautiful to the eye

than the view of an open corn country, when the waving

grain slowly falls before the path of the reaper, and

the firmly gathered sheaves stand ready for removal, and

the richly latlen waggon slowly receives the collected stores,

and the happy industrious gleaners follow its track to

gather the little scatterings, which custom has for ages

allowed them. It is a season of general joy, and cannot

fail to raise an exalted feeling of gratitude to the bountiful

iJuprerae, in the breast of a beholder.

And now also

" Tlie garden bliwnis with vegetable gold,

And all Pomona in the orchard glows,

Her racy fruits now glory in the siin,

The wall-enamour'd flower in saflron blows,

Gay annuals their spicy sweets unfold,

To cooling brooks the panting cattJc run."
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Fruit is exceeilingly plentiful, especially pears, peaches,

apricots, and grapes. We have also still additional garden

flowers j such as amaranths, African marygolds, persicories,

and chrysanthemums ; and the beautiful passion flower, the

trumpet flower, and the clematis, or virgin's bower, add

their elegant ornaments to our floral enjoyments. Hops

now yield their valuable produce, particularly in Surry and

Kent. The common glow-worm may be seen in abundance

:

heaths and commons are covered with purple and yellow

beauty ; insects swarm ; flies abound ; vegetables are

plentiful ;
young broods of goldfinches appear ; lapwings

and starlings congregate
;

puffins migrate in swaims ; the

swift disappears ; rooks roost in their nest trees j thistle-

down floats ; birds resume their spring songs ; and at the

end of the month the first symptom of Autumn appears,

for the beech tree then turns yellow.

The daily use of the cold bath in this month is one of

the best preservatives of health, and a means of invigo-

rating the constitution against the evils of the approaching

winter. To many, however, the plunging bath is injurious,

by the absence of that i-e-action which causes the glow on

the skin of those who receive benefit from bathing. In

such cases the shower bath should be used ; but when no

re-action follows the use even of that, the indi\T[dual should

sponge the body with cold and salt water, or ^'inegar and

water, before rising in the morning, whilst the limbs are

kept warm in bed.
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The impossibility I fiinl of proving that God is not,

discovers to me that He is.

—

La Bruyere,

The Eternal was yesterday, is to-day, and will con-

tinue to the end of time. He imprints his laws on the

mind, and writes them in the heart. It is by Him that

kings command with confidence, and people obey without

fear.

—

Boisyelin.

God penetrates to the bottom of all our actions, disco-

vering the source of every crime, even before it is com-

mitted : He sees all our irregularities, even in the heart,

and judges our criminal intentions as crimes already

committed.

—

Maintenon.

How powerful must He be, who has made worlds as

innumerable as the grains of sand which cover the sea-

shore ; and who, without difficulty or trouble, conducts all

those worlds, from age to age, as a shepherd leads his

flocks.

—

Bourdaloue.

Every thing attests God's goodness. There is not a star

in the heavens, not a production of the earth, not a plant

in our gardens, not a period in our lives, not a stroke of

His auger, that does not concur to prove the goodness of

God.—Sauriii.



FRATERNAL LOVE.

The duty of brothers towards each other ought to need

very little explanation or enforcement. Owing their ex-

istence to the same parents ; nurtured with the same care,

and participating in the same advantages ; they ought to

be as closely connected in love as in blood and circum-

stances. Unhappily, however, both experience, and the

records of our criminal courts, teach us that these consider-

ations are but too frequently lost sight of, and envy, hatred,

and anarchy, take place of affection and unity. How inju-

rious it is to a family to be divided by angry passions, it

is needless to say; but the direct injury springing from such

a division, great as it undoubtedly is, falls infinitely short

of that indirect and almost inconceivable injuiy arising

from the want of a unity of possessions, purposes, and

exertions.

Union is the very soul of strength, and brothers are

better fitted for a union, both as to affection and pursuits,

than any persons less closely allied. If their pursuits ai*e

the same, their united efforts can scarcely fail to be suc-

cessful ; and even where their pursuits are of the most

opposite no.ture imaginable, they can be of immense ser-

vice to each other. But apart from all considerations of a

merely wordly nature, the friendship of brothers is not

only productive of the purest delight to themselves as

individuals, but is both pleasing and profitable to society,

and a m.ost acceptable sight to that Being from whom all
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good, all pure, all holy, and all excellent things proceed.

In a word, brotherly love is delightful to those who hear it,

grateful and profitable to society, and pleasing to God
;

while hatred, odious wherever it may subsist, becomes

demoniac in brothers, exposes them to the dislike and

distrust of society; renders them hateful to themselves,

and offensive to God; unfits them for happiness or pro-

sperity in this world ; and lays up for them a fearful store

of sin to be accounted for in the never-ending world that

is to come.

HAPPINESS.

In this world all are professedly engaged in the pursuit

of happiness
;
yet all complain of the vanity of their under-

taking. The wisest of men, having assayed all the luxurious

arts of enjoyment, declared all earthly pleasures to be mere

vanity and vexation of spirit ; and undoubtedly the wisest

of men was right. We are all endowed with suflBcient

self-love, but it unfortunately happens, that, as was

pithily and truly said by a celebrated philosopher, our

self-love labours vnder a mistaJte.

Perfect happiness is to be found only in the eternal

presence of God ; but we actually avoid even that imperfect

happiness of which the human state is susceptible, by the

very methods which we take to secure it. To avoid all

sinful and all usejcs^ pursuits ; to be temperate in our
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pleasures ; to be exact observers of the most rigid order in

all that we do ; and to leave no portion of our time with-

out its portion of employment, is the certain, as it is also

the only, road to so much happiness as is consistent with

our brief and checquered existence. We ought ever to

consider this life as but the road to an eternal life, and

to employ every moment of it so as to fit ourselves for the

awful and certain transition. If we live thus, employ our-

selves constantly, methodically, and well, we shall know

nothing of that painful vacuity of soul, which is more

terrible than death itself : for whole lives thus employed,

instead of affording occasion for remorse, disgust, weari-

ness, or regret, will be like a smiling and productive field,

whose crop will be all that is earthly of that universally

pursued, but seldom gained object,

—

Happiness.

FILIAL DUTY.

It is to be hoped, that none of our young readers stand

in need of any exhortation to the performance of that

delightful and pious duty, which is the first implanted

impulse in the human heart, and the first instinctive

quality in the biiite creation. We may naturally conclude,

that to no undutiful child will The Young Lady's Library

(which is intended as a reward for good conduct, as well as

a token of affection) be presented: we therefore abstain

from composing an extended dissertation on the subject of

V
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FILIAL DUTv, and content ourselves with laying before onr

young friends a few brief remarks which its contemplation

naturally engenders; such as may serve to strengthen in

the dutiful heart the sense of its duty, and which may,

perhaps, if they should meet the eyes of any such, contri-

bute to excite in the undutiful a just horror of their past

conduct, and a sincere resolution to act righteously for the

future.

And here we may properly observe, that perhaps these

brief sentences may be made especially useful, if those

who do practise filial duty will benevolently peruse them

to those who do not. Such a charitable action may haply

produce a beneficial effect, and then how deep would be the

feeling of delight which must pervade the mind of that

being who had been instrumental in eflfecting the reform-

ation of another!

This little article should also have been inserted in

The FoMMg Gentlemaii's Library; as, however, it was

omitted, it may be well for the young ladies to read it, or

,
lend the book, to their brothers, and male friends. It is

intended, of course, for both sexes ; but, for the sake of our

sex's honour, we regret to say, that it is more particularly

among the male species, that undutifulness to parents

prevails. Now to our reflections.

Those who love not their parents are inferior even to

the brutes, in whom a filial instinct is implanted, which

they never pei-vert. Children owe to tbeir parents the most

perfect gratitude, since to them they are indebted not

merely for life, but for sustenance and support throughout
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the helplessness of their infancy, and fur instruction and

guidanee during the inexperience and immaturity of their

nonage.*

Obedience to Parents is the basis of all order

and government, and is not only peremptorily and repeat-

edly enjoined by Scripture, but even the Heathens laid

great stress upon the due performance of filial duties.

We read, indeed, that the RoaiANs gave to parents unli-:.

mited jurisdiction over their children ; and fathers were

empowered to (and frequently did) punish filial disobedi-

ence with stripes, slavery, and even death. Although

our legal enactments are of a milder and less summary

character, yet children are not the less morally bound to

obey their parents, and to cherish them in sickness, poverty,

or old age.

It is in fact a primary religious and natural duty, and

one of the express commandments of God, without a holy

and due observance of which we shall never tee his face,

nor experience happiness in this world or the next.

" Honour thy father and thy mother, that thy days

may be long in the land which the Lord thv God

giveth thee,'* is the solemn and positive command of the

Most High : and our young readers may safely assure

themselves, that God will not only bless the dutiful here

and hereafter, but that he will punish, in the most signal

and terrible manner, all those who by parental neglect and

• When this word is used as a terra in Law, it generally signifies

all the time a person continues under the age of 21 ; but in a special

sensp, it is all the time a person is under the age of 14.
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unfilial concHict, set at defiance his written law, and violate

that holy and just principle which he has implanted in

every human breast.

There is not in nature a more lovely sight than that of

" Helpless age leaning on pious yo%ith ;" while, on the

other hand, our most perfect detestation is ever excited by

the view of youthful neglect or carelessness in any manner

displayed towards the aged. If this be the case, even where

no natural relationship subsists between the parties beyond

that of their common humanity, the feeling of abhorrence

must, undoubtedly, be still stronger in a virtuous breast, on

beholding unkind or neglectful behaviour in the young to-

wards those who have watched over their helplessness,

reared them with anxious care and labour, and provided

for their eveiy want.

Youth should bear constantly in mind, that every com-

fort they enjoy, all the intellectual attainments which

render them superior to the savages, and even life itself,

they owe to their parents. A son who exposes his own life

to danger in order to save that of his father or mother,

does no more than his duty. He ought to serve and obey

them cheerfully at all times and under all circumstances,

so far as is consonant to the will of God, as declared in the

Holy Scriptures ; and he should consider, that the utmost

that he can do for them is but a very trivial re-payment of

the debt which he owes them. He should also remember,

that in attentively and constantly evincing his affection

towards his parents, he is also displaying his love and re-

verence of the Most High, and obedience to his injunc-
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tions ; and that he is in so far acquiring the favour of the

Almighty.

It is likewise the duty of every child to repose the most

perfect confidence in his parents—to confide to their af-

fectionate bosoms all his actions and thoughts—to conceal

nothing from them,—since it is by their experience alone

that he can hope to be guided aright in his conduct j and

they must assuredly be far more competent than his im-

mature judgment can be, to decide and to point out what

is proper for him.

As it is, then, his duty to reverence and honour his

parents at all times, so is he specially bound to esteem and

imitate their good qualities, and to alleviate and bear with—

to spread, as it were, a veil over—their faults and weak-

nesses.

His gratitude to them, for the innumerable favours which

it can scarcely ever be in his power fully to repay, must be

evinced by a strict attention to their wants, and a solicitous

care to supply them ; by a submissive deference to their

authority and advice; by yielding to, rather than peevishly

contending with, their humours, remembering how often

they have patiently borne with his ; and, in fine, by sooth-

ing their cares, lightening their sorrows, supporting the

infirmities of age, and making the remainder of their life

as comfortable and agreeable as possible.

They who thus act will ever find in their parents their

ablest advisers, and most sincere friends ; and in addition

to the delightful reward of an approving conscience, all

who know them will admire and applaud them for their

u2
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graceful performance of the most amiable of human duties.

On the other hand, iindutiful children are deservedly ab-

horred by the virtuous part of the community, and looked

upon as unnatural and impious monsters j and, as if the

Almight}' had determined that they should early feel the

bitterness of his anger, it is almost an invariable fact, that

those who abet them in or urge them to their wicked want

of affection, and violation of filial duty, instantly desert

them when they stand in need of kindness or assistance.

Even in a merely temporal point of view, unfilial con-

duct, being a crime so terrible in itself, almost inevitably

draws down and experiences its just punishment ; for he

who in his youth neglects or ill treats his parents cannot

reasonably expect any other, than that, in his after years,

his children will return to him the measure he has meted

to others ; and experience proves that this earthly retribu-

tion is common. But a far more solemn and important

reason, even the command of God himself, already quoted,

demands that parents should be dutifully and kindly treated

by their offspring j and we trust, that even if a sense

of the patient watchfulness, the constant protection,

the affectionate indulgence, and harassing anxiety which

are displayed and sustained by parents for the welfare of

their children, be not sufficient to induce youth to behave

properly to them, yet that a remembrance of the divine

behest of the Almighty, and of the certainty of his dis-

pleasure in such a case, will prevent them from departing

from, or if unhappily in a' moment of thoughtlessness and

folly they have departed from, that it will induce them with

penitence to return to, the path of filial duty.
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AUTUMN

Is the third season of the year, and is generally considered

to comprise the months of August, September, and October.

It is during the early part of this fruitful season that the

various pi-oductions of the earth are gathered in, and man

secures his stores for consumption during the ensuing

year.

Autumn also witnesses the decline of vegetation ; and in

this season the general annual decay of Nature's most

pleasing beauties visibly commences. The gay splendours

of the summer months give way to the more solemn tints of

the autumnal season : the emigrating feathered tribes,

warned by the gradual cooling of the atmosphere, now

wing their way to warmer and more congenial climes j the
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rustling foliare of the trees, ha\'ing lost its beautifiil fresh-

ness and verdure, forsakes the spreading boughs which it

had adorned ; and the vagrant winds whistle through the

deserted branches, as if condoling with them on their utter

destitution.

But these are the later indications of the autumnal

season. Ere these changes have become general, the joyous

voice of the reaper is heard among the fast falling corn
;

and the gentle noise of the sickle salutes the ear of the

wanderer in the fertile vales.

The scene afforded by an extensive open country,

covered with fields of yellow waving corn, richly glowing

in the bi'ight sun-beams, and thickly besprent with cheer-

ful husbandmen, busily occupied in the various parts of

their labour, is a prospect pre eminently delightful both

to the eye and to the heart ; and should ever inspire in the

human breast, the deepest sentiments of gratitude to our

bountiful Creator, and benevolence to our fellow-creatures.

"Hark! where the sweeping scythe now rips along

j

Each sturdy noower emulous and strong,

Whose writhing form meridian heat defies,

Bends o'er his work, and ev'ry sinew tries,

Prostrates the waving treasure at his feet."

Autumn is the happy season in which the beneficent

Creator bestows upon us all the fruits of the earth in great

abundance. The term fniit must not here be merely

applied, as in common parlance it generally is, to a few

peculiar products of fructification j but, as in the more
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comprehensive language of the naturalist, it must include

every produce of vegetation, by which the rudiments of a

future progeny are developed and separated from the parent

plant.

The silent progress of maturation is in Autumn com-

pleted, and human industry joyfully collects into his gar-

ners the rich treasures of the soil.

About the middle of Autumn the herring fisheiy attracts

the care and attention, and employs the exertions, of a

numerous class of industrious men.

Herrings are an object of great importance to us, inas-

much as during the whole year, either fresh during the

season of taking them, or afterwards salted and dried, they

furnish an acceptable food to the poor, and, in the former

case, a delicacy to the rich.

They abound in immense shoals in the Frozen Sea near

the Arctic Pole ; from whence, in September, they annually

visit the English and Scotch shores in vast numbers.

The cause of this periodical emigration has never been

positively ascertained : various opinions concerning it have

at different times been promulgated ; but, whatever may be

that cause, it is a certain fact, that they do regularly thus

remove from their usual northern station.

The prodigious increase of this species of fish is truly

astonishing : a single herring lays at least ten thousand

eggs, when near the British coasts.

Migration is indeed a general feature of the autumnal

season, both among the feathered and the finny tribes.

All the various species of birds of passage, which, in the
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Spring, seek the genial British clime, depart in search of

warmer atmospheres, when the coolness of Autumn an-

nounces the approach of Winter.

Some of these nsit very remote regions, and perform

aerial voyages, over countries and oceans, of surprising

length.

The stork, the crane, the quail, the fieldfare, the wood-

cock, the nightingale, the swallow, the martin, and the

cuckoo, are the principal migatory birds ; although there

are various others of inferior note.

This system of migration is exceedingly wonderful, and

aflTords a very remarkable instance of that powerful instinct

which the Creator has implanted throughout the animal

world. Two things especially are surprising : the one, that

such untaught and unthinking creatures as we suppose

birds to be, should so well know the proper seasons for

their coming and going j and that, with such admirable re-

gularity, some should arrive when others depart. Doubtless,

the difference of heat and cold, and the want of food, might

warn them to change their abode. But why, when the air

is mild, and food plenty, do they nevertheless so punctu-

ally depart ? How do they know in what climates they

shall find sufficient heat and food ? Why, indeed, should

they remove at all? Why should they not stay, and

endure the chance of the seasons, as other animals do ?

Or how is it, that throughout all the world, no place can

be found, to afford them sustenance and habitation during

the whole year ?

The other extraordinaiy circumstance is, that they
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should so perfectly know whither to go, and which way to

steer their course. By what instinct does a little defence-

less bird venture over such vast tracts of sea and land ? and

how do these adventurous voyagers contrive, through the

darkness of night, and without knowledge of the countries,

still to pursue a direct course to their destination ? Why
also is it, that they unanimously depart at the same time,

as if they had consulted together, and fixed the period for

their journey ?

" Who bids the Stork, Cohirabus-like, explore

Heavens not his own, and worlds unknown before?

Who calls the council, states the certain day?

Who forms the phalanx, and who points the way 1

Where do the Cranes, or winding Swallows go,

Fearful of gathering winds and falling snow?"

Pope.

It is equally inexplicable to us, how they can know that

another land is, at certain seasons, more proper for them

than this ; and that they shall find better accommodation

in a distant country, than in that which they then inhabit.

These very interesting but embarrassing inquiries have

never yet been satisfactorily elucidated ; nor is it probable

that they will be, as it seems impossible that we shall ever

obtain a sufficient knowledge of the nature and Instinct of

the feathered travellers, to be enabled to trace the origin

and movement of their migratory impulse. We can, there-

fore, but admire, in contemplating the wonderful motions

of birds, the wise and beneficent ordinances of that Supreme

Being, who has thus wonderfully provided food and habita-
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tion congeni-?! to their habits, and tauii:ht them so uncr-

lingly when, where, and how, to find those necessary pro-

visions.

Autumn is also the season for the animating and health-

ful sports of the field. In this season partridges abound,

and most especially in England. These interesting birds

pair early in the Spring; about the month of May the

female makes her nest, of grass or dry leaves, upon the

ground, in which she lays from fourteen to eighteen or

twenty eggs. The young birds learn to run immediately

they are hatched ; and become busy, sometimes even with

a part of the shell sticking to them, in picking up ants,

grain, slugs, &c.

Towards the close of Autumn, in October, the ploughing

and sowing of the ground for a future harvest takes place-

The winter corn, and indeed most of the provision for our-

selves, and for many animals, is then deposited in the

earth.

The process of the vegetation of corn is one of the most

wonderful as well as interesting natural operations: an

account of it, therefore, from the pen of an author already

quoted, will doubtless be acceptable to our readers :

" Nature at first, indeed, works in secret, while the seed

is opening ; but its operation may be discovered by taking

some of the grains out of the ground when they are begin

-

ing to shoot. Two da3's after the grain is put into the

earth, it is swelled by the juices, and begins to shoot.

The shoot is always at one of the ends of the grain, and

that part of it which is next the outside of the grain is the
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little root of the future plant. The corn, when sowed,

generally begins in twenty-four hours to pierce through

the coat, and unfold itself. The root and stalk become

visible. The root is first wrapped up in a bag, which it

bursts open. Some days after, the other roots shoot out of

their sides. The fifth or sixth day, a green stalk springs

lip above the ground. It remains some time in that state,

till the fine season comes, when the ear of corn breaks out

of the coats in which it had been inclosed and protected

from cold and uncertain weather.

" The wisdom which appears in the construction and

vegetation of corn, is very striking. The leaves, for ex-

ample, which surround it, before it has attained its full

growth, even those leaves have their use ; and it seems as

if the wisdom of the Creator had placed them round the

blade for the same reason that an architect raises a scaf-

folding about a building, which, when the building is

finished, he takes away. For as soon as the blade has

attained its full length and consistency, the leaves which

protected it, dry up and fall off. Whole months pass away,

before the ear of corn ventures to appear and expose itself

to the air ; but as soon as every thing is prepai-ed for

the formation of the blossoms and fruit, they all appear

in a few days. With what skill also are the stalks and the

ear of corn constructed ! If the former were higher, the

nutritive juice could not so well penetrate into them; if,

on the contrary, the corn had been placed lower, the mois-

ture would have made it spring up before it was reaped ;

birds and other animals would get at and destroy it. If
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the stem was weaker and smaller, the wind would break it

;

and if it was stronger and thicker, little animals might

lodge in it, and birds would perch upon it, and pick out the

grain."

Painters emblematically represent Autumn as a woman

richly dressed, with a garland of vines on her head : she

holds a cornucopia full of fruits in her right hand, and a

bunch of grapes in the other. The season is represented as

a woman, because at this part of the year the earth is

disposed to bestow the fruits already ripened by the heat of

the summer. Her rich dress, the garland, the cornucopia,

the \'ines, and other fruits, signify the plenteous produce of

this season for the use of mankind.

Another allegorical representation of Autumn is, as a

man of mature age, clothed like the vernal season, and

likewise girded with a starry girdle ; holding in one hand a

pair of scales equally poised, with a globe in each scale

;

in the other hand various fruits and grapes. His age

denotes the perfection of this season ; and the balance, that

sign of the zodiac which the sun enters when our Autumn

begins.

Several nations were accustomed to compute their years

by Autumns: the Saxons reckoned by Winters. The an-

cient Germans were well acquainted with the other three

seasons, but had no definition or idea of Autumn. It has

been generally reputed an unhealthy season, especially to-

»vards its close.



A SUTTEE, OR BURNING OF A HINDOO WIDOW.

Although man is endowed with a greater degree of

strength, and, on ordinary oecasions, of courage, than

woman, the feebler sex frequently displays instances of

heroic fortitude, courage, and presence of mind in danger'

which cannot be exceeded even by the lords of the creation.

This is, perhaps, no where more frequently or more

decidedly exemplified than in Hindostan, where the custom

has been established, from time immemorial, for widows to

bui'n themselves on the funeral pile, with the bodies of their

deceased husbands.

The origin of this custom is not so honourable to the

female sex, as the fortitude, the calmness, and apparent

cheerfulness, which they display on submitting to it. It

is said that the women of Hindostan were accustomed to

take away the lives of their husbands, and that the Bra-

mins, finding it impossible to prevent, by the severest

punishments, the frequent perpetration of the crime, directed

that the widows should be burned with the dead bodies of

their husbands ; thus taking away, entirely, all hope of

profiting by so nefarious a deed.

This horrible custom was, for many ages, carried to a

great extent, and the immolation* of victims is still frequent,

although the British Government has done every thing

short of absolute prohibition, to put a stop to so cruel a

practice.

• The act of sacrificina:,
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The motives held out to induce the woman to submit

cheerfully to this dreadful ceremony, and the consequences

attendant on refusal, are such as few have resolution to

brave or resist. The Bramins teach them, that a ready

acquiescence is to be rewarded with instant admission to the

joys of paradise; while a refusal is punished with neglect

and contempt on earth, and the threat of torments in the

world to come.

As soon as the husband is dead, the widow abstains from

food, and continues to chew betel,* and repeat the name of

the god of her sect, till the time appointed for the ceremony.

She then dresses herself in her gayest apparel, and puts on

* The betel is a species of pepper-plant. It is a creeping and

clustering: plant, like the ivy : its leaves are very similar to those of

the citron, but longer, and rather narrower at the extremity. It

grows in all parts of India, but flourishes most luxuriantly in moist

places. The natives cultivate it as we do hops, placing props for it

to climb upon, and it is a common practice to plant it against the

tree which bears the areca-nut.{a) The Indians, at all times of the day,

and often even in the night, chew the leaves of the betel, the bitter-

ness of which is corrected by the areca which is wrapped in them
;

a portion of c/iinam, a.]iiud of burnt Imie made of shells, is constantly

mixed with it. The rich frequently add perfumes to gratify either

their vanity or sensuality. The use of betel is mdeed a general

(a) An Indian fruit, about the size of a walnut. It is chieflv used
to chew witli tlie leaves or betel, mixing with it lime made"ofsea
shells. In order to chew it, the Indians cut tlie nut into quarters,
and wrap one quarter in a leaf of betel, over which they lay a little

of the lime, and then tie it by twisting it round. The piece thus
prepared for ma.stication is called pinang : it induces spitting, co-ils

the mouth, and fastens the teeth and gums. Tlie Indians univer-
sally, rich and poor, make use of it ; aud the Europeans wlio reside
in Batavia, Malacca, aud in the Sunda aud Molucca islands, also use
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Tier most costly jewels, as though about to attend a festival,

and notice being given by beat of drum of the approach-

ing sacrifice, great numbers assemble to witnees the affect-

ing scene.

The infatuated woman now proceeds to the spot on which

the funeral pile is erected, accompanied by her relations

and friends, and preceded by drums and trumpets. The

Bramins endeavour to keep up the spirits of their victim

by giving her to drink a liquor in which opium has been

infused, and by songs expressive of their confidence in her

heroic resolution. In consequence of these excitements,

she seldom displays that terror which the prospect of a

painful death might be expected to inspire, but wears an

appearance of calmness and serenity truly wonderful on

such an occasion.

The officiating Bramin now causes her to repeat certain

formulas,* in which she prays, not only for her own admis-

sion into heaven, to dwell with her husband in bliss, but

that, from the merit of the act she is about to perform, all

fashion throughout India, and it would be thought by the natives a

breach of politeness to take leave for any length of time without

presenting each other a purse of betel. It is a pledge of friendship,

which relieves the pain of absence. No one dares to speak to a

superior unless his mouth is perfumed with this plant ; and it would

be considered rude to neglect the precaution even with an equal. It

is taken after meals ; chewed during a visit ; offered on meeting and

separating, and indeed, used on every occasion.

• Prescribed rules or forms. Here the word implies forms of

prayer.

X 2
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the ancestor£ of her father, mother, and husband, may

experience the same happiness. She now presents her

ornaments to her friends, performs certain ceremonies, and

takes some rice and cowries,* which she places in the end of

the cloth she wears.

She then affectionately takes leave of her friends, comforts

them, and prays to the gods to grant them fortitude in

similar circumstances. She next walks seven times round

the funeral pile, strewing parched rice and cowries as she

goes, which the people eagerly catch, fancying them to be

serviceable in the cure of diseases : this being done, she

calmly ascends the pile, and lies down by the body of her

husband,

No sooner is she laid down, than ropes are thrown over

the bodies, by which they are tied together, and dry fag-

gots are piled on them—clarified butter, pitch, and other

combustible substances, are added to increase the fury of the

flames, and the whole is held down by means of levers laid

across. Fire is then set to it by the son or some near

relation, and it is to be hoped that in general the woman is

quickly suffocated by the smoke.

But this is not always the case ; instances have occurred

in which the wretched victim has burst from the devouring

flames, and pathetically implored the mercy of the Bramins,

but she has been invarial)ly forced back into the fire, in

spite of her cries and entreaties. In others, the screams of

the sufferer have been heard above the noise made by the

• Peculiar shells, which the IIind<jos use as a suiall coin.
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instruments and the songs of the Bramins, which arc

intended to drown her expressions of agony.

So strong is the influence of superstition on the mind,

that instances are not wanting of this dreadful sacrifice

being made from pure conjugal affection, and against the

persuasions of friends, and the entreaties of children, the

infatuated creature expecting thereby to deliver a beloved

husband from the punishment due to his crimes ; and

to shew their contempt of pain, some have put their fin-

ger into the fire, and held burning incense in the palm of

their hand, with which they fumigated the Bramins who

were present.

One instance of this kind, related by Mr. Forbes, will

shew that these heroic females might rival the Portias

and Arrias of antiquity, were the energies of their minds

directed aright.

A woman of rank had been left well provided for by her

liusband, and totally independent; three lovely helpless

infants demanded her maternal attentions, and her aged

mother enti'eated her with tears and supplications to live for

their sake. But all was of no avail, she persisted in accom-

panying her beloved husband to a better world.

The funeral pile was erected near the banks of the river

Biswamintree, without the gates of Brodera.* An immense

concourse of people assembled to witness the dreadful cere-

mony, and the Bramins who superintended it were accom-

panied by a band of music.

• A town of Hindostan, situated in longitude 72" 30' E., latitude

220 10' N.
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After various ceremonies the music ceased, and thd

crowd, in solemn silence, waited the arrival of the heroine.

In a short time she was seen approaching from a tem-

porary retirement, with the Bramins, accompanied by he^

mother and her children, arrayed in rich attire and wear-

ing the bridal crown, an ornament peculiar to a Hindoo

bride at her marriage.

After a few religious ceremonies, the attendants took off

her jewels, anointed her dishevelled hair with consecrated

butter, called ghee,* as also the skirts of her flowing robe of

yellow muslin (the emblem of nuptial bliss.) She then

took leave of her agonized mother and weeping babes, and

taking a torch from the hand of a Bramin, walked with an

air of solemn majesty, seven times round the bower of death,

which, enwreathed with sacred flowers, was erected over a

pile of sandal wood and spices, and on which lay the body

of her husband.

Having performed this rite, she stopped near the en-

trance of the bower j she then addressed the fire, and wor-

shipped the other deities as prescribed in tbe sutty-ved,

then setting fire to her hair and to her robe, which having

been anointed, blazed fiercely, she threw away the torch'

rushed into the bower, and embracing her husband, thus

communicated the flames to the surrounding branches.

The musicians immediately struck up their loudest

• Thi^s kind of butter is so melted and refined as to be capable of

being ki^pt for a long time. The Hindoos dress their rice and vege-

tables with it.
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strains, to drown the cries of the victim, should her cou-

rage have failed ; but several of the spectators declared, that

the serenity of her countenance, and dignity of her behaviour,

surpassed all the sacrifices of a similar nature they had ever

witnessed.

In some parts of Hindostan, instead of building a funeral

pile, a deep pit is dug, which is filled with combustibles,

and set on fire ; around this pit all the wives of the deceased,

after having been intoxicated with a preparation for the

purpose, are made to perambulate, hand in hand, every

time approaching nearer and nearer to the brink, when one

by one they totter and fall, or are pushed into the flaming

gulf.

If we contemplate the mass of misery that this one

rite of a false religion must bring upon the wretched inha-

bitants of that deluded land, we must unhesitatingly allow,

that the occupation of the eountiy by the British is a

proAddential occurrence. For though the government

thinks it prudent not to interfere too rudely with the

deep-rooted superstitions of the natives, measures are cau-

tiously taken to check its progress, and the introduction

of Christianity will, no doubt, in time effect its abo-

lition.



HOLY SEPULCHRE AT JERUSALEM.

Every thing connected with the city of Jerusalem is

calculated to inspire an enthusiasm of feeling into the

breast both of Jews and Christians, as the very stones ofher

streets are consecrated in their estimation, by their having

been trodden by the kings and prophets celebrated in

holy writ.

But while this feeling is common both to Jews and Chris-

tians, as it respects kings and prophets, the latter experience

a deeper interest than the former in this chosen city, as

having been the principal scene of the Saviour's ministry,

miracles, death, and resurrection, and of the subsequent

labours of his apostles.

Taking advantage of that reverence which must be

naturally felt by all Christians, for the place so highly

honoured, artful men have pretended, ages after they

happened, to point out the precise spots where many of the

principal incidents recorded in the New Testament took

place,—and pious monarchs and great personages have

built sumptuous edifices over some of them, to which thou-

sands of pilgrims resort, to the great emolument of those

who possess the privilege of shewing these sacred remains-

As might naturally be expected, the Sepulchre, hewn

out of the rock by Joseph of Arimathea* for his own tomb,

• A city of Judaea.
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but honoured by having been, for a short time, the recep-

tacle of the Saviour's body, holds amongst these a high

rank. It is enclosed within a church which boasts of high

antiquity, having been built, as is asserted, by the Chris-

tians, in the reign of the emperor Adrian, about forty-six

years after the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus.* In

the reign of Constantine, his mother, the empress Helena,

enlarged and repaired it to such an extent, as almost to

desei-ve the name of its foundress.

As this edifice was intended to enclose many other

remarkable places and objects besides the Holy Sepulchre,

it is necessarily of an irregular figure. The crucialf form

has been adhered to, as far as circumstances would permit,

and it is one hundred and twenty paces | long, and twenty

in breadth.

In the roof of this church are three domes, § the one

over the Holy Sepulchre serving for the nave ; it has no

cupola, the roof being supported by rafters of the cedars of

Lebanon. 11

• A. D. 70. t In the form of a Cross.

t A pace is usually considered to be two feet and a half in length.

It is a measure derived from the space between the two feet of a

man in ordinary walking. Some men include three feet in their pace.

\ A dome is a spherical roof, resembling an inverted cup or bason.

II The mountains of Lebanon, or more properly Libanus, are

situated in Turkey in Asia, between Syria Proper and Palestine.

Their tops are mostly covered with snow. They were formerly

celebrated for the number of cedar trees which grew on them, but

few now remain.
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On entering this interesting structure, the first thing

that is presented to notice is a stone nearly eight feet in

length, called the stogie of unction, because our Lord is

said to have been extended on it, for the purpose of anoint-

ing his body pre^dous to its interment. It is cased with

white marble, to prevent pious pilgrims from breaking off

and carrying away pieces of it as sacred relies. Eight

lamps burn night and day around this treasured memorial.

About thirty paces beyond this stone, and under the

centre of the great dome, is the principal object of respect

and veneration, the Holy Sepulchre. It resembles a

small closet, hewn out of the solid rock, of a square form,

measuring about six feet in length and breadth. On the

floor is a solid block of the same stone, left in excavating

the other part, occupying its whole length, but being only

two_^feet ten inches wide. On this, it is said, the body of

Jesus was laid, with the head towards the west and the feet

to the east.

As this stone suffered, likewise, from the anxious desire

of pilgrims to possess some of this precious relic, it has

been found necessary to defend it also with white marble,

on which mass is now said. Forty-four lamps shed their

rays constantly on this sacred tomb, and its exterior is

likewise faced with white marble slabs, and adorned with

several columns "which support a dome.

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre is connected

with two other churches, which form together but one

edifice, namely, that of Calvary, and the Church of the

Discovcrij of the llohj Cross. The chapel of the Holy
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Sepulchre is built on the model of the Pantheon* at

Rome, and like it, receives light only from an opening in

the dome. Sixteen columns, connected by arches which

support a gallery, composed likewise of shorter columns and

• The Pantheon, one of the most beautiful edifices of Rome, was

anciently dedicated to the worship of all tlie heathen gods, whose

statues it contained. It is supposed to bave been built by Agrippa,

son-in-law to Augustus. When perfect, it was an exceedingly

magnificent building, being entirely cased with marble of various

sorts, and built in tbe Corinthian style of architecture. The body

of the edifice was round, and it was crowned by a noble dome, open

at the top, from which alone light was diffused over the interior. It

was 144 feet in diameter, and of an equal height from the pavement

to the grand aperture at the top. Its walls were decorated with lead

and brass, and works of carved silver over them ; and the roof was

covered exteriorly with plates of gilded bronze. The entrance to this

magnificent structure is by a portico of 16 columns of granite, eight of

which stand in front, and four on each side. The interior pavement

slopes curiously to the centre, where, immediately under the aperture

of the dome, is a drain, formed for the purpose of carrying off the rain

Vi^ater which entered from thence.

Pope Alexander VII. covered the aperture with a lantern, in

order to keep out the rain. The Pantheon has for ages been stripped

of all its riches, and most beautiful ornaments, but even in its

present comparatively naked state, it remains a noble relic of pri-

meval grandeur. It is now a Christian church, dedicated to the

Holy Virgin and all the Martyrs, and is generally called Sauta

Maria de Rotunda, in allusion to its shape. One of the most

remarkable indications attending it, of the change which the lapse

of ages effects, is, that whereas anciently its portico was ascended

by twelve steps, the accumulation of rubbish has caused such a rise

in the surrounding ground, that an equal number is now necessary

to descend thereto.

y
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smaller arch'^s, adorn the circumference of this Rotunda,

and niches, corresponding with the arches, appear above

the frieze* of the second gallery, while the dome springs

from the arch of these niches.

It is melancholy to reflect, that the possession ofthe tomb

of Ilim who came to preach peace on earth and good -will

amongst men, should have been so violently disputed as to

have cost seas of blood ; and it is to be feared, that many

superstitious persons place more reliance on the merits of

a pilgrimage to the Holy Sepulchre, than on those of a

well-spent life.

ADMONITORY APOPHTHEGMS.

Make your heart your happiest home, and you will

always be in the best company; for your thoughts will

never drive you into dissipation by self-reproach.

Consider the wise as the most honourable part of society,

and the virtuous as the wisest

Shun the company of all from whose lips you hear excel-

lence ridiculed and set at naught.

* An architectural term. The frieze is the middle portion of the

entablature or superstructure to a column.
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THE RELIGIOSA, BANIAN, OR BURR TREE.

The Banian, or Indian fig tree, one of the most beau-

tiful and delightful specimens of vegetation that the earth

produces, is a native of several parts of the East Indies,

and immediately attracts the attention of a traveller both

by its extraordinary appearance, and as a shelter from the

scorching rays of the sun. As though it were intended to

flourish alone, and independent of every other tree, it

forms of itself a grove, affording a most delightful retreat

to the heated and fatigued pedestrian. Nor is this the

only service which this remarkable tree renders to the

animal creation; for its fruit, which consists of a small

berry of a bright scarlet colour, although of little use to

mankind, affords ample sustenance to a vast number of
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monkeys, squirrels, peacocks and other birds, who take up

their residence in the branches. A description of this

tree, of which an accurate resemblance is given in our

engraving, is likely to be of service to those who have

hitherto known it only by name. It has a woody stem,

branching to a great height and vast extent, with heart-

shaped entire leaves, ending in acute points.

The principal trunk (which lives to so amazing an

age, that it is often spoken of as exempt from decay)

shoots out branches which have a tendency to the earth :

these branches, having reached the ground, immediately

take root, and become themselves the stock from whence

other branches arise, which proceeding in the same way,

soon produce another generation.

Thus, in the course of a few years, the tree, continually

giving rise to new shoots, which surround it on every side,

forming arches interwoven with foliage, appears of itself a

forest, impenetrable to the rays of the sun, and covering

an amazing extent of ground. The largest known tree of

the kind is situated on an island in the river Nerbedda,

about ten miles from the city of Baroche, in the province

of Guzerat, and is by many considered to be the celebrated

tree described by Nearchus, who says that 10,000 men may

find shelter under it. It is now, by way of distinction,

called Cubbeer Burr, from a saint of that name, and is

honoured by the celebration of many important ceremonies

under its shadow, the Hindoos holding frequent jatarrhas

or festivals there. The English likewise, who reside in

that quarter of the globe, often resort to it while on their
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hunting expeditions, during which they frequently remain

several weeks under its shelter. Notwithstanding that

much of this noble tree has been destroyed by tempests,

which have frequently uptorn great portions of it, yet

sufficient still remains to excite our admiration and asto

nishment, there being, it is said, ample room for 7,000

persons to repose under it. Its circumference, even round

the greater trunks only, is computed at 2000 feet, not

including an infinite number of less ones, which are not

yet arrived at their full growth. Of the larger trunks,

each of which greatly exceeds in size our English elms and

oaks, there are about 350, and of the smaller upwards of

3000, from all of which a fresh progeny is shooting out,

and the tree thus bids fair in the course of another century

to occupy twice the space that it does at present. Many

kinds of fruit trees are to be found under it.

The Hindoos are particularly attached to Banian trees.

They consider them, not inaptly, on account of their long

duration, immense extent, and overshadowing beneficence,

as emblems of the Deity, and they consequently pay them

almost divine honours. They generally erect their most

esteemed pagodas near these trees : the Bramins * spend

their lives in religious solitude and contemplation under

their shade ; and the people in general are fond of recrea-

ting in the beautiful walks and cool recesses which their

umbrageous f canopy affords.

Besides the birds and animals already mentioned, the

* Indian priests. t Shady.
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Banian tree affords susteuance and shelter to a great num-

ber of green wood-pigeons, doves, and a variety of other

birds, as well as to bats of a very large size, many of them

measuring upwards of six feet from the extremity of one

wing to another.

Milton, in his sublime poem of Paradise Lost, thus

beautifully describes the Banian :

There soon they chose

The fig tree j not that tree for fruit renowu'd,

But such as at this day to Indians known

In Malabar or Decan, spreads her arnis,

Branching so broad and long, that in the ground

Tiie bended twigs take root, and daughters grow

About the mother tree, a pillar' d shade,

High over-arch'd, and echoing walks between;

There oft the Indian herdsmen, shunning heat,

Shelters in cool, and tends his pasturing herds

At loop-holes cut tlirough thickest shade."

Book'w. I. 1100.
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SEPTEMBER,

Anciently the seventh Roman month, derives its name

from the Latin word •S'c^^em, seven. On the same prin-

ciple were formed October from Octo, eight; November

from Novem, nine ; and December from Decern, ten. It is

the ninth month in our calendar.

The Saxons called September, Gerst-monat, because in

this month they generally gathered in gerst or barley. The

drink which they made from gerst, was called beere, and

on this account they often termed gerst beer-leigh, as being

the grain from which beere was made. Beer-leigh was soon

corrupted into ber-leigh,SLnd subsequently into barley, which

is now the only English name used for Gerst. In the

same manner, the effervescence or froth of beer was first
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called beere-heijm, then corrupted into berham, and lastly

into barm.

The first of September is dedicated by Roman Catholics

to the celebrated St. Giles, or -(Egidius, a native of Athens,

and afterwards abbot of Nismes, who flourished in the

eighth century.

On September 2nd (1666 O. S.) the dreadful fire of Lon-

don commenced, at a baker's house in Pudding Lane, near

Fish Street Hill. It raged nearly five days ; consumed

400 streets, containing 13,200 dwelling houses, 89 churches

besides chapels, four of the city gates, the guildhall, and

many other public and stately edifices ; and was finally

extinguished at Pie Corner, in the city.

The apostle St. Matthew gives name to a festival to bis

honour, formerly observed on the twenty-first of this month;

and the twenty-ninth is dedicated to St. Michael the arch-

angel, and all angels, and is still commonly called Michael-

mas Day, and is one of the four quarterly days of payment

of rent in England.

" Now sober Autumn, with lack lustre eye,

Shakes with a chiding blast the yellow leaf,

And luars the woodman's song

And early sportsman's foot."

Although the generally chill and foggy mornings and

evenings of September are unwholesome to those who can-

not guard against their effects, yet the month on the whole

is usually pleasant, as it blends the warmth and serenity

of Summer with the bracing vigour of Autumn. In this
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month the corn harvest is generally completed in the

southern parts of Great Britain
;

yet the labour of the

husbandman is not then at an end, as the fields must im-

mediately be again ploughed, and prepared for the winter

corn. On the first day of the month the law allows the

commencement of partridge shooting, which accordingly

takes place with great eagerness amongst sportsmen. In

the counties of Worcester, Somerset, Devon, and Hereford,

cider making, the vintage of England, now commences.

In those counties it constitutes a principal beverage of the

people, but in London it is esteemed as a luxury. Perry

is also now made. The fruits in season in September are

chiefly peaches, plums, nectarines, and pears. Apples,

unless* for immediate use, are generally suffered to remain

later on the trees. Garden-flowers now gradually become

scarce; but we yet have the chaste-tree, laurustinus, bram-

ble, ivy, wild honeysuckle, spirea, arbutus, strawberry tree,

passion flower, Michaelmas daisy, and the asters, in flower.

Rural scenery is now indeed much enlivened by the variety

of colours (of which many are vivid and beavitiful,) which

towards the end of this month, is presented by the fading

leaves of trees and shrubs. Forest trees, although they do

not yet shed their leaves, become generally discoloured?

from the effect of the rains which fall in this season.

September is altogether a month of plenty. Men, horses,

and birds, are provided for by the grain harvest ; the fields

produce hay for the cattle j the trees are laden with fruit,

and the waters yield their teeming population of fish.
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" The feast is such as eartli, the general nuxther,

Pours from her fairest bosom, when she smiles

In the embrace of Autumn."

Shellet.

In this month the oak sheds its acorns, and the beech its

mast : the annual shoals of herrings furnish an abundant

supply of finny food; the migration of swallows continues;

the autumnal equinox, or time when the days and nights

are equal, occurs, at which time rainy storms are usual

;

partridges al>ound ; hazel nuts ripen ; the throstle, red-

wing, and fieldfare, which migrated in March, return; the

ring-ouzel removes to the south-eastern parts of the island

;

the curlew begins her clamours ; wood owls hoot ; hares

congregate; the saffron butterfly becomes visible; the

woodlark, thrush, and blackbird, are heard; and the en-

trances to bee-hives are diminished, in order to prevent the

intrusion of wasps and other pilferers.

In September, among other liabilities to ill health,

young or ignorant persons are exposed to considerable in-

convenience by the too free use of plums and other stone

fruit, as well as by the change of the season. It is, there-

fore, proper to obser\'e, that the principal danger in these

fruits consists in eating the skins of them, which are indi-

gestible and astringent, and, by becoming sharp and stimu-

lative in the stomach, produce spasm and cholic pains. No

stone-fruit, therefore, should be eaten with the skin, or un-

less fully ripe, and of a soft and juicy pulp.



THE DRAGON.

With the name of the Dragon we always connect the

most extraordinary ideas. Memory promptly recalls all

that we have read or heard related about this famous

monster, and imagination kindles at the i-ecoUection of the

grand images with which he has furnished poetic genius
;

a sort of dread creeps over timid hearts, and curiosity

agitates all descriptions of minds. Both the ancients and

the moderns have spoken of the Dragon. Consecrated by

the religion of the earliest nations, made the object of

their mythology, the minister of the will of their gods, the

guardian of their treasures, doing the behests alike of their

love and their hatred, humbled beneath the power of

enchanters, vanquished by the demi-gods of the olden

time, and finding a place even in the saci'ed allegories

of the most holy of books, he has been sung by the greatest

poets, and represented in all the colours which could

embellish his image. A principal ornament in the pious

fables composed in more recent times ; conquered by heroes

and even by young heroines, who battled for a divine law

;

made an emblem of the dazzling achievements of gallant

knights, he has alike vivified modern, and animated ancient

poetry. Announced by the rigid voice of History, every

where descried and every where celebrated, every where

redoubtable, and exhibited under all forms, distinguished

by immense power, immolating victims by his glance,

transporting himself into the middle of deserts with the
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rapidity of ^'ghtning, dissipating the gloom of night by

the brilliancy of his sparkling eyes, uniting the swiftness

of the eagle, the power of the lion, and the enormous

dimensions of the serpent, endowed with an intelligence

all but divine, and adored even in our days in the great

empires of the East,—the Dragon exists every where, and is

every where found—but in Nature.

This fabulous being has existed only in the happy pro-

ductions of a fertile imagination. He has long embel-

lished the bold images of enchanting poetry : the recital

of "his wonderful power has charmed the leisure of those

who wish to be occasionally transported into chimerical

imaginings, and who wish to see truth equal to the orna-

ments of an agreeable fiction. But, instead of this fan-

tastic being, what do we in sober reality find the Dragon ?

An animal as small as it is weak,—a lizard harmless and

quiet— the most defenceless of all oviparous quadrupeds,

and which by its peculiar oi-ganization is enabled to move

itself with agility, and to leap from branch to branch of

the trees in the forests which it inhabits. The species of

wings with which it is provided, the body of a lizard, and

its resemblance in other particulars to serpents, has caused

a certain similarity to be discovered between this little

animal and the imaginary monster of which we have

spoken, and has led naturalists to call it by the name of

the Dragon.—Translatedfrom the French of Lacefeoe.
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It is a well-known fact in natural history, that all

animals turn white in the frozen regions of the north on

the approach of winter j not, as has been absurdly sug-

gested, by the similarity of their colour to the snow that

covei's the ground, to preserve them from the observation

of their enemies, as their motion would frustrate such an

intention, but because white is a bad conductor of heat,

and consequently that of the body is not so rapidly carried

off as it could be by any other colour.

The White Wolf, therefore, shot by Capt, Franklin's

people, in their journey by land to co-operate with Captain

Parry in discovering a north-west passage, was probably

of the common species, but became white from the severity

of the season. One of the same colour, brought from the

arctic i-egions by Captain Ross, is now in the British

Museum.

As the perilous enterprize undertaken by Captain Frank-

lin was attended with privation and suffei-ing in no common

degree, a brief sketch of the principal incidents of th

journey may not only prove interesting, but teach us to

value science, the attainment of which is so difficult and

dangerous.

Captain Franklin, accompanied by Dr. Richardson, a

navy surgeon, Mr. Buck, and Mr. Hood, midshipmen, and

John Hepburn, a sailor, embarked for America May 23,

1819, and arrived at York Factory, one of the principal

z
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settlements of the Hudson's Bay Company, on the 30th of

August following.

The travellers took at first a westerly direction fx'om

thence, and, after a journey of 690 miles, arrived in

December at a settlement called Cumberland House.

After resting here some weeks, Franklin, Buck, and Hep-

burn, proceeded northward, leaving Richardson and Hood

to winter at Cumberland, and join them at Fort Chipewyan

in the spring.

After travelling about 860 miles, they arrived at this

fort about the latter end of March, and in July were joined

by their companions. Proceeding northward, dangers and

difficulties began rapidly to multiply upon them: the navi-

gation of the rivers became obstructed, and the places of

repose more distant and difficult of attainment. To add to

their distress, provisions began to fail, whilst the number

to be provided for was increased to twenty-eight persons,

by the addition of twenty Canadian boatmen, whom Capt.

Franklin had hired with much difficulty, to enable him to

proceed with the expedition.

After having advanced as far on their journey as the

united obstacles presented by the season and great priva-

tion would allow, Capt. Franklin and his party retraced

their steps in September to a spot called by them Fort

Enterprize, where they erected a wooden house in which to

pass the winter.

It was not before the middle of June 1821, that they

wei-e enabled to recommence their undertaking : the course

they followed was one vast chain of lakes and rivers, inter-
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rupted, however, by portages * occasioned either by rapids,

or the shallowness of the water. The conveyance of their

boats and baggage across these portages was attended with

vast labour and fatigue.

In the wide region they traversed, they met with several

tribes of Indians, who roam about, subsisting entirely by

hunting and fishing. As their means of sustaining life are

precarious, their numbers are few, and they frequently

experience the extremes of plenty and of want.

An affecting incident occurred at Cumberland House,

about the time of the party's arriving there. In the

month of January, a poor Indian entered the house,

accompanied by his starving wife, and carrying the corpse

of his only child in his arms. He had been hunting apart

from the rest of his tribe, but without success, and, to add

to his misery, had been seized with the epidemicalf

disease.

As soon as his fever abated, he set out with his little

family for Cumberland House, but having for some time

had no other food than the bits of skin and offal which

remained about their encampment, they, from weakness,

made but slow progress.

At length even this miserable fare was exhausted, and

they dragged along their feeble bodies for several days

without eating, exerting themselves beyond their strength,

to save the life of the infant.

• Places where they were obliged to land and carry their canoes.

+ General, universal.
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But they exerted themselves in vain : the child died

when almost within sight of the house ; and though they

were received with the greatest humanity, and food in-

stantly placed before them, the grief of the unhappy father

prevailed over his hunger—he dashed the meat from his

ips, and bitterly deplored his loss.

The method by which the wolves of this region prey on

the deer, which are too fleet, and too much on their guard,

to be caught in any other way, is curious. Whilst the

deer are quietly grazing, the wolves assemble in great

numbers, and forming a kind of semicircle, cautiously

and gently approach the herd, which slowly retires as they

advance. The direction in which these sagacious creatures

drive their intended prey is towards a chain of precipices

which bounds the plain.

When the wolves have so hemmed in the deer, that

there is no way open but that towards the cliffs, they rush

upon them with hideous yells : the deer instantly set off

full speed by the only course that is left them, and, fall-

ing over the precipices, are killed on the spot. The wolves

then descend, and feast on the mangled carcases at their

leisure.

The hardships and sufferings endured by our travellers

during the rest of this arduous enterprize, almost exceed

belief, and show how a resolute mind will counteract the

effect of bodily suffering, and bear up under privations

which would prove fatal to many pei'sons of less mental

energy. For nearly one hundred and twenty miles the

canoes and baggage were dragged over snow and ice, and
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many of the attendants having deserted, the labour for

those that remained was proportionately more severe.

Nor were those that remained much to be depended upon-

They had been furnished with ammunition for the purpose

of procuring provision, but, either from negligence or want

of skill, little was obtained. July 14, Dr. Richardson had

a view of the sea from the summit of a hill : it appeared to

be covered with ice. On the following day they encamped

on a spot called Bloody Fall, strewed with the bones and

skulls of the Esquimaux massacred by the Indians, as

described by Hearne. On the 18th of July they reached

the sea shore.

Here they embarked in two small canoes, and, after

numerous hair breadth escapes from being crushed by the

ice, or sunk, succeeded in coasting upwards of 500 miles

as far as a projecting land, which they denominated Point

Turnagain. Finding it, with their small store of provi-

sion, and the near approach of winter, impracticable to

proceed farther eastward, they entered a river, which they

named Hook's river, and steered their course towards Fort

Enterprize.

After proceeding up this river a short distance, they

came to a tremendous chasm, with perpendicular walls 200

feet in height, where the waters are precipitated over a

rock, forming two magnificent and picturesque cataracts,

which Captain Franklin denominated " Wilberforce

Falls."

On the 3rd of September they quitted the river to pro-

ceed by land, and experienced distresses, hardships, hunger,

z 2
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and fatigue scarcely to be paralleled in the accounts of any

previous travellers from the eailiest period. The ground

was deeply covered with snow ; the swamps were frozen,

but not sufficiently to bear the weight of men ; they, there-

fore, sunk frequently knee deep in water, and were obliged

to sleep in their wet socks and shoes, to prevent their

becoming so frozen as not to be in a state to be worn.

Their stock of provision being now exhausted, and the

Canadians having most imprudently thrown away their

fishing apparatus, to avoid the trouble of carrying it, the

whole party had no other subsistence than a kind of moss

called tripe de roche* and now and then a few partridges

which they were fortunate enough to kill.

To add to their distress, on reaching the banks of the

Coppermine River, they found that their only remaining

canoe was broken and useless. Their only resource now

was, to attempt to cross it on rafts made of bundles of

willow twigs. Their endeavours for a long time proved

ineffectual, and their sufferings, in consequence of being

frequently immersed in the water at that inclement season,

were inconceivable.

At length they succeeded in crossing the stream, but

"heir difBculties augmented rather than lessened. Over-

come with fatigue, privation, and sickness, the party dimi-

nished by degrees, till at length only Captain Franklin

and four companions were able to proceed : these reached

the fort ; but how bitter was their disappointment, to find

* Rock tripe.
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no preparation made for their arrival, as had been previ-

ously agreed on, no provisions, and no persons to receive

them, nor any letter to account for this neglect, or to

direct their future proceedings.

In this dreadfully destitute state, the party, which was

soon after joined by some of those that had lingered behind,

remained from October 12 to November 7, feeding on deer

skins which they found buried under the snow, several of

which were putrid, and so loathsome that nothing but the

direst necessity could have rendered them eatable.

Of eighteen Canadians who had accompanied the expe-

dition, not more than five or six survived, and the Euro-

peans of the party were reduced almost to skeletons. Hep-

burn having shot a partridge, the doctor hastily tore off

the feathers, held it a few minutes to the fire, and then

di\^ded it into seven portions, which were ravenously

devoured as a great luxury by persons who had tasted no

wholesome food for thirty-one days previously.

This small supply raised the spirits of the distressed

travellers, and Dr. Richardson, though equally debilitated

with the rest, endeavoured to cheer them, and exerted him-

self to make their wretched apartment as comfortable as

circumstances would allow. He read prayers and psalms,

and portions of Scripture suited to their situation, before

they retired to rest at night.

Notwithstanding the emaciated state of their bodies

and the hardness of the floor, from which they were pro-

tected only by a blanket, produced an excessive soreness,

they generally enjoyed a few hours' sleep, and, in dreams,
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partook of delicious feasts ; but alas ! on awaking, the sad

reality was aggravated by this fancied gratification.

At length, when hope had almost forsaken the unhappy

sufferers, and a few days more must have inevitably sealed

their fate, they were relieved by a party of Indians, whom

Mr. Buck had met with, and informed of their distress.

They remained at Fort Enterprize to recruit their

exhausted strength until the 16th of November, when they

set out, attended by their Indian friends, who behaved

towards them with a kindness and attention not always to

be met with in civilized countries. On the 11th of

December they arrived safely at Fort Providence, where

they remained five months, in which long interval of rest they

became restored to nearly their pristine health and vigour.

" Our sensations," says Captain Franklin, " on being

once more in a comfortable dwelling, will be much better

imagined than any language of mine can describe them.

Our first act was, again to return our grateful praises to

the Almighty for the manifold instances of his mercy

towards us."

About the latter end of May they embarked for Fort

Chipewyan, and thence proceeded to York Factory, which

they reached on the I4th of July 1822, after an absence of

nearly three years. During this period they had jour-

neyed, by land and water, through inhospitable deserts

and under inclement skies, 5550 miles, and, during great

part of the distance, had struggled with difl5culties, expe-

rienced privations, and endured suflferings, which, in pros-

pect, would have appalled the stoutest heart.
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OCTOBER

Was called Domitianiis, by the emperor Domitian, after

whose death the Senate decreed the restoration of the ori-

ginal name, October, which denoted its being the eighth

month in the year. Since the time of Numa, however, it

has in fact been the tenth month.

The Saxons denominated October Wyn-monat, (Wine-

month) because then, although they made none themselves,

they received wines from neighbouring countries. They

also denominated this month Winter-fulleth.

The 18th of October is dedicated, in Christian calendars,

to the commemoration of St. Luke, the Evangelist : this

festival was first instituted in the year 110 : on the 28th,
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the Apostles, St. Simon and St. Jude, have been jointly

commemorated, since the year 1091, when their feast was

first instituted.

The French observe the 9th of this month as sacred to

St. Denys, or Dennis, the tutelar saint of Paris.

The general steady and serene temperature of October

eminently fits it for the brewing of malt liquors, which

accordingly takes place. The custom of making wines

and other exhilarating liquors, in this month, is alluded to

by the poet Spenser, who thus describes October :

" Then came October, full of merry glee,

For yet his noule was totty of the must.

Which he was treading, in the wiue-fat's see.

And of the joyous oyle, whose gentle gust

Made him so frollick, and so full of lust

:

Upon a dreadful scorpion he did ride.

The same which by Dinae's doom unjust

Slew great Orion ; and eeke by his side

He had his plouglushare, and coulter ready tyde."

lu this month, the vegetation of the trees having subsided,

their leaves rapidly change colour, although they scarcely

begin to fall. Their varied tints form a principal beauty

of Autumn. The changing appearances of trees present a

lively type of the life of man. He too has his Autumn, as

well as his preceding seasons. In the spring time of life

he flourishes in beauty and freshness, undisturbed by delete-

rious tempests : the Summer of his existence beholds him

ripe and full of steady usefulness, and glowing in the

sunny prime of his days ; but the Autumn steals upon him
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—the cold winds of disease deprive him of the beauties

which adorned him—his delights and joys, like the featheiy

inhabitants of the trees, wing their way to brighter climes

—and he arrives, cheerless and desolate, at the evening

of his days. But though most trees now change the hue

of their leaves, yet those of the alder, the poplar, the lime,

and the horse chesnut, mostly retain their greenness while

they remain on the trees.

The hedges are now no longer blooming with the dog-rose

and honeysuckle : the bright beauties of Flora have vanished

from the banks, yet a rural walk is still delightful, as many

agreeable objects are still visible. The scrambling bram-

bles are heavily laden with clustering blackberries; hips

and haws decorate the briars; fruits continue in abundance

;

the sloe sparkles on the blackthorn ; and the night shade,

privet, briony, holly, and elder, are severally besprinkled

with their bright berries. The farmer continues to sow

winter corn, and the gardener plants fruit and forest trees.

The pretty primrose now blows a second time, and two or

three of the persicaria tribe, and some of the goosefoots, are

still in flower. Now also that very curious flower called

the arums has changed into that upright bunch, or long

cluster of red or white berries on a single straight stem,

which children generally denominate " Lords and Ladies.^'

The swallow and the common martin disappear in this

month, and, last of all, the little sand-martin leaves us.

The Royston, or hooded crow, arrives from Scotland, and

other northern districts, where the season has become too

severe for its long continuance. The redwing, field-fare,
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woodcock, wood-pigeon, and snipe, also follow his example.

The tortoise buries himself for the winter ; stares assem-

ble in vast multitudes in marshy countries ; wild geese leave

the fens, and seek the rye lands for the sake of devouring

the young corn ; and various kinds of water-fowl make their

appearance. The weather of October, in the middle of

the days, is peculiarly clear and fine, and calculated to

make the most exhilarating impressions on the mind of man

;

but the mornings and e%-enings become very clouded and

misty, audthe fatal equinoxial gales bring with them damp-

ness and rain, and fearfully herald the approach of winter.

The decay of flowers now preventing the bees from ob-

taining any farther store, the sweet and valuable produce

of their industry is cruelly taken from them. To obtain

the honey, these beautiful little creatures are destroyed by

burning brimstone under their hives, and their precious col-

lection is then appropriated to the use of man.

On the 1st of October the taking of wild fowl commences,

of which great numbers are annually caught in the exten-

sive marshes of Lincolnshire. Hunting is now also eagerly

followed, as the weather is peculiarly favourable to field

sports, and little damage can be done to the farmer's

grounds so soon after the completion of the harvest*

Acorns are sown, and the sowing of wheat concludes in this

month. If the weather is too wet for the latter purpose, the

farmer ploughs the stubble fields for winter fallows.

The chief business of Nature, in October, is the dispersion

of seeds for future vegetation. In this important object,

the rough winds now prevalent uaaterially assist her. Many
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seeds being furnished with a downy substance, which serves

the purpose of wings, they are thus enabled to float in the

air, and are often carried by the winds to great distances

from the parent plants. Other seeds, such as those of the

common bur, are furnished with hooks or spines, by which

they attach themselves to passing animals, and are after-

wards scattered in distant places. Many seeds are contained

in berries, which, when the berries are eaten by birds, are

discharged without injury ; while others are cast from their

parent plant to a considerable distance by means of strong

elastic spi'ings enclosed in the seed vessels.

One of the most singular natural appearances of this

month is the gossamer, which is every where extended from

shrub to shrub in our gardens, and over the bushes of the

field, or floating in the air. This appearance is caused by

an infinite number of fine long threads which are shot out

by minute spiders when they wish to change their place, and

which they attach to the point from which they start.

These threads being so perfectly buoyant, the spiders are

wafted gently through the air as long as they please, and

when they desire to descend, they coil up the threads and

gradually approach the ground. The admirable precision,

regularity and ingenuity of all these operations of Nature,

cannot fail to induce in the mind veneration and admira-

tion of the Almighty Contriver, whose glory and wisdom

are so eminently displayed in every, and even the least,

portion of the universe. The world, indeed, is an assem-

blage of wonders ; and its minutest production is in itself a

world of wonders.

A A
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Health should be carefully guarded in this month.

Those who are liable to attacks of leprosy, moist tetter, or

any other disease of the skin, usually have reason to fear a-

return of them in October. Such persons should therefore

use the tepid bath, assist the pores of the skin by friction^

and properly regulate the bowels.

THE WAPETI, OR NORTH AMERICAN ELK.

America was for many centuries separated from the

rest of the world, so that, when discovered, not only did its

inhabitants differ from all the rest of mankind, but it had

its peculiar species of animals. The animals of the Old

World were wholly unknown, and the wild horses and cattle

which now swarm in troops of thousands in the Savannahs*

of South America, are the descendants of those which

were carritMl thither from Europe, and turned loose to take

their chance.

Yet America is not destitute of native species, as useful

as the horse and the ox of Europe. The buffalo, the lama,

and the wapeti or elk, are among these. They are docile,

and easily brought to draw or cany burthens, and the last

mentioned, while it possesses the qualities of fleetness and

strength in common with the horse, is excellent food, though,

perhaps, rather coarser than the venison furnished by the

smaller species of deer.

• Swamps, marshes, extensive plains.
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The wapeti grows to the height of sixteen or seventeen

hands,* and is domesticated by the Indians for the purpose

of drawing their sledges, which they do at a very rapid

rate, and of serving as food. In their disposition they are

remarkably gentle, and susceptible of attachment to those

who treat them well, frequently caressing them, and seeming

gratified by a similar return.

In 1817, lord James Murray imported four of these

curious and valuable animals, and they have bred in this

countr)'^, so that it is probable that in due time they will

add to the catalogue of our national domestic animals, and

prove as sei*viceable here as in the country from whence

they were brought.

While the wapeti is capable of becoming attached to the

human species, its fondness for its own is almost boundless.

In its native wilds each full-grown male has its own pecu-

liar family and range of pasture, into which no others

intrude. Amongst the members of this family, so strong an

attachment subsists, that if the hunters can succeed in

killing one of them, they are sure of the rest, as nothing

can induce them to forsake the body of their dead com-

panion.

Although naturally timid, it is impossible to take them

alive when full grown, their strength, activity, and grega-

riousf habits, rendering the attempt hopeless; they therefore

take them in nets when quite young, and render them

* A hand is a measure of four inches,

t Asseinblin{>^ in herds.
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domestic by the gentlest and kindest treatment. They

soon become accustomed to carry burthens, and draw

sledges over the suow and ice, which they do with almost

incredible swiftness.

The horns of the wapeti are, when full grown, upwards

of five feet in length, and weigh above fifty pounds, yet

they appear to be no impediment to its speed ; the head

resembles that of the American deer, but it is pointed, and

in its action, like that of the camel ; the legs are slender but

strong, formed like those of the race horse, and admirably

adapted to the purposes of swiftness. On the outside of

the hinder legs is a protuberance covei'ed with yellow

hair, in which is a gland that secretes an unctions sub-

stance. With this, the animal dresses and smooths its

coat, which thus becomes impervious to rain, and even

to the water of rivers which he may have occasion to

cross.

The wapeti has cloven feet like the ox, and chews the

cud. In a domestic state it feeds on hay and corn as the

horse, and continues to grow till it is twelve years of age.

It is veiy long lived, but the average duration of its life has

not yet been ascertained.

Under each eye the animal has a slit about an inch in

length, through which it sometimes utters a kind of hissing

noise j it has no other voice.

In those parts of America where it is found only in its

wild state, it is extremely difficult to get within gun-shot in

the summer, as its sense of hearing is very acute, and its

swiftness soon carries it out of the reach of danger : but
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when the snow lies deep on the ground, and is not suffi-

ciently frozen to bear a great weight, the Indians in their

snow shoes frequently succeed in running it down, as its

slender legs sink in at every step, and render its flight

extremely fatiguing.

The largest animals of this species are found in Siberia,

where they grow to an enormous size j they are of a grey-

ish brown colour, and their hair is strong and coarse ; the

liorns are of such prodigious magnitude, that their tips are

frequently twelve feet asunder. The tongue is esteemed" as

a delicate food, and the skin makes excellent coverings for

the tents of the natives.

EXECUTION OF A CRIMINAL IN THE SANDWICH
ISLANDS.

Too much severity in the punishment of crimes seems

almost universally to prevail, and it is generally admitted

that it frequently defeats its own object. When sanguinary

executions are common, men's minds grow callous to the

sight of human suflFering, and crimes are multiplied rather

than diminished in number.

In many civilized countries, the weaker sex are punished

with greater severity than men. In England, until very

lately, they were burnt alive for high treason and petit

treason, while men for the same offences were hanged.

Happily for humanity, this cruel distinction hais been done

A A 2
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away with, and the same measure of punishment for the

same crime is allotted to each sex.

Many persons think that man has no right to inflict

death on his fellow man, even for the most enormous

oflfences. They believe that the purposes of punishment

and reformation may be much better effected by inflictions

short of the taking away of life, and of greater duration.

They suppose that the idea of protracted suffering in this

world would more completely deter men of corrupt prin-

ciples from transgressing the laws, than the apprehension of

death, which they behold inflicted on others with perfect

indiflference, and learn to brave, while at a distance, as it

respects themselves. They feel no terrors at the idea of

eternal sufferings, which many impiously disbelieve, and

others suppose may be easily escaped by a little apparent

repentance in their last moments.

The advocates for the abolition of capital punishments

likewise think that, by prematurely putting an end to the

life of a human being, the opportunity which protracted

existence might have afforded of repentance unto life, is

denied to the wretched being who is cut off in his sins,

and consequently consigned to eternal misery. They do

not place much reliance on those external appearances

of devotion, which the approach of death alone induces, but

would rather time were afforded to evince the sincerity

of this repentance, by a thorough reformation of heart and

life.

But many of those persons who ailmit the propriety of

punishing with death crimes of great magnitude, as sane-
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tioiied both by the word of God and the practice of all

nations in all ages, highly disapprove of adding to the

sufferings of the criminal by any previous inflictions.

Depriving him of life is sending him before the tribunal of

an Omniscient God, who will judge and reward him accord-

ing to his deeds, without exceeding or falling short of that

exact retribution which his iniquities call for. Why then

should the bitterness of death be aggravated by tortures

and privations ? Much more humane and proper is the

conduct of the Indians of Brazil, who indulge their pri-

soners condemned to die, with every thing that can alleviate

the horrors of their fate.

But, alas ! this practice is singular. Both in savage and

in civilized countries, amongst ancients and moderns, it

seems to have been, and still to be, the regular practice to

make the wretched criminal die a thousand deaths. The

lictors, who were the executioners among the Romans,

carried an axe bound in a bundle of rods, as the badge of

their office, which consisted in dreadfully scourging, and

then beheading, the unhappy victim of the law.

In England, no corporeal suflfering is inflicted, but the

horrors of the mind are aggravated by the length of time

which intervenes between sentence and execution, and by

the public exposure of the wretched beings in the chapel of

the prison, to those who come professedly to hear the sermon

on the occasion, but in reality to gaze on the culprits, to

observe their emotions, and to gratify a curiosity as inhu-

man as it is absurd.

In some European countries, the practice of breaking
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criminals alive on the wheel is common. This admits of

different degrees of torture. If the offence be not of the

highest enormity, the executioner gives the coup de grace,*

or stroke on the breast, which dispatches the culprit

instantly.

But if it be intended to prolong the sufferings of the

unhappy wi-etch, the executioner, with a heavy bar of iron

in the shape of a prism,f breaks each leg below the knee,

and folds up the fractured limbs j he does the same with each

thigh, and with the arms both above and below the elbow.

In this mangled state the miserable culprit is left to suffer

all the agonies of broken limbs, exposure to the inclemency

of the weather, the tormenting annoyance of insects, and

the pangs of hunger and thirst, sometimes for two or three

days, until he expires.

In Turkey, Barbary, and some of the Negro kingdoms,

impaling alive is practised. This is another lingering and

cruel death, and frequently inflicted for no other crime than

an attempt to escape from slavery. The miserable sufferer

has an incision made in the small of the back, into this a

stake, about the thickness of a man's wrist, and pointed

with iron, is introduced, and thrust between the skin and

the backbone, till it comes out at the shoulders. The stake

is then fixed upright in the ground, and in this agonising

posture the wretched \'ictim sometimes continues alive for

several days. Should a fall of rain take place, it shortens

his sufferings, as it insinuates itself into his wounds, and

occasions a mortification, which soon proves fatal.

• Stroke of mercy • Haviug three edges.
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In Algiers the punishment for attempting to escape from

slavery is dreadfully lingering and painful. An iron hook

is run through one hand, and another through one foot,

and the sufferer is hoisted up by pullies fixed in a kind of

gallows, where he hangs till he expires of pain, loss of

blood, hunger, and thirst.

The practice of adding to the sufferings of those con-

demned to die for their crimes, obtains amongst the inha-

bitants of the Sandwich Islands—a people, in other respects

remarkable for the gentleness and mildness of their man-

ners. Their method of executing criminals is, in itself?

merciful, but the criminal is kept two days fasting, so that

the pangs of famine are added to the sufferings arising from

the prospect of a violent death.

When the miserable being has endured this part of his

punishment, he is conducted to a moral or temple, at the

door of which the high priest is waiting, who performs some

religious ceremony. The criminal is then laid on a plank,

with his head resting on a stone, when a man with a club

dashes out his brains. His body is interred immediately,

or left exposed to birds of prey, according to his sentence.

Another mode of execution amongst these islanders is, to

fix the criminal with his back to a tree, when a cord is put

round his neck, and pulled with great force by several men,

until he is strangled.

It is, however, gratifying to record, that Christianity has

been lately established in the Sandwich Islands, and

the ancient idolatry, superstitions, and barbarous customs

of the inhabitants, have been abrogated by their sovereign.
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We may, therefore, reasonably hope, that among other

improvements, the abolition of the above-mentioned unne-

cessary cruelties will take place.

Among the Hottentots, when first discovered, summary

justice was executed without any of those additional inflic-

tions which seem so wanton and uncalled for. The accused

was tried before the elders of the kraal, and, if acquitted, suf-

fered to depart without restraint, but, if found guilty, men

purposely in attendance, flew at him with clubs, and beat

out his brains on the spot.

THE ROYAL HUMANE SOCIETY.

In no countiy are there so many and such excellent

charitable institutions as in England, and, among all our

institutions, not one is more praiseworthy than that, the

title of which is at the head of this article.

The convivial habits of Englishmen mingle with their

business, and even with their charities. At a late dinner

of the friends of this excellent institution, a celebrated bar-

rister thus happily described this Society and its objects :

—

" If an individual were to visit the numerous charitable in-

stitutions in London, they would each present some strong

claim to support. One would say, we have allayed the

burningrage of fever ; another, we have given an asylum to

the destitute ; a third, we have reformed the criminal ; a

fourth, we have made the blind to see; a fifth, we have
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taug-ht the deaf to hear ; and a sixth, we have caused the

dumb to speak. But if we are asked what we have done,

we shall say, we have restored to life those who were num-

bered with the dead.'^ This description o,{ the " Humane

Society," is as just as it is eloquent, as will be admitted by

all who are made aware of the fact, that its direct agency

has rescued, during the last half century, more than 5,000

persons from the jaws of death in the neighbourhood of

London alone. Our admiration of the Society will be still

farther excited, when we reflect that it has led the way to

the formation of numerous similarly active Societies, both

abroad and at home, and has zealously and industriously

diffused insti'uctions by which non-medical persons may

render assistance in cases of suspended animation.

The first Society for the recovery of the apparently

drowned, was established at Amsterdam. The reports of

the proceedings of this Society were, in 1 773, translated

into English by Dr. Cogan. A copy of this work falling

into the hands of the late Dr. Hawes, whose benevolence

was equal to his professional skill, convinced of the prac-

ticability of resuscitating the apparently drowned, he com-

menced a career of benevolent usefulness, in which he

continued indefatigable till his death.

In order to demonstrate the practicability of restoring

the apparently drowned, he publicly offered rewards to

such persons as should, between London and Westminster

bridges, and within a certain period from the occurrence

of an accident, rescue the body of a drowned person, and

convey it to one of certain specified places. At these
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places Dr. Hawes and his friends attended and restored

several lives.

For twelve months Dr. Hawes paid all the rewards him-

self, but at the end of that period Dr. Cogan represented to

him the impossibility of a permanent continuance of that

course, without serious injury to his private fortune. This

representation led to the formation of a Society, which at

first consisted ofthirty-two private friends of the Drs. C.andH,

The objects of the Society, which now consists of, and is

supported by, many of the most influential members of

society, are to afford prompt assistance in all cases of sus-

pended animation, from whatever cause, and to stimulate,

by rewards of medals and votes of thanks, and in some

cases pecuniary acknowledgements, individuals of all ranks

to rescue the drowning, and apply the remedies prescribed

by the Society.

There are in several parts of the town receiving houses,

at which persons are in attendance at all hours with the ne-

cessary apparatus and accommodations. The principal of

these receiving houses is on the north bank of the Serpen-

tine River, in Hyde Park. The ground upon which it

stands was given by his late majesty, George III., to the

Society, expressly for the purpose to which it has been ap-

plied. In this house, which may be considered a model for

all branch establishments, every thing useful in the resuscita-

ting work is kept in constant preparation. A bed is fitted up,

and a warm bath, and electrifying machine, are perpetually

ready for use. Medicine, and apparatus of every kind

available in cases of suspended animation, are kept there,
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and a medical gentleman attends during the bathing season,

and in the frosty periods of winter, to lend his aid on the

occurrence of accidents. Active men in the pay of the

Society, and provided with ropes and ladders, are stationed

along the banks of the Canal, and of the Serpentine, to ex-

tricate any person who may be in danger of drowning.

The Society is under the patronage of the king, and is

supported by donations and subscriptions. A subscription

of one guinea annually, constitutes a governor ; two guineas

annually, a director ; ten guineas at one subscription, a life

governor j and twenty guineas at once, a life director. The

Society consists of a president, vice president, treasurer,

directors, governors, chaplain, medical assistant, registrar,

and secretary. In addition to these, there are honorary

members. Among the names of these last, was that of the

late emperor of Russia, who earned that distinction, and the

scarcely inferior one of being made the principal personage

in a splendid picture by Northcote, by an act of great

humanity.

Riding along the banks of the Wilna, in Lithuania, his

majesty perceived some boors, dragging out of the river what

seemed to be a corpse. His majesty not only directed the

best measures to be taken for the restoration of the unfor-

tunate man, but lent his own personal assistance. While

thus occupied, his majesty was joined by his suite, among

whom was an English surgeon in his imperial majesty's

service, who bled the patient. His majesty's humane exer-

tions were continued for three hours, and no signs of life

appearing in the object of his humane attention, the surgeon
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pronounced the case hopeless. His majesty, however,

directed him again to bleed the patient, and shortly after-

wards had the unspeakable pleasure to see his benevolent

endeavours crowned with success. The man was restored

to life, and the emperor made him an instant pecuniary

present, and afterwards made a pro\asion for him and his

family. It is said, that the emperor wept with delight, on

the patient showing symptoms of retuniing life.

The efforts made under the direction of the Society, have

frequently restored patients to life, after an apparently

unsuccessful application of those efforts even for hours.

Humanity and Perseverance are the maxims, and

ought to be the motto of the Society, which is equally credit-

able to, and deserving of, the support of Englishmen.
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THE CURFEW.

Among the many changes in domestic policy and

usages introduced into England by William the Norman,

commonly called the Conqueror, the establishment of the

Curfew Bell was amongst the most useful, it has been

customary to consider this usage rather as a proof of the

abject slaveiy imposed by the Conqueror on the native

inhabitants of his newly-acquired territory, than a custom

for their benefit. This, however, is an erroneous and

bigotted idea, as the necessity of its observance was

equally obligatory and enforced upon the Norman and the

Saxon, and was also extended to the Scotch. Indeed, it

had been previously established by William as a law of
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police in his native territory, Normandy. Besides which,

at a time when the dwellings of rich and poor were mostly

built of timber, and devoid of fire-places, the fire being

generally made on large open hearths, without bar or fender,

it was a highly judicious ordinance, calculated to prevent

the occurrence of accidents by conflagration. It is also

an erroneous supposition, that the custom of the curfew

had its o.igin with William 1. since there are sufficient

evidences in history, that Alfred the Great ordered the

inhabitants of Oxford to cover their fires on the ringing of

the bell at Carfax* every night at eight o'clock j and at

the time that William ordained the usage in his dominions,

it prevailed in many parts of Europe.

The only existing representation of the utensil called the

curfew or couvre-feu. is to be found in the " Antiquarian

Repertory,'^ vol. I. accompanied by a descriptive article

by the celebrated antiquary Mr. Francis Grose.

The curfew-bell was, as is already mentioned, established

in England by William the Conqueror, who ordered that

every person, under the pain of severe penalties, should ex-

tinguish all their fires and lights, and go to bed at the

time of its ringing ; and he appointed it to be rung regu-

larly at eight o'clock in the evening.

The word curfew, is a corruption of the French term

couvre-lefeu or couvre-feu, meaning " cover the fire," and

the eight o'clock bell derived its title from its being tlie

signal for so doing.

The Couvre-feu, or Curfew, for the purpose of extin-

" The market-place.
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guisbi ng the fire, was thus used : the wood and enibei'

were closely raked together to the back of the hearth, and

then the curfew was put over them, the open part being

placed close against the chimney ; by which contrivance

the air being almost totally excluded, the fire was of course

extinguished. The utensil is of copper, rivetted together?

as solder would have been melted by the heat. It is ten

inches high, sixteen inches wide, and nine inches deep, and

has been in the possession of a family named Gostling,

from time immemorial, and has always been known by the

name of the curfew. A few others of the kind still remain

in different families in Kent and Sussex.

The custom of ringing the curfew bell at eight o'clock in

the evening, still continues in many cities and towns of

England, although the reason for so doing has long ceased

;

and indeed the ringers seldom know any thing more of the

matter, than that it has been immemorially a usage in their

own particular parish.

The curfew law was abolished in the year 1100, by king

Henry I.

VEGETABLES.

Hume, the historian, tells us, in his sarcastic manner,

that when Catherine, queen of Henry VIII. wanted salads,

carrots, or edible roots of any sort, she was obliged to send

a special messenger for them ! We are well aware that

this assertion is untrue, because in many of our old Eng-

lish writers there are frequent allusions to water-cresses

B B 2
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and amaranths, and to sprout-kales, used as greens now

are. We had gooseberries, currants, and strawberries;

besides cherries and plums, which were naturalized in

England as early as the year 800.

Artichokes we had in Henry VIII.'s time : and asparagus

" sodden in fleshe broth, boiled in faire water, and seasoned

with oil, vinegar, salt, and pepper," were used as a salad.

But though Hume greatly exaggerated the matter, it is

certain that our native vegetables and fruits were few

indeed, until we naturalized the productions of other

nations.

Potatoes, which are now among the commonest vege-

table esculents, were so scarce only a little more than a

century ago, as to be confined to the gardens of the curi-

ous, and made presents of as a great raritj'. Sir John

Hawkins, having procured some potatoes for food for his

ship's crew at Santa Fe, in South America, introduced

them as an article of culture into Ireland, whence they

have been propagated all over the world. To Italy we are

indebted for brocoli, asparagus, celery, and many fine

fruits : from the island of Cyprus come cauliflowers ; and

spinage, as its correct name, " hispanach," imports, is a

native of Spain, The Jerusalem artichoke we owe to

Canada, its specific name being corrupted from the word

" Girasole," and having no reference to Judaea. We
derived our lettuce from Cos, in the Mediterranean ; escha-

lots from Palestine ; and beet-root, radishes, and French

beans, from France. We owe the tomata, or love apple,

to Portugal, the arcana or pine apple to the West- India
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Islands, and, it is believed, our grapes to Sicily : our

industry and our enterprize thus putting us in possession

of all the luxuries of all climates, while our own dear and

enviable country is exempt from the dangers and incon-

veniencies with which the climates are rife, of which those

luxuries are natives.

GLASS.

Plinit gives the following account of the discovery of

the art of making Glass :

—

" Some merchants conveying nitre, stopped to refresh

" themselves near a river which issues from Mount Carmel.

" Being unable to find stones upon which to rest their

" kettles, they made use of some pieces of nitre for that

*' purpose : the fire gradually melted the nitre, which

" mingled with the sand : this mixture produced a trans-

" parent matter, which was no other than glass."

By some, it is said that Glass was invented in England

by a monk named Benalt, in the year 894 j and that it

was used in private houses in 1180. Lord Kaimes is of

opinion, that the art of making glass was imported from

France into England in the year 674, for the use of monas-

teries J
and that glass windows in private houses were very

uncommon even in the twelfth century.
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NOVEMBER,

Now the eleventh, but in the ancient Roman calendar

the ninth month in the year, was so called from the Latin

word Novevi, nine.

The Saxons denominated it Wint-m/rnat, (Wind-month),

because of the blustering winds which generally prevail

throughout the month. They also called it Blot-monat,

(Blood-month,) as being the month when they killed

great numbers of cattle for winter store and for their sacri-

fices.

The Protestant church dedicates the first of November to

the commemoration of all those saints and martj-rs, in

honour of whom, individually, no particular day has bee

u

assigned. This festival is called All Saintx' Da»/.
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The fifth of November is well known to all our juvenile

readers as the anniversary of the terrible Gunpowder Plot

;

on which day, in order to eommemorate properly this hor-

ribly intended burning, they doubtless rejoice in their very

hearts, " since," as a very delightful author remarks, " the

said attempt gives them occasion to burn eveiy thing they

can lay their hands on, their own fingers included ; a bon-

fire being, in the eyes of an English schoolboy, the true

* beauteous and sublime of human life.'
"

On the fifth of November, also, king William III. of

glorious memory, the firm establisher of British liberty,

landed in England, in 1688, after the revolution which

vested the throne of England in the family of the house of

Orange.

The ninth of November is Lord Mayor's Day; that is,

the day when the chief magistrate elect of London, who is

called the lord mayor, annually enters upon the duties of

his important office.

The eleventh (called Martinmas) is dedicated to St. Mar-

tin, and was formerly one of the four quarter days in the

year, of which Whitsuntide was the first, Lammas the

second, Martinmas the third, and Candlemas the fourth.

Before the modern division of Lady Day, Midsummer,

Michaelmas, and Christmas, the former were the common

quarter days or rent days in the year. They are still ob-

served as such in Scotland, and some of the northern

counties.

Advent Sunday, or the first of the four Sundays imme-

diately preceding Christmas Day, usually falls in November,
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because it is always the Sunday which is nearest to the feast

of St. Andrew, which is observed on the thirtieth day of the

month.

The natural appearances of this month present little

variety. The open air has now scarcely any attraction,

the weather being dull, stormy, and chill. Indeed the

gloominess of an English November has long been prover-

bial with foreigners, who entertain a Strange opinion, that

Englishmen are greatly given to suicide in this month.

Not that we have individually acquired a habit of self-

murder, but they affect to believe that the national cha-

racter is of so grave a nature as to be easily induced to that

crime, and that, accordingly, in this gloomy month, it is of

very frequent occurrence. This supposition is, however,

eminently erroneous, since, by a comparison lately made

between London and Paris, in this particular, the number

of suicides among our lively neighbours was found to be

very far beyond those of the British metropolis.

Yet, notwithstanding November's general gloom, we have

occasionally clear and pleasant weather. Although the

mornings are often very sharp, yet the rays of the sun soon

dissipate the hoar frost, and afford us afterwards a fine day.

Indeed, as Leigh Hunt elegantly remarks in his ^'Months,"

" November, with its loss of verdure, its frequent rains, the

fall of the leaf, and the visible approach of winter, is un-

doubtedly a gloomy month to the gloomy ; but to others,

it brings but pensiveness, a feeling very far from destitute

of pleasure ; and if the healthiest and most imaginative of

us may feel their spirits pulled down by reflections con-
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nected with earth, its mortalities, and its mistakes, we should

but strengthen ourselves the more to make strong and

sweet music with the changeful but harmonious movements

of nature."

In November the trees are stripped of their foliage.

The separation of the leaves from their branches is termed

the fall; and in North America, the season when it hap-

pens is universally so called. The walnut, mulberry, horse-

chesnut, lime, sycamore, and ash, first lose their leafy-

beauty ; after which the elm, the beech, and oak, and then

peach and apple trees, are despoiled, though some of these

retain the honour of their branches till the end of the

month : lastly, young beeches and pollard oaks discard

their leaves only when displaced by the sprouting of new

ones in spring.

Now that delicious fish, the salmon, ascends rivers to a

very great distance, in order to deposit its spawn : wild

pigeons arrive in England in extensive flocks, and build

their nests in hollow trees ; and towards the end of the

month, the stock-dove, one of the latest of winter passage

birds, revisits us from more northern regions. The felling

of wood for winter consumption also commences in Novem-

ber ; the flail is busily employed by the industrious thresher

in separating the grains of corn from the ear ; the pretty little

robin-red-breast timidly haunts our windows for crumbs,

and rewards us by piping soft and plaintive ditties to his

mate ; the hedge-sparrow, the blue titmouse, and the linnet,

also approach our dwellings, and mope about among the

pert house sparrows, which fearlessly keep possession of the
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garden and oourt yard during the winter ; and the gold-

finch, blackbird, and thinish, may be yet seen eagerly for

raging among the almost exhausted hips and haws.

Yet, besides orchard fruit, our gardens still retain many

of the October flowers. The striped lily is in leaf; the

beautiful china-roses are in flower, with several other flower

ing trees and shrubs ; and in fruit, we have the pyra-

cantha,* glowing in the bright lustre of its red berries.

Now horses and cattle are confined to the stable and

farm-yard ; sheep are suffered to be busy in the turnip

fields; ant-hills are diligently destroyed ; bees are shelter-

ed ; and pigeons carefully attended in the dove-house. The

farmer also usually finishes his ploughing with the termi-

nation of this month. Heavy rains, and afterwards snow,

are frequent in November.

In November, coughs, consumptions, rheumatism, and

other similar complaints, are prevalent, owing to the cold

dampness of the weather. Much of the evil which produces

these disorders arises from exposure to sudden changes of

heat and cold, which should therefore be assiduously avoid-

ed. Flannel should be plentifully worn next the skin
;

and those most liable to any of the prevalent diseases of the

season should never expose themselves to the night air or

foggy weather, without putting a piece of gum or some simple

lozenge into the mouth. Ulcers which have been long

open, should not be healed up in November, unless their

place be supplied by an artificial issue, or by what is me-

dically termed a seUm.

* A kind of pver-<;rpen thorn.



ZOOLOGY;
OR THE NATURAL HISTORY OF ANIMALS.

Zoology * teaches the geographical distribution of

animals, their habits, organization, and instinct. The

number of them in different parts of the world has caused

them to be classed and arranged in the same manner as the

productions of the vegetable kingdom are. Some of the

systems laid down for this purpose are natural, and some

of them artificial.

The first division of the animal kingdom worthy of

• From the Greek word ZwoXoy/a' compounded of Z&rOv animal

and Xoyos speech or discourse.

C C
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notice, is that of Aristotle, into viviparous and oviparoifsf

animals.*

This exceeding-ly imperfect division prevailed, until the

celebrated Ray, whose extensive knowledge of the animal

kingdom peculiarly fitted him for the task, formed a new

and more complete classification, founded chiefly upon the

structure and nature of the heart and lungs. Linnaeus

partly followed Ray's principles, more especially with

regard to quadrupeds. Linnaeus distinguished the whole

animal kingdom into three great di^nsions, viz.

1. Animals having warm red blood, and a heart di^nded

into two ventricles or cavities
;

2. Animals having red blood of a lower temperature,

usually denominated cold, and a heart with only one ven-

tricle ; and,

3. Those supposed to have a heart with only a single

ventricle, and cold and colourless or pale blood.

The first of these divisions includes quadrupeds and

birds ; the second, amphibious animals, such as frogs, &c.

;

and the third, insects and worms.

Many other new systems have been propounded since

this of Linnaeus ; but none of them have come into use

except that of the celebrated Cuvier. That naturalist

divides the entire animal world into two great classes ; viz.

\. Vertebrated animals, i.e. animals furnished with a

• Viviparous animals are those which give birth to living and i)er-

fectly formed animals ; and oviparous animals, those whicVi produce

egifs, from which the young are afterwards maturetl.
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ack-bone (livideil into joints, termed vertebra:, containing

ilie spinal marrow, &c.

2. Animals not furnished with these vertebrae.

The class of vertebrated animals is subdivided into such

as have warm blood, and a heart with two ventricles or

<'avities, and such as have blood comparatively cold, and a

heart with but one ventricle ; the former subdivision com-

prising quadrupeds and birds, and the latter amphibious

animals and fishes. The class of invertebrated animals is

subdivided into such as have a system of vessels for the

circulation of the blood, comprising the molusca and Crus-

tacea; and such as have not this system, comprising

insects and zoophytes.

Those of our young readers who wish to acquire a perfect

knowledge of the structure of the various tribes of animals

inhabiting different parts of the Earth, cannot choose a

better path to the attainment of their object, than by atten-

tively and perseveringly studj-ing Cuvier.
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I

HASTINGS CASTLE, SUSSEX.

The origin of this castle, which is now in a very ruinous

condition, is unknown. That the castle is very ancient, is

certain from many circumstances, but the ig:norance of

its origin is by no means a satisfactory proof of its

antiquity. It is situated on a hill to the westward of the

town of Hastings. Its original figure seems to have been

an oblique spherical triangle, with the points rounded off.

The base of the triangle, or south side, is formed by a per-

pendicular cliif, 400 feet in length, and fronts the sea; the

east side is a plain wall, without tower or other defence,

300 feet long, and the wall which forms the remaining side

of the triangle, is about 400 feet long. The whole area
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occupied by the castle is about an acre and a quarter in

extent. The walls are in some places eight feet thick, but

are nowhere entire, and the gateway, which was on the

north-west side,,has long been entirely demolished. A little

to the westward of its site, are the remains of a small tower,

in which is a circular flidit of stairs. Still farther west are

a sally-port, and the ruins of a square tower. Behind the

€ast wall is a ditch about CO feet deep, and 100 feet wide

at top.

Some years ago, orders were given to excavate within the

walls of this castle. In the course of their work, the men

arrived at a flight of twenty-six stone steps, winding round

a stone column under ground. At the bottom of these

steps was a door-way, the stone frame and the iron locks and

bolts of which wei'e in perfect preservation. Digging

towards the Sea from the bottom of the steps, and oppo^ite

to the doorway, the workmen discovered a vault, containing

stone coflSns, in which were the remains of persons of more

than ordinary stature. The bodies were in excellent preser-

vation, and the teeth in the jaws were sound, and as perfect

as though they had been but just interred, although they

must have lain there several centuries. A well was also

discovered, at the bottom of which some human bodies were

mouldering. Near the foundation, the remains of a draw-

bi-idge were discovered, whence it seems that the present

castle was erected upon the ruins of a more ancient one.

Near this castle is the spot where tlie battle was fought

between Harold and William the Norman, in which the

former lost his life, and the latter gained a crown,

c c ^
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VN

WINTER.

*' This is tl'.e eldest of the seasons : he

Moves not like Spring- with gradual steps, nor grows

From bud to beauty, but with all his snows

Comes down at once in hoar antiquity."

" Now comes the season when the humble want,

And know the misery of their wretched scant

;

Go ye, and seek their homes, who have the power.

And ease the sorrows of their trying hour."

Thus do, and enjoy the bright reward which conscience

and the secret pleasure of well-doing will infallibly afford.

When the hoary Winter hath bound fast the ground, and

the wretchedness of the inclement season visiteth the poor
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and humble, and the churly frost and the bitter storms

prevent the labour of the industrious man, and deprive his

dependant family of their accustomed pittance ;—then be

ye, with whom the ability dwells, still found in the habi-

tations of poverty, dispensing a portion of your plentiful

substance among the poor ones of the world. The blessing

of the lowly ones, the cry of gratitude, and the consolation

of the righteous heart, and the applauding conscience, shall

abundantly sanctify your charitable doings j and ye may

be well assured that

"There is, that scattereth, and yet increaseth

;

To him who gives, a blessing never ceaseth."

The Winter season is supposed naturally to commence

on the 7th of December, and to comprise the remainder of

that month, the whole of January and February, and part

of March.

Its indications are many and visible. The sun gradu-

ally absents itself from us, and every thing becomes

changed. The beautiful fruitfulness of the earth gives

place to barren poverty and cheerlessness of appearance.

The loveliness of the blossoming fruit trees and shrubs

—

the variegated verdure of the meads and woods—the

golden brightness of the harvest fields—the umbrageous*

foliage of the trees,—in short, all the charms of Spring, and

the glories of Summer, and the sober radiance of Autumn,

have vanished from our sight ; instead of which, one

• Shady.
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monotonous dreariness pervades the face of Nature, and

every thing 'leyond our fire-sides or our thresholds looks

sombre and repulsive.

One of the earliest forerunners of Winter (indeed, it is a

distinguishing Autumnal trait*) is the universal fall of

the leaf. The proud monarchs of the forest, the humble

plants of the garden, and the lowly hedge bushes, all

descriptions indeed of fructifying Nature, lose their leafy

ornaments, as the cold season approaches. Soon as the

chilly frost or cold dews invade them, the vegetables

are stripped of their honours, because the cold stagnates

the sap which nourishes them : yet this cannot be the sole

cause ; for even in green houses, where they are sheltered

from the weather, the leaves will still fall when the proper

season arrives. And even in this particular, the pro\a-

dence of God is eminently conspicuous. He has wisely

ordained, that nothing in this earth should be wasted, but

that all its component parts should be active in producing-

and re-producing the necessaries for our subsistence and

use. Therefore, when, to our weak judgments, it would

seem that the vegetable productions of Nature have served

their extreme pui-pose, and that their remnants can be of

no further use, and must perish for ever
;

yet, even then,

they possess an active property, and, in returning to the

dust, they afford nourishment to other similar formations.

So it is with the dead leaves : they fall, wither, and rot ;

and when rotten, they become excellent manure for the

ground, and thus diffuse a ^^vifying essence for future

• Mark, cliaracteristic, point, indicatiou.
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l)lants, and for fresh leaves, in due season. And this is

the secret process of all Nature. Every thing becomes

useful ; all her parts perform repeatedly the same offices

;

we consume and are consumed, and nothing is lost ; be-

cause all return to the general mother, earth, and are again

employed by her in her ceaseless process.

But to return to our seasonable subject. When all nature

is thus apparently dreary and desolate, the days are too short

and inclement to admit of much enjoyment in the open air

;

yet Winter is by no means devoid of natural beauties and

sources of gratification to man. The appearances of the

season present much for his contemplative admiration.

When the eye is reluctantly opened in the morning, and

the warm couch is quitted by its shivering tenant, what a

curious spectacle is presented to his view. A rough and

whitish film encrusts the windows ; icicles of various sizes,

brilliant in their transparency, depend from the eaves and

window frames, and the frosted glass seems to be graven

•with figures and landscapes, and various indescribable va-

garies of art. The trees, naked and bare, are encased in a

glittering cuticle* of frost ; the lawns and the paths are

smoothly spread with a snowy carpet ; and the little brooks

are hardened into a crystal mass. Every thing is fixed in

its frosty beauty, aud a cold pui'ity pervades the whole frame

and system of Nature.

Winter is indeed her season of rest. During the preced-

ing months she has diligently laboured in fulfilling the

operations appointed her by the beneficent Creator, and

* A thin skiu or envelope.
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in producing her treasures for the benefit of mankind. The

Spring has generated, the Summer has matured, and the

Autumn has yielded to the gatherer, all the genial fruits

of the earth : every portion of the past season has added to

our comforts and pleasure : the u>eadows have been clothed

with verdure ; the trees with blossoms, foliage and fruit

;

and the fields have glowed with ripe grain : and now, ex-

hausted by the multiplicity and extent of her exertions,

Nature reposes from her toil, and relaxes, that she may

gather strength for the seasonable repetition of her labours.

But her repose is not absolute inactivity : she is still

silently and secretly preparing for another Spring : the

corn, which the industrious farmer has providentially depo-

sited in the ground, already germinates ;* and the fibresf of

the plants, which are hereafter to luxuriate in and beautify

our meadows and gardens, are beginning to be developed.

The advantages of Winter are indeed not a few. Al-

though it is too common in this season to hear discontented

murmurings, and useless praises of the past seasons, and

Spring, Summer, and Autumn, when they are departed, are

extravagantly regretted—yet these are unjust in the ex-

treme, and proceed from the restless, unsatisfied temper of

man, who is too apt to slight the blessings he enjoys, and

pine for those he has lost, but which, when present, he did

not sufficiently value. So far, indeed, from Winter being,

• To germinate is to sprout ; to slioot out ; to bud ; to put forth,

t Small threads, the first constituent parts of plants: the fine-roots.

Also all the thread-like parts ofany vegetable or animal productiou.
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as is falsely supposed, inimical to our health or enjoyment,

it possesses considerable advantages, and is in fact benefi-

cial to us. The heat of Summer and the moisture of

Autumn load the air with noxious vapours, which the frost

and cold of Winter disperse, whereby the air is purified,

and the tendency to putrefaction in the atmosphere, and in

the humours of the body, which such heated vapours en-

gender, is destroyed, and our health thereby invigorated,

after the lassitude produced by the warmer seasons. If

the evaporations of the earth were always to descend in the

form of rain, the soil would become too wet and soft, and

the influence of the warm moisture would too much relax

our bodies, and increase the corporeal* humours. But the

cold hardens and invigorates the earth, braces the human

body, promotes the due circulation of the blood, and puri-

fies it in its course, whereby the appetite is properly regu-

lated, the spirits cheered, and the whole system wholesomely

regulated. Let us then never repine at the seeming dis-

comforts of Winter, since they are in fact eminently neces-

sary to us and to all nature, very beneficial to our health,

and the cause of our due enjoyment of the pleasui'es and

blessings of life during the other seasons. Every season

has its appointed uses and advantages, and we may be well

assured that no ordinance of Nature is vain, or unneces-

sary to our welfares.

Winter, too, has its amusements. No rational being

need to be at a loss to occupy and enjoy every moment of

his valuable but fleeting time, in every season. The delight

* Belonjrins to the bodv.
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and improvement to be derived from books, judiciously

selected—the lasting advantages of acquiring knowledge

—

the pleasure and benefit of social converse, where reason

and information furnish an infinite fund of enjoyment

—

the wonders of science, and the study of nature and of men,

—together with the charms of many other rational amuse-

ments which cannot here be specified, are surely available

in some degree, and must undoubtedly be most gratifying

to every sober mind. For all these pleasures Winter

affords opportunity, and we doubt not, that, by pursuing

some of them attentively, or by blending all of them in an

active variety, our young readers will, throughout the

wintry season, enjoy a constant course of happiness, and

receive abundant advantage.

An anonymous contributor to a late periodical very

sweetly records the delights of wintiy amusement

:

" Winter ! I love thee, for thou com'st to me

Laden with joys congenial to my mind,

—

Books, that with bards and solitude agree.

And all those virtues which adorn mankind.

What though the meadows and the neighb'ring hills,

That rear their cloudy summits in the skies

—

What though the woodland brooks, and lowland rills,

That charm'd our ears, and gratified our eyes.

In thy forlorn habiliments appear

!

What though the zephyrs of the summer tide,

And all the soAer beauties of the year,

Are fled and gone, kind Heav'n has not denied

Our books and studies, music, conversation,

And ev'ning parties for our recreation

;

And these suflSce, for seasons snatch'd away,

Till Spring leads forth the slowly-length'ning day."
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Winter is allegorically represented by the figure of a

wrinkled old man, wanning himself at the fire, dressed

partly in cloth, and partly in fur. He is old and wrinkled,

because Winter is the last stage of the year, and the earth

is then divested of its natural heat for vegetation, and be-

comes cold and melancholy.

We cannot conclude our brief remarks upon the Seasons,

without an additional reflection or two, which the subject

naturally engenders.

The regular annual course of the earth round the sun is

so obviously defined, and intended by the Almighty as a

perfect period of time, that all nations have concurred in

computing their seasons, and in regulating their chronology*

according to it. In this periodical revolution, the four

seasons, which we term Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Win-

ter, are (in all temperate climates) regularly progressing

stages, which gradually develope, ripen, and perfect the

complicated processes of nature, and all her various produc-

tions.

This change of the seasons demands our unqualified

admiration : order and regularity are distinctly visible

in all the wondrous works of nature ; and not the least of

the striking incidents attendant upon this succession of

the year's divisions, is the obvious resemblance which it

bears to the general course of human life. The Spring

time of the year is analogous to the youth of man ; when

all is fraught with beauty, animation and delight : the

Summer is the manhood of our existence, when the mind

• The science of computing time and recording events.
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possesses steadiness of feeling, and the body confirmed

strength and active vigour: Autumn beholds man still

blessed with the rich and ripe fruits of maturity, yet gra-

dually advancing to decay : and the Winter of life, when it

overtakes the human frame, renders it decrepid and imbecile,

cold and forlorn ; till at length, the full year being accom-

plished, the spirit breaks the barriers of its decayed earthly

prison, and wings its flight to other regions ; while the

deserted body re-mingles with the clods of the vale.

USEFUL APHORISMS.

The advantage of living does not consist in length of

days, but in the right improvement of them.

—

Montaigne.

Forget not in thy youth to be mindful of thy end; for

though the old man cannot live long, yet the young man

may die quickly.

—

Lord Burlcitjh.

An uncultivated mind, like unmanured ground, will soon

be o\'errun with weeds.

Education and instruction are the means, the one by use,

the other by precept, to make our natural faculty of reason

both the better and the sooner to judge rightly between

truth and error, good and evil.

—

Hooker,

If you can be well without health, you may be happy

without \-irtue.

Doing good is the only certainly happ}^ action of a man's

life.—.9ir P. Sydney.
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HisTORy is among the most agreeable and instructive

exercises to which young ladies can apply in order to per-

fect themselves in the use of languages. It at once gives

them an acquaintance with characters and events, and a

familiarity with words. It not only gratifies that love of

the heroic and the grand, which is inherent in our nature,

but also, by setting before us what has happened in the

world, prepares us to comprehend and bear whatever may

happen to ourselves.

The school discipline of young ladies precludes them

from the boisterous exercises which form the principal

amusement of youth of the other sex ; and the very diffe-

rent and more sedentaiy mode in which they are trained to

fulfil their future station and duties in society, begets in

them a greater love of reading than is common to young

gentlemen.

There cannot, consequently, be a more important branch

of female education, than that which forms their judgment

as to the sort of reading upon which their hours of relax-

ation may be occupied.

It too often happens that the desire, whether natural or

acquired, which most young ladies have for reading, is so

far from bting converted into the extremely beneficial

instrument of good, which it might be, that in fact it

becomes a cloak for vacuity of mind, and a source of

insignificance and ignorance, which once rooted, nothing
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can uproot. History, abounding with stupendous achieve-

ments and astonishing \icissitudes, and eveiy way calcu-

lated to divert as well as instruct youth, is too frequently read

only as a forced, and therefore unpleasant task ; and the lei-

sure hours,whioh History ought delightfully as well as profit-

ably to occupy, are worse than wasted, upon the frivolous

or baneful rubbish of the circulating library. We do not

assert, that all the contents of a circulating library are

either useless or mischievous : the labours of Scott, Croly,

and Horace Smith, are full of instruction as well as of

amusement. But no works of fiction can be at all compa-

rable to authentic history ; and the generality of those

which fill the shelves of the circulating library are calcu-

lated, by their unnatural incidents and characters, and

their wild and utterly impossible events, to fill the minds

of their readers with ridiculous notions, to disgust them

with real life, and to pave the way to innumerable and

terrible errors.

Our young friends may safely rely upon our correctness

in assuring them, that, if they will read History as an

amusement, and not as an irksome and imposed task, they

will, in tracing the events which it details, the causes and

results of those events, and the characters connected with

them, not merely stock their minds with the most valuable

species of human knowledge, but derive from the perusal

of every volume of History more exquisite pleasure, than

from reading a cart-load of ill-told and ridiculous

fictions.
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This beautiful and useful science is unfortunately tdcr

much neglected in female education ; and where it is pro-

fessedly taught, the erroneous and forbidding form in

which it is presented to the pupil, too frequently disgusts

her, and prevents her from pursuing it further than the

mere elementary outline, which she endures as a task

rather than acquires as an addition to her mental store.

We earnestly entreat our young readers to let no erro-

neous ideas prevent them from diligently pursuing their

geographical studies, in which they will find amusement

of the purest, and information of the most valuable

kind.

In its most extended and useful signification, Geography

is that branch of knowledge which treats of the general

appearance of the surface of the earth, and investigates the

causes which render those appearances different at different

times and at different places. As those appearances are

produced partly by the form and motion of the earth itself,

partly by the influence of the celestial bodies, and partly

by the agency of the atmosphere, a limited acquaintance

at least is necessary with natural philosophy, chemistry,

and astronomy, in order properly to understand even the

elements of Geography. Thus our readers will perceive

that Geography is not confined to the mere definition of a

few terms without any application of them, the whirling

round the terrestrial globe without knowing wherefore, or

D D 2
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the committing to memory the names of a few seas, lands,

kingdoms, cities, mountains, and rivers, without under-

standing their situation !

Nor is it merely the general phoenomena of the earth

that are included in the science of Geography. Its pro-

vince extends to the different descriptions of surface pre-

sented by the earth, the rivers by which its slopes and

plains are watered, and the seas which fill the great hollows

into which by far the larger portion of it is sunk. The plants

which clothe its various regions, the animals inhabiting

those regions, and the people which have dominion over

them, together with their productions, the actions of which

they have been the theatre, and the memorials of their

several vicissitudes, are all portions, and important por-

tions, of the treasures of Geography,—hence, Geography is,

in truth, a link connecting all our knowledge.

We need not add more to incite our youthful readers to

an ardent pursuit of real geographical knowledge, which,

while it affords them permanent pleasure, and useful tem-

poral information, will also incline them to

" Look through Nature up to Nature's God."
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The studv of Botany combines utility and pleasure in

so eminent a degree, that we need not say much in com-

mendation of it. It is a study peculiarly fit for the fair

sex, and considering how safely and delightfully it may be

pursued, we wonder that it is not a more general pursuit of

the fair.

Botany has an immense advantage over other branches

of natural history, in this respect, that in the study of it we

are not obliged to inflict pain upon any living thing, or to

make experiments either dangerous or disagreeable to our-

selves. In studying other branches of nat\iral history,

cruelty, unpleasant sensations, and dangerous or noxious

experiments, are scarcely to be avoided ; but in Botany all

is elegance, delight, innocence, and safety ; and we become

acquainted by its means with some of the most beautiful of

nature's productions, and some of the most curious of her

contrivances.

Botany is derived from a Greek word signifying a hei'b

or grass. The science may be said to consist of three divi-

sions or parts, as follows :

—

1. The physiology of plants, which includes a knowledge

of the structure and functions of the various parts of plants,

as the root, stem, branches, &-c.

2. A systematic arrangement or classification, natural

and artificial, of plants ; which is indispensably necessary

for recording or communicating our ideas of them.
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3. The third division of Botany contemplates the uses of

plants in medicine, the arts, manufactures, food, &c.

Without a proper acquaintance with the first branches of

the subject, it is impossible either to form the arrangement

which constitutes the second^ or to profit by the discoveries

and remarks of others ; and the last branch can only be

studied with any good effect, by means of a perfect intimacy

with the Jirst and second.

The limits of our work will not admit of our doing that

in the present article which we wish to do, and which in

another place we shall,—\nz. present our young friends

with a complete, though briefsystem of Botany. But though

our space will not admit of our at present entering into the

minutiae of this truly beautiful science, we cannot refrain

from offei'ing a few words of ad\-ice to those of our young

readers who may contemplate entering upon it.

Young students of Botany, too frequently load their

minds with the various terms used in the science, yet neglect

to apply them to th^ plants themselves : the consequence of

this faulty method is, that the student never acquires dis-

tinct ideas of the conformations which distinguish the

various genera and species, or of the more remarkable ones

which again divide these into classes and orders. The very

commencement of the study should be an inspection by

the pupil rj/" the plants thnnselves ; the parts which

distinguish them into classes, she should become so perfectly

acquainted with, a? to be able unhesitatingly to pronounce

upon ih^ class, to which a plant submitted to her inspec

-

tion beloncrs.
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This degree of perfection being attained, our young

friends §hould next proceed to the study of the different

orders ; for which purpose plants growing wild, i. e. in

their natural, not in their cultivated* state, are the best

adapted.

The less striking characteristics of the genera of the

different classes and orders should next be studied ; for

which purpose an examination and solution, by the pupil,

of several plants, under each, whose distinctive marks are

plain and easy, are necessary. In this stage of the study

the young pupil should persevere until she is quite ac-

quainted with the principal genera in each class and order,

and can name the family to which they belong, on the

slightest inspection.

A knowledge of the species or individuals being the ulti-

mate point comprehended by the science, and depending

upon characterestics of a less palpable natui-e, it should be

the last point to occupy the attention of the pupil. The

study of it may either immediately follow, or be prose-

cuted in conjunction with, that of the various kinds of

stems, leaves, &c. upon which it depends.

By pursuing the course we have pointed out, the merely

technical and artificial part of the science may be ac-

quired in a few weeks ; and the pupil will then be able to

proceed in the science, not only without needing assistance,

but with profit, pleasure, recreation and safety.

* Their characteristics are frequently very different in their

natural and in their cultivated state.
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We must, however, impress upon our young readers, that

not one of the intermediate steps is to be hurried over in

order to arrive at another. If this be done, no advance-

ment will be made in the science beyond the mere know-

ledge of the names of a few individual plants. Not only

would such a limited knowledge be useless, but being

joined to a total ignorance of the principles upon which

plants are arranged under their diflferent classes, orders

and genera, it would even be injurious, as it would lead

the pupil into a thousand errors, and expose her to ridicule,

if not to censure.

GExVERAL DEPORTMENT.

In the celebrated school of William of Wykham,

at Winchester, there is painted in large characters,---

" Manners maketh Man." * How much more truly

may they be said to make Woman I

The retiring diffidence, the gentleness and modesty of

manner, which characterise this sex, are its most potent

spells. The very weakness of woman becomes her tower of

strength ; and, in seeming to be governed, lies her power

of governing. In argument, their strength lies in their

delicacy and mildness of manner ; and even their anger is

most efficiently and most becomingly manifested, not by

violence of word, tone, or gesture, but by a reserved dignity

' This Apliurism was the armorial motto of that celebrated prelate^
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of manner, and a sort of negative unkindness, consisting

of a diminution of their natural and habitual amenity.

Eminence of rank, and the most profuse favours of

fortune, are insufficient to atone for forwardness or coarse-

ness of manners in a female.

Crossness of all kinds is a deadly enemy to beauty, and

should be avoided as a city of pestilence. A well-bred

lady will' be moderate in diet, and very sparing of wine

;

and whatever may be her natural or acquired talents, she

^all be careful not to engross unduly the attention of the

company she may be in.

We entreat our young readers to bear in mind, that in

our intercourse with society, it is our duty to bear and

forbear. A young lady should ever, whatever pains it may

cost her, keep her temper, conceal if not subdue her

antipathies, and avoid making any observations which are

calculated to wound the feelings of others. It is true,

that some persons have really annoying peculiarities, but

it is not difficult to avoid coming in contact with such

persons ; and even when etiquette compels collision, good

manners, of which good sense and good feeling are the very

soul, demand that we should suppress our own feelings,

rather than pain those of other persons.

In conversation too much display should be carefully

avoided. All like to be heard, and most persons like good

listeners better than -good talkers. Besides, too much

fluency and animation in discourse are incompatible with

true feminine modesty.

Neatness is indispensable in the dress of a lady: tawdry
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colours, and a conspicuously fashionable make, should

especially be shunned : dress at once shov^y and ill-judged

always draws ridicule upon its weai-er. It is impossible

to lay down minute rules for dress, the style of which

must, and should, differ with the varieties of figure and

countenance ; but, as a general rule, it may be well to

observe, that it is proper to preserve a middle course

between the extreme gaudiness of a modern fine lady and

the extreme plainness of the Quakers.

The manners, gait, dress, and that general assemblage

of particulars which the French call the tout-ensemble

,

afford to the judicious certain indications of a young

lady's disposition; and our fair readers should there-

fore be at once careful to acquire polished manners, and

studiously solicitous to avoid catching ungraceful or

vulgar peculiarities from others.

DUTY TOWARDS FRIENDS.

The Poet has truly said, that

" What fashion calls Friendship, tlishouours the name •"

and he as truly calls it

" The cloak of convenience
;"

for any thing like real disinterested friendship is rare
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indeed, and the virtues which are indispensable to it are

not very fashionable. Friends and friendship are upon

every one's lips ; but to few indeed is the blessing given to

have a real friend, or to entertain a real friendship. An

essential ingredient of friendship is, that sweetness and

equality of mind, which every trifling accident or misfortune

cannot ruffle. That young lady who possesses this happy

temper, has a perpetual fund of cheerfulness and good

humour ; and sheds joy and satisfaction upon all around

her. At ease with herself, she is blind to others, slow to

anger, and willing to forgive those by whom she is una-

voidably offended. Without good nature there can be no

such thing as friendship. The ill-natured and the peevish

are by nature unfit for this delightful intercourse. Friend-

ship is too tender a plant to grow in so coarse a soil.

Great care should be exercised in the choice of a friend

;

and we should take equal care not to mistake the possession

of what are called companionable qualities, for certain

proofs of that degree of worth which render a person fit for

friendship. Many are very agreeable in manner, and

fascinating in their person and discourse, while in public

company; who are nevertheless vain, capricious, selfish,

and prone to tattling. Can such persons be fit for friends }

A vain person is so full of her own imagined perfection,

that she has neither time nor inclination to do justice to

even the most brilliant qualities of others; nor can a capri-

cious person possibly possess that almost holy constancy,

which is one of the grandest characteristics of friendship,

and which stands firmly by friends through good report and

E E
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evil report, in prosperity and in adversity, in sorrow and iti

gladness, and which only fails when friends cease to live,

or cease to be virtuous.

But even vanity and capriciousness are scarcely so fatal

to friendship, as that incontinent love of tattling, which

tells all that it knows. She who cannot keep a secret, can

never be a true friend. For what is a friend } Is it no^

one, to whom we can without reserve impart our thoughts

and wishes, our designs, our hopes, our fears, and all that

we have heard, done, or said ?

Let our young friends then beware of entering into a

friendship with one of whose secresy they have any doubt.

If she publish her own secrets, she of a certainty will not

be more careful of those of another person ; if she be not

possessed of sense enough to consult her own, she is not

very well fitted to promote that of her friend ; and if she

will to her friend intrust the secret she has received from a

third person, intrust her not: she who has betrayed one, is

veiy likely to betray a thousand. Fidelity is the very key-

stone of friendship j whenever the former is in the most

trivial degree violated, the latter falls into irretrievable

ruin.

In their prosperity we should be candid to our friends, in

their adversity constant to them, in our kindness to them

profuse, in our demands of them very sparing ; we should

love their interest as our own, and we should at once con-

fide in them, and justify their confidence in us.

Virtue is as necessary to friendship as the air we breathe

IS to us ; and so Innir as that remains untainted and
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undiminished in our friends, whatever they may suffer

from the shafts of fortune or of malice, our motto should be

Toujours la tneme.*

DEPORTMENT TOWARDS INFERIORS.

It is scarcely of legs importance that a young lady

should deport hei'self properly towards her inferiors, than it

is that she do so towards her superiors. Indeed it is prin-

cipally by our manner of treating and speaking to our

dependants and inferiors, that our real dispositions are

estimated by the judicious portion of society. Interest, a

desire to conciliate, or a dread of offending, have unavoid-

ably some influence in modelling our address and manner

to those who rank above us ; and there is, consequently,

more of reality in our words aud actions, when they refer

to those whom we neither greatly fear to offend or desire to

conciliate.

In this particular, as in every point of ethics, perfection

lies in a golden mean. Familiarity and haughtiness must

be equally avoided. The former, in addition to its being

productive of many other ill effects, as infallibly as pro-

verbially breeds contempt ; the latter is most contemptible

in itself, and will inevitably make an enemy in every ser-

* Always the simc.
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vant, and inflict unhappiness upon every dependant. It

was beautifully said by some author, that we ought to con-

sider servants as " unfortunate friends ;" by which is meant,

not that we ought to encourage them to an undue fami-

liarity, but that we ought not to render their situation

unnecessarily irksome by a haughty bearing, insulting

words, or capricious commands ; but make their situation

as happy as is consistent with servitude, and be as kind

to them as is consistent with a proper observance of the

difference of their and our rank. Not only is it our duty to

act thus, but we shall, in reality, find it greatly to our

interest to do so. A courteous tone and manner of askin^j

any service, always secures a willing and cflfective com-

pliance. Servants are always acquainted with other ser-

vants, and aa^ moreover, frequently changing their situa-

tions, and they never fail to make known the good or ill

tempei-s of those with whom they live or have lived.

A truly good disposition is better appreciated by none

than by servants; and thus, even on a merely selfish prin-

ciple, our young readers will see the propriety of a kind

deportment towards them. But there is a still more cogent

reason why we should bear ourselves mildly towards our

inferiors. Christianity commands us to do so. Our Saviour

gave us a pra<-tical lesson of humility ; and his words

breathe the purest and most perfect benevolence.

We must again remark, however, that a due mean must

be observed between a too great familiarity, and a chilling

and insulting hauteur. For though we ought by no means

to inflict needless pain upon those who administer to our
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case and convenience ; so, on the other hand, we ought

carefully to avoid contracting the vulgarities of thought,

speech, and manner, which are more or less inseparable

from servitude.

DREAMS AND APPARITIONS.

Though the idle tales which are told about dreams and

apparitions are in themselves every way contemptible, it

is unfortunately so easy to impose upon the credulity of

the young and unreflecting, that a few words upon this

subject may not be entirely without their usefulness to our

young readers.

Young ladies, during their necessary intercourse with

nurses and other servants, seldom fail to hear their silly

tales of dreams and remarkable instances of their fulfil-

ment. The very manner in which these tales are told, the

references to persons who were told by other persons that

they had heard that other persons had been credibly

informed that such and such occurrences took place, and

the contradiction which the self-deluded people are con-

stantly in the habit of giving to their own relations, are

sufficient to guard eveiy critical listener against belief in

such utter nonsense. But youthful minds are fond of the

marvellous ; and with them, a very wonderful relation

finds credence in the exact proportion in which it does not

deserve it. Our youug readers will find their account, in

constantly bearing in mind, that the mere fact of there

K E 2
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being no authenticated relation of the appearance of an

apparition, is quite sufficient to prove that apparitions are

mere creatures of a fertile and disordered imagination
;

for had a departed spirit revisited the scene of its earthly

sojourn, such an occurrence would have found other

records than the half-crazed minds of ignorant crones.

Every supposed ghost, every startling noise, may be ac-

counted for upon natural principles, and traced to natural

Causes. When the mind suffers with the body, as in some

cases of fever, or when the mind is overstrained or excited,

which state may with propriety be called a mental fever,

it may delude itself into a belief that it sees fantastic

images, or hears unusual sounds. And when the mind

is in that species of fever, which is produced by loneliness,

and brooding over the unexamined tales which all persons

have heard, the fancies which, it conjures up are taken

for terrible realities, and every trifling sound, instead

of being, as it always might be, traced to a natural

cause, is forthwith fashioned into a supernatural mes-

senger of evil.

The importance which is attached to Dreams is as

unfounded and as ridiculous as the belief in Apparitions.

Dreams are the flights of fancy uncorrected and unguided

by judgment; or the undigested and imperfect thoughts

which take place during unsound sleep, or during the

period of disturbance which immediately precedes waking.

The judgment sleeps, but fancy is awake and active,

whence the incoherency and shifting nature of dreams.

Ghosts, our young readers may rest assured, will never
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visit them ; and to dream but little, they have only to take

plenty of healthful exercise j while that purity of heart,

and innocence of action, which we sincerely wish them to

evince throughout their lives, will infallibly procure them

to dream as serenely, when they do dream, while sleeping,

as they will reflect, remember, and look forward, while

awake.

USEFUL APHORISMS.

Our physical well-being, our moral worth, our social

happiness, our political tranquillity, all depend on that

controul of all our appetites and passions, which the ancients

designed by the cardinal virtue of Temperance.

—

Burke.

Idleness is the greatest prodigality.

Industrious wisdom often prevents what lazy folly thinks

inevitable, and as often accomplishes what the latter thinks

impossible.

A mind well trained and long exercised in virtue, does not

easily change any course it once undertakes.

—

Sir P.

Sydney.

The want of due consideration is the cause of all the

unhappiness a man brings upon himself.

Hear much, and speak little j for the tongue is the instru-

ment of the greatest good and greatest evil that is done in

the world.

—

Sir W. Raleigh.
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J)EniVES its name from the Latin word Decern, ten. It

was primitively the tenth, but it is now the twelfth month

in the year.

Our Saxon ancestors appropriately termed it Wintcr-

tnonat (Winter-rrntnth) , until they embraced the Christian

faith ; when, in devotion to the birth-time of the Sa\nour,

they reverently called December Heligh-inonat (Holy-

month). It was also called by them Midninter-motith,

and Giul-erra, or the First Giul. This word Giul here

means the feast in honour of the Saxon God Thor, (which

was celebrated at the winter solstice,) and was derived from

the word lol or ol, sigrnifyinj? ale, because ale was a chief

requisite and mark of such feasts. Giul is now corrupted

into Yidc and Gule.
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On the 16th kalend of December (the 17th day of the

month) the Romans commenced the celebration of the feast

called Saturnalia^which lasted five days. This festival was

held in honour of Saturn or Time, the fal)ulons father of

all the Gods. It was celebrated in Italy long before the

building of Rome, and indeed its origin cannot well be

traced. During its continuance no war was allowed to be

proclaimed, nor any criminal executed : the schools en-

joyed a vacation, and the whole city indulged in mirth and

freedom of conduct : servants were allowed to be free and

merry with their masters, pupils with their teachers, and

the people with their superiors. This joyous festival was

originally confined to one day only, but it gradually in-

creased to five, and indeed some authors say, to seven.

The Christian calendar dedicates the 21st of December

to the memory of St. Thomas the Apostle, surnamed

Didymus, or the Twin. This day is also generally con-

sidei'ed to be the shortest day in the year. The 25th day of

the month is sacred to the commemoration of the Nativity

(or birth) of Our Blessed Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ.

This festival was celebrated in the earliest ages of Christi-

anity, and was called pre-eminently, " The festival of

festivals," and " The chief of all festivals." Its name

Christmas, is derived from the Latin words Christi Missa,

meaning the Mass of Christ, which the Roman Catholics

performed on this sacred day. The word mass is applied

by them to their religious rituals, and their service book or

Liturgy is called the Missal, or Mass Book. On the

26th of December, the memory of St. Stephen, the first
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martyr to the Christian faith, is honoured. The 27th is

sacred to St. John the Apostle and Evangelist,—the most

beloved disciple of Christ ; and on the 28th, the dreadful

slaughter of the Jewish children by Herod, by which he

hoped to slay the infant Jesus, is commemorated, under the

name of " Holy Innocents.'' This festival is aJso called

Childermass or Child Mass.

"Now icicles hang by the wall,

And Dick, the sliepherd, blows his nail.

And Tom bears logs into the hall,

And milk comes frozen home in pail.'*

So sings an olden poet, with great truth and simplicity.

This month is, as the immortal Shakespeare calls it, " Dark

December," and the epithet is fully justified by the driz-

zling rains, the cloudy days, the cold mists, and the storms

of sleet and snow which prevail. Winter is now completely

arrived : the weather is cold, bleak and gloomy, and in

general presents no other variety than such as is afforded

by a succession of storms and tempests. Instead of radiant

skies, verdant groves, and variegated meadows, we have

only a frowning inclement atmosphere, dreary wastes, and

leafless trees. Rain and wind prevail abundantly, and, as

the frost seldom becomes settled till the latter end of the

month, December is the most unpleasant of the twelve.

Those reptiles which hide or sleep during the winter,

have now retired to their dark recesses ; the atmosphere is

fraught with dimness and chilliness, being loaded with

cloud and vapour ; the fields are damf and miry ; the
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trees stripped and wretched in their bareness : of the

whole race of insects, which animated the summer scenes,

great numbers have perished, and the remainder are wrapt

in profound slumber; and even those animals or birds

which still remain about or dependant on us, are so intent on

the mere preservation of .life at this cheerless season, that

they have lost or cease to exert those powers of pleasing,

•which at othei* periods aftbrd so much delight to the at-

tentive observer of natui'e, and contribute so greatly to their

own enjoyment; but we have yet something to relieve the

dreary dullness of the time. Evergreens and winter flowei's,

like real friends, afford us their cheerful beauties and con-

solation at a time when we especially need them. Firs,

pines, the bay, and the holly, with its lustrous red berries,

are now particularly grateful; besides which we have

rosemary, misletoe, hellebore, and the aconite,* to re-

fresh our wintry-stricken sight. The furze too now be-

sprinkles the otherwise barren heaths with its flower

of bright yellow, and the numerous species of moss

adorn the wastes which produce them. Now, also, to divert

us from gloominess of feeling, the green plover " whistles o'er

the lea;" snipes are active in the marshes ; moles are equally

busy in dry meadows; the little wagtails flit about the

springs; larks assemble in companies, and sing in concert

or conversation, instead of solitarily ; the thrush occasion-

ally reminds us of his existence; the titmouse and hedge-

sparrow make a lame attempt at harmony ; the robin con-

• Wolfs liane.
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tinues to chirrup to us for his supper; and, above all these,

in fireside contemplation, are the merry delights, the

uproarious enjoyments of Christmas, when roast beef

and plumb-pudding, mincepies and currant wine, make

glad the heart of the youngsters of society. Another

source of delight may be found in the cultivation of

monthly roses, wnich will bloom as well in December,

within doors, as in May. Thus may we never be

without that beautiful flower from the first to the last

day of the year. Indeed, even in this gloomy month we

may be at no loss for rational enjoyment. Although the

exhilarating exercises of the open air are denied us, yet the

intellectual pleasures of social intercourse and sensible con-

versation are an ample equivalent; and these, aided by

the comforts of blazing hearths, warm carpets, books, and a

spice of music, will assuredly enable us to turn the season of

cheerlessness and discomfort into a time of amusement and

improvement. In every situation, and at any moment, a

contented mind will provide enjoyment for its possessor.

In all this course of pleasure, health must be preserved.

The heat of apartments where convivial meetings have been

held, and of crowded assemblies, is the source of many

diseases. To guard against these, warm clothing, regular

hours, and temperance, are especially essential.
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January 25.

ST. PAUL, originally named Saul,* was a native of

Tarsus, the metropolis of Cilicia,f a city of great repu-

tation for its riches and leax-ning. He was at first a Pha-

risee;!; ^y profession, a great persecutor of the Christian

Church, and aftei'wards a disciple § of Jesus Christ,

and apostle
II

of the Gentiles.^ He is supposed to have

been born about two years before Our Saviour, and,

• The reason why the name of Saul was changed to that ofPaiil,

is uncertain, but the most probable account seems to be that of Qriyen

;

viz. that he, being of Jewish parentage and born in Tarsus, a Roman

city, had, at his circumcision, two names given him, SAUL a Jewish,

and Paul, a Roman name ; and that when he preached to tlie Jews,

he was called by the Jewish name SAUL, and when to the Gentiles

(as he did chiefly after this time) by PAUL, his Roman name.

+ A district of Asia Minor, now forming part of Asiatic Turkey.

} One of a noted sect among the Jews, who were exceedingly

zealous for the traditions of the elders. They made great pretension

to piety, and looked upon themselves as more holy than otlitr men,

and therefore separated themselves from those whom they thought

sinners or profane.

} In a restrained Scripture sense, the disciples of Clirist denote

those alone who were his immediate followers and attendants on his

person, of whom there were seventy-two. In a general sense it sig-

nifies a scholar, or one who professes the tenets of another.

(I An apostle was one who was an attendant and disciple of Christ

on earth, and commissioned by him, after his resurrection, to preach

the Gospel to the Gentile world.

^ A Gentile is one who worships idols, or false gods.

F F
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according to St. Chrysostom,* to have lived to the age of

68 years.

St. Paul was early trained up to wisdom, by the care and

prudence of his father, from whom he received the rudi-

ments of that education, of which he afterwards made so

good a use, in the preaching of the Gospel of Christ.

His father sent him early to Jei-usalem, in order to study

the LAW ; and for that purpose he was put under the care

and tuition of Gamaliel, a man of great eminence in

that profession, and much celebrated for his wisdom and

authority among the Pharisees, of which sect he seems to

have been the head.

Under the tuition of this great master, St. Paul made

so qui«;k and surprising a progress in the knowledge of the

LAWjf that he greatly surpassed his fellow students, and

soon recommended himself to the notice and observation

of the chief men among the Pharisees ; who, thinking that

a young man of his disposition and capacity would be a

very proper person either to propagate or defend their

religious opinions, soon singled him out for that purpose,

and took care to have him educated in the strictest of their

principles. Thus accomplished, we find him very early

appearing in the service of his masters, by consenting

to, and probably being concerned iu, the martyrdom of

St. Stephen, as appears from his own words—" When the

• Chrysostom was a native of Antiocli, and bishop of Constanti-

nople. He died A. D. 407.

+ By the term law, is here understowl the " Law of 3Toses."
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Nood of thy tnartyr Stephen was shed, I also was standing

hif, and consentbuj unto his death, and kept the raiment of

those that sletv him.''''— (Acts. xxii. v. 20.)

This happened A. D. 33, a short time after Our Saviour's

death. Immediately after the death of St. Stephen, St. Paid

(or rather Saul) breathing nothing but slaughter and

destruction to the Christians, and having received authority

from the High-priest and Elders of the Jews, to go to

Datnascus, with power to exercise his cruelty and zeal, in

such manner as he should think proper, departed for that

city, full of malice, and thirsting for blood.

Thus doul)ly armed with rage and authority, he aec

forward on his journey, intending nothing less than the

total dcstniction of the Christians at Damascus. But the

supreme providence of God, who can make the most wicked

designs subservient to his infinitely wise purposes, thought

proper to interpose at this juncture, as well on the behalf

of the distressed followers of the crucified Jesus, as in

compassion to the misguided zeal of their implacable

persecutor. For as he was journeying on the road, about

noon, and drawing near to Damascus, suddenly an ama-

zing gleam of light darted from heaven, far exceeding in

splendour the brightness of the meridian sun, accompanied

by a voice, saying unto him, " Saul, Saul, why perse-

cutest thou me f Saul, together with his companions,

in their confusion and astonishment fell to the ground;

but the voice being only directed to him, he soon recol-

lected himself sufiiciently to reply, "Lord, who art thou .?"

To this inquiry he I'eceived an answer, importing, that the
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person who spake to him was no other than the Crucified

JesuSy whose church and saints he was then so cruelly

persecutjiic-; and that it was in vain for him to act further

in opposition to the determination of God's providence ;

that the Lord had appointed him to be a minister of that

religion which he was so furiously endeavouring to sup-

press ; and that if he were not adverse to the divine com-

mands, the Almighty would assist and preserve him, and

make him a great instrument in the conversion of the

Gentile world.

The Apostle, upon this discovery of his Saviour, became

obedient to the heavenly vision, diligently inquired His

will and pleasure, and immediately followed the directions

He at that time vouchsafed to give him. The extraor-

dinary splendour of the light had, however, totally

deprived him of vision, so that he was imder the neces-

sity of l>eing led to Damascus, from whence he was not far

distant.

At this time, there was in that city a certain disciple,

named Ananias, whom Our Blessed Lord, in a vision,

commanded to go and find out Saul, and to cure him of his

blindness. Ananias was startled at the name of the man,

and, to excuse himself, alleged his violent persecutions of

the church, and with what a wicked intent he was then

:ome to Damascus ; but to this the vision replied, that he

was appointed by God to be a powerful instrument in the

propagation of the gospel both among the Jews and

Gentiles, and that how much soever he had persecuted

Christianity hitherto, he was now to become a zealous
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defender of it, and even to die in the testimony of its

truth.

Saul continued blind for the space of three days, during

which he employed his time in preparing his mind for a

proper reception of those divine truths which were to be

revealed to him, and in which he was to instruct others.

At the expiration of that time, Ananias, encouraged ))y the

heavenly assurances he had received, repaired to the house

where the convert lodged, and greeted him with the joyful

message, " That the Lord Jesus, who had appeared to him

on his journey, had sent him not only to restore his sight,

but also to bestow upon him such gifts and graces of the

Holy Spirit, as might qualify him for the ministry to which

he was then appointed."

No sooner had Ananias finished his salutatiouj, than

Saul recovered his sight, and was immediately initiated by

baptism into the Christian faith ; after which he made an

open profession of that faith, by preaching publicly in the

synagogues * of Damascus, and proving that Jesus was the

Messiah.

After a short stay in this city, our Apostle retired into

the neighbouring parts of Arabia the Desert, where he first

planted the gospel ; and in the beginning of the following

year he again returned to Damascus, and there preached

(Ihrist publicly in the synagogues, to the great astonish-

ment of all the Jews, who were not a little amazed and

confounded at the great change of his opinions and pro-

• The public places of worship among the Jews.
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ctedings, and the powerful efficacy of his arguments and

tliscourses. Incensed, however, at having lost so consider-

able a champion, they pursued him with the most inve-

terate malice, and contrived all possible means to destroy

him, but without success, as he escaped from their snares

by being put into a basket, and let down over the city wall,

from whence he made the best of his way to Jerusalem.

From this period St. Paul devoted the remainder of his

life to the propagation of Christianity, for which purpose

he travelled through the greater part of the then known

world.

The many labours and sufferings of this great Apostle

are so elegantly related by his biographer, St Luke, that

it seems unnecessary to detail them here ; suffice it to add,

that he fell a martyr to his zeal, arid that he was beheatled

by Nero, emperor of Rome. Thus died St. Paul, in the

r»8th year of his age, and the 3.^th of his ministry ; after

having with indefatigable labour and fatigue triumphantly

propagated the glad tidings of Salvation to the most con-

siderable and distant parts of the known world; discouraged

l)y no difficulty, deterred by no opposition, nor terrified

by the most severe sufferings; but constantly persevering

in the good fight of faith, till h<' had finished his course,

and obtained that crown of martyrdom, w hieh he had long

ardently desired.
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The word Shrove is the preterite of the old verb, to Shriv0)

which signifies both to confess and to absolve. By the

institutions of the Roman Catholic church, which formerly-

prevailed in England, all the people in every parish through-

out the kingdom wei*e obliged to confess their sins, one by

one, to their respective parish priests, on the Tuesday

preceding Ash Wednesday, the first day of Lent. This

custom of shriving, or confession, occasioned that day to

be called Shrove Tuesday, and, from it, the preceding

Sunday {Quinguagesima Sunday) obtained the name of

Shrove Sunday, and both were commonly called Shrove

Tide, an appellation still I'etained. The Saxon word Tide,

or Tid, means time, and was by them usually appended to

the name of any particular period ; hence the origin of the

titles Whitsun-^irfe, Shrove-^irfe, &c. &c.

The confessing of sins at this particular time, was in-

tended as a fitting preparation for the holy fast of Lent,

which commenced on the next day. In order that this

general confession might be the more regularly performed,

the great bell of every parish church was rung at ten

o'clock in the morning, and sometimes earlier j and,

although the Romish religion and its ordinances have

long since been superseded in this countiy by the Protes-

tant, yet the custom of ringing the great bell on Shrove

Tuesday still remains in many parishes. At Hoddesdon,

in Hertfordshire, the bell is still rcgularlv run? on this
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day atfour o'clock in the morning, and again at eight at

night, between which hours only the inhabitants consider

themselves at liberty to make and eat pancakes^ and so

closely, it is said, are the customary limits of the time

observed, that after the ringing of the evening bell not a

pancake remains in the town.

On Shrove Tuesday, after the general confession above

mentioned, the people were allowed to indulge themselves

with festive amusements, but they were not permitted to

partake of any y/e«/t in their repasts on that day. Hence,

in order to vaiy their substitutes for animal food, arose the

custom of making and eating fritters or pancakes on this

day, which occasioned it to be vulgarly called Pancake-

day, in the same manner that the preceding day had ob-

tained the appellation of Collop Monday, from the primi-

tive custom of their eating eggs spread on collops, or slices

of bread.

Formerly, under the Romish dispensation, the most

wanton and disgraceful recreations were tolerated on these

days of authorised indulgence ; the people being suffered to

amuse themselves as they chose, provided they duly ob-

served the dietaiy abstinence imposed upon them by the

church ; and the profligacy and cruelty of the sports of the

common people were unchecked, in order that they might

the more readily submit to the lengthened privations of

Lent. Hence arose, in foreign regions, the Popish Carni-

val,* with all its attendant lewdness and depravity ; and,

• From the Latin woids Carni iitic, "farewell (o Jlcsfi."
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in our own country, the infamous barbarities of cock-

fighting, cock-throning, bull-baiting, &c.

The first and last of these cruel practices require no de-

scription ; but, as it is undoubtedly desirable to acquire a

knowledge of the manners and customs both of ancient and

modern times, however undesirable it may be that we should

follow them, it may not be amiss to add a few words in

explanation of the inhuman custom called cock-throning.

The following is the account given by Mr. Brand, the an-

tiquarian :
" The owner of the cock trains his bird for

some time before Shrove Tuesday, and throws a stick at

him himself, in order to prepare him for the fatal day, by

accustoming him to watch the threatening danger, and, by

springing aside, avoid the fatal blow. He holds the poor

victim on the spot marked out, by a cord fixed to his leg,

at the distance of nine or ten yards, so as to be out of the

way of the stick himself. Another spot is marked, at the

distance of twenty-two yards, for the person who throws, to

stand upon. He has three throws for twopence, and wins

the cock if he can knock him down, and run up and catch

him before the bird recovers his legs. The inhuman pas-

time does not end with the cock's life, for when killed it is

put into a hat, and won a second time by the person who

can strike it out. Broomsticks are generally used to thi'ow

with. The cock, if well trained, eludes the blows of his

cruel persecutors for a long time, and thereby clears to his

master a considerable sum of money."

Another method of pursuing this brutal diversion, or,

rather a species of it, as practised in some places, is, by
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fastening a hen to a man's back, who has also horse bells

about him ; the other persons concerned in the sport are

then blindfolded, and, with boughs in their hands, they

chase the fellow and the hen, guided by the sound of the

bells, endeavouring to strike the hen, until it is killed;

after which it is boiled with bacon, and, with a store of

pancakes and fritters, serves to feast the wretches who thus

wantonly and cruelly tormented it.

A third custom of this kind was, to put a cock into an

earthen vessel made for the purpose, wherein he was

placed in such a position that only his head and tail were

exposed to dew; then the vessel, with the bird in it being

suspended across the street about twelve or fourteen feet

from the ground, it was thrown at until the vessel was

broken, when the successful thrower had the cock for his

reward.

Such were some of the inhuman practices of the common

people on this day; and, although these brutalities are not

yet wholly eradicated from the land, yet we have reason to

bless God, that by the vigilance of our magistrates and the

excellence of our laws, such scenes of barbarous depravity

are now of rare occurrence. The diffusion of knowledge

has in a considerable degree enlightened the minds of the

people, and, as the great work of universal information

progresses, we shall daily have cause to rejoice in the moral

as well as intellectual improvement of society. The culti-

vation of the mind is a sure means of advancing the refine-

ment of the heart ; for, as ignorance is undoubtedly the

parent of every vice, so knowledge is equally an incentive
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to the practice of virtue. Nor is it merely in the acquisi-

tion of human learning, and, consequently, in the moral

improvement of the multitude, that the enlightened portion

of society will have reason to rejoice, when contemplating

the happy effects of their diffusing those treasures of wisdom

which they have themselves acquired,—there is yet a

nobler, a more sacred source of delight, which they shall

undoubtedly experience. They will have the supreme

felicity of knowing and proving, that the enlightening of

the tinderstanding wiW expand the faculties of the soul, and

that those who are blessed with the acquirement of the

wisdom of this world, will thereby be rendered far more

capable of receiving, of understanding, and of cherishing,

that divine and inestimable knowledge—those glorious

truths, which shall render them n-ise unto salvation, and

which shall qualify them for attaining unto eternal life.



PALM SUNDAY.

Palm Sunday is the Sunday before Easter,* and was so

called from the Romish custom of distributing and carry-

ing ^jaZm branches on this day, in commemoration of the

triumphant entry of Our Blessed Lord and Saviour into

Jerusalem. By referring to the accounts of this event,

recorded by the Evangelists in the New Testament, it will

appear that, as Christ proceeded, riding on an ass, the

multitude spread their garments in the way, and cut down

branches from the U'ees, and strewed them for him to pass

over. And when he was come nigh to the city, a great

multitude of people, who were assembled in Jerusalem to

keep the Passover, took branches of Palm trees, f and

went forth to meet him, crying " Hosanna ! Blessed is He

that Cometh in the name of the Lord," &.c. This, then, is

the origin of the custom which has given the name to this

day. But as palm trees do not grow in England, yew, and

afterwards the rvillotv, were substituted : at Rome, and in

the Roman Catholic countries, for the same reason, sprigs

oi box-wood, and artificial palms, sometimes tipped with a

few real palm leaves or buds, are used instead.

The custom of bearing palm branches has, with other

Popish ceremonies, long since become obsolete in England

;

• See the article on Festivals and Fasts in " The Young Gentlem/in's

Lihrary, S^cy

t Palm has by all nations Ix en rcjLjarded as an cnibkm of /jr/<?ry.
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but, as some relics of former usages will generally remain

for ages after the extinction of their practical observance,

so, in this respect, a sufficient remnant still exists to con-

firm our researches. It is yet customary for children, on

this day, to " go a palming," and to gather the soft buds

of the willow, which they call pahn. It is also sold in

Covent Garden market on the preceding Saturday, and,

doubtless, many of the ignorant purchasers know not the

real nature of their purchase, but implicitly believe it to

be verily true palm. In many parts of England, also, the

old usage of decorating the churches and private houses

with evergreens, on this day, is still retained.

In Russia,' where the religion of the Greek church is

established, the due observance of Palm Sunday is a

solemn obligation, and constitutes a very enlivening fes-

tival. The Russians adorn their images, and the sacred

pictures in the streets, with palm branches, and gay

processions take place, which, being decorated with a great

number of artificial bouquets of flowers and fruit, as well

as boughs, form a very striking and exhilarating spectacle.

At Rome, Palm Sunday is observed with very great

solemnity, and many ceremonies. The Pope himself

blesses and distributes the palm branches, in the Sistine

chapel ; after which, a procession of the ecclesiastics, in

which the Pope is borne in his chair of state on men's

shoulders, under a crimson canopy, issues forth into the

Borgian Hall behind the chapel, marches round it, and

returns to the chapel, where high mass is then celebrated^

and the ceremonies are terminated by the cardinals all

G G
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embracing and kissing each other, which kiss is called the

kiss of peace.

Although Henry Vlll. abrogated the Roman Catholic

religion and its ceremonies in England, yet he declared,

that the bearing of palms was to be continued, and the

custom accordingly prevailed until the second year of

Edward VI.

In the Roman Catholic missals this day is called

Dominica in ramis jiabnarum, the Sunday of palm

branches : the ancient Christians entitled it Dominica

Competentium, the Sunday of the Competentes, because on

that day the Catechumens * came to ask the bishop leave

to be admitted to baptism, which was accordingly conferred

on the Sunday following. They also styled it Dominica

Capitiluvium, or the Sunday of washing the head, because

the Catechumens prepared themselves on that day for

baptism, by washing the head. At a later period, Palm

Sunday was denominated laduUjence Sunday, because the

emperors and patriarchs then distributed gifts.

• Caudidatcfi for ha|)timn.



MAUNDAY THURSDAY.

Maunday Thursday, called also Shere, or Chare

Thursday, is the Thursday in Passion Week, the day

before Good Friday, and the last Thursday before Easter.*

The derivation of its first-mentioned designation has been

variously conjectured. INIany suppose it to be a corrup-

tion of the Latin term used in Popish calendars, Dies

Mandati, that is, the day of the command: but whether

the day was so named from the command which Christ

gave to his disciples when he instituted the Lord's Supper,

on the day previous to his crucifixion, to break bread in

remembrance of Him, or from his other command given

on the same day, after He had washed his disciples' feet,

that they should love one another, has not been decided j

each supposition having its advocates. But a far more

probable and natural origin of the term maundy, may be

traced to the old Saxon word mande, afterwards corrupted

into maund, which was a name for a basket, and which, in

course of time, was also applied to any alm.'i, gift, or

offerings, which were contained in the basket. From tlie

earliest ages of the Christian church, it was customary,

among the ecclesiastics and the rich and noble, to l)estow alms

and charitable gifts on this day. In imitation also of Our

Lord's example, and in professed obedience to his command,

+ See the article on Festivals and Fasls in " Tke Vuvng C'cnilcmun's

Library.''
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the practice of washing the feet of the poor was long kept

up (and is still annually performed in person by the Pope),

by our Roman Catholic ancestors, especially in the monas-

teries. After the performance of this ceremony, it was

usual to distribute liberal donations of clothing and of

silver money, as well as refreshments, in order to mitigate

the severity of the fast. These donations were dispensed

from baskets called viandes or viaunds, and from them

came the title Maunday or Maundy Thursday. Charitable

dispensations of this kind are still annually performed in

some places in this country, and, till within a compara-

tively recent period, the basket which held the bread and

silver was termed the Maundy basket.

The name Shore, of which Chare is only a vulgar cor-

ruption, was appended to this day, because it was the day

when the monks were accustomed to shere or shear (that is,

to shave) their heads, or to get them shorn or shaven,

and to clip their beards, in decent preparation for Easter

Day.

Formerly, it was customary for the English monarchs

on Maunday Thursday to wash the feet of as many poor

persons as they were years old, and afterwards to bestow their

viaundy, or alms, upon each of them. Queen Elizabeth

performed this ceremony at her palace at Greenwich, when

she was thirty-nine years old, on which occasion she

washed the feet of that number of poor persons, kneelingy

and attended by thirty-nine ladies and gentlemen. The

feet, however, were previously cleansed with warm water

and sweet herbs, by the yeoman of the laundry, and again
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by the sub-almoner, previous to the performance of the

operation by the queen. Money, clothes, and food, were

then distributed among the poor. James II. was the last

English sovereign who performed this ceremony in person.

Instead of the above usage, the royal alms are now annu-

ally distributed on Maunday Thursday, in the Chapel

Royal at Whitehall, to as many poor men, and as many

women, as the years of the king's age amount to. This

bounty is dispensed, after the religious service of the day

has been performed, by the Lord Almoner, or, in his

absence, by the Sub-Almoner : it consists of woollen cloth,

linen, shoes and stockings, a one pound note, a little bag

containing as many silver pennies as the number of

the king's years, and a cup of wine to drink his majesty's

health, to each man and woman.

G 2
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mcrous anec(l<ite« iisnoiiiitcd willi (Ik; history ol tlie <.'ouiilii<'s diHcii-

bi'd."—/ierks/iiiff C/ironicIc, Stplcmbcr VMli, IH'iH.

" Tlie )»aucity and meagrcnrss of Gold»mitli'.s and Gny'H Gram-
mars of (icograidiy liave lonR' hwn a .source of ineonveiiienee and
ri'^nt to tlioNC employed in the Inition of youth. A truly romprc-
hrnsivr (ompendimn of g(!o(^raphical and historiral information, jii-

diciiiusly hiended, has hcon therefore a (>reat desideratum. Mr.
I'lNIvncK'.s name has for many years heen a .standard warranty to

s(dio<d hooks ; and tiiis, his last lanotir, fully sustains its eshililished

ri^putation. It is a very coniprehensive ron»lens;il ion of all whieh is

ncccssjiiy in triK tiin;? tlie important seience of {geography. The
N(:ilisliiMl driiils of countriitt are nlea.siujtly relieved by a wrics of
H(lniii:ilile lil.sldiiiiil mfinoidndd, which hear ovidc^nce of fidelity and
deep research. We are surprised, in lookinfj; throufj^h the hook, to

ohserve what a va.st (piantity of instruction is comprised in its 446
\yA'^v»."—tiunday 7'ime.i, Avgust %\fh, IH'iH.

" VVe have jnst now heforc; us a handsome and compact little

volume, ' p^ot up' with p;ri'at care, histe, ;in<l Jiidnment: ' A (/rammar
of Modern (icoyrnpliy atid I/islori/.' T\u'. cpiantity of really useful

information that it contains is astoni-shin^-."—Za Belle Aisemblee,
Oct. 1, 1H'2H.

" To Mr. I'lNNOCK helon^s the merit of inventing' tho.se Catr.
chisms of Science aii<l fieneral Knowled^;e, which even a Lord (Mian,

cellor co«descend<!d to read and to praise. Nothiii;;' more is neces.

sary to he .said to recommend his hook in every (iiiarter."— Z<o/i(/(;»

Magazinn for Oclobtr lh28.

" Grammar of (iKooraphy and IIistokv.—Iwery person
cnf^afted in tiie education of children, will he much pleasj;d to turn
over th(! pii^es of orn! of the hest, hrcausr; most simplified, and at the
same time compcndiouH works on Geop^raphy, that has (rver yet ap-
peared. The name of I'INNOC'K standsatllie heail <if modrrri I'loneers

in the march of Juvenile Iiili||cc|,aii<l tlic prcsml voliimf is : ther
exhibition ofhisnieritorioiis iiuhistry. lVIa|»saiid pi(tori:il ilhistnitioin

adorn tiie work, and are alike estimable from tneir utility and the
beauty of their cxecutifin. It is announced amon^j our ad\< Tlise-

meiits, and we are sure that our readers will be thankful, for thus
haviiijj;- specially directed their attention to so useful, elejfant, and
withal verij vlirap a puhlicatiuii."— yflMw/on C'our'wr, Aug. 27, IH2H.

" FiNNOcK's iMf>l)i;RN Gi;0(;rai'I1V.—AVe call Hk; attention of
our ri-aders, and more i-specially the heads of seiiiinai i( s, to a useful.

spleiKlid, and singiilarlg cheap little work, just published by IVk)Mv
and llDWARD.s, intitjed ' A compre/irnsiiw (,'rnmmar of Jlf/ulern

C.'rngrrip/nj and Hislory: Without any ex<-eptioii, it is the hest
of the sort hithc^rto puhlisln(l."— /r/wf/iwr Herald, AiKjUsfAMli,

" This little book is of a <le.scription much superior to the ordi-
nary class of school h(»oks. Its author needs no prais*; from us, as
bis loiifr and faithful w rvi<es to the cause of education have met
that j^eneral approbation wliieli is their fittest and lii(,'liest reward.



We are happy to say, that the same judicious iudustry which dietin-

guished his smaller works for the beuefit of cliildreii, is displayed in
full force in the little volume now on our table. It is well arranged,
and written in a clear simple style. Bi:t it is also much more tliaii a
mere outline of Geography, for it contains an admirable summary of
the most important pointsin history and chronology ; and its pages
are interspersed with interesting physical facts," relating to the
various countries under consideration. The author, we are happy to
perceive, intends to give it a companion, containing a similar out-
line of ancient and Sicred History, Chronology, and Geography. VVe
approve much of the catechetical system of teaching, which is pro-
vided for by questions ippended to each section. These will enable
the relf-instructor to ascertain with ease and certainty what real pro-
gress he has made in the acquisition of knowledge. A good treatise

of this comprehensive nature has long been wanting in our schools.

To those v/hose time will not permit them to turn to more ponde-
rous sources of information, and to those who may wish to refresh
their memories, by looking over an accurate summary of facts already
known, we heartily recommend this Geography as the best elemen-
tary work we have seen."

—

London JVeekly Beview, Sept. 27, 1828.

In live Press.

As Companions to the foregoing Work, Mr. Pinnock has
nearly ready for publication

—

A GRAMMAR of CLASSICAL GEOGRAPHY and
HISTORY.

A GRAMMAR of SACRED GEOGRAPHY and HIS-
TORY.

An ENGLISH GRAMMAR, with Exercises, comprised
in one Volume.
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